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INTRODUCTION.

EXCURSION TO Tin: ROOKY MOUNTAINS.

The undersigned was called upon, a tew weeks before the opening of

the Congress, to prepare a geological guide book for the use of those

members of the Congress who should take part in the proposed excur-

sion to the Rocky .Mountains.

Parts of the vast region to be passed over during the excursion had
never been systematically examined; of other parts the results of recent

examinations had not yet been published, and the published Surveys of

still other parts were scattered through many bulky Government, State,

and other reports, all of which it would have been impossible to consult

in the time given, and many of which had been more or less superseded

by later and as yet unpublished observations. Under these circum-

stances the only feasible plan for preparing such a guidebook was to call

Upon geologists within reach, who were most familiar with different parts

of these regions, to contribute descriptions of the geology of such parts.

Those thus called upon responded most promptly and generously, but

their contributions necessarily varied somewhat in detail and method of

treatment, according to the varying conceptions of the authors. It

was not possible, in the limited time given, to return their manuscripts

to the authors for revision so as to produce the necessary uniformity,

and the duty therefore fell upon the editor of hastily rewriting a con-

siderable portion of the material contributed, and of tilling in any gaps
to the best of his personal knowledge. The resulting guide book was
necessarily somewhat unequal in the amount of detailed description

given of different parts of the region, and also incomplete in illustration

and bibliographic reference In spite of these imperfections, it so well

subserved its purpose that a unanimous request was made by the other
secretaries, who had taken part in the excursion, that it should be pub-

lished in the Oompte-rendu, after revision by the various contributors

of the parts for which they were to be held responsible, and the addition

of as many illustrations and bibliographic references as possible. This

request has been complied with, as far as has proved practicable, in the

following pages. In a few cases the original contributors have been
too busy to revise their notes, and the editor has been obliged to pre-

sent the description of their regions much as they originally appeared.

In other cases, where the descriptions contained in the original guide
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256 GEOLOGICAL EXCURSION TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

book wore a compilation of the notes of several individuals, it has been
difficult to divide the parts s<> as not to interfere with the continuity
of the description. Whatever has been lost in this respect, however
has been more than made up by (die greater fullness of treatment. The
lists, prepared by each contributor, of publications containing the most
recent and important geological information in regard to the respective
areas described have, for convenience of reference, been combined into
a single list placed at the end of the sketch, references being made by
means of numbers in the text corresponding to the numbers affixed to
each title.

Some of the visiting geologists have kindly contributed notes and
sketches made by them during thejourney, which form a valuable addi-
tion, and it is only to beregretted that they are not more numerous.

S. F. Emmons,
Editor.
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EXCURSION TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE REGION.

By (i. K. GttXBBRT.

Tii .journeying three-fourths of the distance from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, the excursion crosses a number of distinct topographic prov-
inces, as well as districts characterized by a wide range of climatic con-
ditions. By way of introduction to the details described in subsequent
chapters, a few paragraphs will be devoted to the characterization of
the general physiographic and climatic types of the country to be trav-
ersed.

Themost general classification ofthe United States into physiographic
provinces indicates an Appalachian region at the east, a Oordilleran
region at the west, and a broad plain between drained by the Missis-
sippi and the St. Lawrence rivers. In the Appalachian region six belts
are distinguished— the Coastal plain, the Piedmont plain, the Blue
ridge, the Appalachian valley, the Appalachian mountains, the Cum-
berland plateau. They all trend approximately northeast and south-
west, and. as is the case with other physiographic provinces, they are
clearly differentiated in some districts and difficult of discrimination in

others. We are concerned chiefly with their aspects on the line of
journey.

Washington City stands at the boundary between the Coastal plain
and the Piedmont belt. If any river on the Atlantic coast, from New-
Jersey to the Carolinas. be followed from its mouth, a cataract is sooner
or later reached and navigation interrupted. A line across the land
connecting these cataracts is known as the "fall line." and gives the
northwestern limit of the Coastal plain. The Coastal plain is charac-
terized by level strata, little indurat ed. having essentially the attitude
of deposition. These strata are Cretaceous and newer. The general
elevation is not great, and the northern portion of the plain is inter-

rupted by great tidewater hays, due to the sinking of the land and the
drowning of the river valleys.

The Piedmont belt is in general a plain somewhat higher than the
Coastal plain, ami bearing small hills or even small mountains. Its

surface is generally undulating, and the greater lines of drainage are
abruptly incised. The plain is carved from indurated and folded
rocks of various ages, partly Jura Trias, but chiefly inetamorphic. On
(he outward journey the belt is crossed between Washington and

261



262 GEOLOGICAL EXCURSION TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Weverton, and on the return it is theoretically crossed between the

Highlands of the Hudson river and New fork City, but its manifosta

Hon there is not characteristic.

The Blue ridge overlooks the Piedmont district from the no.-thwest,

and is a nearly continuous upland from New England to Georgia. At

most points it is a single ridge rising 2,000 feet above adjacent low-

lands, but in North Carolina it is expanded into a mountain chain, with

greater altitude. The outward journey intersects it in approaching

Harpers Ferry; the return journey, at the Highlands of the Hudson.

The Appalachian valley is a wonderfully persistent belt of low land

separating the Blue ridge from the Appalachian mountains. For

Several geologic periods the Appalachian region has stood at so low a

level that its streams have had small declivity, and mechanical erosion

has been slow. The chemical factor in erosion has thus acquired rela-

tive prominence, and the broad outcrop of lower Paleozoic limestone

which occupies the valley area has been degraded by solution until its

surface is far below the contiguous outcrops of sandstone and shale. It

is an undulating plain, sharply incised along principal lines of drainage,

and otherwise characterized by ••swallow holes" or ''limestone sinks."

and by eaves. The outward journey traverses it from Harpers Ferry to
North .Mountain Station; on the line of the return journey it is not
well distinguished.

The Appalachian mountains* 1 consist of Paleozoic strata, from Cam-
brian to Carboniferous, which have been acutely folded and faulted.

The steeper limbs of the fold are usually on the northwest side. Anti-
clines are often pushed northwestward over synclines. and in numer-
ous instances this process has culminated in thrust faults. The prin-
cipal epoch of folding ended early in Mesozoie time, and during the lat-

ter part of the -Mesozoie the district, which then stood several thousand
feet lower than now, was degraded to the condition of a peneplain.
Subsequent uplift renewed the activity of the streams, and the district
was carved into a grand cameo, in which the topographic features
express the rock texture and rock structure in a peculiarly effective
manner. The outcrop of each series of soft rocks is recorded in a sys-
tem of valleys; each great bed of hard rock caps a ridge, but Qone of
the ridges rise above the level of the old peneplain, and all the greater
ridges have even tops expressing that factor of their history. On the
outward journey this belt is traversed from North Mountain to the
Monongahela river; on the return journey it is entered at Schenec-
tady, but its features are masked by Pleistocene deposits.
The Appalachian folding diminishes in intensity northwestward until

finally the dips of the strata are gentle. Wherever a massive sand-
stone approaches the height of the old peneplain in the region of
gentler tolds ,t has been preserved in the form of a high table, usually

Figures above the line refer to titles in Bibliographic lis, at end of Guide Book.
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with an abrupt escarpment toward the southeast. The Cumberland
plateau is a belt of such tables. It is thus a connecting link between
the Appalachian mountains and the interior plain, but it is not every-

where to be recognised. <>n the line of the out ward journey it is not

discriminated. On the line of the return journey it is represented by
the Oatskill mountains, which are visible in the distance from the west

(right) side of the train as it follows the Hudson River.

The central plain of the continent does not yield a simple and defi-

nite classificat ion into physiographic provinces, but the portion tra-

versed by the excursion may be imperfectly characterized by describ-

ing three topographic types which it illustrates: the Lake region, the

Prairie region, and the Great plains. The hake region 2 isarather
uneven plain, having for its foundation, at the north, crystalline rocks

of complex Structure which are so degraded that all mountains are

Obliterated, and at the south. Paleozoic rocks, level or gently folded,

and likewise degraded to approximate evenness. Over these are

deposits Of glacial drift, irregularly disposed so as to break the surface

into ;i large number of basins, holding lakes, lakelets, ponds, and
swamps.3 On the outward jonmey this region is traversed in the

States of Ohio, Indiana. Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and a pari of

North Dakota: on the ret urn journey, in Illinois. Indiana, Michigan,
Canada, and western New York.

The Prairie region is less susceptible of mapping than most other

divisions, because it depends on complex conditions involving climate

as well as surface configuration. Humid lands are normally charac-

terized by forest and are suited for agriculture; arid lands are nor-

mally characterized by the absence of forest, and are unsuited for agri-

culture without irrigation. The normal distribution of forest is modi-

fied by fire, as annual fires destroy forests but permit the growth of

grasses. In regions of great humidity a forest tire does not Bpread
with facility; in regions of rugged surface it is limited bytopographic
accidents: in regions of moderate humidity and smooth surface a forest

is destroyed by tire, and thus a fertile region becomes hare of trees

and is clothed by grasses. The outward journey traverses prairie in

western .Minnesota and adjacent North Dakota. A typical portion of

the prairie belt is traversed on the return journey in .Missouri. Iowa,

and Illinois.

The Great plains slope eastward from the eastern foot of the Rocky
mountains, descending from altitudes of 5,000, 6,000, and 7, (too feet

1,500, 1,800, L'.H'O m.) nearly to sea level. In detail the surface undu-

lates gently and is devoid of commanding eminences, except that the
Ozark' uplift has produced low mountains in Texas. Arkansas, Indian

Territory, and Missouri; the Black Hills uplift* has produced another
group at the western edge of South Dakota: and a few buttes. mostly
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of volcanic origin, stand near the Canadian boundary. The underly-
ing strataare chiefly Cretaceous and Tertiary, and in general these
have been reduced to an even surface. In a few districts, however,
local causes have accelerated corrosion, causing the sculpture of shaly
beds into the picturesque " Bad lands." On the outward journey the
Great plains are traversed in North Dakota and the eastern half of
Montana; on the return journey, from Denver to the Missouri river.

The branch route to the Colorado canyon traverses the western edge of
the plains from Denver to Las Vegas.
The Cordilleran region includes the Rocky mountains, the Plateau

region, the Great basin, the Snake River plain, the Siena Nevada,
and a number of more westerly divisions beyond the limits of the
journey.

The name Rocky mountains is applied in Colorado and northern New-
Mexico to the complex mountain chain lying between the Great plains
and the Plateau region, and in Montana and northern Wyoming to the
mountain chain between the Great plains on the east and the Snake
River plain on the west. In central Wyoming there is a discontinuity
the mountain chain being interrupted by an arm of the Plateau region
known as the Laramie plain. The Rocky mountains of Colorado con-
stitute the greatest mountain mass of the United States, although a
few peaks in the Sierra Nevada exceed them in height. Their principal
uplift took place at a later date than that of the Appalachian Mountains
and they are far more rugged. The type of Structure involves Jess of
closely compressed folding, and faulting has played a more prominent
part in producing their present relief. The nucleal rocks range from
crystalline schists through the Paleozoic Rfesozoie strata appearabou*
the Hanks, sharing in the uplift, and lacustrine beds of Oenozoic date
rise against the bases on all sides and are to be discovered in most' of
the mountain valleys. In various places, and especially toward the
south, there are great masses of volcanic rocks, and dikes abound in
all parts. The Rocky mountains of the northern group are of similar
type, and also consist of lofty ami rugged ranges. From these two
masses tlow the longest rivers of the country. The Mississippi-Mis
soun rises in the northern chain, receives many affluents Iron/ the
southern, and flows southward to the Gulf of Mexico. The length of
its main line is 4,900 miles (7,080 km.). The Columbia, rising in thenor hern chain reaches the Pacific Ocean after flowing 1,4,K) nn.es
(T V no ,

S°Utbern (
'haln lik( 'wise se,,ds «» Ki° Gtonde 2,000nules (3,200 km.) to the Gulf of Mexico, and is drained on the wes bvhe tributaries of the Colorado, whose waters flow 1,300 utiles (2 100

fan.) to the Gulf of California. On the outward journey the n>ut<: liealong the mountains of the northern chain from Cinnabar to Poeate lo"on the return journey it lies among the Rocky mountains of Colorado'
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from Grand Junction to Canyon city, and thence to Denver skirts the

base of the Front range. The branch route to the Colorado canyon
crosses the southern extension of the chain in New Mexico between
Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
The Plateau region lies between the southern Rocky mountains on

the east, and the Great basin on the west. Structurally, it consists of

stratified rocks of all ages, in chief part conformable, and usually Lying

nearly level, but dislocated in great orogenid blocks which stand at

different altitudes. With them are associated eruptive rocks, in part

injected as laccolites. and in part heaped in conical mountains. Its

physiographic character is further determined by the fact that the re-

gion stands at great altitude above the sea. and has been profoundly
dissected by the streams constituting its drainage system. It thus

consists of a number of tables, standing at various heights, and sepa-

rated partly by cliffs and partly by deep canyons. The return route

traverses the region from Soldiers Fork in Central Utah to Grand
Junction in western Colorado. On the branch route to the Colorado
canyon it is traversed from Albuquerque westward.
The Great basin is a district without drainage to the ocean, it is

bounded on the west by the Sierra Nevada, and on the north, east, and
south by the basins of the Columbia and Colorado. At the north its

lowlands have a general elevation of 4,000 to 6,000 feet (1,200 to 1,800

m.), and they descend southward to the level of the sea. Cpon this

sloping plateau are set a multitude of mountain ranges, for the most

part of moderate height and of moderate length. 4 They are in gen-

eral parallel with one another, the prevailing trend at the north being
north and south, and at the south, northwest and southeast. The
intervening valleys are tlooded by alluvium derived from the erosion of

the ranges, and are usually L6 to 20 miles (24 to 32 km.) broad. The
ranges are party volcanic, hut consist chiefly of Paleozoic strata, some-
times with folds, but nearly always profoundly faulted. The typical

structure is in contrast with that of the Appalachians. In the Appa-
lachian mountains are thrust faults, indicating compression of the
strata; in the Great basin the faults exhibit hade to tin' downthrow.
The ridges of the Appalachian mountains, as exhibited to day, are due
to differential erosion; the mountain ridges of the Great basin are due
directly to uplift. The excursion enters the Great basin at lied Rock
pass, in Idaho, and continues within it to the summit at the head of
Soldiers fork, in eastern Utah.

Iht type of mountain structure of the Great basin, which has been
called the "Basin Range type," is not restricted to the region of interior

drainage, but prevails throughout a belt extending southward and east-

ward, about the margin of the plateau region, in Arizona and New
Mexico.
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c LIMA TIC FEATURES.

The entile route fella within the climatic province <>f variable rains.

In some localities there is ordinarily greater precipitation at some sea

sons than at ot hers, but t here is no (list net where, at any season pre-

cipitation is regular or continuous. Rainfall and snowfall are associated

with cyclonic or other disturbances of atmospheric equilibrium. The
temperatures are those normal to the temperate zone: except on moun-
tains and loftly plateaus, wheat and Indian coin are grown and the

apple is t hi 1 leading fruit.

The most conspicuous climatic contrasts are afforded by the local dif-

ferences in the annual amount of precipitation and in the annual and
diurnal range of temperature. The outward route from Washington
to .Minneapolis, and the return route from the Missouri river to Now
York traverse a region of essentially the same climatic type. The
annual temperature mean ranges from -HP to 55° F. (4° to 13° 0.) the
precipitation ranges from 30 to 45 inches (!)() to 135 em.). The surface
is normally timbered and deciduous trees prevail. Occasional patches
of prairie interrupt the forest throughout, but they increase toward
the west and finally predominate. The whole country is fertile without
irrigation. The annual range of temperature (the difference between
the coldest month and the warmest) is about ."»()' P.(27°0.). The length
of the summer suffices for the growth of the leading food staples.
Westward to the base of the Rocky mountains the rainfall gradually

diminishes to less than L6 inches (45 cm.); trees disappear except along
the water courses, where the cottonwood

( Populm monilifera) nourishes,
and they are replaced by grasses. Farther westward the grasses
become scant, and are partially replaced by an open growth of low
bushes. Farming without irrigation becomes at first precarious and
finally impossible, and grazing supersedes agriculture as the leading
industry. At the same time the annual temperature range increases
to about 60° F. (33° ('.), and the diurnal range is likewise greater as
the excursionists will readily discover.

Throughout the more westerly portion of the route, in the Rocky
mountains, the Great basin, and the Plateau region, the most important
loeal climatic condition is altitude, and the native floras and faunas are
arranged in belts which follow contours, but these contours run some
what lower at the north than at the south. Precipitation varies with
altitude, ami temperature inversely with altitude. The plain of west
ern Utah, with an altitude of 4,500 feet (1,375 m.), has an annual tem-
perature of 75° F. (24° 0.) ami a rainfall of about 7 inches (21 em )Yellowstone Park, with an altitude of 6,500 feet (1,980 m) has an
annual temperature of 40°F. (4° 0.) and a precipitation of20 inches (no
em.). A, Leadville, 10,200 feet (3,100m.) above, he sea, the annual
temperature is 35° F. (2° 0.) and the precipitation 12 inches (40 en,

)
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In western Utah the winter is 80 F. (
U° C.) cooler than the summer:

in Yellowstone Park, 50 P. (27 0.); at Leadville, 43c P. (34° O.).

The principal zones of vegetation are known as the desert, the piuon,

the pine, the balsam fir, the spruce, and the subalpine. s In the desert

zone there are QO trees, except that the cottonwood occasionally fol-

lows tin 1 lines of streams. Hushes, of which the sa,u'e is the most

important, have an open growth, usually offering no impediment to the

progress of pedestrian or horseman. With these aregrasses, invaria-

bly growing in discrete hunches so as not to constitute a torf. The

prevailing color of earth, grass, and bushes is ashen. Near springs

and perennial streams grow other grasses and bushes with more cblo-

rophyl, so that bright green is to the desert wanderer the welcome sign

of water.

The pinon zone is characterized by two species of evergreens, the

nut pine (Pinus cihilis) and the ••cedar" (Juniperus occidental™ mono-

spn-nxi). The pine is ordinarily from 20 to 30 feet (6 to'.) in.) high, and
the cedar from L5 to 25 feel (1 to 7 in.).

The pine /one is characterized by tin' yellow pine (Pinu8 ponderosa))

a beautiful tree. 70 to 100 feet (20 to 30 in.) high, the groves of which
stand in open order, wit hout underbrush and without low branches.

This tree is rarely associated with others, but w aterwavs t raversin^ its

zone sometimes nourish a few individuals of various deciduous species,

including the maple, the ash. and the box elder.

The characteristic tree of the balsam fir zone is the Douglas fir

(Pseudotsuga douglasii). With it are associated the Rocky .Mountain

pine (Pinus flexilis macrocarpa) and the aspen (Populus tremuloides).

The Douglas fir is a commanding tree, the rival of the yellow pine.

The spruce zone is characterized by the Engelmann's spruce (Pitea

engelmanni) and the foxtail pine {Pinus aristata). The spruce, which
ordinarily predominates, is a beautiful tapering cone, its lower branches

resting upon the ground.

In the subalpine zone Engelmann's spruce and the foxtail pine

become gnarled and procumbent.

In the western region the precipitation of the winter is ordinarily

greater than that of the summer, and on the mountains and uplands it

takes the form of snow. In the Spring and early summer this snow is

melted and streams are nourished which tlow to the lowlands, where
the temperature is favorable to agriculture. Thus, despite the aridity

of the lowlands, man is enabled to cultivate a limited portion of the

laud. The land thus cultivated yields a much greater return than can

be obtained in the humid districts farther east. The great power of

solar rays transmitted through a clear at mosphere of low humidity,

combined with the rapid evaporation of moisture from the leaves of

plants, gives a wonderful stimulus to vegetation, and, where the water
for irrigation is abundant and skilfully applied, the yield is large.
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THE APPALACHIAN REGION."

By <;. II. Williams.

The first day's ride of the excursion is well calculated to give a clear
idea of the character of that regular mountain belt which bounds the
entire North American continent on its southeast side. The general
type of Appalachian structure is well known to all geologists, either
through the classic work of the brothers Rogers, 1 or from the summary
of their results given by Dana and others. The railroad course to be
followed during the first day traverses the entire belt front east to
west along one of its narrowest, deepest, and most characteristic sec-
tions, i. e., that which lias been excavated by the Potomac River.
The recent work of several geologists, but notably that of Mr. \V ,1

McGee, 6 has clearly demonstrated the divisibility of the mountain and
coastal portion of the eastern United States south of New York into
three topographically and geologically distinct provinces or zones.
Together they embrace nearly the entire sequence of geological forma-
tions, while at the same time the age, petrographieal character, ami
structure of each is widely different from that of the others.
The most recent, as well as the most easterly, of these three zones is

called the Coastal plain. It varies greatly in width between New York
and Florida, but is throughout composed of Dearly unconsolidated
Mesozoic and Tertiary strata (clays, sands, and gravels), which dip
very gently seaward, and in this direction -row steadily younger
Over all, however, is spread a capping of Pleistocene gravel (< lolumbia)
ihe western edge of this Coastal plain may be regarded as approxi-
mately coincident with a line drawn from New York to Washington
and it is not improbable that a flexure or fault, still in process ofdevelopment along this line, separates it from the crystalline regionon the west. 7 ' s

The next of the three provinces or zones in point of geological agealthough no the one geographically contiguous to the Coastal plain?*
tin- Appalach.au .Mountain belt. These two are separated by the tin dand much the most ancient zone, composed of highly crvstallme rocks
orsemicrystaUnie rocks, and known as the Piedmont piateau.

'

The Appalachian Mountain BeU embraces nearly the entire sequenceoMaleozo,c strata. In the section to be traversed during daylight"

World's Fair book «S v ,1 I

' *e 8trata m colors, has been published in the
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however, no bedslower than the Ohazy-TrentoD horizon haveasyel been

certainly identified upon paleoiitologica] evidence, while at the top of

the scries the Permian strata are wanting. Between these limits the

series is quite complete, although many of the members are, in com-

parison with their Pennsylvanian equivalents, considerably attenu-

ated. The formations distinguishable along the Potomac section are

for the most part the same as those recognized by the Pennsylvania

geological survey. The names and numerals by which these are usually

designated are given, for convenience ofreference, in the following table:

No. New York and Pennsylvania names. Maryland and Virginia equivalents.

o

I I

I 1

(

XV
XIV
XIII
XII

XI

X

IX

VIII

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

) l Pittsburg scries.

Productive Coal Measures Barren Coal Measures.

) ( Alleghany River series.
Pottsvilie conglomerate (Millstone Great conglomerate,

grit).

( Mauch Chunk red shales i .. , , ,

,, , • ,. . dreenbrier sua es.
/ Mountain limestone s

,

Pocono sandstone (Vespertine) Montgomery grits.

Catskill sandstone Eampshire.
(Chemung i , . ,,

I
Hamilton (Mareellus, shales .... s

•'<'-n l n-s-Iu,umey.

< )riskauy sandstone Monterey.

( Lower Helderberg limestone ) ., . ,

jSalina group (sandstone)
\

( ,
' ,,1, ' nt rock -

s Niagara limestone.
I ( linton shales Roe k wood.
S Medina sandstone ) A , .

.

, .

.. -, ,
.

,
Massanu ten sandstone.

/ Oneida conglomerate s

Hudson River shales Mart Insburg shale.

Trenton-Chazy limestone Shenandoah limestone.
•' Valley limestoue."

Potsdam sandstone

This thick succession of conglomerates, sandstones, shales, and lime-

stones accumulated as a part of the deposits of the vast sea which,

during Paleozoic times, occupied the interior of the North American
continent. Since these formations are so much thicker in the Appa-
lachian belt than in the Mississippi basin they must, as has been shown

by Hall" and Dana," have been deposited in a trough which was

undergoing a gradual depression. Their aggregate thickness in Penn-

sylvania is estimated at 10,000 feet. There is every evidence that

this vast deposition took place from the east toward the west, and we

are obliged to assume as the source of supply for so great an amount
of material, a continental mass over and beyond what is now the

Coastal plain. It is not improbable that the more crystalline portion

of the Piedmont plateau may represent a remainder of this eroded and

sunken continent. The conditions of accumulations through Paleozoic

times were probably quite similar to what they have been and still are
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for the Coastal plain, if we imagine the direction of the drainage and
position of the sea to be reversed, i. e., on the west instead of on the

east.

At or near the end of the Carboniferous period, when the accumula-

tions of sediments must have transformed the deep Appalachian
trough into shallow marshes or estuaries, the vast thickness of strata

were folded into the remarkably regular series of wrinkles which give
to this mountain range at present its peenliar character. A cross-sec-

tion of the Appalachians is nowhere symmetrical. On the contrary,

it presents only one side or half of a symmetrical range, for if is com-
posed of anticlinal and synclinal folds, all more or less overturned
toward the west and also becoming steadily more and more abrupt
toward the east. Along the section cat through the Appalachians by
the Potomac River for instance, which the line of the railway follows

very closely, one finds on the west side, between Cumberland and Graf-
ton (in Garrett Comity, Md., and in West Virginia), only the low,

flat folds of upper Paleozoic strata, inclosing the nearly horizontal
coal beds. Further east these gently sloping basins are replaced by
others whose sides are steeper and which also display older rocks. It

is then observed that each anticlinal has its western side more steeply
inclined than its eastern, and still farther east both sides may dip
toward the ocean so as to make the fold overturned. Last of all, the
fold may become too sharp for the strength of the materials to stand,

when the flexure 1 becomes a thrust with the same general dip and strike.

This latter may be seen in the isolated sandstone mountain, " Sugarloaf,"
40 miles west of Washing-ton. The perfect regularity, with which
the folds become more and more abrupt toward the east, is at some
points interrupted. On this section it is notably the case at Cumber-
land and Hancock, where a much sharper fold than the surrounding
Structure would lead one to expect discloses much lower horizons than
are to be seen in the adjoining ridges (see the two sections beyond, figs.

Sand 6). Nevertheless, the regularity is so great as to have led so
good a geologist as Rogers to the idea that the wave-like folds of the
Appalachian system had been actually produced by undulations in a

flexible crust due to horizontal pulsations or waves in the earth's liquid
interior. 10

Eruptive rocks in the gentler folds of the Appalachian system are
noticeably absent. Along this section they are only to be found at all

in the eastern portion, where the folds become abrupt or are replaced
by faults and thrusts. Thus near Harpers Perry and W'everton some
ancient dikes occur, and the Line Ridge sandstone (Lower Cambrian) is

underlain somewhat farther north by large masses of ancient quartz-
porphyries and rhyolites. .More basic greenstones also occur in this
region.*

Am. .lour. Soi., .'id scries. Vol. xi.i\ . Dec lsirj, p. 482.
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The relation between the topography and drainage of the country
and the geological structure is nowhere more apparent than in the

Appalachian region, as was long ago pointed out by Lesley. 11 The
drainage is consequent to the post-Carboniferous folding. The rivers

in all probability flowed in the synclinal valleys. Many of the smaller

streams follow the direction of the' folds, while the larger ones, like the

Potomac Schuylkill, and Susquehanna, owe their transverse course to

mutual reaction and adjustment through repeated cycles of elevation,

tilting, and depression. This subject has been recently treated by

Prof. William M. Davis in his studies of the rivers and valleys of

Pennsylvania."

The Piedmont Plateau.— For a distance of43 miles after leaving Wash-
ington the railroad traverses, in a northwest direction, a rather low and

rolling country, before entering the mountain belt proper at the station

called Point of Pocks. it is composed of gneisses and mica-schists.

Sericite and chloritic schists, marbles and quart/ites. whose strike fol-

lows in tin- main the general Appalachian trend. The relief of this

country is given it by rapid streams or torrents, which are still exca-

vating deep, rocky channels. The section of this belt affords a good
idea of its general character, for although it increases greatly in width

farther south, it everywhere retains a constant character at the east-

ern base of t he Appalachians, and is for this reason appropriately desig-

nated the Piedmont plateau.

Topographically the Piedmont Plateau in Maryland and Virginia

begins at the Catoctin .Mountain, which meets the Potomac at Point of

Rocks and pursues a Straight course, across the former State, nearly

northward from that point: geologically, however, the peculiar forma-

tions of still undetermined age, which are most characteristic of this

region, begin farther to the east. At the base of Catoctin Mountain

stretches a broad transgression of Triassic (Newark) red sandstone.

which iscrossed by the railroad at its narrowest point. From beneath

the eastern border of this emerge the upturned edges of the Frederick

Valley limestone, which has recently been found from its fossils to be

the same as the Trenton-Chazy limestone which forms the valley

farther west. Past of this, with constant easterly dip. Bucceed over-

lying slates and another ridge of sandstone, which, however, only

assumes topographical importance, as a high ridge, in the isolated

mass of Sugarloaf. This mountain, seen just north of the railroad, is

a thick monocline of easterly dipping beds, 1,360 feet in height. Geo-

logically this mass forms the western boundary of the Piedmont

plateau in Maryland. To it succeeds that vast Complex of semicrystal-

line and holocrystalline rocks whose origin, age, and structure repeated

earth movements have rendered most obscure. Along the section

these extend eastward, becoming more and more crystalline, until they

are buried beneath the overlying deposits of the Coastal plain.
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The formation
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The adjoining

of this great Piedmont belt, and their equivalents
farther north in New England, have, until recently,

J
been usually classified as Arehean. Veryeareful and
detailed mapping is now, however, resulting in their
subdivision, and in the identification of some as met
amorphic Paleozoic strata, others as foliated erupt-

l ives, while still others belong really to the pre Cam-
brian ages (Algonkian or Arehean). It is to the
detailed study of this Held in Marylandand northern
Virginia that the attention of the writer has of late

j

years been directed. Some of his more general eon-
elusions in regard to the structure of the Piedmont
plateau have been communicated in a paper to the
Geological Society of America^ The more im-
portant of these, as far as they relate to the region
to be passed over, may be summarized as follows:
The Piedmont plateau is divisible into an eastern

highly crystalline and a western semicrystalline
portion. The former consists of gneisses and holo-
crystalline mica-schists, quartzites and marbles, con-
taining an abundance of more or less dynamically
metamorphosed eruptive masses. All of these rocks
have a prevailing NHB. strike and a westerly dip.
The western portion, on the other hand, is composed
of partially metamorphosed sedimentary strata (seri-
cite and chlorite schists, ottrelite schist, phyllite and
limestone) and is nearly free from ancient eruptives.
The strike of these rocks conforms to that of the
eastern portion, but their dips are prevailingly to
the east. In spite of apparent conformity, and even
indications of transitions between these two portions
of the Piedmont region, they are separated by a
great time-break and unconformity.
The easterly dips on the west, and the westerly

dips on the east, together with the nearly vertical
strata between, produce a radiating or fan structure,
and the axis of this fan is not coincident with the
contact between the crystalline and semicrystalline
portions. The thickness of either series of rocks, as
indicated by their present dips, would be so vast
that one must assume that the same beds are
repeated over and over again by tightly compressed
folds or thrusts,

section (Fig. I) made along the line of railroad between
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Washington and Point of Rocks mil illustrate the general character

of the Piedmont plateau about the latitude of Washington.

In the absence of all paleontological data, it is impossible to assign

a definite age to cither of these series. In the light of what has been

discovered elsewhere, however, it is not improbable that the western

and semicrystalline areas represent the older Paleozoic horizons, meta-

morphosed by more intense dynamic action than has affected them

farther west, while the holocrystalline rocks on the east are a remnant

Ofthepre-Oambrian continent, from which the Paleozoic sediments were

derived.

The apparent conformity between the two legions may he explained

by supposing that the highly crystalline rocks also formed the floor

upon which the now semicrystalline schists were deposited as sedi-

ments. These older rocks, already greatly altered and folded, under

went at the time of the Appalachian uplilt one more final folding,

which gave them their now prevailing trend, and carried the overlying

Paleozoic sediments with them. This supposition is also in accord with

the fact that several closed synclinals of slate and semicrystalline

schists arc found pinched into the gneisses, far to the east of the main

contact.

451 GB 18
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WASHINGTON, D. C, TO CUMBERLAND. MO.

[TINERARY.

By <;. II. Williams.

Distanoe. Elevation.

Station.

a

Washington *

Terra Cotta 4

Silver Spring 7

Garretl Pari 12

Koekvillo I 16

Derwood 19

Gaithersburg L
,-
J

Boyd 30

Diokeraon 86

Tuacarora 39

Distance.

siat ion.

10 I! Washington .Function

(> Point of Books

li Weverton

19 Harpers Ferry .

43

4:t

52

55

26 Martinsbnrg 74

3] North Mountain 81

3."> Cherry Run 87

48 Hancock 96

58 Cumberland t L52

68 i

69

69

84

89

119

[80

140

ir>4

245

Kiev at tun

229

E
S

70

'J 10

'J72

c.;i4

.M7

398

474

689

70

83

193

107

12]

148

195

• Population, 280,392. i Population, 12,729.

Washington. On leaving Washington, the railway line at ftrsl passes

over the unconsolidated deposits of the Coastal plain. The lowest of

these is the Potomac series (of early Cretaceous or late Jurassic age),

consisting- of coarse littoral conglomerates at the base, formed of well-

rounded pebbles of qaartzite. Above the conglomerates are a series

of variegated clays, often valuable for pottery, and sometimes contain-

ing deposits of limonite.

Terra Cotta. At this station are works where drain pipes, etc., are

made from the clays of the Potomac series.

Silver Springs, on the northern boundary of the District of Colum-

bia. The rock here is a very granitoid, though much rotted, gneiss.

It is not visible from the cars. The road then passes over typical nolo-

crystalline gneiss, with steep westerly dips, to

Garrett Park, where, these are cut by serpentine and a still later

hornblende granite, tilled with included fragments of the surrounding

gneiss.

Rockville, a thriving town, recently much developed as a suburban
residence part of Washington. The division between the crystalline

and semicrystalline portions of the Piedmont plateau passes just west
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of here. The rock near the station is a nearly vertical feldspathio

gneiss, but just beyond the sericite schists are seen.

This place is directly north of the Great Palls of the Potomac, the

source of Washington's water supply, near which the gold mines of

Montgomery County are situated.

Derwood is where the schists are quite vertical, and where the axis

of the Piedmont tan crosses the road (see section Pig. 1).

Gaithersburg. Here are several lenses of serpentine in the schists;

the hitter are fully exposed in the deep ravine of (ireat Seneca Creek.

Boyd. Here a large mass of intrusive trap occurs, which is petro-

graphically identical with the Triassic dike of diabase just west of it.

The age of both is in all probability the same.

Dickerson. The isolated mass of Sugarloaf Mountain, which has for

some time been visible, is now well seen on the right (north). It is an

east dipping monocline of sandstone, divided into two parts by a lon-

gitudinal \ alley, and is probably due to a double thrust of the sandstone

from the east. Near this point, also, a broad transgression of Triassic

red sandstone is entered, and a little beyond a great dike of diabase

is cut through. This latter traverses the whole State of .Maryland

from north to smith, and passes into Virginia. Its hardness makes it

a topographical feature, which is known in the neighborhood as "Iron-

stone Ridge." A mile or so farther, the Monocacy River is crossed by

a high bridge; a short break in the red sandstone exposes the shales

and blue limestone of Frederick Valley (Hudson and Trenton), which

at the railroad are mostly covered by alluvium deposited by the Poto-

mac River, Which is here for the fust time approached.

At Tuscarora red sandstone appears again and continues to Wash-

ington Junction. For a mile or more before reaching the latter station

the upper member of the Trias is well exposed along the line of the

railroad. This is a coarse conglomerate of rounded, or sometimes angu-

lar and broken, pebbles of variegated Paleozoic limestone, embedded

in a red argillaceous matrix. It is a striking rock and enjoys qnite a

wide celebrity as a decorative stone. If is known as ''Potomac Mar-

ble," or " Calico Rock," and is the material from which tbe great col-

umns in the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington were made.

At this point (Washington Junction) connection is made for the city

of Frederick, some L5 miles to the north, which occupies the center

of the broad, fertile Limestone valley. Before reaching this place, how-

ever, the main line of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad diverges and

pursues a course down the Patapsco River direct to Baltimore. Near

this point of divergence, on the Monocacy River, 12 miles NK. of Wash-

ington Junction, an important battle of the war was fought in IStll.

and the northern extension of the same valley in Pennsylvania was the

scene of the (?reat battle of Gettysburg.
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Point of Rocks, a short distance beyond Washington Junction, marks

the entrance of the Appalachian Mountain bell proper. The river

herecnts throughahigh ridgecapped by a monocline ofCambrian sand-

stone,known as Oatoctin Mountain. This runs nearly due north and

forms the western boundary of the Frederick Valley. The road passes

for S miles across a valley of slate, drained byCatoctin Creek, and

called, from its principal town on the .Maryland side of the river,

the Middletown Valley. It then intersects another abrupt ridge nearly

parallel to Oatoctin Mountain at

Weverton. Tins is the junction for a branch road northward to

Bagerstown, one of the largest cities of Maryland. The road now

crosses a slight depression occupied by crystalline rocks (granite-gneiss

with some basic dikes) and soon reaches

Harpers Ferry, a place which, both geologically and historically, is

of more than usual interest, From the railway bridge over the Poto-

mac may be seen on the right (north) a lofty ridge of contorted sand-

stone with underlying shales and slates, known as Maryland Heights.

I'pon the opposite side of the river rises the continuation ofthis ridge

in Virginia, known as Londonn Heights. The course of the Potomac is

for some distance above this point nearly south, and here it LSjoined by

one of its most important tributaries, the Shenandoah River. In the

triangular space between these two streams lies the town of Harpers

Ferry, which, from its surroundings, possesses great strategic impor-

tance.

The two ridges cut through at Weverton and Harpers Ferry well

illustrate a characteristic feature in Appalachian topography. The

former originates a short distance south of the river and continues its

course across Maryland as the "Blue Ridge," and. after its junction

with the Oatoctin Mountain, as "South Mountain," in Pennsylvania.

The Harpers Ferry elevation, on the other hand, soon dies out toward

the north, but continues its course hundreds of miles southward, across

Virginia and North Carolina, as the "BlueEidge." Thus, near the

Potomac, one important fold dies out and is continued by another, en

echelon, or offset somewhat to one side, as is a frequent occurrence

among- the long parallel ridges of the Appalachian system.

The geology at Harpers Ferry is complex, and has given rise in for-

mer times to different interpretations by different investigators. To

the west are the contorted layers of the blue Valley limestone, known

from its fossils to be of Trenton-Cha/.y age (II). On the east of

these, and apparently overlying them, succeeds a thick mass of shales,

slates, and the contorted sandstones seen in the front face of Maryland

Heights which Walcott has recently shown to be Lower Cambrian.

Then follows toward the east, occupying the space between here and
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Weverton, the axis or base of granite-gneiss, whose

cleavage dip (undoubtedly a secondary feature) is con-

stantly Inward the east.

Beyond Harpers Ferry the railroad temporarily leaves

the river and crosses the broad Shenandoah Valley.

This is composed of the same Trenton-Chazy limestone

as the Frederick Valley, and is possessed of a like fer-

tility. Its continuation southward is the greal "Valley

of Virginia," notable for its caves (Luray and Wiers), its

"natural bridge," and for the fact thai it is just now the

scene of remarkable industrial activity and development,

by winch the richness of its natural resources is being

rapidly brought to light.

At Martinsburg-, the largest place passed by the railroad

in this valley, there are shales of Hudson River age (III),

developed by a fold in the limestone.

At North Mountain the greal valley is left tor another
intersection of a sandstone ridge, while to the north of

the next station,

Cherry Run, there occurs a great fault by which rocks

of all the formations, from the Niagara (V) to the Ham-
ilton (VII I), inclusive, are brought successively in contact

with the Trenton-Chazy.

Hancock is a town of some importance, situated at the
narrowest part of .Maryland, where the State is not overl
miles wide. It was formerly a prominent station of the

National turnpike; its chief industry now is the manu-
facture of cement from the Belderberg limestone (VI).
Here occurs one of the more abrupt anticlinal folds men-
tioned above, whereby the whole sequence of Upper Silu-

rian and Devonian formations is exposed on either side of
a wide compound arch (fig. 5). At the railway station

fOSSiliferOUS shales are exposed.

Within the next 3 miles westward, Oriskany sandstone
(VI), Helderberg limestone (cement rock), and the red
Salina sandstone hand at its base, are traversed. At 3
miles from the station the cement mills are situated, and
near them are some small folds of the Salina rock of re-

ma lkable perfect ion. The center of one of these was used
one hundred years ago as a blacksmith's forge, and it is

not ill-suited for this purpose.

Between Hancock and Cumberland the road follows the
remarkable sinuosities of the river for 66 miles to aecom-

'

_4 '.•<>
i

i
»

plish a distance which, in a direct line is onlv 32. Within
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I

I

this distance the track crosses, more or less obliquely,

several rather low and Hat tol.ls of CTpper Silurian and

Devoni&D strata, and finally reaches

Cumberland. Although it contains but 13,000 inhabi

hints, this is the largest place in Maryland, next to Balti-

more. It has considerable importance as the center of the

coal industry of western Maryland and from the- manufac-

tureof Portland cement of exeellentquality. Geologically,

Cumberland is important because it affords one of the most

complete sections of the entire Paleozoic series to be found

anywhere within the Appalachian System. This is not seen

to the best advantage along the railroad line, which here

eiders upon a southwesterly course, hut by following up

Wills Creek and Jennings Hun, which head in the Krost

burgcoa] basin. On the west side of the town rises an

abrupt K to S. ridge, Wills Mountain (fig. 6). This is com-

posed of red layers of the lower Medina (IV), capped by

the massive, white bed of the Same horizon, which forms

an anticlinal fold whose eastern Hank dips gently east

while its western plunges downward nearly vertically. ( >n

the east side of this axis, in the city itself, may be seen in

succession Clinton, Niagara (V), Salina, Belderberg (VI),

Oriskany (VII), and Hamilton beds (VIII). all Idled with

their characteristic fossils. On the west side of the

mountain, owing to its abruptdownward plunge, the series

is still more complete and extends, within a short horizon-

tal distance (8 miles), to the top of the Coal Measures.

Above Cumberland the road follows the, river in a south-

west direction as far as Keyser. parallel with the, strike of

the beds, and along the west base of Knobby Mountain.

This mountain is made of Salina and Belderberg beds,

capped by Oriskany sandstones, which are visible in the

cliffs. On the right (west) can be seen the first range of

the Alleghany Mountains, which is capped by the I'otts-

ville conglomerate (millstone grit), the Mountain lime-

stone, Pocono sandstone and Chemung beds forming the

intervening slopes, while the valley at the base is in Ham-
ilton shale.

At Bradys, in limestone concretions of the Ilelderberg

limestone, have been found beautifully and curiously de-

veloped crystals of celestite. 14

On the left, before entering the town of Keyser, are quar-

ries in Ilelderberg limestone, and on the right, el ill's of
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Oriskany sandstone. Beyond Keyser the road crosses the Potomac

into West Virginia, and fine exposures of Hamilton shales are seen in

the cuts. The road now bends to the northwest and crosses, at right

angles to the strike, steeply dipping beds of the Devonian and of the

Carboniferous np to the Coal Measures, a thickness of about L3,000 feet

(4,000 m.) of rock strata.

FROM CUMBERLAND (MD.)TO THE OHIO RIVER.

By I. C. White.

Tin* area across which the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad passes from

Cumberland westward to the Ohio River includes all of the Alleghany

Mountain country proper, and also about three fifths of the breadth

of the great Appalachian coal Held, the eastern line of which is found

only five miles northwest from Cumberland, and the western margin

of the same near Newark, Ohio. The airline distance across the

Appalachian held along the line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

is about 104 miles, but the distance by rail between Cumberland and
Newark, the two margins of this coal field, is 315 miles.

Cast Front Ridge

Kk;. 7—Section across th<> Alleghany Mountains to the Ohio River.

IS Permian. lvTJpperCoal Measures. 14>> Lower Coal Measures. U* Millstone

tain linn stone- and .Maud) Chunk slial 13* PoCOnO Sandstone

rit. 18* Moun-

12 ( 'at skill, li < rhemung.

As shown by the above illustration of the geological structure, the

rocks of the Alleghany Mountain country are crumpled up into a series

of large folds, and these, together with the great erosion to which the

region has been subjected, have produced the wild and rugged scenery

between Piedmont and Rowlesburg.

The Pottsville Conglomerate (XII), and the Pocono sandstone (X)

are the mountain -makers of the Alleghanies, while the great anticlinal

ridge (Wills Creek Mountain i, through which the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad leaves Cumberland for Pittsburg, is made by the White Medina

sandstone (IV) at the base of the Upper Silurian.

Westward from the Alleghanies proper the folds in the strata

become gradually more gentle, and dually die away, before reaching

t he Ohio River, into low undnlat ions of the beds, which are so insignifi-

cant as to be almost imperceptible to the eye.

The great arches already referred to bring up the lowest rocks of the

legion in the vicinity of Cumberland, so that from there westward we
pass upward through the geological scale from The middle of the Medina
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series in the Wills Greek gap a1 Cumberland to the sumniil of the

Penno-Carboniferous, or Permian, beds in the middle of the great

plateau between the Monongahela and Ohio rivers.

The character of these several terranes and their thicknesses, etc.,

along this line, will now be briefly described in ascending order.

Medina series (IV of Rogers, base of Upper Silurian), thickness 2,056"

feet.
Feet.

(a) Oneida Conglomerate '

(b) Bed Medina 1 - 20,)

(r) White Medina 50°

The thickness of the Bed Medina and the Oneida beds in the above

measurement is based upon data obtained from a deep boring in Wills

Creek gap, one mile east from Cumberland. The well starts 790 feel

above the base of the Bed Medina, penetrates the Hudson River dark

shales at 1,146, and stops in them at 2,010, probably about l.ooo feet

from the top Of the Trenton limestone.

The White Medina is finely exposed in the great arch of Wills

Creek Mountain, where its top rises to L,300 feet, almost vertically,

above the bottom id" the gorge through which Wills Greek finds an exit

to the North Potomac River at Cumberland.

This great arch dies rapidly away to the northwest and the Medina

passes below the surface where the North Potomac passes across its

trend L5 miles southwest from Cumberland, but 10 miles farther

southwest the arch swells up again, and the Medina coining above the

surface makes the summit of New ('reek Mountain. Thisrockis the

great mountain-maker of the Appalachian belt east from the Allegha-

nies and west from the Blue Ridge, and on account of its hardness is

highly valued for ballasting railroad tracks.

Clinton scries, ( I') thickness 721 ivv\.
I'Vot.

(a) Lower olive shales 100

(6) Iron sandstone 20

(c) Middles shales and limy beds 300

(d) Fossil iron ore 1

(e) Upper limest ones and shales 300

The Niagara limestone proper has never been differentiated from the

great mass of limy shales and Impure limestones which occur in the

interval between the Salina series and the Medina sandstone, any-

where along the Appalachian system. It is possibly absent, but until

the richly fossiliferous beds which are here grouped under the Clinton

are thoroughly studied, no one can say positively that the Niagara

limestone of the New York column is not represented in the series of

rocks given above and all classed as Clinton.

This series is beautifully exposed at Cumberland, along the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, near the southern entrance to Wills Creek Gap. The
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*' fossil oren (d) was once mined here, and has the same appearance and
fossils as m Mew York and Pennsylvania.

Salina scries, ( VI) thickness 680 feet.
Feet.

(«) Red shales and thin, light-colored Limestones with marly shales S00

(6) Water lime, a bed of dark, magnesian limestone, from which the famous
"Cumberland cement" has long been manufactured; finely exposed at

the quarry along the Weal Virginia Central and Pennsylvania railroads

in Cumberland, thickness 30

(c) Gray and yellowish, thin-bedded, sparingly fossiliferous, impure limestones. 350

Lower Helderberg series ( IT), thickness about 350 feet.

Massive gray and dark-colored limestones, many of the layers quite
pure, and a splendid flux for iron ores, richly fossiliferous; finely exposed
at Cumberland, and from there southwestward to Keyser, a distance

of24 miles,

Oriskany sandstone ( FIT), thickness 75 to 100 feet.

A coarse, dirty yellow, calcareo-siliceous rock, highly fossiliferous

(mostly casts); makes Knobby Mountain, which starts at Cumberland
and trends away to the southwest: often forms great dill's along the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, between Cumberland and Keyser; one
of these just east from Keyser is known as Bull Neck, and here the
railroad passes across the Oriskany in a cut through a sharp syncline,

making a tine exposure of the rock and its fossils. The high cliff just
opposite Keyser, across the Potomac River from the Baltimore and
Ohio station, is made by this rock, and is known as Queens Point.

From Cumberland eastward this stratum is quite massive and often

forms ridges 1,000 to 1,200 feet high.

At Cumberland the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, main line, turns
southwestward, following up the North Potomac River, and hence
runs along the strike of the rocks to Keyser, 24 miles from Cumberland,

so that not only the Oriskany sandstones, but all of the other beds
below it, down to the Medina white sandstones, are frequently seen
between the two points.

The Oorniferous Limestone appears to be absent entirely from the
Alleghany Mountain region, since although a thin, earthy limestone
(Selinsmove) is present a few feet above the Oriskany at many points,
it evidently belongs to the Marcellus epoch of the Hamilton.

Hamilton shahs,
( 17//). A series of black slates, olive shales, and

dark gray sandy beds, with an earthylimestone near the base, all quite
fossiliferous. These beds underlie t he station site.in Cumberland, and
are partially exposed just east from it in acutting; also exposed in the
vicinity of Keyser.

These rocks make valleys wherever they extend, and hence are
usually covered up and concealed from view by soil and detrital mat-
ter, so that the exact thickness can not be determined, but estimating
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this from the usual breadth of the valleys, and dip of the hard rocks

above (Portage) and below (Oriskany), if no rolls are present* Ike

entire thickness of the Hamilton rocks, including Man-dins, Hamilton

proper, and Genesee, in the region of Cumberland and Keyser, can not

be less than 3,000 feet,

Chemung Scries, ( VIII). Total thickness 5,000 feet.

The Portage beds consist of olive gray shales and flaggy layers, spar-

ingly fossiliferous; thickness probably about 1,000 feet.

The Ohemung beds consist of olive shales, flaggy sandstones, and one

massiveconglomerate (Allegrippns) near the topj thickness about 2,500

feet.

The Cats-kill beds are a series of reddish shales, green and red sand-

stones, with conglomerate layers in lower half; thickness L,500 feet

The Ohemung* rocks have a line development along the line of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, easl as well as west from Cumberland.

West from Cumberland the lirst exposure of these beds is about two

miles west from Keyser, where the Ohemung proper is fairly well

exposed, dipping down under the great trough of the Cumberland coal

basin. Then follow the red shales and sandstones of the Catskill, but

the latter reappear along the Savage River after the railroad has

crossed the Potomac coal basin and begins the, long climb up the

"17-mile" grade to the summit of the Alleghany .Mountains at Alta-

mont. The Catskill beds are covered np by tin' Pocono (Lower Car-

boniferous) sandstones in the summit cut at Altamont, but reappear

just west from it and extend along the Baltimore and Ohio to Deer Park

and a mile beyond, where the Negro Mountain anticlinal, which crosses

the Baltimore and Ohio at Mountain Lake Park, :'» miles west of Deer

Park, brings up the soft shales and conglomerates of the Chemung

proper. Then these beds turn over and descend under the Youghio-

ghenv River coal basin, to be brought to the surface again on the crest

of another great arch at Terra Alta, and are constantly in sight from

there down the western slope of the Alleghanies to Cheat River, at

Rowlesburg, and two miles beyond, where the red Catskill beds pass

under water level, to be seen no more to the west.

Pocono sandstone (X). Loieer Carboniferous.
V

Fret.

Thickness near Piedmont about 1,000

Thickness on Cheat Hiver, near Rowlesburg 600

Thickness at Mannington 4(W

A series of hard, gray, current-bedded sandstones, usually of rather

fine grain, but occasionally containing flat pebble conglomerates, inter-

*The term Chemung as hero used includes the three epochs of Portage, Chemung,

ami Catskill, as proposed by Dr. Jno. J. Stevenson in his viee-presidential address

before Section K.ai the Washington meeting of the "A. A. A. 8.." August 1891.
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stratified with sandy shales, comes next above the Oatskill red beds.

The series is first seen on the Baltimore and Ohio between Keyser and

Piedmont, where it has a thickness of 1,000 feet, and makes the east

front ridge of the Alleghany Mountain, on the south side of the

Potomac, and Dan's .Mountain, on the north side, but soon dips rapidly

down under the Cumberland coal basin.

These beds come up again a few miles west from Piedmont and are

seen making the steep upper escarpment of Big and Little Savage

mountains, westward to the top of the u 17-mile grade" at the summit

of Hack Bone Mountain, near Altamont, where the highest cut, at 2,620

feet elevation, is through these sandstones.

It is seen again at Oakland, making a hue cliff near the Baltimore and

Ohio hotel, and dipping down under the Voughiogheny coal basin, to

come up and pass into the air just east from Terra Alta, and then, eom-

ing down again, makes the summit of Briery Mountain, the most

western ridge of the Alleghany range, and, passing under the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad for the last time just west of Rowlesburg. assists in

shaping the grand scenery along the Cheat River gorge between Buck-

horn Wall and Rowlesburg.

The upper portion of this sandstone series is the great oil and gas

depository of West Virginia; at Mannington, on the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad, where this stratum lies 1,800 feet below the surface, a large

oil field, extending northeast to the Pennsylvania line and southwest

for an unknown distance, lias been developed in these beds. 15

Mountain limestone <at<l Maueh Chunk red shale {XI).—This sub-

division of the Lower Carboniferous, like the Pocono beds below, is

more closely allied to the Oatskill series, both in its lithological aspects

and in its fossils, than to the Coal Measure series above, which always
rests unconformably upon it.

The bottom member of the series, the Mountain limestone, where
crossed by the Baltimore and Ohio, just east of Piedmont, is .'! 10 feet

thick, (ptite fossil iferous. and consists of gray limestone interstratilied

With marly gray shales, and some red beds, the lowest 30 feet being a

SiliciouS limestone merging gradually into the Pocono sandstone below.

On Cheat River, west from Rowlesburg, where the Baltimore and Ohio
grade cuts through tin's series it is L'T.'! feet thick, of which the silieious

member at its base measures 105 feet. West from Rowlesburg the
Mountain limestone is seen no more, but at Mannington the drill passes
through it at 1,000 feet below the surface, where it is 00 feet thick, while
at Bellaire it is still 30 to 60 feet thick, as determined by drill holes.

As is well known, this Mountain limestone thins away entirely, to the
northeast along the Alle-hanies. and is not found anywhere in north-
eastern Pennsylvania, buf southwest from the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
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road ii thickens greatly, attaining 900fee1 in Randolph and Pocahon-

tas countiea, W . 7a., 1,100 feet in Greenbrier County, and on New

River, in Summers County, a deep boring, 12 miles above Hinton,

finds it 1,415 feel thick.

The M'liirh Chunk tied Shale division of No. XI consists of bright

red shales, impure limestones, and massive, green sandstones, and fre-

quently contains iron ore near the top in irregular layers and nuggets.

The thickness of this scries on the Haiti re & Ohio oear Piedmont is

860 feet, but on Cheat river, near Rowlesburg, it is reduced to only half

that amount, or ill) feet, while westward from this latter locality the

Mauch Chunk continues to dwindle in thickness, being only 140 feet in

the oil borings at Mannington, and probably not more than half of ihis

at Bellaire on the Ohio river, while further northwest in Ohio it seems

to disappear completely.

These beds are quite variable in thickness along the Appalachian

Mountain region, being 3,000 feet at Mauch Chunk. Pa., and about

2,500 in Greenbrier county, Wesl Virginia. Like all of the Paleozoic

deposits, they attain their maximum thickness to the east, and dimin-

ish rapidly westward. The flora of these beds seems to be more closely

related to that of the Catskill below than to that of the Coal Mcas

ures above.

The PotUvUle Conglomerate, Millstone QHt, etc. (XJJ).18—-The basal

member of th< i Coal Measures, rests unconformably (not in dip but by

erosion) upon the underlying Lower Carboniferous beds, and consists

of white, hard, ami often conglomeritio sandstones, interstratilied with

dark shales which contain coal beds (New River series), thin and insig-

nificant along the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and elsewhere to the

northeast, but thickening up to the southwest, and becoming the famous

coking and fuel coals of New River, West Virginia, and the Pocahontas

region of Virginia and West Virginia.

The sandrocks of this series, being composed of nearly pure quartz

grains and therefore almost indestructible by atmospheric agencies,

have played a very important part in forming the wild scenery along

the Alleghanies; in fact, this series conspires with the Pocono beds

below to make the Alleghanies, the Pottsville beds topping out the

highest summits, like Eagle Pock near Deer Park, on the "backbone"
of the Allgehanies (.'J,.'>•"><> feet). The wild scenery where the Baltimore

and Ohio passes out of the Cheat liver canyon, west from Rowlesburg,

is made principally by these beds. Wherever these rocks come to the

surface, they form "rock cities." waterfalls, canyons, mountains, and a

rugged, picturesque country generally. The series varies greatly in

thickness, as will be seen by the following:
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Thickness <>n the B. and 0. R. B.: Feet.

N nr Piedmont 478

N> ar < >al<land TOO

NV ,vr Rowleebnrg 862

At Mannington -;">">

At l'-eDaire 200

Thicknesial Pottsville, Pa 1,000

Thickness <>n New river, W. Va 1,400

Lower Coal Measures, AU-eghany River Series [XIII).16—The next

higher seiies of rocks, called bhe Alleghany River Coal Scries, contains

the greate portion of the coal in the Appalachian Held. These meas-

ures consht of alternate beds of coal, shale, limestone, and sandstone,

and where the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad first crosses them at Pied-

mont, Wes Virginia, have a total thickness of 308 feet; 310 feet near

Rowlesbun ; 225 feet in the deep shaft at Newburg; 202 feet at Xuznnfs,

10 miles w ;st of Grafton; and 220 feet at the Ohio river near Bellaire.

In Penii ;ylvania this seiies has a thickness of 200 to 370 feet, while

in Ohio tlr- same seiies varies between 17.") and 250 feet. In northern

West Virg nia these measures are 200 to 300 feet thick, hut they thicken

rapidly to he southwest, and on the Big Kanawha, at Powellton, are

1,000 feet, :nd maintain that southwest from there to the Tug river in

Logan county.

The principal coal beds of this series are the following in ascending
order:

(/) Clark n. (2) Lower Kittanning. (.;) Middle Kittanning. (/)

Upper Kit t( nning. (5) Lower Freeport. [6) Upper Freeport.

The Barr< n Measures, Elk River Series [XI V).—The Barren Measures
occupy the nterval between the Upper Freeport coal and the next

great coal 1><m1 about 000 feet above, viz, the Pittsburg seam. This Elk
River Seiies contains several (5) coal beds, but the most of them are too

thin and impure to be commercially valuable, with the exception of t lie

two lower on >s (Mahoning and Masontown). The rocks consist of mas
sive sandsto Les, red shales, and thin limestones. Marine fossils occur
for the last time about the middle of this series at the horizon of the

Oriuoidal lin estone, since above that stratum nothing but brackish or
fresh water forms are found. These beds furnish valuable building
stone (Mahoning, Morgantown. and ( kmnellsville sandstones), and make
a great band of red soils from western Pennsylvania clear across West
Virginia into Kentucky, and back around through southern Ohio to
western Pcni sylvania.

This series is, in the hills at Piedmont, about 600 feet t hick. Where
next found on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, at Newburg, these
rocks are 650 feet thick, and the railroad runs in them from there to
Fairmont, except for a short distance on the crown of the Chestnut
Ridge axis, H miles west of Grafton.
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The fauna of this scries belongs to extreme Upper Carboniferous

types, and some forms are closely related to Permian species, while the

flora above the middle of the series is also of Permian aspect.

Feet.

g| ii iMaximum thickness (ou the Great Kanawha in West Virginia)

Minimum (in Ohio) "'"

Average thickness *'""

The Upper Coal Measures, Monongakela River Series (XV).—These

beds crown the summit of the mountain in the bottom of the synoline

at Piedmont, the principal coal (the Pittsburg) being known there as

the "Big" bed, smce along George's Creek, between Piedmont and

FTostburg, it is often 20 feel t hick, and is mined and shipped under the

name of Cumberland coal. This greal bed of valuable fuel is the basal

member of the Upper Coal Measures, and is the most important stratum

in the Appalachian field. It is the celebrated Connellsville coking coal,

the Westmoreland and Penn gas coal, the shipping coal all along (he

Monongahela River, and extends under a vast area between (hat stream

and the Ohio River.

A small remnant of it is found in the summits of the hills at Newburg,

and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad does not cross its outcrop again

until we conie to the town of Fairmont, where, at Monongah, Gaston,

Montana, and West Fairmont, it is extensively mined for coking, gas,

and general fuel purposes.

Westward from Fairmont it dips down below water level, being -100

feet below the valley at Mannington and 800 i'vet at Board Tree, where

it is 1,600 feet under the highest summits. Rising westward from the

center of the great Appalachian trough at Board Tree, il comes to the

surface again at Bellaire and furnishes valuable fuel for that city and

Wheeling.

The rocks above the Pittsburg coal in Pennsylvania, northern West

Virginia, and Ohio are mostly limestones and calcareous shales, with

some sandstone, and four other coal beds, viz. in ascending order:

Redstone. Sewickley. TJniontown. Waynesburg; this last topping

out the scries.

Southwestward through West Virginia and southern Ohio, the lime-

stones are replaced by red shales and the last four coals practically

disappear, while much massive sandstone comes into the column.

This series has an average thickness of 360 feet along the Mouonga-
hela river, but it thins to 250 feet in Ohio and thickens to 413 feet in

the central portion of the Appalachian trough.

The Permian, hunkurd Creek Scries (XVI).—This scries of beds tops

out the Carboniferous system in the Appalachian field, and has its

greatest development along the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad between
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the Monongahela and Ohio rivers. The series l>e^ins with the iota'

shales of the Waynesburg coal, and includes all of the beds above,

about 1.100 feet in all. II consists of massive sandstones, red and

variegated shales, wit 1 1 thin limestones and impure, mostly worthless,

coal beds.

The fauna has never been studied, but appears to be of t'resli-w ater

origin, and is largely composed of bivalve crustaceans, while the flora

lias a distinctly Permian facies, containing OaUipteris conferfa. Sapor-

tcea Ta)tin}>t<ris, Baiera, and other Permian types, while the species

that resemble Coal .Measure forms also occur in the Wichita, or undis-

puted Permian of Texas, so that the evidence is now complete that this

Dunkard Creek series, formerly called Pernio Carboniferous, is the

American equivalent of the European Permian.

Tabular view of the geology between Cumberland and the Ohio River,

|15y i. c. White.)

Station.

Cumberland

Bradys Mill

Potomac Bridge

Ke\ sit

Piedmont

Bloomington

Frank villc

Altamonl

Deer Pari

Mountain Lake Park .

.

Oakland

Little SToughiogheny

Bridge.

Great Foughiogheny

Bridge.

H >n t.ui-s

Siiiiwn ( 'reek

Terra Alta

Rodomsr'a tunnel

Cheat Rh err Bridge. . .

.

Kc>\\ lesburg

Buckej e Ron

Buokhom Wall

Casaidj Summit

Tnnnelton

Ea»i portal, ELingwood

tunnel.

West portal, EUngwood

tunnel.

Murrav'K tunnel

1 listanee from
Washington. Elevation.

Miles.

162

158

172

it:.

180

182

188

197

200

208

200

206]

207

•_>
1

2

'J II

216

22i i

287

227

238

-Ml

288

284

284

286

288

Kilo-
meters.

in:.

266

'.'77

282

•.".in

295

308

317

822

327

382

:!Xi

333

Feet. Meters.

< reoloirical formations.

639

642

786

sou

1,024

1,699

2,620

2, 1 12

2.400

2,872

2,871

2, 872

541 •J. 477 . , >,»

344 2, 469 753

348 2,549 774

354 2,088 686

367 1,892 424

866 1,392 424

867 1,515 462

870 1 . 720 624

:i74 l . 865 666

B78 1,820 .'.:,.-.

375 1,819 654

378 1. 771

195

196

210

211

282

312

518

799

74 1

7:u

72:1

723

Medina to Hamilton.

Lower Helderberg.

Hamilton.

Lower Helderberg to Hamilton.

Pottsvillo to Dunkard Creek series

Pottsville to Elk River series.

Catskill to Pottsville.

Pocono to Pottsville.

Chemung to Catskill.

( !hemnng.

1 'atskill to Pocono.

Maiirh Cliunk.

388 1,564 474

72:t Pottsville conglomerate.

I.ou er I loa] Measure--

Mam h ( lnmk.

Chemung, western ridge of Alleghanies.

Catskill.

< 'hemung to < 'atskill.

I),..

(atskill.

Hanoi) ( 'bunk ami Pottsville,

Top 1. 1>« er Coal Measures.

Do.

60 i'eel under Upper l'reeport eoal.

Upper Freepori limestone and eoal.

Upper Freepori coal at track level.

542
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Tabular cine of tin- geology between Cumberland and the Ohio River—Conl uined.

Distance from
Washington. Elevai ion.

Station.

Miles.
Kilo

meters.

New burg

Feet Meters.

Independence

Raccoon Greek ...

Thornton

i ; raft on

I'etlerman

Valley River lulls

Texas

Fairmont

Barnesviile

Dunkaxd Mill run

Mannington

241 888 1,215

2 12 389 1. 156

244 392 1,105

248 899 1,088

26

1

409 987

255

281

268

276

277

284

293

410

4
'.'I I

431

111

444

458

176

984

969

883

877

S71

922

957

Glovers Gap nno is:; i.o.mi

Clov.rs Gap tunnel . .

.

:i()2 486 1,146

Burton :«>( 4s:i 1,060

Hundred :

306 i 492 1,025

Littleton 811 500 986

East portal. Hoard Tree 314 505 1,104

tunnel.

West portal, tunnel
j

314J
1

5(10 1.077

Bellton
;

318
'

512 8*0

Knst portal, Welling 323
;

520 1.202

tunnel.

I 'aineron

East on

Roshys Hock

Moundsville

.

Benwood

Bellaire...

Wheeling

.

325

330

886

342

340

850

353

524 1.040

531 907

548 773

560 640

502 648

573 667

568 646

t reologicaJ formal ions.

37o Klk River series; Pitteburg coal in hilltop;

shaft tturongb Lower Coal Measures.

352 Klk River aeries (No. XIV).

337 Do.

316 Do.

301 Do,

800 Do.

205 I'ottsville to Klk River series. •

200 Klk River series iNn. XIV).

267

205

281

n,

I'pper Coal Measures.

Wayneebarg ooal, 160 feel above track;

Pittsburg coal. 23(1 I'eet holow track.

-'.i- Base of Permian i Pittsburg ooal, ioo feet

belou valley ; oil lieh'i here in Puculio S.

S., 1,800 feel below valley.

320 Permian.

349 Permian, 900 feel above Pittsburg ooal.

828 Permian.

312 Permian, 700 feet above Pittsburg coal.

285 Permian.

330 Permiani center of Appalachian trough;

l. LOO feet Permian beds,

828 Permian.

270 Permian; Helton coal groan.
I

300 Permian

820 Permian; natural gas here in Cordon oil

sand, 2.700 I'eet below valley.

294 Permian.

286

195

197

200

Do.

Upper Coal Measures. Pittsburg bed, 125

feet below track level.

Pittsburg ooal at track level.

Do.

107 Pittsburg coal 60 feet above track level.

f



FROM THE OHIO TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

GENERAL SKETCH.

By ('•. K. Gilbert.

This is for the most part an area of Paleozoic strata lying nearly hori-

zontal. The Coal .Measures constitute the underlying rocks from Bell-

aire on the Ohio River to Newark, Ohio. The lower members of the

Carboniferous constitute the underlying beds from Newark to a point

just west of Chicago .Junction, Ohio. From this point to Tiffin, Ohio,

the Devonian rocks underlie. From Tiffin to a point west of New-

Baltimore the region is underlain by Upper Silurian rocks. From New-

Baltimore, Ohio, to a point west of Union Mills, Ind., the Devo-

nian rocks again constitute the substructure; and from the last-named

point to Watertown, Wis., the Upper Silurian fcerrane underlies the

drift. From Watertown, Wis., for a lew miles the Lower Silurian

rocks come to the surface, except where concealed by drift, and thence
to La Crosse the Cambrian rocks appear. The disturbance of these

strata throughout the region of the route is so slight that it nowhere
expresses itself in well-marked surface features.

The greater part of the route is through a region overspread with

glacial drift, the southern part of the great North American glaciated

area. From Dear Newark, Ohio, to Kilbourn City. Wis., the older for-

mations are generally concealed by the drift deposits. The surface

features by which this region is characterized and by which it is dis-

tinguished from the territory south of the limit of glaciation include

an imperfect drainage system abundant in lakes, lakelets, ponds and
marsh meadows, and the replacement of the topographic forms de-

veloped by subauial erosion by the less regular but equally character-

istic forms of glacial deposit.

The layer of drift ranges from a few feet to several hundred feet in

thickness, and its most important element is till or boulder-clay. It is

exhibited in a general sheet of ground moraine, traversed by relatively

thick bands of the nature ot terminal moraines. .The moraines are

usually several miles broad and their ensemble is not commanded by
the tourist, who is able only to observe changes in the topographic
character of the country as he enters and leaves their belts. The sur-

faces ol terminal and ground moraines are alike undulatory, but the
slopes of the terminal moraines are relatively steep. Hillocks, often

somewhat elongated, alternate rapidly with hollows for the most part

28U
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nndiained. The more elongate hills of the terminal moraines are apt

to lie parallel to the course of the moraine; the hills of the ground

moraine usually trend parallel to the direction of ice movement Asso.

elated with the terminal moraines arc many hillocks and abrupt ridges

of water-worn and assorted gravel and sand, and souk times these water-

WTOUghl materials sheathe parte of the moraine where its core is of

boulder-clay.

in low and level tracts the till proper is frequently covered with sand

or silt. Many such deposits were made in temporary lakes, accumu-

lated between the ice on the one hand and a terminal moraine or higher

land on the other. Many such temporary la kes accompanied the reces-

sion of the ice sheet, and have left small lacustrine plains to mark their

former existence. Lacustrine plains of much greater extent, but due

to the same causes, lie in the basins of the Great Lakes, and are trav-

ersed by the train in western Ohio and in the neighborhood of Chicago.

The moraine, first fully and accurately described in America, and

which received the designation "kettle moraine," 83 delimits a phase

of the great ice sheet in which its margin was divided into lobes, each

one a large glacier. Between Newark and Kilbonrn City the route

crosses the area overspread by the Scioto, the Mamnee, the Saginaw

Bay, the Lake Michigan, and the Green Hay lobes.

At Kilbourn City, Wis., the line of travel leaves glaciated territory

and enters the driftless area 26 of the Upper Mississippi Basin, Thence

to La Crosse the topography and the constitution of the surface

material stand in sharp contrast to the corresponding features of the

region farther east. Rock exposures, which have been rare eastward,

and altogether wanting over considerable areas, are here of almost

constant occurrence wherever the sin face has any considerable relief.

Frequently, too, butte-like hills or fantastically carved, castellated

towersof sandstone give some indications of the extent of tile snbaerial

erosion the region has suffered. From the presence of these bold

eminences within the driftless area, rising 200 or 300 feet above the

more or less completely basedeveled plain on which theyrest, ami from

their absence in the area covered by ice, instructive inferences may be

drawn as to the work effected by the ice in the country over which it

passed. Before La Crosse is reached, the bluffs in the immediate vioin

ity of the Mississippi are capped with a thin sheet of loess, but this does

not attain great thickness east of the Mississippi river in this latitude.



FROM THE OHIO RIVER TO CHICAGO.

[TXNERABY.

Hv Edward Orton.

Dim-
tanoe.

Elevation.

Station.

3 = t

1 £ -1

Bellaire

BarneSvOle

< tembridge

Zanesville

Newark

Mount Vernon

Mansfield

< Ihicago Junction.

.

TiflBn

Fostoria

Bloomdale

Welker

North Ball imore. . . -

Deahler

Holgate

I tefiance

Sherwood

II Ickaville

(1

24 89

40 Til

,.. 121

Popula-
tion.

101

126

163

189

218

228

233

238

239

251

264

277

284

207

163

203

262

:so4

348

864

875

888

386

404

424

446

157

178

635 104

1,276 389

842 257

742 228

868 265

00) 302 .

1 154 852

930 283

758 280

777 237 ...

7:.:. 231 ..

21.009

14,270

10, 801

740 226

7 .'(I 219

721 220

711 217

761 232

0,034 Si..loo

Auburn Junction.

.

Garrett

A villi!

Albion

Cromwell

13. 473 Syracuse

Mill'onl Junction .

.

Bremen

I.a Paz .1 unction . .

.

Walkerton J a n c-

tion

WeUsboro

Alhlu

Simian

Willow ( 'reck

South Chicago

Chicago

Dis-
tance.

T.

Kli-\ ation.

-
S
- DO

Qea
lion z

CD

-. w fe a

... ...
304

314

317

322

832

342

:f.->i i

B65

371

:>7o

888

403

410

4*0

505

510

518

534

.V.i I

563

571

507

010

624

010

660 -

Popula-
tion.

.-15 248

K74

891

061

926

037

869

SI '2

.-2 '

266

272.

283 .

282 .

286 .

2115 .

257 .

250 .

857 201

718 219

75:; 280

'416 669 74''. 227

126 (wo .

128 690 :.-.' 180

460 7lii 589 180 1.099,850

From Bellaire' 1 -" for about 35 miles (65 km.) northwestward, the
road traverses the northern edgeofthe great Pittsburg coal basin, the
beds of which are rising to the northwest. 10 to 15 feet to the mile (2 to

3 m. to the km.). The coal seam has deteriorated in quality as it has
been followed westward into Ohio. It still lias good thickness (6 feet)
ami it preserves the coking quality which gives to it such greatvalue in
the Connellsville district of western Pennsylvania, but the percentage
of sulphur has been so greatly increased that it no longer furnishes an
iron-making fuel and for the same reason it is not acceptable as n ^as-
making coal. The seam lies lot) feet (30 m.) above the river near
Bellaire. The geological section furnished by the river hills at this

'
min< <

'OV( 'rs A atire Upper Productive Coal Measuresandivacl.es
well up into the Upper Barren Measures. At no point, in Ohio is there
a better exposed natural section of this part of the geological column.

291
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There are many horizons of limestone in these two divisions of the

Coal Measures. The Limestones are of fresh water origin in the main,

are readily soluble in atmospheric waters, and give rise by their decay

to soils of unusual fertility. It: thus happens that the hills of this por-

tion of the State rank as high in agricultural wealth as the plains and

valleys of the west rrn half of the State. Soineof the limestones of this

series yield natural hydraulic cements of fair quality.

In the vicinity of Barnesville?i '-'- the highest rocks of the Ohio scale

are found. They have been proved by Fontaine and White, by means

of their flora,84 to have a Permian aspect, but having much in common

with the underlying division they arc generally recognized as a transi-

tion series under the name Pormo-Oarboniferons.

At Cambridge the railroad reaches the uppermost seam of the Lower

Coal Measures of the State, the Upper Freeport Seam. A coal field

of great importance begins at this point and extends for many miles to

the southward and southeastward. Within the limits of this field the

deepest-lying coal of the State is likely to be found. The seam has

been followed by the drill to a depth of at least 500 feet (152 m.) below

the valley levels to the southeastward. This coal has an excellent

reputation as a steam coal. It has a maximum thickness of 7 feet, but,

more than any other Ohio coal, it is liable to disastrous u wants" or

u cutouts," due to its invasion by the great Mahoning sandstone, which

is the next higher element in the normal section. A low anticline

traverses the series near Cambridge which has proved effective in the

accumulation of gas and oil to a small extent. The reservoir rock is

the Berea grit, which here lies about 1,000 feet (.504 m.) below the sur-

face. A very important oil field is found at Maeksburg, .'JO miles (48

km.) south of Cambridge.

At Zanesville l: -'"-M two of the most important coal seams of the lower

measures, the Lower and Middle Kittanning seams, are extensively

mined. They underlie much of the town and are well developed in the

surrounding country. A score of miles to the southwest ward they con-

stitute the Hocking Valley coal held which is now producing 5,000,000

tons annually and which is decdedly the most important coal held of

the State.

Fire clays and shales are found associated with the coal seams in

large amounts. They are proving far more valuable than the coals

themselves, constituting as they do an excellent basis for the mann
facture of building brick of all qualities, of paving brick (vitrified), of
earthenware, and finally of encaustic tiles of the finest quality, The
American Tile Works established here are the largest of their kind in

the world, employing a thousand men and furnishing a product that

competes successfully in the New York markets with the best grades of

imported floor and ornamental tiles. Zanesville is the most important
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clay manufacturing center in the State in the several lines above
noted.

To the west of Zanesville and extending to the north and west as
far as Chicago Junction* 1 the Sub-Carboniferous series, consisting of

conglomerates, sandstones, and shales, and containing an abundant
fauna, admitting of several distinct subdivisions, occupy the country
traversed by the railroad. The conglomerate portion of the series has
been cut through by the Licking River between Zanesville and New-
ark and is well exposed in the picturesque gorge traversed by the rail-

road between these two points.

Near Newark the great terminal moraine'" which marks the south-
ern extension of the Drift is crossed and the drift-covered area is

entered.

The sections exposed between Newark and Chicago Junction agree
with those hist named, but the rocks appear at comparatively few
points.

At Chicago Junction the basal rocks beneath the drift belong to the
black sliale division of the Devonian. The drift beds are here LOO or
moie feet in thickness.

Near Tiffin' 7 -'
1 the first exposures of underlying Devonian and Silu-

rian limestones are met with. They are found mainly in the valleys .

from which the mantle of the drift has been removed by erosion.
Bere begins the low anticlinal arch upon which the great accumula-
tion of gas and petroleum in northwestern Ohio has been proved to
depend. The central portion or summit of the arch is crossed between
Fostoria21 and North Baltimore." Its structure is shown in the accom-
panying diagrammatic sections, (Figs. 8-10) the extremes of which are
about30 miles (48 km.) apart on the approximately north and south line
of the axis of the arch.

The surface rock of the gas-producing portions of the arch is Niagara
(Wenlock) limestone; of the oil-producing portions, the surface rocks
are mainly Lower I leldeiberg (Ludlow) limestones.
The oil and gas districts are flat lying regions, the extremes of the

surface elevations of several hundred square miles not exceeding 50
feet (16 in. i. The general level may betaken as 750 feet (225 m.) above
tide. The reservoir of gas and oil lies L,000to 1,300 feet (300 to 400 m.)
below the surface. At Fostoria and again at a point <> miles beyond
North Baltimore, the surface of the oil-bearing rock is nearly 500 feet
(150 in.) below tide level. At Bloomdale, on the axis of the arch, it is

300 feet (90 m.) below tide. The measurements afforded by the drill
indicate a gentle arch in the producing bed; when it is reached at .->()(>

feet <»r more below tide, it is found charged with salt water. From 400 to
450 feet below tide, it carries oil; at higher levels gas is found
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The gas from this, and other adjaciMii and altogether similar fields in

Ohio and Indiana, is transported bypipe lines to Toledo, Tiffin, San-

dusky, Detroit, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis and scenes of smaller towns,

Sealevel

Sea Jevehr

Hi.'. 9.

Settlevel

Fig. 10.

Sections across tbe ofl field of Northwestern Ohio. (I', s. G. Survey. 8th Ann, Rep., p. 604.)

7. Ohio shale.

o. Upper Beldexberg limestone.

f>. Lower Belderberg limestone (Lndlow).

. $ Niagara fSP?!*
01"*

I Clinton limestone fWenlook).

il nilsun River shale.
Medina shale,

2. CTtioa shale,

l. Trenton limestone (Bala).

where it is used on a very large scale for manufacturing purposes and
especially for domestic fuel. It is sold to the consumer for the latter
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use at rates ranging from 5 to 25 cents per thousand cubic feet. It

renders its most valuable service in the last named capacity, intro-

ducing into the house the same convenience in heating and cooking

that artificial gas docs in lighting. The fire is always "laid," is

kindled by a match, is regulated to any required point below its maxi-

mum by a cock, brings no soot or dust, and in short is the perfection of

fuel. It is obviously the standard to which the fuel of the future will

be obliged to conform. To this must be added that in the. great major-

ity of the favored towns, which it supplies, it is sold at a lower price

than the coal which it displaces.

It brings equal advantage to the various lines of manufactures to

which it is applied. In glass making, particularly, it introduces such

economy and such improvement of product, that, other things being

equal, competition with manufacturers that command it is very diffi-

cult on the part of those who depend on bituminous coal for fuel. It

is a reproach to the intelligence of the communities that have obtained

access to large supplies of gas to be obliged to add that, for several

years after its discovery, it was generally furnished free to manufac-

turers and without measurement of any sort. This policy was entered

upon in order to induce manufacturers to locate their plants in these

towns. A single town has brought in establishments of this sort,

mainly glass houses, enough to lead to the consumption of 30,000,000

cubic feet per diem (800,000 cu. m.) for the last three years.

But no gas held is able to bear such a strain as this amount of use
brings; consequently there has been a rapid decline in the produc-

tion of the wells, and it is now evident to all that the end of the large

production is not far off. Five to eight years prove the limit for all

sections that have found gas in large quantity and that have used it

in the wanton way above described. The decline is most clearly

revealed by the fall of pressure in the wells. The original pressure,

due to the salt water contained in the same porous rock that holds
the gas and oil. and falling under the laws of artesian wells, ranged
from 100 to 500 pounds to the square inch (27 to 30 atmospheres).

Petroleum is also produced in large amounts from territory adjacent
to the gas tields. The daily yield of the entire territory is between
40,000 and 50,000 barrels (of 42 gallons, or 158 liters each). The finest

Of illuminating and lubricating oils are made from the crude oil, and
it also yields an unusually large percentage of paraffin. Both gas and
oil contain a considerable percentage of sulphuretted hydrogen and
probably other compounds of sulphur, and are consequently offensive
in their natural state; but complete success has been attained in the
deodorizing of the oil by several processes. Single wells, 5| inches

(13 cm.) in diameter, have produced oil at as high a rate as 8,000 barrels
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per diem, when first drilled. One well recently finished is even said t<»

rival the great.fountains of Baku.

lloomdale. This village is in the center of the original dry gas tern

tory. The gas rock is struck at 1,065 feel (320 tn.) below the surface,

or 310 feet (93 m.) below tide. The wells in this immediate neighbor-

hood yielded, when the Held was fresh, between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000

cubic feet (80,000 to 1.00,000 en. m.) per diem. The original pressure
was 440 pounds to the square inch (29.3 atmospheres). The largest pus
wells of the field have produced uoi less than 30,000,000 oubic feel

(800,000 m.) in twenty-four lionis, hut such Hows are short lived.

Wells of this character are invariably overtaken by oil or saltwater
within a tew days or weeks, if allowed to flow unrestrained.

North Baltimore.- 1 - On the east side of the town dry pis was origi-

nally found, bul on the west side a peat oil field 1ms recent ly been

developed. Hundreds of derricks can he, seen from the ears. In the

Oil wells t lie Trenton limestone is struck at 1,190 feet (360 m.) below the

surface, or 460 feet (146 m.) below tide. Three miles further west, the

Trenton limestone sinks to 600 feet (160 m.) and more below tide and
salt water occupies it every where, except in narrow ridges that are
sometimes found in which a little pis or oil is contained.

These towns of the oil region all stand u])on lacustrine deposits
belonging to the period of the melting of the great ice sheet (('ham
plain). When the ice front occupied a position in the basin of Lake
Erie a large body of water was held between it and the uplands to the
south and west. At first this lake found outlet westward to Fort
Wayne, hid., but afterwards as the ice retreated further, other avenues
of escape were opened and flu- water level fell, recording its position at

different horizons by beaches. A beach line is crossed at Fostoria and
another near Defiance, and still another near Hicksville. These old

beaches, composed as they are largely of sand and limestone gravel,
give rise to light and warm soils and sometimes to soils of extreme
fertility.

Defiance. 1 -' The Devonian hlack shale is found on the western
slope of the arch at this point, though generally concealed under heavy
beds of boulder (day. The eastern outcrops of the shale were left at

Chicago Junction. The drift beds seldom fall below KM) feet (30 m.) in

thickness in tins portion of the State, except in the river valleys, and
they often rise to 200 and 300 feet (00 and 90 m.) in thickness. One
section to the southward showed 530 feet (100 in.) of drift without
reaching bottom.

Between Hicksville, Ohio, and St. Joe, Intl.." a narrow moraine line
is crossed.

At Concord is a morainie line, perhaps to he regarded as a part of
that just east of St. Joe, separated from it by the valley of the St.
Josephs River.
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At Auburn the drill has revealed the presence of a Blight fold in the

deep-lying Trenton limestome, snfflcienl for the accumulation of gas

and oil to a small extent. Despite the monotonous aspect of the pres-

ent drift -covered surface, the underlying rocks have recently been found

to be more broken by small folds and fractures than any other parts of

the two states included in this review. Four or more wells, more than

2,000 feet (610 m.) in depth, have been drilled within the limits of

Auburn. The gas found in the productive rock has a very high initial

pressure. The first flow of the besl wells showed more than 1,000,000

cubic feet per diem as the daily yield. The gas has been utilized in

the town to the full extent.

The drift beds exceed 200 feet [60 m.) in thickness here. The fust

rock stratum reached beneath the drift IS the basal portion of the black

Ohio shale (Devonian). In the Lower Helderberg limestone (TJpper

Silurian), which has a thickness of about 600 feet (183 in.), considerable

deposits of gypsum and anhydrite are found about midway in tin 1

Series. At or about this same point in this series very important beds

of rock salt are found in Ohio, Michigan, and Canada. These deposits

are now being worked on a large scale in all three places. A valuable
deposit of gypsum occurs in the same horizon in Ohio.

From Auburn to Garrett the basal rock is the black shale previously

reported. The drift is nonmorainic.

At Garrett and just west of Garret! one line of the terminal moraine
is crossed.

At Albion another belt of the terminal moraine is crossed. The
region about Albion illustrates well the lack of drainage which is com-
mon along the terminal moraine. Numerous shallow lakes, ponds, and
swamps are found here. A single lake will sometimes occupy several

square miles of the surface.

Between Teegarden and Walkerton the line traverses the terminal
moraine, the black slate of the Devonian still underlying the drift.

From Walkerton to Coburg is modified drift underlain by the Devo-
nian to Union Mills, and by the Niagara limestone (Upper Silurian,
Wenlock

! from Union Mills to Coburg.

At Suman an inner morainic line of the Fake Michigan glacier is

crossed. The morainic belt extends westward as far as Woodville.

Prom Woodville to Chicago the underlying rock is Niagara limestone,
buried beneath modified drift, deposited in Lake Michigan during its

expanded condition, in late glacial and postglacial times. Through a
part of this region the sands of old beaches have been extensively modi-
fied by the act ion of t he w inds, forming in places Conspicuous dunes.
The road follows the southern and southwestern margin of Lake Michi-
gan during the last 26 miles (40 km.).

The Niagara limestone which has been repeatedly named in the pre-
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ceding account is extensively quarried al several points near Chicago.

It is the Guelph division of the Niagara which Is found here. In oom-

position it is a typical dolomite of groat purity. It was originally a

highly fossil Herons limestone, and many species new to BOience have

been described from the internal casts of the several divisions of the

Mollusca that occur here.

South Chicago, a few miles beyond the Illinois State line and 11

from the Central {Station, is already within the city limits. The road

now bonds to the westward, a mile or more away front the lake, to Park-

side, and then runs north along the west side of .lackson Park, which

occupies a mile and a half of the immediate shore line, and is the site

ofthe Columbian Exposition. Beyond Jackson Pari it again reaches

the shore, which it follows for (! miles to the Baltimore and Ohio

station situated on the borders of Lake Park, which occupies a mile of

the lake front opposite the central business portion of Chicago.

FROM CHICAGO TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

ITINKKAKY.

By S. V. Emmons,
'

Station.

Chicago

Western Onion Junction

Mih\ auki'ea

Hrooktielil

IVwauki't!

( U'onomowoc

Distance.

£
s
O
a

o

100

137

176

185

206

aa

85

100

128

Elevation.

4*

1

X
E

|

589 ,80

Station,

1 lisl.lllir.

%

588 178

PortageCity 188

Kill>oiirii City ' 205

Niw Lisbon ! 221

Toman M0
Sparta I 257

La Crossi! b 281}

S

B

Kl' \ al [OH.

-

808

330

856

386

414

I."..-,

8i:i

897

8M
afic

708

057

248

271!

272

294

24 i

200

a Population, 204, 468. b Population, 26

Chicago is the Second city in size and in commercial importance in

the United States, and probahly the greatest railroad center in the

world. Its population in 1890 numbered about 1,100,000 souls, an in-

crease of IIS per cent over that given by the census of ISS0. Its streets

are laid out on the rectangular system adopted by all modern American
cities. The first eleven cast and west streets from the Chicago River
southward have names (Lake, Randolph, Washington, Madison, Mon-
roe, Adams, Jackson, Van Buren, Harrison, Polk, and Taylor streets)

J

Geological <lata furnished by Prof. T. 0. Chamberlin and Prof. K. I). Salisbury.
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beyond they arc numbered from Twelfth upward to Ninety-fifth street,

which runs through South Chicago. The area covered by the named
streets and by the nine principal north and south streets or avenues,

next west ward from Lake Park, comprises the principal business portion

of the city, in which are its most imposing buildings. It is inclosed on

the north and west by the so-called Chicago River, an inlet of thelake,

which has been artificially deepened and connected with the Illinois

and Michigan Canal. This runs southwest ward into the Illinois River,

so that the overflow of Lake Michigan through it reaches the Mississippi

Biver, The site of this portion of the city was originally only about 7

feel above the lake level, but was artificially raised in 1885 to 14 feet.

The great fire of 1871, which started among wooden buildings in the

western portion of the city under the inlluencc of a strong southwest

wind, destroyed nearly every building over an area of 2,124 acres (858

hectares), in less than twenty- four hours. This area included a great

part of the massive buildings of stone and brick in the business center

of the city, so that it is estimated that the value of the buildings alone

that were destroyed was $53, 000,000, while the total loss was *10G,000,-

000. It was rapidly rebuilt, and the enormous blocks which have
risen over the burnt district are among the finest specimens ofcommer-
cial architecture in the country.

Chicago's water supply is mainly obtained from Lake Michigan,
though artesian water is also used. Lake .Michigan water is pumped
through two tunnels <>o twt below the shore level and extendinc L'

miles out into the lake, where they connect with a vertical iron cylinder
04 feet (1!) m.) high, inclosed in a crib of iron and wood loaded with
stone. The water capacity of these tunnels is 150,000,000 gallons

(050,000,000 liters) per 24 hours.

Chicago has spread rapidly, especially in the last decade, out onto
the surrounding prairies, where enormous manufacturing and com-
mercial establishments form small cities within themselves. Such are
the great Onion stock yards, the Pullman works, etc. It has also

provided liberal breathing space for its rapidly-rowing population in

an elaborate system of parks. Six of these cover from ISO up to 590
acres (44 to 240 hectares) each, besides which are numerous open squares
and smaller parks within the older portions of the city.

From Chicago to Milwaukee the route lies parallel to the shore of
Lake Michigan, and within the area of lacustrine deposition of the
Champlain epoch, wImmi the boundaries of lake Michigan were much
extended. Along this line the Champlain deposits reach westward 8 to
11' Dttiles(13 to 19 km.) from the lake. The deposits immediately along
the line of the railway are the "gray pebble clays" of the Wisconsin
geological survey. The whole of tl>is region is underlain by Niagara
limestone.
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At Milwaukee the surface formation is the gray pebble clay of

Champlain age. Within the limits of the city Devonian (Hamilton)

strata occur. This is the only area of Devonian rock within the bounda-

ries of Wisconsin. The rock is an impure limestone, from which an ex-

cellent hydraulic cement is made. The Niagara limestone, upon and
against which the Devonian lies, is here of such a character as to

afford an excellent building stone, and is extensively quarried for that

purpose.

At Wauwatosa, also, there are extensive quarries in the Niagara
limestone, similar to those in Milwaukee. The gray pebble clay, of

Ohamplain age. extends somewhat west of Wauwatosa.

Prom Wauwatosa to Pewaukee till (ground moraine) is well shown,
underlain by Niagara limestone.

Pewaukee to Oconomowoc. Ahout midway between these two sta-

tions (from Hartland to Nashotan) the Kettlemoraine is crossed, 25

and here its characteristic topography, its accompaniment of lakes and
its constitution, may he seen. Between these stations also the Mud-
son River shale appears from beneath the Xiagira limestone, but is

concealed by the drift. The Niagara limestone dips to the eastward,
and the Hudson River shale is the next subjacent formation and ap-

pears at the surface, except for the drift covering, us the Niagara
thins out to the westward, before Oconomowoc is reached, the (ialena

(Lower Silurian) limestone appears from beneath the Hudson River
shale, as the Hudson River shale appeared from beneath the Niagara.
The region about Oconomowoc is famous for its lakes. The moraine
crossed between Pewaukee and Oconomowoc is the joint product of the
Lake Michigan and Green Bay glaciers, the ice from the Lake Michigan
glacier moving westward and the ice from the Green Bay glacier mov-
ing eastward. The two iee movements met along the line of this
moraine, which is therefore an interlohatc moraine, terminal to two ice
movements in opposite directions.

Between Oconomowoc and Columbus the ground moraine iinds one
of its typical phases of development. Particularly in the region about
Watertown, and northwestward from Watertown to Columbus, drum-
lins are well developed. The drumlins have here a northeast-south-
west trend. This corresponds to the direction of ice movement in this
region, as shown by the stria'. Associated with the drumlins are on-
drained or <U-drained depressions which have an extension in the
same direction as the drumlins themselves, between Watertown and
Columbus the underlying strata are the Trenton (bower Silurian) time
stone, the St. Peter's sandstone, and the Lower Magnesian limestone,
in the order named. The strata all dip slightly to the southeastward'
and each formation appears from beneath the one preceding.
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From Columbus to Rio is ground moraine, underlain by Lower

Mngnesian limestone, and from Rio to Portage, drift, underlain by

Potsdam (Cambrian) sandstone. At Portage the Wisconsin River is

reached, and it is followed to Kilbourn City, through Potsdam sand

stone, overlain by drift, -lust before Kilbourn City is reached the

moraine formed at the western margin of the Green Bay glacier is

crossed. At Kilbourn City the railway crosses the river at about the

center of that portion of its valley known as the Dalles of the Wisconsin.

The river here flows through a canyon-like gorge, 50 or 00 feet deep,

carved out of the Potsdam sandstone. The tributaries to the Wiscon-

sin in this pari of its course have cut for themselves dee]) gorges and

glens leading down to the main stream. From the railway line near

Kilbourn City may be seen isolated elevations of Potsdam sandstone.

which represent erosion remnants of the once more extensive Potsdam

formation.

Kilbourn City to Camp Douglas. Crossing the river at Kilbourn

City, the driftless area 26 is entered. The sharp erosion forms, the

absence of drift topography, and the frequency of rock exposures com-

bine to place this region in sharp contrast to that farther east. In the

vicinity of Mauston, New Lisbon, and Camp Douglas fine castellated out-

liers of Potsdam Sandstone may be seen resting on a lower and often

nearly level plain of the same formation.

Camp Douglas to Sparta. Between these stations the Potsdam
sandstone is the only formation which appears. The divide between

the Wisconsin and the Mississippi is here crossed, and from the sum-
mit the topography of the driftless area may be well seen.

From Sparta to La Crosse the route lies in the valley of the Pa
Crosse river. The valley is carved from the Potsdam sandstone,

which forms the bluffs on either hand. In the lower part of the valley

the summits of the bluffs are capped with lower Magnesias limestone.

Loess also occurs on the summits of the bluffs fronting the Mississippi,

and on the bluffs bounding the La Crosse valley, near its junction with
the Mississippi.
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THE STATE OK MINNESOTA.

By I'l.Y 8. (iKANT. "

Topography—The topographic features of Minnesota may be briefly

summed up, for its western three-quarters, as being a moderately

undulating, sometimes nearly Sat, and occasionally billy expanse.

The only exceptions to this topographic character arc the northeastern

and southeastern corners of the State, the former being almost moun-
tainous, and the latter deeply eroded valleys, often destitute of drift.

The northwestern corner is a part of the valley of the Red River of the

North, and is extremely Hat and monotonous. It is made up super-

ficially of deposits from the glacial lake, Agassi/, and -well represents

an area which is topographically young, the river courses having but

just begun*to cut shallow narrow channels in the unconsolidated mate-

rials. The extreme northeastern part of the State has little drift, and
is very rough and broken in outline, the ragged summits of hills of

Crystalline rocks giving many hold features to the landscape. In the

southeastern corner the Mississippi river and its tributaries are

inclosed by bluffs from 200 to 600 feet (61 to 183 m.) in height; these

bluffs consist of nearly horizontal Paleozoic rocks.

The average elevation of the State is somewhat over L,200 feet (306

m.) above sea level. The only part that can be termed at all moun-
tainous is the district between bake Superior and the Canadian
boundary. Mere three parallel ranges of hills trend northeastwardly,

and rise- in some places to an altitude of 2,200 feet (071 m.). The most
broken country is that immediately bordering on Lake Superior, where,

in from 2 to 10 miles (3 to 1(1 km.) back from the shore, the land rises

over 1,000 feet (305 m.). The region around the sources of the Missis-

sippi has an altitude of 1,700 feet (518 m.), and in the northwest-central

part of the State a gentlerange of hills (the Leaf hills) rises to a height
of 1,750 feet (533 m.). The Coteau des Prairies, an elevated region in

the southwestern portion of Minnesota, is from 1,800 to 1.000 feet (549

to 57!) m.) above sea level.

Lakes- and rivers.—The water area of Minnesota is Larger than that

of any other State of the Union, being 5,637 square miles,t or nearly

one-fifteenth of the whole area of the State. The total number of lakes

"Compiled largely from the reports of the Geological and Natural History Survey
of Minnesota.

t This estimate does not include any part of Lake Superior
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is about tea thousand, and they are scattered over nearly the entire

surface of the State, but the larger proportion are confined to the

inorainic areas. These lakes are of all sizes, from small ponds to

bodies of water 12 miles (1!) km.) or more in diameter. Their shores

are mostly of drift, and rarely does the underlying rock appear any-

where in their basins. Tin's is not true of those lakes in the district

between Lake- Superior and the Canadian boundary, which are for the

most part rock bound.

There are three drainage systems. The most important is that whose
waters find their way into the. Gulf of Mexico through the Mississippi,

whose largest tributary in the State is the Minnesota river. This basin

includes fully two-thirds of the area of the State; the whole of the

southern half, the northern-central and the central-eastern part of the

State belong to it. The next largest is the Hudson Bay system, includ-

ing the Red River of the North, which drains the northwestern portion,

and the Rainy river which drains a small strip along the northern edge
of the State. The third system is that of the Gulf of St. Lawrence;
this is by far the smallest of the three systems and includes only the
streams in the immediate neighborhood of Lake Superior.

Flora.-'—The most important and conspicuous contrast presented
by the vegetation covering different parts of Minnesota is its division

into forest and prairie. Forest covers the northeastern two-thirds of
the State approximately, while about one third, lying at the south and
southwest and reaching in the Red River valley to the international
boundary, is prairie. The line dividing these areas has an almost
wholly timbered region on its northeastern sideand on its southwestern
side a region that is chiefly grass land, without trees or shrubs except Lng
in narrow belts along the larger streams and occasionally groves beside
lakes. Iu the northern half of t he State the timber consists largely of
conifers, from which large amounts of lumber are annually taken. The
deciduous forest exists for the greater part in the southern half of the
State, and is composed chiefly of various species of oak. elm. linden,
poplar, maple, and ash.

The geological oolumn.—ln the State of Minnesota there are. to be
seen rocks from the fundamental complex of gneiss and schist (Archean)
up to those which are being funned at the present day. There are.
however, several wide breaks iu the geological column where formations
of great importance are entirely lacking. In the Paleozoic, Carbonif-
erous and Permian are without representatives. In the BfeSOZoic, the
Friassic and Jurassic are completely wanting, the only Mesozoic rocks
that are known being a few isolated areas of Cretaceous strata, very
limited in extent, The Tertiary is also entirely lacking.
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Below is given a brief account of those formations found within the

limits of the State.

Group. System.

Cenozoie Pleistooene

.

Mesozoic CretaoeouB

Series.

Eteoenl Glacial.

Paleozoic

.

Aluonkian (Taconic)

Archean

Devonian
|

Corniferous.

Hudson River.

Silurian \
« ;.il. na.

Trenton.

st. Peter.

Shakopee.

Biohmond.

Lower Maiincsian.

Jordan.

St. Lawrence.

St. Croix.

Keweenaw an (NipJgOn) !

Hurouian Animikie.

i Keewatin.

I.auren tian / s Vermilion.

I
( Ini'iss, etc.

Cambrian (Ozark series)

77/6' Archean is made up of semicrystalline and crystalline schists,

gneisses and granites, and basic eruptives. The semicrystalline schists

are mostly sericitic and argillaceous in character and, together with a

large number of graywackes and greenstone schists, compose the Kee-

watin series. In this series are found extensive beds of very pure

hematite, which supply an excellent ore for steel-making. 28 The crys-

stalline schists are micaceous and hornblendic and lie below the less

crystalline; they belong to the Vermilion scries, as described in the

reports of the Minnesota survey. Still lower are gneisses and granite.

The entire Archean has been broken through by ancient eruptives,

mostly granites and quartz-porphyries, and by more recent diabases.

The Archean has its greatest development in the region along the

international boundary uorth and east of Vermilion Lake. Here the

strata strike in a general east-northeast direction, and the dip varies

only a few degrees from the vertical.

Keweenaw

Pig. 11. — General section from Vermilion lake to Duluth.

This formation extends southwestwardly through the State, out-

crops being occasionally seen, especially in the upper Minnesota val-
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ley, where, however, the three divisions described above are not recog-

nizable. But, as a rule, west and southwest from Duluth these rocks

arc hidden by the drift.

The Algonkian (or Taconic of the .Minnesota survey) is seen in its

greatest development in the country lying just north of Lake Superior.

It is separated into an upper and lower division—the Iluronian and
Keweenawan.

The Ruronian in Minnesota is represented by dark carbonaceous
slates and ferruginous quartzites. A belt of these rocks stretches

from the extreme eastern end of the State west and southwest to the
vicinity of Duluth and to the Mississippi river. They lie just south
of the Archcaii complex and rest OIL its upturned edges. The dip is

at low angles toward Lake Superior. After going- a few miles north-
west of Duluth the Iluronian is seldom seen until reaching Pokegama
Falls on the Upper Mississippi, and west of this these rocks are com-
pletely covered by glacial deposits. The Huronian in Minnesota is

included under what has been described as the Animikie on the north
side of Lake Superior.

The Keweenawan consists chiefly of interbedded sheets of interme-
diate and basic eruptives, with a few elastics. These rocks occupy the
territory south of the strike of the Huronian and north of Lake Su-
perior. They are seen in great development in the vicinity of Duluth
and all along the lake shore to Pigeon Point.29 The principal rock
type is a very coarse-grained, gray gabbro, which has a geographical
extent of 1,000 square miles (260,000 hectares). It is used somewhat
for a building stone, and is well known as "the Duluth granite."

The Paleozoic.—To this belong the rocks of the entire southeastern
and southern portions of the State. They are comparatively little
exposed, except along the river courses.

The Cambrian extends along the Mississippi river and its tributaries
from St. Paul to the southern limit of the State. It is especially well
exposed in the bluffs along the Mississippi. The eastern part of the
State, north of St. Paul and south of Duluth. is also occupied largely by
Oambrian strata. A belt alsoextends from the last area sonthwestward
along the southern borderof the Archcan to the extreme southwestern
corner of the State. The rocks of this formation are mostly thick beds
of magnesian limestone and of sandstone, but in the area lying in the
southwestern corner of Minnesota a:, extensive quartxite occurs; asso-
ciated with this is the famous Indian '• pipestone" or catlinite.

The Silurian is seen overlying conformably I he Cambrian in many
places along the Mississippi river. It is represented onlv bv a com-
paratively small thickness of strata, which are confined almost en-
tirely to tin- Lower Silurian. Its chief member, the Trenton limestone,
is seen m its best development along the Mississippi in the vicinity of

loi ok 20
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St. Paul and Minneapolis. The Silurian underlies the drift (occa-

sionally appearing through it) of a considerable area in the south-

eastern portion of the State just west of the Mississippi.

The Devonian occupies a small portion of territory along the central

part of the southern border of Minnesota. It is chiefly represented by

the Corniferous (and Hamilton ?) limestones and is comparatively thin.

The McHozoic—The only Mesozoie strata found are small isolated

areas of Cretaceous. These occur in basins in the older rocks and are

exposed in a few places along river courses. The Cretaceous rocks

contain many well-preserved fossil leaves, which have been described

by Leo Lesquereux. :!"

The Cenozoir.—Nearly the whole of the State may be said to be

drift-covered; the only exceptions are the extreme southeastern and

the extreme northeastern portions. At any point on the northwestern

boundary, as far east as Lake of the Woods, one may start southward

and follow the Iowa boundary line without seeing any rocks in situ,

except what he might encounter in crossing the valley of the Minnesota

river, and the rare exposures of red quart/ate in Rock, Pipestone and

Cottonwood counties. East of this meridian he would encounter occa-

sional exposures of such rocks along Rainy river, but southward from

the northern boundary he would still have an almost equal scarcity of

rock exposures,were he to set out again to the Iowa boundary line. The
drift is so thick in the region of lakes IYniidgi and Winnibigoshish, and

generally through the central portion of the State, that it does not

afford rock exposures until reaching the vicinity of Motley. Rock
is seen in scattered patches in Todd, Morrison, Mille Lacs, Kanabac,

Stearns, Benton, and Sherburne counties, as well as at I'okcgama Palls

on the Upper Mississippi. But farther toward the south, except in the

valleys of the Minnesota and Bine Earth rivers, the drift everywhere

conceals the rock with an unbroken mantle from 100 to 200 feet, (30 to

00 m.) and sometimes 300 feet (01 m.) thick.

East of the meridian passing through the west end of Rainy Lake,

the rock is more and more frequently seen projecting above the drift,

both along the Iowa boundary and in the central and northern por-

tions of the State, especially in the valleys of streams that flow east-

ward. There is a tract of the State heavily covered by drift east of

Pokegama Falls, including the St. Louis Valley audits upper tributa-

ries, in which many of the streams that enter Lake Superior in the

State of Minnesota take their rise; but for the most part in the eastern

half of the State the streams expose the rocks more and more fre-

quently, indicating an attenuation of the drift sheet toward the east,

so that at last they become continuously rock-bound. The drift Andes

out on the north toward the rock-bound shore of Lake Superior, as

remarkably evinced along the international boundary, and on the
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south toward the equally ancient rocky valley formed by the St. Croix

and the Mississippi.

Morainic accumulations are very extensively developed throughout

the State. The most prominent are those of the eastern border of the

glacial lobe which extended into central Iowa. This series of moraines

enters the State about the center of the eastern boundary, runs south-

west wardly to the vicinity of St. Paul and Minneapolis, and then turns

and runs southward to the southern limit of the State. The moraines

of the western side of this lobe cut across the southwestern coiner of

the State. Between these two major terminal moraines are many com-

plicated net-works of minor moraines, formed as this great lobe of the

glacier receded northward.

The ''driftless area*' is the only portion of the State that is entirely

free from drift. This area, although confined mostly to Wisconsin,
covers a considerable territory in the southeastern corner of .Minnesota.

Most of Houston and Winona counties and the eastern portions of

Wabasha, Olmsted and Fillmore counties are included in this area.

Bere the topography is decidedly more rugged than in the adjoining
drift -covered areas, and the rocks are exposed in bold outcrops.26- 31

The loess is well developed in the southeastern corner of Minnesota.
It covers all of tin; driftless area in the State and extends a short dis-

tance west of it, and also northward along the Mississippi nearly to

Red \Vin<;\ Outside of the driftless area it is confined chiefly to the
river valleys, extending along these much farther west than in the
adjoining ground.

Lake A^ams.3*—-This name has been applied by Mr. Warren llpham
to a glacial lake which occupied the basin of the Red River of the
North and extended over a considerable area in Manitoba. After
tin ice sheet had receded beyond the source of the \lvd River, the
waters, formed from the melting of the ice, accumulated in a vast inland
lake: the high ground to the south was the southern harrier of this
lake, while on the north it was bounded by the edge of the retreating
ice sheet. When the ice disappeared the present drainage system
toward Hudson Bay was established. The area of this lake at the
time of its greatest development was greater than that of Lake Supe-
rior. In depth it varied much, reaching in some places over 100 feet

(123m,). The beaches of hake Agassis are well defined in Minnesota:
they enter the western edge of the St at e at Lake Traverse, run east for
a short distance, and then north, keeping parallel with the Red River
"I the North and usually within 2G (32 km.) miles of it; this northerly
direction continues to almost the latitude of ]{vd lake, where it sud-
denly turns to the northeast and runs through llvd lake to Rainy lake
on the northern border of the State. The outlet of Lake AgftSSiz was
the Minnesota River, which is now a small stream Sowing in a gorge
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that could only have been out by a volume of water many times tJic

size of the present river.*

the recession of the Falls of St. Anthony.33-3*—This subject is of

interest, as it furnishes data for the calculation of the time which lias

elapsed since the glacial period. The results practically agree with

those obtained from Niagara Falls and elsewhere, and furnish strong

evidence that the disappearance of the ice sheet from North America

was less than ten thousand years ago.

From the Falls of St. Anthony to Fort Snelling (see map), a distance

of a little over 8 miles (18 km.), the Mississippi Hows in a deep gorge

about 1,000 feet (305 in.) wide. The rocks of this region are covered by

drift averaging, where the river has cut through it, probably not more

than 30 feet (9 in.) in thickness. Immediately below the. drift occur

the practically horizontal beds of the Trenton, with a thickness of from

20 to :>0 feet (6-9 m). The upper and lower beds are of comparatively

soft shales, but the greater partis of hard compact limestone. The

Trenton lies conformably on the St. Peter sandstone, which is a pure

sandstone of uniformly tine grain and, notwithstanding its age, has

undergone very little induration. This very friable sandstone is nearly

worn away and allows large blocks of the limestone to fall down, thus

materially increasing the rate of recession of the Falls.

Fig. 12—Section across Mississippi River above Fort Snelling,

From the Falls to Fort Snelling the rock on the sides of the gorges

has a freshly broken appearance, the large fragments thrown down by

the action of the water on the easily crumbled sandrock, as the falls

receded, still existing in the talus below the bluffs. Throughout this

extent the strata are horizontal, the thickness of the drift sheet over-

lying them nearly uniform, and all other conditions, so far as they can be

seen, that would affect the rate of recession, seem to have exerted an

unvarying influence. The inference is that the rate of recession has

been practically uniform between the, two points named.

There is an aspect of age and long weathering presented by the rock

in the bluffs of the Mississippi below Port Snelling. It has a deeply

changed color, a light yellow oxidized exterior, which marks all old

* Lake Agaasiz is to be fully described by Mr. Warren Upham in a forthcoming

monograph of the United states Geological Survey.
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bluffs. This stained condition also pervades the rock at the mouth of

Bassetts creek and at the quarries in the ancient river bluffs near the

month of Shingle creek, OD both sides of the river. (Both of these

places are above the Falls.) Another notable difference between the

bluffs above Fort Snelling and those below consists in the absence of

caves and subterranean streams entering the river above Fort Snelling.

Although the Trenton limestone exists in fall force about St. Paul, in

the bluffs cast and north of the city, yet it has been cut through by
some means prior to the drift so as to allow the entrance and exit of

streams of water, at levels below its horizon, through the sandstone.

None such are found above Fort Snelling, the surface drainage being
shed by the limestone and precipitated over the brink of the gorge in

Several beautiful cascades. When such streams enter the river below
Fort Snelling they either enter some subterranean passage and appear
at the mouths of caverns in the sandstone, or as springs in the drift

along the talus, or they find an ancient ravine down which they plunge
by a series of rapids over bonldcrs to the river level, rarely striking

either the limestone or the underlying sandstone. Again, the rock
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Fig. 18.—Section aorosa the Mississippi River below Fori Snelling.

bluffs at St. Paul and everywhere below Fort Snelling are buried under
the drift sheet. Their angles are sometimes seen jutting out from some
wind beaten corner, but nearly everywhere they are smoothed over by
a mantle of diil't and loam. Even the immediate river bank, where the
lime rock should be intact, shows that it has been extensively disrupted,
and its debris, often coarse and water-worn, in pieces from 1 to 10

feet long, is mixed with coarse bonldcrs. gravel and drift at the height
of 50 to To feet (15 to 23 m.) above the water level, the heterogeneous
mass lying OL the water- worn surface of the St. Peter sandstone.* But
above Fort Snelling the upper edge of the limestone is intact all the
way to the Falls and shows a fresh-cut section. It is surmounted by a

Continuous sheet of drift, which rises as a direct continuation of the bluff
formed by the underlying rock. The individual strata of the drift show

' A g • example of this is Been along the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-
road tracks just wee! of the Union station at St. Paul.
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that they were nit by the recession of the Falls in the same manner as

the POCk beds, and they do not conform in their undulations to the out-

line of the rock as if the gorge were present when they were formed,

as in St. Paul. There is no spreading of loam over these cat edges,

except what has fallen down from above at the time of their removal

or subsequent to it. At Fort Snelling the direction of the Mississippi

changes abruptly at a light angle, and the river enters the wider gorge

in which the Minnesota Hows, which gorge is entirely out of proportion

with the amount of wafer that it carries. This gorge (of the Minne-

sota) continues in the same iirection and with the same width beyond

the confluence with the Mississippi, but takes the name of the latter

stream; one mile below Fort Snelling this gorge is a mile and a half

wide (2*4 km.).

These features of greaterage, pertaining to thebluflsofthe Mississippi

below Fort Snelling, are seen in the old rock bluffs of the river above

the mouth of Bassetts creek as far as Shingle creek. The rock there

is deeply changed in color and is bid by the drift, and the bluffs, as left

by the more ancient river, are far apart, the old gorge being three or

four times as large as that between the Falls and Fort Snelling. These

rock bluffs, consisting of the same limestone as that which at the Falls

is below the water, here rise from 30 to 40 feet (9 to 12 in.) above the

river and are buried under loam or drift and loam. This pari of the

old valley continues southwardly at tirst by way of Basse! ts creek,

across the western suburbs of Minneapolis, through the valleys occu-

pied by lakes Calhoun and Harriet, and joins the Minnesota at some

point above Fort Snelling, the precise locality being hid by a deposit of

drift. It was cut down into the St. Peter sandstone over 100 feet (30 in.)

at least, as shown by the well at the Sumner school house, and about

27o feet (84 m.), as shown by the deep well at the Lakewood cemetery.

This would show that probably the ancient valley of the Minnesota,

where it passes Fort Snelling. and all the way through Ramsey County
and below, has been tilled more than 200 feet (Gl m.) by drift that origi-

nated since the excavation of the gorge. This supposition is borne out

by all boriugs that have been made between the rock bluffs at lower

points, as at West St. Paul and at Lake City on Lake Pepin. Such
excavation is not found in the river gorge between Fort Snelling and
the Falls of St. Anthony, the solid rock being found not more than 25

feet (7*8 m.) below the bottom of the water.

These facts warrant the conclusion that that part of the Mississippi

gorge above Fort Snelling has been excavated by the recession of the

Falls since the last general drift movement, and that prior to that event

therewas a gorge which passed from the present channel of the Missis-

sippi, at the mouth of Lassetts creek, southward to the great gorge of
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the Minnesota at some place above Fort Snelling. It is probable that

this old channel of the Mississippi was then occupied by waters th.it

drained the northern pari of the State, and had existed through many

ages,datingbacfctopre-Cretaceoustimes. [tseemstohaveremainedopen

to the advent of the ice of the last glacial period, when niorainic accumu-

lations so choked it that the water of the river was driven out and com-

pelled to seek another passage to the Minnesota. When this last event

took place the Falls of St. Anthony probably began at Fort Snelling,

the water being precipitated over the rock bluff of the pre-existing old

gorge, unless, as was very likely the case, the whole valley was too

deeply buried under water. Whether this was at the beginning or at

the acme of cold, or at the recession of the ice. is a question to be con-

sidered, but at this time the only point that is claimed is that it was

not earlier than the beginning of the last glacial epoch, and was very

probably near the (dose of this epoch, for the following reason. It has

been before stated that the .Minnesota was the outlet of the glacial lake

Agassi/, and as such must have carried away enormous quantities of

water resulting from the rapid melting of the icesheet toward the north.

There is good reason to believe that this swelled the liver to such a

height that the level of its waters rose as high as, if not higher than,

the limestone ledge at Port Snelling. If such was the case there could

have been no fall at that place. When Lake Agassi/, began to be

drained to the north, the Minnesota's volume of water was much
decreased and the water level fell below the limestone ledge. Then
the waters of the Mississippi began to be precipitated over the face of

this ledge, and then, and not until then, the recession of the Falls began.

If this reasoning is correct, the date of the beginning of the recession

of the Falls could not have been until near the (dose of the glacial epoch.

From calculations based on the recession from L680 to 1856 Prof.

Wiuchell obtained from three sources the rates of 4.79, 6.73, and 5.08

feet (1.46, 2,05, and 1.51 m.) per year, and the periods necessary for the

recession of the Falls from Fort Snelling (a distance of a trifle over 8

miles) (13 km.) 8,<S1!>, 6,276 and 8,315 years. The average of these
results is 7,803 years.
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LA CROSSE TO MINNEAPOLIS.

ITINEKAh'Y.

By I'i.y s. Grant.

Station.

I,a Crosse

Dresbach

Dakota

Richmond

Lamoille

Homer

Winona

M innesota City.

.

Whitman

Minnciska

Weaver

Kellogg

Wabasha

Reads [landing .

.

Kings Cooley ....

Distance. I i; va ion

i)

4

,::

i.-.

19

-'

4(1

4P.

51

57

59

G:!

(i

10

16

21

81

;i9

18

667

G74

655

872

658

CGI

ecu

G7.->

GTS

G4 070

69 071"

. 82 701

92 711

95 68G

101
,

(3

200

205

-on

205

200

20

1

201

L'OG

207

20 I

205

214

217

209

I'upn-

I. il ion.

L890.

Station.

25,090 LakeCit3

Fioiiti-nar

Wanconta

Red Wing ...

Eeeleston ....

Etter

18.208 Hastings

Langdon

Newport

Daytons Huff

St. Paul

Mrtiiliita

Fori Bnelling

Minnehaha ....

Minneapolis ..

Distance, Elevation.

i
-

j
B a:

J
g

5
s

69 in 703 214

76

80

8G

94

99

107

IK!

119

126

127

122

129

199

151

159

171

182

193

203

204

71-8 219

706 215

685 208

GS9 210

G89 210

707 215

811 'J 17

Popu-
lation,
1890.

2. 128

G, 294

3,705

2. 487

44G

749 228

707 215

703 214

7.7.1 286

722 220

813 247

188, 1;VG

187 22o 826 252 164 738

At La Crosse the Mississippi river is first seen. At the point of

crossing of the railroad the low- water and high-water marks are re-

spectively 628 feet (191*4 in.) and 043-5 feet (196*1 m.) above the sealevel.

The river varies much in width from here to Lake Pepin, sometimes
being- not more than half a mile (0-8 km.) across, and again spreading
out to nearly three times that distance. The railroad follows the river

almost continuously until reaching St. Paul, and along this route is the
Sliest scenery- in the whole Mississippi valley. The river is confined
between high bluffs, precipitous in many places, and its flood plain is

as a rule comparatively narrow.

From La Crosse to Winona the road follows close to the river's edge.
The high bluffs on either side are of Cambrian strata; St. Croix sand-
stone capped by Lower Magnesian limestone. In some of the shaly
layers of the St. Croix, near Winona, are found many shells of Lingula ; in

fact one bed of 16 inches (0-41 m.) in width is made up almost entirely

oflinguloid shells. The bluffs rise in many places precipitously from
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the railroad, and their tops are often over 550 feel (108 m.) above the

river and not more than a mile (1*6 km.) distant from it. dust before

reaching Winona the valley widens, BO that there are L* to .'5 miles of

low level land between the bluffs and (he water; this continues to about

a mile (1*6 km.) north of Minnesota City, where the blull's are again

close to the river.

From Minnesota City to Mount Vernon this narrow valley continues.

But beyond the latter point the bluffs rapidly recede from the river

until they are 1 or 6 miles (6*4 to 8 km.) away from it. The railroad

leaves the river proper and runs near the foot of the bluffs. The wide

valley continues until reaching- Reads Landing at the foot of Lake Pepin.

Lake Pepin is merely an expansion of the Mississippi. It is about

20 miles (32 km.) in length, and nowhere exceeds 3 miles (4*8 km.) in

width. It is a most beautiful expanse of water, and many of the towns
on its shores are summer resorts—as Lake City, Florence, and Frontenac.

At Red Wing, Barn Bluff (formerly known as La Grange mountain)
is seen. It is a large butte of Cambrian rocks left within the river

valley proper. Thus far the rock in the immediate vicinity of the rail-

road has been St. Croix sandstone, but before reaching Hastings the
higher members of the Cambrian are entered.

At Hastings the river is crossed, and from this point to St. Paul the
railroad keeps on the east side of the river, and usually at some dis-

tance from it. After crossing the river at Hastings the road runs
through terrace graved and sand, formed by washing of the drift

material by the Mississippi, when it was Hooded by the melting of the
retreating ice sheet. Before coining to St. Paul several miles of recent
river alluvium are crossed, and just before entering the Onion railroad
station at St. Paul the railroad skirts the base of a high precipitous
bluffof St. Peter sandstone, which is capped by a bed of Lower Silurian
(Trenton) limestone.

St. Paul and Minneapolis, the "twin cities" having an aggregate
population of over 300,000, form an important business center. They
stand on the highway between the great wheat producing fields of the
Northwest and the markets of the Bast, and have tributary to them
vast agricultural and lumber districts. The business centers of the
two cities are about 10 miles (16 km.) apart . connected by half hourly
trains: t he resident portions join. The cities are beautifully situated
on the banks of the .Mississippi, and abound in line residences, pleasant
drives, and picturesque little lakes. As an educational center Minne-
apolis and St. Paul are well in advance; within their limits are Hamlin
University, under Methodist control; Macalaster College, under the
charge of the Presbyterians; and the University of Minnesota, which
is at the head of the State's system of public instruction and has 1,300
students.
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St. Paul, the capital of Minnesota, is the older of the two cities, and

is situated at the head of navigation on the Mississippi river. Jt forms

an important commercial center and is well known throughout the

Northwest on account of its wholesale trade. The western part of the

city, called St. Anthony Hill, is the best resident district, and contains

many beautiful homes, which overlook the river.

Minneapolis is best known for its lumber and flour interests. The

new patent roller process of grinding wheat, together with the excellent

quality of wheat of this region, have here built up the largest milling

center in the world. The mills of the city have a daily capacity of

over 41,000 barrels, and the Pillsbury " A" null alone can produce

7,200 barrels of flour per day. The Falls of St. Anthony, famous as a

great available water power, and Minnehaha falls are points of interest

to the tourist.*

The geology of the vicinity of St. Paul has been partially explained

in the preceding paragraph on the recession of the Falls of St. Anthony.

Back from the river are large accumulations of drift materials in the

form of moraines and intramorainic till. Along the river courses, at

low altitudes, are small deposits of recent river alluvium, while higher

up are larger and coarser deposits of modified drift, probably made by

the rivers when Hooded by glacial melting. Practically the same state

of things exists around Minneapolis, with the exception of those pecul-

iarities described in the pages treating of the recession of the Falls of

St. Anthony.

From ISt. Paid to Minneapolis via Fort Snelling.—After leaving the

Union Station at St. Paul the road passes along the foot of the blutl*

for some distance. Here the old, decayed and eroded condition of the

St. Peter sandstone can easily be seen, together with some of its caves

ami subterranean water courses. In places, resting on this sandstone,

are remarkable mixtures of soil, drift pebbles and boulders, and large

angular fragments of Trenton limestone. These fragments are in all

positions and are often over 20 feet ((J m.) long and 3 i'eci (0.0 m.) in

thickness. It is probable that this composite mass was formed by the

river when its level was much above the present level. Similar angu-

lar blocks of limestone, mingled with the glacial debris, can be seen in

the bed of the Mississippi river above Fort Snelling; in fact, the whole

river bed (above Fort Snelling) is more or less composed of such a mass
of fragments which extend down to the solid rocks, 10 to 25 feet (3 to

7.0 in.) below the bottom of the river. After crossing the river the

road runs along the southern bluff, of St. Peter sandstone capped by-

Trenton limestone, to Mendota.

* Guide books to each city can bo procured from book dealers. The best one to

Minneapolis is Hudson's Dictionary to Minneapolis, 1891, published by the Beard-

Hudson Printing Company, 10 North Fourth stint.
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From Mendota to Fort Snelling the broad valley of the Minnesota is

crossed, and beyond the latter point the narrow gorgeof the Mississippi

is entered. At Fort Snelling one can easily see the difference between

the broad ancient gorge of the Minnesota and the Mississippi and that

ofthe Mississippi above this point.* The new narrow gorge is now

followed for a short distance, hut the railroad soon rises above it and

reaches Minnehaha falls after passing through a few shallow cuts in

the Trenton limestone.

Minnehaha falls at present slmw a small volume of water ; this is due

to the damming np of the headwaters of the stream in order to raise

the level of lake Minnetonka. The height of the fall is 56 feet (17 m.)

from the brink to the surface of the water in the pool below the fall.

Below this the stream (lows eastward in a narrow gorge for about Too

feet (213 m.), when it enters a much wider gorge, and in this continues

to the river. This wider gorge is of interest as being an old channel

on one side of an ancient island in the Mississippi. The channel on the

other side was larger and cut back to the head of the island more
rapidly, thus tapping the supply of water for the smaller channel and
leaving a deserted gorge which ends abruptly in a steep bluff some dis-

tance above where Minnehaha creek enters it.

In the vicinity of St. Paul and Minneapolis the Trenton formation con-

tains some soft green shales, which are very rich in well preserved
fossil remains; a few gasteropods, lamellibranchs, crinoids, and trilo-

bites are found; also a considerable number of brachiopods and large

quantities of bryozoans. In the Limestone itself remains of gigantic
Orthoceratites are often seen.

* For a more detailed description of theso differences see the pa^es relating to the
reccssiou of the Falls of tit. Anthony.
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MINNEAPOLIS TO MOORHEAD.

By I'i.y 8. Grant.

Station.

Distance.

-

M [nneapolla .

l'ridley Park

Anoka

ItaBka

a

Klk River....

Baileys

Big Lake ....

Becker

Clear Lake .

.

St. Cloud ....

Sauk Rapids.

Rices

Royal ton

Gregory

Lit tie Falls..

Darling

Randall

Cashing

Lincoln

Pliillirook....

Staples

11

20

40

48

56

61

76

85

Elevation.

Popula-

9 tion.

1

fe 3

Station.

18

25

30

35

38

47

53

65 105

86 108

79
;

127

86 138

92 148

97
|
156

101 161

107 170

112 180

118 100

125 201

131 211

847 258

878 268

885 270

893 272

913 278

935 285

972 296

991 302

1,025 312

1,005 306

1.062 324

1,080 329

l.lOo 3:;:.

1,117 340

1,
154J

352

1,178, 359

4,252

679

1 , 080

1. 185

528

1.281

1,274

390

338

2, 354

Aldrich

Verndale

Wadena

WadenaJunction
Rlutl'ton

New York Mills .

.

Richland

IVrliain

Frazee

MoHugh
I'd iuit

Audubon

Lake Park
'

Hillsdale

WinnipegJunct'n

llau ley

Muskoda

Qlyndon

Tenny

Dilworth

Bfoorhead

Distance. l'.h'vation.

50
O
U

i
O
5

% 8 ^ *

138

142

148

150

153

101

166

172

183

1,-s

193

200

200

211

211

217

221

230

283

235

239

222

228

288

241

216

268

267

277

295

308

311

322

331

888

3-11

349

866

870

37'.

378

::*t

1,327 404

1.349 411

1.350 411

1,352 412

1.323 4(13

1,410 480

1,396 425

1,370 417

1,389 423

1,864 416

1.31(1 B99

1 , 8861 407

1.1071 365

1,181 1 360

1,151 :;:,i

1,090 822

925 282

922 28]

909 207

905 276

Popula-
tion.

035

95

260

761

1,510

156

270

275

2, 088

Immediately after leaving- the Onion Station at Minneapolis the rail

road passes through a small out in the upper beds of the Trenton
limestone, and a small area of this is also seen just after crossing the
river. A mile or two distant on the right, low-lying morainic, hills are
distinctly seen. The road then enters a level sandy plain of modified
drift, and no more Paleozoic strata arc seen within the State. This Hat
land is more or less covered by small scraggly oaks, commonly known
as "scrub oaks," and continues until after passing Anoka.
At Anoka the Rum river, a small but important lumber stream, is

crossed; but no rock is visible, as the river bed is confined entirely to
Pleistocene deposits. Between Anoka and Bast St. Cloud the road con-
tinues in an area of modified drift, more or less rolling; but at Elk
River, Baileys, and Becker hills of morainic accumulations are seen at
the right of the track.

The first of the Archean rocks are entered a few miles southeast of
St. Cloud. This area is only a few miles in extent, but a much larger
area is seen at and near Sauk Rapids and Watab. The rocks are en-
tirely granites, syenites, and gneisses, and are quarried quite exten-
sively, especially at the former town.
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Prom Sauk Rapids to Little Falls an area of modified drift extends

for some distance on each side of the load. At this place the Missis-

sippi is again crossed and a small area of slate, mica -schist, anddiorite

is seen along the river; these rocks are all Archean, but their exact

horizon has not been determined. They cause the rapids in the river.

A few miles south of Little Falls the southwestern limit of the ever-

green forest is crossed: scattered pines have been seen farther south,

hut here they appear in large amounts. The principal species is Pmu8
ba/iksiaua, black pine, more commonly known as the "jack pine." It

rarely grows to be of sufficient Size for good lumber.

At Little Falls fche .Mississippi is again crossed and the railroad now

runs directly away from the Father of Waters, taking almost a north-

westerly course to the western edge of the State. From Little Falls to

Staples a region of rolling and often hilly morainic country is passed

through.

From Staples to Perham a Hat to undulating area of modified drift

is crossed, excepting that there is a small hilly morainic area between

New York Mills and Perham. Before reaching the latter place the

southwestern limit of the evergreen is again crossed, and only a small

area of deciduous forest is seen before entering the prairies of the west-

ern part of the State. Otter Tail county, in which are situated the two

last named towns, is crossed by an elevated morainic range of hills,

the highest in the western half of the State. This elevated region is

known as the Leaf hills, and is thickly dotted with numerous crystal

lakes. In Otter Tail county these lakes cover more than one-ninth of

the surface of the county. This lake area is entered just beyond Per-

ham and continues to and beyond Lake Park in Becker county.

In the vicinity of Lake Park the prairie has become fully established

and no more timber is seen except along water courses. Beyond this

place a more Hat or undulating area of till is entered and the descent

toward the Bed River of the North is begun.

One-fourth of a mile (A km.) east of Muskoda the first of the

ancient beaches of Lake Agassi/, is crossed. This is a low, gracefully

rounded beach-ridge of gravel and sand, called the Herman bead).

Then a plain, two miles (3.2 km.) in width, representing an old delta

deposit, is crossed before reaching the second or Norcross beach. A
mile (1.(5 km.) beyond this the Campbell beach is crossed, and about a

quarter of a mile (.4 km.) further is the McCauleyville beach; the latter

is seen just before coming to the Buffalo Biver. The low flat valley of
the Bed Etiverofthe North is now entered and the road runs in a straight

line directly west to Moorhead, a distance of 13 miles (21 km). The
ground here is almost as level as a table, and the streams have cut but
shallow narrow troughs in it. Between Moorhead and Fargo the Red
Biver, a sluggish stream, is crossed.
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ARTESIAN WELLS OF EASTERN DAKOTA.

By Geo. n. Eldmdgb.

A most remarkable series of artesian wells is developed in two belts

of country coinciding in a general way with the meridional valleys of

the Red River, which fche road crosses at .Fargo and Moorhead, and of the

.James River, which is passedat Jamestown, about 100 miles farther west.

The geological horizons from which the wells derive their waters are:

(1) The Pleistocene drift of the Red River valley. (2) The middle and
upper portions of the Cretaceous. (3) The Dakota sandstone which
forms the base of the Cretaceous system on the Great Plains. (I) The
Cambrian sandstones.

The last of these affords but a single well, which is in the bed River
valley, 100 miles (161 km.) north of the railroad. It has a total depth

Of 915 feet (270 in.), of which the last 12 feet are in granite. It obtains

fresh water at 503 feet (151 m.) and salt water at 003 feet (271 in.)

The Pleistocene wells are confined to the Red River valley, and obtain

their water from seams of sand and gravel in the glacial till at depths
of 85 to 270 feet (20 to 82 m.) These wells are developed in a belt 375
miles long. Fresh water is obtained from the southern portion of the
belt, brackish and alkaline waters from that to the north of Blanchfbrd,
in North Dakota. The source of these waters is not distant, and the
supply depends on the rainfall and the configuration of the immediate
region.

The Middle and Upper Cretaceous wells are limited in number, and,
with one exception, are also located in the Red River valley. They
are from 250 to 305 feet (70 to L20 m.) deep, and their water flow is

COpions but brackish.

The Dakota sandstones supply the most important series of wells,
which occupy a belt, along or adjacent to the James River valley,

extending from Yankton, on the Missouri River, to Devil's Lake, north of
Jamestown, a distance of 100 miles (04 1 km.) The standstones are 200
to 400 feet (ISO m.) thick, and lie at depths of from 000 feet (00 to 120

m.) in the southern to L,500 feet (450 m.) in the northern portion of
the belt. The wells are from 4* to inehes (11.4 to 15 em.) in diameter
and the flow of water in some of the wells is 8,000 gallons (30,0001.)
per minute, at a pressure of 25 to 28 pounds per square inch. Their
waters are utilized for running the machinery of mills, for city tire sys-

tems, and for irrigating, to a limited extent.
The geological strueture of the basin, so for as known, is that of a

gently dipping series of Cretaeeous roeks, resting unconformably upon
the Cambrian and Archcan of northwestern Minnesota, and rising
slowly towards the base of the Rocky Mountains, where the first out-
orops of Dakota sandstones are 250 to too miles (400 to 650 km) away
and at elevations of 3,000 to 5,000 feet (900 to 1.200 m.) above sea level.



THE GREAT PLAINS OF THE NORTH.

GENERAL SKETCH.

By Arnold Hague.

From Jamestown to tin- base, of the Rocky Mountains the route

crosses the Great Plains and affords an excellent opportunity to see

this characteristic physical feature of the continent, which extends

from British America to the southern boundary of the Tinted States.

The country traversed is singularly uniform in its general aspect, and
to most travelers appears monotonous and dreary. It is gently undu-
lating, and. save along the great drainage channels, presents but few
rock exposures. With the exception of a few favored localities shel-

tered from the wind, the Great Plains arc destitute of trees, but for the
most part covered by a luxuriant growth of nutritious grasses.

One interesting feature of the route followed during the day is the
gradual emergence of erosion topography from the distinctive drift

topography which characterizes the ride across Wisconsin and Minne-
sota.

West of .Jamestown the railway gradually ascends the .Missouri

coteau, a, line of broad, but low. gently sloping lulls of rounded ridges,

extending along the east side of the Missouri River all the way from
Bismarck southward to Pierre, the capital of South Dakota. Immedi-
ately bordering the Missouri the hills present a series of precipitous
bin lis facing the valley. Taken together these undulating ridges form
an elevated mass separating the broad, deep valley of the Missouri from
the shallow parallel valley of the James.
The drift which near James Valley more or less completely masks the

underlying sandstone ridges gradually thins out westward. It may be
recognized by low lines of gravel stretching across the plains, resting
unconformably upon the underlying sandstones. Frequently it takes
on a morainal aspect in the form of wide belts of north and south trend.
Beyond the Missouri River the drift expresses itself only in a thin.
irregular mantle, from a few feet to a few inches in thickness, accom-
panied by quartz boulders. The drift finally disappears beyond Sims
Station, and erosion topography characterizes the whole region, finding
its most characteristic expressionin theBad Lands, or MauvaisesTerres,
so called by the early Canadian fur-trappers"on account of the obstruc-
tions they Offered to the traveler who attempted to cross them. The

3iy
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line of drift trends off to the northwest, and lias not as yet been recog-

nized along the Yellowstone valley.

Cretaceous strata form the greater part of the surface rocks all the

way from the -lames Valley to the mountains. The divisions of the

Cretaceous system recognized on the Great Plains and along the base

of the mountains in Dakota and Montana are:

Series. Subdivisions.

Livingston.

Laramie . .

.

Montana

Colorado

Prevailing rooks.

Conglomerates, sandstones, and voloanic agglomerates.

White sandstones, olays, and shales.

( Fox Hills

'l

Foi t Pierre. .

.

< Niobrara. Shalesand limestones.

I
Port Benton. .

j

Dakota
| Sandstones and conglomerates.

The Laramie Cretaceous, the coal-bearing series of the Great Plains
and the Rocky .Mountain region, is the prevailing horizon, and only in

a few limited areas along the line of travel do the underlying rocks
come to the surface east of the Yellowstone River; from Jamestown to

Livingston, a distance of over 660 miles (1}
046 km.), seldom do any but

Cretaceous rocks appear at the surface from beneath the drift.

The Laramie consists of coarse sandstones and shales, the former
more abundant at the base of the series, where also most of the coal

seams are found. This important series has been traced north and
south almost continuously along the Rocky Mountain front within the
boundaries of the United States, and in British America has been
recognized in the valley of the Yukon River, stretching northward
nearly to the Arctic Circle. South of the United States it is less defi-

nitely known, but coal seams of Cretaceous age which probably belong
to this horizon have been observed at various points in Mexico and
also in Central America. Westward, the Laramie Cretaceous extends
through the various breaks in the front ranges to the one hundred and
twelfth meridian. The Northern Pacific Railway crosses it at one of its

broadest expansions. Under varying conditions the coal obtained from
the beds of this series range from a dry, porous, non-coking coal of very
low specific gravity, through slightly caking coal, to a fairly dense coal

affording an excellent quality of coke, and, in limited areas, to an
excellent anthracite. Nearly 5,000,000 tons of coal were mined in these
beds during the census year 1890.

Near the base of the mountains the Upper Cretaceous has been
divided into two distinct groups which have been designated as the
Laramie and the Livingston. The former is mainly a normal white
sandstone composed of quartz grains; the latter is made up largely of
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coarse conglomerates, with intercalations of somber-colored volcanic

material composed of fine and course basic agglomerates, and beds of

fine sands and clays deposited in shallow water and derived from the

denudation of land surfaces. The Livingston rests unconformably upon

the Laramie and contains pebbles of Archean schists, Paleozoic lime-

stones, and Cretaceous sandstones. Away from the mountains the two

"roups have not as yet been differentiated.

The railway, which for the greater part of the distance (save, for

instance, when crossing the Bad Lands) traverses the top of the gently

undulating surface, on reaching the Yellowstone Valley follows the river

between high bluffs of Laramie sandstone. At a number of localities

along the river, Cretaceous rocks older than the Laramie are exposed

in the bluff's. Near the mountains the entire series of Cretaceous strata,

from the base of the Dakota to the Livingston, are upturned and well

shown in excellent cross-section along ravines cut by streams coming
down from the mountains.

On a bright clear day the first glimpses of the Rocky Mountains

may be had from Billings, snow-clad peaks standing out prominently
both to the north and south, and three or four hours before reaching
Livingston the Bear Tooth Mountains to the south present a grand
panoramic view of rugged peaks stretching along the horizon as far

as the eye can reach. These mountains, whose summits reach 12,000

feet(3,658m.), and their western extension, the Boulder plateau. 10,000

feet (3,048 m.), consist of Archean gneiss and granite. The slopes

and foothills are made up of Paleozoic strata dipping either to the
north or east, and passing beneath Mesozoic beds, the uppermost mem-
bers of the Laramie standstone extending far out upon the plain.

The Boulder plateau is intimately connected with the Snowy range,
along the northern base of which the railroad runs from Pig Timber to
Livingston.

On the north side of the valley rise the Crazy Mountains, an isolated

group standing out boldly from the main Pocky Mountain ranges.
The central portion of these mountains consist in great partof igneons
rocks that have broken through a broad synclinal trough of sandstones
and shales, made up of a great thickness of sediments of the Living-
ston and overlying series of beds. From the central core of igneous
rocks innumerable dikes have penetrated the sandstone, baking and
hardening the sedimentary rocks, which have resisted erosion more
than the easily friable beds." The most southern peaks of the
Crazies are situated about 15 miles [24 km.) north of the river, and are
easily accessible to anyone desiring to study them.

451 gkb 21
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FROM JAMESTOWN TO LIVINGSTON.

ITINERARY.

HY AKNOI.D HAGCK.

Station.

Jamestown

Eldridge

Cleveland

Crystal Springs.

Dawson

Steele

Sterling

Uismarck

Mandan

Sweet Briar

Sims

Kurtz

Gladstono

Dickinson

Belfnld

Sully Springs...

Distance. Elevation.

Miles.
Kilo-
meters. Feet

1,395

Meters.

425

7 U 1,541 * 470
j

20 47 1,794 547 1

37 60 1,792 546

50 80 1,748 533

58 93 1,859 567

1 1 124 1,867 569
j

101 161 1,670 510

106 172 1,646 502
!

|

122 196 1,806 551

142 229 1,962 598

150 256 2,025 617

205 330 2,348 716

216 358 2,405 7:i.'{

236 380 2.579 780

247 397 2,576 785

Station.

Little Missouri .

Sentinel Butte..

Allard

(ilendive

Hoyt

Terry..

Ainslie

Miles City

Forsyihe

Eoward

Custer

Billings

Park City

Big Timber

Springdale

Livingston ....

Distance.

Miles.
Kilo-

meters.

256

272

312

322

337

361

381

400

446

166

491

547

570

628

643

668

112

438

502

518

542

581

613

644

718

Elevation.

Feet Meters.

'2, 707

2, 246

2,069

825

685

631

2, 242

a, 27

1

2, 355

2,514

795

880

2, 727

3, U7

083

693

718

766

831

950

1,011

1,067

4,072 1,241

4,487
j

1,368

Jamestown is an attractive settlement and the center of an important

wheat region, situated on the James River, a stream which running
southward empties into the Missouri. Prom Jamestown west to Bis-

marck, the road for 100 miles (101 kni.1 passes over an undulating,

grassy country, in every way characteristic of the Great Plains of the

north. Leaving Jamestown the road gradually ascends, 450 feet (137

m.) in 20 miles (32 km.), to Cleveland. This is followed by gently roll-

ing country for 50 miles (80 km.) to Sterling, from which point there is

a gradual descent of 200 feet (00 m.) to the Missouri River. The glacial

drift which everywhere covers the country east of the James Valley,

gradually thins out to the west and south, and is lost as a continuous

sheet before reaching the Missouri River. Drift in the form of small

boulders may be easily recognized along the route, and is well shown
near Crystal Springs. All the way from Jamestown to Bismarck the

underlying rocks, as far as yet recognized, belong to the Laramie series,

the beds becoming more and more marked as the Missouri is approached.
Bismarck, the capital of North Dakota, lies on the bluffs of the

Missouri, which afford commanding views both up and down the broad
valley.
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Crossing the Missouri River by a fine bridge, good exposures of the

Laramie may be seen in the bluffs <>n both sides of the river and baek

of the town of Mandan. Fox Hills Strata occur along the river a few

miles below Bismarck, but are not visible, from the railroad; north of

the railroad only Laramie strata occur.

Upon leaving the Missouri the train winds up the valley of Heart

River, a small tributary of the main stream, coming out again upon

broad plains much like those crossed on the east side of the Missouri.

In many of the buttes and low hills one may observe a marked redden-

ing of the strata. This is due to the heat which has resulted from the

spontaneous combustion of the beds of lignite which are scattered

throughout the Laramie. While some of these beds are now on fire,

according to Dr. C. A. White many of them were burned out as long

ago as Tertiary time, before the larger part of the great erosion

occurred which produced the present configuration of the surface.

Slag and ashes, the product of these early burnings, are now scattered

upon the surface of even the highest of the hills, whence the softer

material has been carried away.

At Sims, about 10 miles (64 km.) west of the main Missouri River,

the first workable coal seams are seen. The mines here have been

extensively opened and furnish a large amount of coal for locomotive

purposes.

from the Missouri Biver there is a gradual rise of 450 feet (137 m.)

in about 30 miles (48 km.), then a descent of 200 feet (01 m.) in 20

miles (32 km.) to Curlew Station. Rolling, monotonous country fol-

lows from Curlew to Fryburg, a distance of 00 miles (146 km.), and
from Fryburg there is a descent of 500 feet (lol* m.) in 15 miles (24 km.)

to the Little Missouri River.

The Little .Missouri River is the most important drainage channel

between the Missouri ami the Yellowstone. It takes its rise at the

northwest extremity of the Black Hills, and follows a northerly course

for 50 miles (80 km.) beyond the railroad, then bends eastward. In

descending to the Little Missouri one passes through a small but

characteristic area of mauvaises terresoT bad lands. While these are

by no means as extensive or impressive as those which characterize
many of the great Tertiary basins of Wyoming, they present similar

physical features and identical forms of erosion. For varied coloring

and exquisite delicacy of tint they are most remarkable and unsur-
passed by any similar country elsewhere.

Between the Little Missouri and the Yellowstone there is an ascent
Of 575 feet (17.~> in.), followed by a descent of over SIM) feet (244 m.) to

the latter river. All the country between these two streams is similar
to that already passed over, but its surface is more broken, more diver-
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gifted and picturesque, and dotted over by isolated buttes and long

ridges of low hills, sculptured forms left by erosion.

The railroad crosses the boundary line between the States of Dakota

and .Montana just west of Sentinel Butte station. Sentinel Pntte lies

a few miles south ot the railroad and is plainly visible to the tourist.

standing out upon the plain a most impressive object, like a monument

on the desert. Geologically, it presents much of interest, as its base

is composed of the upper beds of the Laramie, and it is capped by con-

formable strata of fresh-water deposits regarded as of early Kocene

age.

The railroad reaches the Yellowstone valley at Glendive, and from

here it follows the river all the way to Livingston, a distance of 340

miles (547 km.), with a gradual ascent of over 2,200 feet. The valley

between the bluffs varies from l to Smiles in width, the river mean-

dering from side to side. Several large tributaries to the Yellowstone

which enter the river from the south are crossed, including Powder

river. Big Horn, Clarks Fork, and Stillwater. The first named rises

between the Black Hills and the Big Horn mountains; the second

drains the Big Horn mountains; and Clarks Pork and the Stillwater

have their source in the Absaroka range. The railroad crosses the

river three times, and for the greater pari of the distance follows along

under the blntl'son the south side. The Yellowstone valley above the

bluffs presents much the same physical features as seen in eastern

Montana, and the geological features offer but little in the way of change

to break the dull monotony. The bluffs and low-rolling hills are formed

of yellow sandstone, for the most part horizontal. It is the prevailing

color of these beds that has given the name to the river, and conse-

quently to the now famous Yellowstone Park, where the river has its

source.

From Glendive, blutfs of Laramie sandstone maybe seen stretching

far down the valley, which has here a northeasterly direction. About
10 miles (10 km.) above Glendive, at the foot of the bluff on the east

side of the valley, occurs an exposure of Fox Hills beds. These beds

are determined by their organic remains, but are difficult to recognize,

as Histologically they are similar to the overlying Laramie, and both

series are conformable. There is exposed here the base of the Laramie,

whereas the top of the series occurs at. Sentinel Butte. According to

Dr. 0. A. White the thickness of the Laramie in western Dakota and
eastern Montana is nearly 3,000 feet (014 km.).

Shortly after leaving Miles City the lignite beds crop out at tie* base

of the Laramie; and at Howard, Fox Hill strata are said to come to the

surface from beneath the overlying Laramie, but they are by no means
easily distinguished.

At Billings the first important exposure of Middle Cretaceous is
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encountered. Just cast of the town the Fox Hills sandstones, together

with the underlying Fort Pierre shales, are brought to the surface by

an eroded anticline. The Pierre shales form the broad bottomland of

the valley for several miles westward, and produce a marked contrast

to the narrow valley and rugged inclosing bluffs of the Laramie. The

town is built upon these Pierre shales that have been penetrated foi

800 feet by an artesian-well boring. North of the town the shales form

the smoothly sculptured base of a steep escarpment, being capped by

a massive ledge, 75 feet in thickness, of Fox Hills sandstone, which is

largely quarried and used as building -stone in the town. Overlying

the Fox Hills are the thinly bedded gray sandstones of the Laramie,

forming the highest dill's bordering the liver. Loth series of sand-

Stones present quite persistent bluffs on opposite sides of the valley,

and about 25 miles (40 km.) west of Billings replace the Fort Pierre

shales on the river bottom, the valley becoming narrow and canyon like.

At Laurel a branch road crosses the river, running southward about
40 miles to the Red Lodge coal mines that supply the fuel used by the

Locomotives of the Northern Pacific Pail way.' 7

West of Park City only Laramie rocks occur, but the country grad-

ually becomes more rugged and the scenery diversified.

Big Timber, situated at the mouth of the Boulder, is built upon a
broad terrace of Livingston deposits that extend back to the moun-
tains, but have not as yet been traced more than a few miles to the
east. The Livingston beds, however, stretch almost continuously as

far west as the Bozeman Tunnel, through which the railway passes in

crossing the Bridger range. The exposures of the interbedded volcanic
agglomerates, largely made up of andesitic material, may be seen in the
bluffs just west of Springdale, where the beds dip at an angle of 20° to
the northeast. At one locality these agglomerates attain a thickness
of 2,000 feet. Just beyond this place the railroad passes through a
short ravine, showing an anticline of bedded clays and sandstones that
form the base of the Livingston, the rocks being much disturbed, show-
ing local folds and flexures.

Sheep ('litis, just north of the river and midway between Springdale
and Livingston, are especially interesting, a8 they show a massive sheet,
of theralih intruded in Hie Livingston sandstone. This rare rock is

here exceedingly tine-grained, almost black in color, with porphyritic
crystals of augite and biofite: nepheline crystals only occur in the
dense ground-mass of the rock. Much larger masses of this rock occur
as intrusive sheets in the sandstones of the Crazy Mountains'5 to the
north.

At Livingston the railroad crosses the Yellowstone for the last time,
and immediately begins the ascenr of the first range of the Rocky
Mountains.
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Livingston

.

Brisbin

Chicory

Emigrant ..

YELLOWSTONE VALLEY.

FROM LIVINGSTON TO CINNABAR.

ITINERARY.

Distance. Elevation.

Station.

Distance.

Station.

Elevation.

10

20

28

4.487 1,368

18 4.082 1,427

82

87

Daileya

Sphinx

Cinnabar

Miles. "V
1 "' Feet. Meters,

meters.

60

GG

82

4,916 1,498

5, 065 1 ,

"> 1

1

5. 179 1 , 579

[By Wai.ikk H. Wkkd.]

At Livingston tlie tram leaves the main transcontinental route and

passes over the Yellowstone Park branch of the Northern Pacific rail-

road to Cinnabar, a distance of 51 miles (82 km.). It travels up the

Yellowstone river through a picturesque mountain valley, with high

peaks on both sides. Those east of this valley and south of Livingston

are known as the Snowy range.

That portion of the Snowy range seen from Livingston is really the

front of the Rocky Mountains, which farther westward bend north and

extend in a nearly continuous range to the Canadian line and to the

east bend southeastward for 75 miles between the Yellowstone river

and ('larks Fork. The peaks seen from the town show the folded

Paleozoic limestones dipping at steep angles northward and passing

beneath the less steeply inclined Mesozoic beds that extend outward

into and form the valley. The front of the range is characterized by a

fold, in general parallel to the Archean contact, the anticline being

often faulted, and west of Livingston passing into several en echelon anti-

clines with steeply pitching axes. The highest point seen south of the

town, locally known as Baldy, is a sharply defined mass of Archean

schist brought into contact with Carboniferous limestone by a faulting

of the anticlinal fold just alluded to. The general structure is shown
in the section (Pig. 1 1-A, p. .i'MY), which passes through this mass.

Livingston, situated on the north bank of the Yellowstone river, is

one of the many towns of the West born on the advent of the railroad,

but rapidly growing with the settlement of the surrounding country.

The town is built upon an alluvial river terrace, (ait in the upturned
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sandstones and grits of the Livingston series, 30 beds that consist of

water-laid strata composed of andesitie material. These beds rest in

apparent conformity upon the true Laramie, the horizon of the work-

able bituminous coal seams, but an uneomformity is proven by the

variety of pebbles of Paleozoic and Mesozoie rocks found in the con-

glomerates, and is actually shown in the mountains to the westward.

The greatest thickness of the Livingston yet measured is 7,000 feet, the

overlying sandstones and clays being quite distinct lithologically, and

carrying a purely fresh-water fauna and a flora of Fort Union type.

Plant remains are abundant in the Livingston beds, the species being

largely of Laramie types. Specimens may be collected from the rocks

forming the hills immediately north of the town, where characteristic

exposures of the series occur. The overlying strata can be seen from

these hills, forming low sandstone ridges and a light gray bluff wall to

the northward, and the beds form the high peaks of the Crazy Moun-

tains lying to the northeast.

South of the river a gently sloping alluvial terrace rises to the foot

of the mountains, effectually concealing all exposures of the Middle

Cretaceous rock except along the river banks.

The branch railroad to the Yellowstone Park traverses the valley

bottom toward the gap in the mountains through which the river has

cut its way to the Great Plains. On the west, low combs of sandstone

belonging to the Middle Cretaceous are occasionally seen, the Laramie,

Montana, and Colorado groups being passed before reaching the ••(late

of the Mountains." The first beds attaining prominence are those of the

Dakota Cretaceous, whose conglomerates form the crest of a striking-

east and west ridge, or "hog-back," dipping at 20° away from Canyon
Mountain and separated from the mountain slopes by a persistent

depression eroded in the soft fossiliferous shales and limestones of the

.Jurassic. The red sandstones, elsewhere considered Triassic, are not

definitely recognized in this section; the first great ledge of the moun-

tain being a quartzite assigned to the Carboniferous.

The canyon now entered affords easy access to the beautiful inter-

montane valley of the Yellowstone, bringing the traveler at once into

typical Rocky Mountain scenery. The gorge is cut across an anticlinal

fold whose southern half is faulted and crushed. The walls show a per-

fect section of the entire stratigraphie series from Cambrian to Jurassic.

Underlying the prominent quartzite mentioned above are the massive

heavily bedded limestones of the Carboniferous, here used for burning
lime, and characterized by abundant fossils. Beneath these massive
beds are the fissile limestones of the 1 )evonian. resting upon limestones

of doubtful Silurian age, that are in turn underlaid by limestones and
shales containing an abundant typical Cambrian fauna. The series

from Cambrian to Laramie Cretaceous is throughout conformable, no
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gap or break appearing in this section. Near the south end of the
canyon the beds of the west wall are repeated by local faulting, while
those on the cast side show considerable crumpling and pass beneath
the Devonian and Carboniferous limestones that form the two arches at
the south end of the Avail. The general section may he briefly summar-
ized as follows:

Feet.

Carboniferous.. . 2
Quartzites and interbedded limestones ;$00

(Limestones .>
()
,w>

Devonian Limestones and shales
""' ~'

;{0()

( Limestones with interbedded shales flfwi
< iambrian ) shales ]\[ Eg

f Quartzite '.'.'.'..'.'.'.'...'.'.'.['.
100

Emerging from the canyon these Paleozoic limestones maybe seen
resting at steep angles upon the gneisses and schists to the east, the
valley of Deep Creek having been cut along the contact. The roof-like
surfaces of the limestones and the square-cut bluffs and walls show in
Strong contrast to the spires and uniform slopes of the schists. The
immediate valley bottom shows a couple of hills of Paleozoic limestone
rising above the alluvial -ravels. To the west the faulted anticlinal of
Canyon Mountain brings the schists into view, but the nearer hill
slopes are formed of Cambrian limestones replaced farther south by
Devonian and Carboniferous beds, which an overthrust fault has super-
imposed npon the sandstones of Jurassic and Dakota Cretaceous
Near Brisbin an east and west ridge is formed of an anticline of Car-
boniferous limestones, the Mesozoic beds on its southern side passing
beneath the da>-k-colored volcanic breccias and agglomerates that form
Antelope Jiutte. From here southward the sedimentary formations are
not seen until Cinnabar Mountain is reached near the railroad terminus.
The valley entered presents the most imposing scenery yet encoun-

tered; inclosed between the serrated crests of the Snowy Mountains
upon the east and the more distant peaks of the Callatin range upon
the west, it stretches southward some 30 miles to the Arclncan
gorge of Yankee Jim canyon. Eroded along the line of a -.rat fault
the valley has Ion- been the drainage way for the waters of the moun-
tainous region to the south. The site of a Neocene lake whose sedi-
ments only remain where protected by a basaltic lava flow, it was tilled
by an ice sheet that Mowed northward from the great plateau of the
park, and its present most striking features were imposed upon it at
this time. As the morainal deposits of this glacier, and the sculptur-
ing effected by it, form a prominent part of the geologv of this region
a somewhat full account is given of the glaciation of the Valley at the
end of this chapter.

West of the valley the peaks ofthe Gallatin range rise above retreat-
ing slopes, dotted with groves of pines and trenched by deep and
narrow gorges. The range is eroded in a great accumulation of vol-
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canic breccias, the rocks being basic andesites and lava Hows similar

to those described m the Snowy Mountains. The colors are usually

dark, but rarely brilliant brick reds and purples prevail, as will be

noticed on the slopes west of Daileys. The tufaceous beds often con-

tain plant remains, and silicined tree trunks are not uncommon, to-

gether with agates, amethysts, and chalcedony. Hyalite is abundant

and remarkably fine specimens have been obtained from the summits.

[ By .). 1'. [DDINGS.
]

The railroad from Livingston to Cinnabar passes in view of a transverse

section across the end of the Snowy range, (ait nearly at right angles to

the strike of the beds. The general geological structure of the range

is that of an anticlinal fold, the upper portion of which has been

entirely removed by erosion, and which has been variously modified by

faulting, especially at the southwestern end. The main body of the

range consists of crystalline schists and granite, forming a high plateau

and still higher peaks that reach 11.0(H) and 12,000 feet in altitude.

Along the northern and southern Hanks of the range the overlying

Paleozoic strata dip away from the crystalline axis. While this is the

structure of the greater part of £he range it docs not obtain for that

portion of it passed in review by the railroad south of the main axis.

On the east, south of Deep Creek, a chain of rocky and precipitous

peaks extends for about 12 miles to Mill Creek. These mountains consist

of Arcluean gneisses and schists, and constitute the end of thecore01 the

great Bear Tooth range. They are extremely fugged, with narrow
gorges or gulches cutting deeply into their mass. Their highest sum-
mits are 11,000 feet in altitude, or a little over 6,000 feet above the

river level. Each of the great gulches has once been occupied by a
glacier whose lateral moraines may be seen stretching far down into

the open valley. The upper portions of the mountains are bare and
forbidding and few of the summits have ever been ascended. Back of
these peaks, to the east, the crystalline schists extend in a broad, flat-

topped mass whose surface constitutes a high plateau 10,000 feet in

altitude, but which has been dissected by canyons 3,000 or 4,000 feet

deep. The surface of the plateau is finely glaciated and is covered
with ponds and lakes, the rocks being almost Completely destitute of
soil or vegetation.

The most southern and highest peak of these gneissic mountains is

Mount Oowen, 11,190 feet in altitude. It is immediately north of the
valley of Mill Greek, opposite Chicory station. At the southern base of
Mount Ooweil is a double fault that has thrown down the country south
in two displacements of over 3,000 feet each. These faults, and one at
the south base of Sheep Mountain, have destroyed the anticlinal
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character of the main range in this vicinity. The Mill Crock faults

disappear 9 miles cast of Mount Cowen, from which point the anticlinal

structure extends eastward.

A cross section of the region from near the mouth of Mission Creek

on the Yellowstone River, 9 miles below Livingston, through Living-

ston Teak and Mount Cowen to Mill Creek (Fig. 14-A), will aid in the

understanding of the geological structure of this part of the region. It

exhibits the Paleozoic strata dipping steeply north and passing under

less highly inclined Mesozoic beds that form the broad valley of the

Yellowstone below Livingston. A slight fault crossing the peak south

of Livingston Peak has thrown down the sedimentary strata against the.

crystalline schists for a short distance. It shows the great body of

schist and granite forming the mountains along the east side of Yellow-

stone Valley to Mount Cowen and the faults at its southern base.

S 3 ///

a.Ycllowstone R. at Mission cr t> Livingston Peak c Mt. Cowen al Mill creek

c. ML Cowen d. ~ Mill crecA c Emigrant Peak' f YellowstoneR at \hnkccJim.

Yellowstone R. above Mdl cr e Emigrant Pk. s. Sheep Mt y. Yellowstone R.al Gardiner

.<:.-
*

,

Mesozoic. Pa/eozo/c. /Jrc/iaean:Agglomerates, /ntrusfues.

Fia. 14.—Snowy range sections.

The valley of Mill Creek opens a vista into the region of volcanic

tuft's and breccia, mountains of which, 20 miles distant, may be seen

from the railroad just north of Chicory station. The peaks a short dis-

tance back from the mouth of this valley consist of igneous rock that

was intruded within sedimentary rocks and which undoubtedly rose

along the fault plane at the base of Mount Cowen. Similar intrusive

rock forms the high peak, Chico Mountain, between Mill Creek and

Emigrant Gulch, the deep valley immediately north of Emigrant Peak
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(10,960 feet—3340 m.) The limestone is exposed at the northwestern

base of Chico Mountain, the main mass of igneous rock having been

intruded in shale that lies near the base of the Cambrian deposits near

the gneiss. From this point southward to Yankee Jim canyon, and

beyond the great mass of the mountains east of the river, is gneiss and

schist, upon the ancient surface of which volcanic ejectamenta have

accumulated. The extremely uneven character of the gneissio country

at the time of the volcanic outbreaks ami the irregularities of subse-

quent erosion explain the present geological structure of this part of

tin 1 region.

EmigrantGulch, near its mouth, cuts 2,000 feet into crystalline schists

that are exposed in a low belt around the northwestern base of Emi-

grant Peak. Above this andesitic tull' breccia or agglomerate rises for

5,000 feet to the summit of the mountain; while on the southern side

gneiss rises to within 1.200 feet of the summit. The andesitic breccia

at the summit is traversed by dikes of pot phyrite with a general north-

west and southeast trend. The more prominent may be seen from the

railroad. The breccia has been indurated by the proximity of great

bodies of intruded porphyrite which form mountains east of Emigrant

Peak, which accounts for its having withstood erosion and having

become one of the loftiest peaks in the region. (Fig. L4-B and 0.)

South of Emigrant Peak. Six-Mile Creek has cut deeply into crystal-

line schists and granite. The mountain ridges surrounding its drain-

age basin consist of andesitic breccia, tuffs, and lava (lows, which cap

the granite at about 7.000 i'eet along the east side of the valley. The

crystalline schists are well exposed in the narrow gorge through which

the river runs at the southern end of its broad valley, and which is

known as Yankee dim canyon. The gneisses cross to the western side

of the river, and are overlaid by volcanic lavas, as on the eastern side.

The cross section of the country through Mount Cowen and Emigrant

Peak (Fig. 14-B) exhibits the geological structure of the region just

described, winch needs no further comment except to note that the

section crosses the faults at the base of Mount Cowen about 3 miles

west of where the first section crosses them, and intersects a large body
of intruded porphyrite.

From Yankee dim canyon south for several miles, knobs of chocolate-

colored breccia may be seen on both sides of tin; river resting upon
gneiss. The light-colored rocks east of the river, opposite Cinnabar
Mountain, are mainly decomposed gneiss overlaid by some igneous rocks

and cut by dikes of the same. The gneiss has been greatly fractured

by joints representing the termination of a profound fault which exists

farther south.

The high mass of Sheep Mountain opposite Cinnabar station is crys-

talline schist from base to summit, which is 10,028 feet in altitude.
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These rocks continue to form high mountains along the northern side

of the Yellowstone River east of Gardiner. The peaks surrounding the
head of the valley of Bear < 'reek opposite Gardiner are volcanic ejecta

mcnta and intruded bodies of porphyrite. The bench at the base of

Sheep Mountain, about 000 or 800 feet above the river, consists of a lava

How of basalt resting on the upturned edge of faulted Cretaceous sand-

stones. Small wedges Of these jocks have Settled Short distances and

lowered parts of the basalt sheet to different levels, so that it appears

from tin; south side of the river as though there were a number of

superimposed sheets. The light-colored deposil upon the basalt is the

remains of an ancient travertine, similar to that at Mammoth Hot

Springs. A profound fault passes along the south base of Sheep Moun-
tain in a southeast and northwest direction, the displacement being

over 0,000 feet. This fault is shown in the cross section through Emi-

grantPeak and the summit of Sheep Mountain ( Pig. 14-c). The geologi-

cal structure is exceedingly simple and is largely a repetition of that in

the second section (Fig. 14-u). The northern cud of the section crosses

the Yellowstone River two miles above Chickory Station, where it prob-

ably intersects the Mill ('reek fault.

[By Walter h. Weed.]

At Cinnabar Mountain the sedimentary rocks are again met with,

a section being exposed from the Archean to the Laramie Cretaceous.

The mountain received its name from a prominent band of bright red

sandstone, the so-called Devils Slide, therebeing of course qo mercury
there. In the mountain the sedimentary Strata are nearly vertical,

being- the sharply Upturned end of a synclinal trough whose axis is the

sag south of the mountain. It is the most convenient locality for the

traveler to examine the stratigraphical section, as the rocks are well

exposed and readily accessible. The northern pari of the mountain is

composed of Paleozoic limestones so closely compacted that the subdivi-

sions are not easily recognized, but the quartzite at the summit of the

Carboniferous, witli its red magnesian limestones, is distinctly differen-

tiated. Above these beds are the Triassic sandstones forming the

Devils Slide, and the ripple-marked quartzite which overlies them
forms the north wall of the most prominent of the gulches that seam
the mountain side. The gray Jurassic shales are well exposed and
contain an abundance of fossils characteristic of the Rocky Mountain
Jura, such as Myaoites, Ixhynchonella, Gryphasa, Camptoneetes, etc.

It is in these rocks that the intrusives forming the south wall of the

great gulch have been injected. Overlying these Jurassic beds are the

grits and conglomerates of the Dakota Cretaceous, in which a limestone

belt carrying fresh-water fossils may be seen. Above tins the dark
bituminous shales of the Fort Benton, with occasional arenaceous belts,
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are exposed, overlain by the lighter shales and shaly limestones of the

Niobrara, while the leaden clays of the Fort Pierre form the southern

part of the mountain. Fossils, though not abundant, may be found.

The Pox Hills is shaly and is overlaid by the lit hologically distinct

sandstones of the Laramie, in which the coal seams 37 worked at Ilorr

are located. The coal is of excellent quality, occurs in a number of

seams, and makes a remarkably pure and firm coke. To the southward

the sharp summit of Electric Leak is seen, Cinnabar Mountain being

but the northern end of a long Spur of that peak. Across the river the

Coal Measures of the Laramie dip steeply eastward and are covered by

a sheet of modern basalt. A few openings show the same coal scams

here as at Horr.

GlaoiaMon of the Yellowstone odUey.—The local glaciers formerly

abundant in the Rocky Mountain Cordillera attained an unusually

extensive development on the plateaus and encircling ranges of the Yel-

lowstone Park. and. as will he shown in the account of that region, sent

glaciers down the valleys that drained the highlands in every direction.

Along the northern border two streams of ice. pushing northward, found

an outlet for their united flow down the valleys of the Yellowstone

River, and have left impressive evidences of their power and magnitude

that at once attract the attention of the observant traveler. 3 " These

memorials of the vanished glacier present several features of interest

not common in this portion of the Cordillera. The mountain valleys of

the Yellowstone were carved out before their occupancy by ice. and the

ice stream expanded in its lower portion, producing morainal heapings

closely resembling those of the continental type. True mountain

moraines, both lateral ami terminal, and formed of angular debris, occur

in tributary gulches cat in the Snowy range to the east, but they are

entirely lacking in the valley proper. Westward the ice sheet crowded

upon the flanks of the Gallatin range and left Archean and Paleozoic

boulders resting upon the volcanic rocks.

On emerging from the gorge south of Livingston the train skirts the

margin of an alluvial bottom, inclosed by stream terraces cut in the

old overwash plain of the glacier. The glacial gravels have been largely

re-sorted and form benches that are susceptible of cultivation when
irrigated. To the east, local moraines formed by small glaciers from

lateral gorges may be seen thinking the valley. From Brisbin to

Chicory the higher terrace is part of the original overwash plain, some-

what modified where the larger mountain streams debouch into the

valley. Seen from the railroad, its characteristic gentle slope and
gravelly surface can be distinguished, but jast before reaching Chicory

the steej) hummocks of the moraine may be seen rising abruptly from

the terrace. These hills are from 15 to 25 feet in height, their slopes

covered with boulders and gravel; they mark the extreme northward
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termination of the Yellowstone glacier. Although several terminal

moraines may be distinguished in places, there is too general an over-

lapping to permit of definite mapping of the successive positions of the

ice front. In this part of the valley the sharply limited extent of the

glaciation will be at once noted. To the east an extensive develop-

ment of the ovcnvash plain is seen, forming a tlat dotted with farms

between Mill creek and the river, with the hummocky surface of a strip

of valley moraine at the base of the mountains.

East of the valley, the steep slopes of the Snowy Mountains show

tine examples of mountain moraines upon their Hanks, while their

deeply incised canyons and polished slopes of gneiss show the abrading

power of the tributary glaciers. West of the valley the rocks arc

wholly volcanic and readily distinguishable from the glacial drift.

Near Fridleys (Emigrant station) the ice covered only the valley bot-

tom, but as we ascend the valley toward the south the drift rises to

higher altitudes, though nowhere does it creep far up the mountains.

It is evident that the Yellowstone glacier once tilling the valley was

not reinforced by streams from the west.

Near Fridley's (Emigrant) the columnar cliffs of a recent basalt tlow

are seen. The lava caps Pliocene lake beds, and its upper surface is

polished, planed, and striated by the ice sheet. Aross the river to the

eastward a good example of a subglacial stream channel can be

seen indenting the undulating niorainal slopes. Approaching Daileys

another exposure of basalt, capping lake beds, is seen to the east; boul-

ders of basalt from the two localities are very abundant in the drift

down the valley. To the west a remarkable series of terrace lines is

seen, some thirteen being plainly distinguishable. They are found only

within the glaciated area, and are due to diverted drainage, marginal to

the ice. The valley presents very different features on its two sides.

To the east the serrated summits of the Snowy mountains and the high

point of Emigrant Peak rise abruptly from the valley. These moun-
tains held tributary glaciers at one time confluent with the great gla-

cier tilling the valley, and at its decline pushing westward across the

valley and depositing erratics of gneiss and limestone upon the slopes

of volcanic agglomerate. The mountain Blopes are strewn with scat-

tered erratics, and striking examples of moraines of angular debris

may be seen upon their Hanks.

To the west of the valley, however, tin; limit of the drift is very

sharply defined. The dark slopes of volcanic agglomerates rising grad-

ually to the crest of the Gallatin range are free from drift and show no

evidences of glacial sculpture. It is certain that the ice filling the

valley extended but a short distance up the slopes. Within the drift-

covered area the slopes are very generally terraced, and the evidence
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is clear that it is due to the diversion of the drainage from the moun-

tain slopes to the west by the ice, the resulting marginal streams cut-

ting the terraces. In certain cases these streams have cut remarkable

canyons transversely across the slopes; in some instances, a mile or so

long and 50 feet deep. Both canyons and terraces are confined to

the", hilt covered area, whose topography is in strong contrast to the

unglaciated slope above.

The valley moraine is of the kame type, and does not extend up to

the bounding slopes upon which scattered erratics alone are found.

This valley moraine is formed of more or less waterworn or subangular

material, and differs from the angular debris forming the usual types

Of lateral mountain moraines. Such a moraine is seen at the south

end of the valley near the mouth of Yankee Jim canyon and was

formed during the retreat of the ice.

Yankee .Mm canyon is an ice-cut gorge whose polished walls are

emphatic witness to the magnitude and power of the ancient glacier.

Upon these glaciated surfaces blocs perches can be seen at every favora-

ble point. "Not only did the ice fill this gorge to the brim, but the

erratics on Dome mountain to the east and the higher slopes to the

west show that it was here 3,000 feet thick and filled the adjacent val-

leys.

Cinnabar mountain was completely buried beneath the ice, and blocks

of sedimentary rocks from its summit were carried southward and down

the valley. Huge erratics of granite are abundant above the canyon

and dot the slopes inclosing Cinnabar valley, but here the crowding of

ice from Bear gulch, the Yellowstone and Gardiner rivers, and Cache

creek has left a confused record. It is. strictly speaking, the begin-

ning of the Yellowstone glacier, and from here southward glacial

detritus and glacial sculpture will be observed throughout the park,

an account of which is given in the chapter on that region.
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THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

By Arnold Hague.

The Yellowstone National Park is situated in the northwest corner
of the State of Wyoming, with a narrow strip of country less than two
miles in width in Montana on the north, and a still narrower strip

extendingwestward intoIdaho. I ts boundaries, as determined by the act

of Congress establishing the park, are ill-defined, as at the time of the

enactment of the law the region had been little explored. Its relations

to the physical features of the surrounding country were only slightly

understood. It is probable that before many years Congress will read-

just and clearly define the park boundaries, placing it entirely within
the State of Wyoming. That portion of the Park most frequented by
tourists lies south of the forty-lift h parallel of north latitude, and
between the one hundred and tenth and one hundred and eleventh
meridians of west longitude. For along time the park country and
the adjacent mountains remained an inaccessible land, which had defied
all efforts of the early explorers to discover its secrets. The early fur

trappers had been all around this unknown land, but they do not
appear to have been attracted by it; the Indians never resorted there
for permanent encampment, and as a dense forest growth covered the
mountains it long remained an uninviting, trackless region. An occa-
sional venturesome mountaineer entered the country, but not until
1870 was there any trustworthy account of a journey across its central
portion. At that time the region was the largest tract of unexplored
country in the Rocky Mountains. In 1871 Dr. F. V. Hayden, United
States Geologist, visited the region, accompanied by a corps of skilled
scientific assistants, including geologists, topographical engineers, and
a photographer. His expedition was eminently successful, and imme-
diately attracted the attention of the world. It must always redound
to the credit of Dr. Hayden that he fully appreciated the exceptional
character of the region and the advisability of its forever being held
intact by the General Government. lie laid the matter before the Con-
gress of the United States, and upon his earnest solicitation the park
was established.'19 In the organic act of 1X72, defining the park,
Congress declared that the reservation waa " dedicated and set apart
as a public park or pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoyment of
the people." The wisdom and foresight of those who at that time
urged the Withdrawal from settlement of this tract of land from the
public domain has never been questioned.
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Since the setting aside of the region as a national park, the 0". S.

Geological Survey has done much towards investigating the natural

phenomena found there.40 The park is under the care of the Secretary

of the Interior, who is authorized to carry out the provisions of the
law, to make all rules and regulations tor its protection and main-
tenance. The superintendent is a military officer, with headquarters
at the Mammoth Bot Springs.

The area of the Yellowstone Park 41
, as at present defined, is some-

what more than 3,300 square miles. The central portion is essentially

a broad volcanic plateau between 7,000 and 8,500 feet above sea level,

with an average elevation of 8,000 feet. Surrounding it on the south,
east, north, and northwest are mountain ranges with culminating
peaks and ridges rising from 2,000 to 4,000 feet above the general
level of the inclosed tableland. Beyond the mountains the country
falls away in all directions, the lowlands and valleys varying in alti-

tude from 4,000 to 0,000 feet above sea level.

The Gallatin range incloses the park on the north and northwest.
It lies directly west of the Snowy range, only separated by the broad
valley of the Yellowstone River, It is a range of great beauty, of
diversified forms, and varied geological problems. Electric Peak, in

the extreme northwestern corner of the Park, is the culminating point
in the range, and affords one of the most extended views to be found
in this part of the country. Archean gneisses form a prominent body
on the west side of the range, over which occur a series of sandstones,
limestones, and shales of Paleozoic and Mesoxoic age, representing
Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Trias, Jura, and Cre-
taceous strata. Immediately associated with these sedimentary beds
are large masses of intrusive rocks which have played an important
part in bringing about tin; present structural features of the range.
They are all of the ande-u'tic type, but show considerable range in

mineral composition, including pyroxene, hornblende, and hornblende-
mica varieties. These intrusive masses are found in narrow dykes, in

immense interbedded sheets forced between the different strata, and
as laccolites. The valleys are deeply scored by ice, and the rocks of
the range may be found strewn all along the Gardiner River and well
out over the valley of the Yellowstone.

South of the Park the Tetons stand out prominently above the sur-
rounding count ry. the highest, grandest peaks in the northern Rocky
Mountains. The eastern face of this mountain mass rises with unri-
valed boldness for nearly 7.000 feet above Jackson Lake. Northward
the ridges fall away abruptly beneath the plateau lavas of the park,
only the outlying spurs coming within the limits of the reservation
For the most part the mountains are made up of coarsely crystalline

461 <;k lili
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gneisses and schists, probably of Archean age, flanked on the northern

spurs by uplifted Paleozoic rocks.

Bast of the Tetons, across the broad valley of the Upper Snake,

generally known as Jackson Basin, lies the well known Wind River

range, fatuous from the earliestdays of Rocky Mountain trappers. The

northern end of this range is largely composed of Mesozoic strata, single

ridges of upper Cretaceous sandstone penetrating still further north

into the regions of the Park until buried beneath massive Hows of lava.

Along the entire east side of the Park stretches the Absaroka range,

so called from the Indian name of the Crow Nation. The range is in-

timately connected with the Wind River range, the two being so closely

related that any line of separation must be drawn more or less arbi-

trarily, based more upon geological structure and forms of erosion than

upon any clearly denned physical limitations. The Absarokas stretch

for more than SO miles, a rugged, unbroken mountain mass, without any

good pass across them. They have always stood as a formidable barrier

to all western progress, and to-day are only crossed by hunters and

mountaineers by one or two dangerous trails known to but few. All

the upper portion of the range is formed of eruptive rocks that have

poured out in such enormous masses as to conceal an earlier range made

up largely of Mesozoic and Paleozoic strata, extending from the Cam-

brian to the Upper Cretaceous. The latter are seen all along the east

base of the range, and at the northern end in Chirks Fork valley, and

in the Park at the junction of Soda Butte creek and the Lamar river.

At the northeast corner of the Park a confused mass of mountains

connects the Absarokas with the Snowy range. This latter range

shuts in the park on the north, and is an equally rough region of coun-

try, with elevated mountain masses covered with snow the greater part

of the year, as the name would indicate. Only the southern slopes,

which rim in the Park, bear upon the geology of the region. Here the

rocks are mainly granites, gneisses and schists, with sedimentary beds,

for the most part, referable to pre-Cambrian series. They are in great

part overlain by Tertiary lavas.

The region has been one of profound dynamic action and a center of

mountain building on a grand scale. So far as the age of these moun-

tains is concerned, evidence goes to show that upheaval was contem-

poraneous in all of them, and coincident with powerful dynamic influ-

ences which uplifted the north and south ranges stretching across Colo-

rado, Wyoming, and Montana. These dynamic movements blocked

out for the most part the Pocky Mountains near the close of the Ore

taceous, although there is good reason to believe that in the region of

the Park profound faulting and displacement continued the work of

mountain building into much later time. By the building up of these

mountains a depressed basin was formed, everywhere inclosed by high
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land. Later the pouring out of vast masses of lava converted this

depressed region into the Park plateau. Tertiary time in the Park was
characterized by great volcanic activity, enormous volumes of erupted
material being forced out. This activity extended through the Pliocene

period and probably well on into the Pleistocene. Within recent time
there is do evidence of any extensive outbursts j indeed, volcanic energy
may be considered long since extinct.

The volcanic rocks present a wide range in chemical and mineral
composition. They may all, however, be classed under three great

groups—andesites. rhyolites. and basalts.

Andesites have played a most important part in bringing about the
present configuration of the mountains surrounding the Park plateau.

As already mentioned, in the Gallatin range they form large masses.
and most of the culminating peaks in the Absarokas are composed of
compacl basic andesites or agglomerates accompanied by basaltic Hows.
Andesites, however, are not confined to the mountains, but also forced
their way to the surface in the interior depressed basin.

That the duration of andesitic eruptions continued through a long-

period of time is made evident by plant remains embedded in volcanic
ashes and mud associated with layers of breccia and more or less com-
pact lavas, which accumulated to a depth of nearly 2,000 feet. Much
of this plan! material is in an excellent state of preservation and it is

in these beds that the well-known fossil forests occur. In the grand
escarpments along the Lamar valley the forest-bearing beds are
admirably displayed, erosion having cut numerous lateral ravines and
gorges in the lava beds, many trees still standing in upright position.

In late Cretaceous or early Tertiary times, a volcano burst forth in

the northeast corner of the basin not far from the junction of the Ab
saroka and Snowy ranges. It rises from a base about 6,500 feet above
sea level, the culminating peak attaining an elevation of 10,000 feet.

This gives a height to the volcano of 3,600 feet from base to summit.
measuring from the Archean rocks of the Yellowstone Valley to the
toj) of Mount Washburne. The average height of the crater rim is

about 9,000 feet above sea level, the volcano measuring IT) miles across
the base. The eruptive origin of Mount Washburne has long been
recognized, and it is frequently referred toasavolcano. [tis, however,
simply the highest peak among Several others, and represents a later
outburst which destroyed in a measure the original rim and form of an
older crater. The eruptions for the most pari were basic andesites and
basalts. Erosion has so worn away the earlier rocks, and enormous
masses Of more recent lavas have so obscured the original form of lava
Bows, thai it is not easyfor an inexperienced eye to recognize a volcano,
and that the surrounding peaks are the more elevated points in a
grand crater wall. By following around the ancient andesitic rim, and
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studying the outline of the old crater, together with the composition of

its lavas, its true origin and history may readily be made out. This

older crater has, as yet, received no special designation, bid when our

maps and reports are finally published, this ancient geological ruin

will receive an appropriate designation. This old volcano occupies a

prominent place in the geological development of the park, and dates

back to the earliest outbursts of lava which have in this region changed

a depressed basin into an elevated plateau. We have here a volcano

situated far inland, in an elevated region, in the heart of the Pocky

.Mountains. It lies on the eastern side of the continent, only a few

miles from the great continental divide which sends its waters to both

the Atlantic and Pacific.

After the dying out of the andesitic lavas, followed by a long period

of erosion, immense volumes of rhyolite were erupted which not only

threatened to till up the crater but to bury the outer walls of the

volcano. On all sides the basic lava slopes were submerged beneath

the rhyolite to a height of from 8,000 to 8,500 feet. These great Hows

of rhyolite did more than anything else to bring about the present

physical features of the Park table land. But few large vents or cen-

ters of eruption for the rhyolite have been recognized, the two prin-

cipal sources being the volcano to which reference has already been

made, and Mount Sheridan, a volcano in the southern end of the park.

Mount Sheridan stands unsurpassed as a commanding peak, rising

grandly above the general level of the plateau, with an elevation of

10,200 feet above sea level and 2,000 feet above Heart bake at its

eastern base. From the summit of this peak on a (dear day one may

overlook the entire plateau country and the mountains which shut it

in, while almost at its base lie the magnificent lakes which add so

much to the (pact beauty of the region, in contrast with the rugged

scenery of the mountains. From no point is the magnitude and gran-

deur of the volcanic region so impressive.

Taking the bottom of the basin at G,500 feet above sea level, these

acidic lavas piled up until the accumulated mass measured 2,000 feet

in thickness. In none of the deep gorges like the Yellowstone, Gibbon,

and Madison canyons, are the underlying sedimentary rocks exposed.

The Park plateau, built up of rhyolite flows, embraces an area 50 by

40 miles, with a mean altitude of 8,000 feet. Strictly speaking, in the

common acceptation of the word, it is not a plateau ; at least, it is by no

means a level country, but an undulating region characterized by bold

escarpments and abrupt edges of mesadike ridges. It is accidented by

shallow basins of varied outline and scored by deep canyons and

gorges. The rhyolites rest against the steep slopes of the Absarokas

and bury the northerly spurs of the Wind River and Teton ranges. On
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both sides of the Gallatin range the rhyolites encircle sedimentary beds

at about the same level. From Electric Peak to the Tetons, one may

travel the entire distance of 60 miles without leaving- the rhyolites.

Nowhere, except in limited outbursts along the base of the Absarokas,

do the rhyolites penetrate the mountains.

Although the rocks of the plateau for the most part belong to one

group of acidic lavas, they by no means present the great uniformity

and monotony in held appearance that might be expected. These

2,000 square miles offer as grand a field for the study of structural

forms, development of crystallization, and mode of occurrence of acidic

lavas as could well be found anywhere in the world. They vary from

a nearly noncrystalline rock to one of pure volcanic glass. Obsidian,

pumice, pitchstone, ash, breccia, and an endless development of transi-

tion forms alternate with the more compact lithoidal lavas which make

Up the great mass of the rhyolite, and which in color, texture, and struc-

tural development present an equally varied aspect. In mineral com-

position these rocks are simple enough. The essential minerals are

orthoclase and quartz, with more or less plagioclase. Sanidine is the

prevailing feldspar, although in many cases plagioclase forms occur

nearly as abundantly as ortlioclase. Chemical analyses, whether we

consider the rocks from the crater of Mount Sheridan, the summit of

the plateau, or the volcanic glass of the world-renowned Obsidian Cliff,

present comparatively slight differences in ultimate composition.

Occasional thin sheets of basalt reached the surface before the com-

pletion of rhyolitic outbursts, flows of acidic lava overlying basic

ones at several localities. In general, however, basaltic lava followed

rhyolite. The basalt occurs near the outer edge of the rhyolitic mass,

and in no single instance is there an extrusive flow of basalt in the

central portion of the plateau.

After the close of the basaltic eruptions and the dying out of vol-

canic energy came the period of giaciation of the entire region. In the

Teton range several characteristic glaciers still exist upon the slopes

of Mount llayden and Mount Moran, remnants of a much larger sys-

tem of glaciers. Broad neve tields may be seen in the Bear Tooth

mountains northwest of the Park. The Park region presents so broad

a mass of elevated country that not only the surrounding mountains

but the entire plateau was in glacial times covered with ice. Glacial

lakes, kames, terminal moraines, and nearly all the phenomena of

ice action usually seen in glaciated regions may be found here. A
remarkable and exceptional feature, which is shown here on a grand

scale, is the action of thermal siliceous waters on glacial drift.

Over the Absaroka range glaciers were forced down into the Lamar
and Yellowstone valleys, thence westward over the top of Mount Kvarts

to the Mammoth Hot Springs basin. On the opposite side of the Park,
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the ice from the summit of the Gallatin range moved eastward across

Swan valley and passing over the top of Terrace mountain joined the

ice field coming from the east. The. united ice sheet plowed its way

northward down Gardiner valley to the Lower Yellowstone, where the

broad valley may be seen strewn with the material transported from

both the east and west rims of the Park. It has been named the Yel-

lowstone glacier.

A second powerful glacier moved southward over the plateau and

down the broad valley of the Snake, receiving a number of tributaries

from both the Wind River and Teton ranges.

Since the building up of the Park plateau, glacial erosion has greatly

modified all surface features of the Park. It has broadened and deep-

ened preexisting drainage channels, opened new waterways, and cut

Fit.. 15.—Glacial boulder near the Yellowstone canyon,

magnificent gorges in the rhyolite plateau. Such gorges as the Yel-

lowstone, Gibbon, and Madison canyons, in the strictest sense of the

word, have all been carved out in recent time. These canyons are

several miles in length and from 700 to 1,400 feet in depth.

To the geologist one of the most impressive objects on the Park
plateau is a t ransported boulder of granite which rests directly upon the

rhyolite near the bank of the Grand Canyon, about three miles below

the Falls of the Yellowstone. In stands alone in the forest, miles from

the nearest glacial boulder. Glacial detritus carrying granitic material
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may be traced upon both sides of the canyon wall, but not a fragment of

rock more than a lew inches in diameter, older than rhyolites, has been

recognized within a radius ofmany miles. This massive block, although

irregular in shape and somewhat pointed towards the top, measures

24 feet in length by 20 feet in breadth and stands 18 feet above the

base. The nearest point from which it could have been transported is

distant 30 or 40 miles. Coming upon it in the solitude of the forest,

with all its strange surroundings, it tells a most impressive story. In

no place are the evidences of frost and fire brought so forcibly together

as in the Yellowstone National Park.

Since the close of the glacial period no geological events have brought

about any great changes in the physical features of the region other

than those produced by the action of steam and thermal waters. Evi-

dences of fresh lava Hows within recent time are wholly wanting.

Nevertheless, over the Park plateau the most unmistakable evidence of

underground heat is everywhere to be seen in the waters of innumer-

able hot springs, geysers, and solfataras. A careful study of all the

phenomena leads to the theory that the cause of high temperatures of

these waters is to be found in the heated rocks below, and that the

originofthe heat is in someway associated with the sources of volcanic

energy. Surface waters in percolating downwards have become heated

by relatively small quantities of steam rising through fissures from

much greater depths, (leysers and springs return these meteoric

waters to the surface. Thermal springs, geysers, and solfataras are in

a sense volcanic phenomena, and remain as evidence of the gradual

dying out of volcanic energy. If this theory is correct, proof of the

long-continued action of thermal waters upon the rocks should be

apparent, as it is fair to suppose that they must have been active

forces ever since the cessation of volcanic eruptions. This is precisely

what one may Bee all over the rhyolite area. Ascending currents of

Steam and acid waters have acted as powerful geological agents in rock

decomposition and have left an indelible impression upon the surface

of the country. Large areas of decomposed rhyolite and extinct sol-

fataras show the former existence of still greater thermal activity.

Rock decomposition and deposition of sediment from siliceous waters

are extremely slow processes, if we may judge from what we see going

on to day in the different geyser basins. It is evident that to accomplish

such changes a long period of time must have been required.

An evidence <>f the antiquity of the hot spring deposits is shown in

an equally striking manner, and by a wholly different process of geo-

logical reasoning. Terrace mountain is an outlying ridge of the rhy-

olite plateau, just west of the Mammoth Hot springs. It is covered on

the Summit with thick beds of travertine, among the oldest portions

of the Mammoth Hot springs deposits. It is the mode of occurrence
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of these calcareous deposits from the hot waters which have given the

aame to the mountain. Lying upoD the surface of this travertine on
the top of the mountain are found glacial boulders brought from the

summit of the (Jallatin range, 15 miles away, which have been trans

ported on the ice.sheet across Swan valley and deposited on the top of

the mountain, TOO feet above the intervening valley. They offer the

strongest possible evidence that the travertine is older than the glacier

Which has Strewn the county with transported material. How much
travertine was eroded by ice it is, of course. Impossible to say, but so

friable a material would yield readily to glacial movement.
The number of hot springs found in the Park exceeds 4,000. If to

these be added the fumaroles and fissures, from which issue in the

aggregate enormous volumes of steam and acid vapors, the number
of active vents would be more than doubled. There are about 100

geysers in the Park. Between a geyser and a hot spring no sharp
definition can be drawn, although a geyser maybe defined as a hot
spring throwing, with intermittent action, a column of water and
steam into the air. A hot spring may boil incessantly without violent
eruptive energy; a geyser may lie dormant for years without any
explosive action and again break forth with renewed force

The thermal waters of the Park maybe classed under three heads:
first, calcareous waters carrying calcium carbonate in solution; second,
siliceous acid waters usually carrying free acid in solution; third, sili-

ceous alkaline waters rich in dissolved silica.

Calcareous waters are confined almost exclusively to the Mammoth
Hot springs, where they have built up enormous deposits of travertine
with only traces of salts of magnesia and alkalies. The travertine con-
tains from 9.~> to 00 percent of calcium carbonate. The .Mammoth Hot
springs lie just north of the northern escarpment of the Park plateau,
and while they break out in close proximity to rhyolite bodies and
undoubtedly receive their heat from volcanic sources, they reach the
surface through Mesozoic strata, which here form the surface rocks.
Jurassic and Cretaceous limestones have furnished the lime held in

solution and precipitated as travertine. With a few insignificant excep-
tions, only siliceous waters are found issuing from fissures in the
rhyolite rocks, from which they derive their mineral contents. Acid
waters may usually be recognized by efflorescent deposits of alum and
soluble salts of iron, and frequently by the presence of delicate crystals
of sulphur. These acid waters possess an astringent taste. Although
jar less common than the alkaline waters, they occur scattered over
the plateau at a number Of localities and maybe found at the High-
land springs, on the west slopes of Mount Washburne, and in the
Xorris Basin. Alkaline springs present more of general interest than
the acid waters, as it is only in connection with the former that the
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geysers are found. They are the principal waters of all the geyser

basins and of most of the hot spring areas. Alkaline waters deposit

mainly amorphous silica as siliceous sinter, but in an endless variety

Of forms, as shown in the geyser cones and incrustations upon the sur-

face and' edges of the hot pools. These sinters form the brilliant white

deposits found over large areas in all the geyser basins. Scorodite.

realgar, orpiment, oxide of iron, wad, and other minerals occur under

favorable conditions as deposits from hot waters at certain springs,

each adding something of interest to the marvels of the Park.

It is these unrivalled hydrothermal manifestations, and their geolog-

ical relations to the earlier volcanic eruptions, that have made the

Yellowstone Park famous throughout the world, and have justly gained

for it the appellation of the Wonderland of America.

Another characteristic feature of the Park, and one that adds more

than anything else to the scenic charms of the plateau, are the sin-

gularly beautiful, deeply eroded canyons that carry the waters from

This elevated region to the broad valleys below. They are all of com-

paratively modern origin, presenting all the phenomena of recent

canyon cutting. Of all these picturesque gorges, the canyon of the

Yellowstone stands preeminent in grandeur and sublimity of its

scenery. Nearly all these gorges carry waterfalls of great beauty,

each adding some special attraction to the charm of the place. Nearly

twenty picturesque falls may be found within the Park.

Across the plateau lies the continental divide, separating the waters

of the Atlantic from those of the Pacific. Entering the Park from the

southeast corner it runs with an irregular course in a northwest direc-

tion, following along the summit of Two Ocean Plateau, the waters

of the plateau draining to both oceans. The watershed follows the

undulating low ridge between Shoshone and Yellowstone lakes, and,

with a broad sweeping curve around the streams rui ning into the lat-

ter lake, crosses Madison Plateau and leaves the Park a short distance

south of Madison Canyon. Several large bodies of water form such

characteristic features on both sides of this divide that the country

has deservedly received the designation of the lake region of the Park.

About 85 per cent of the Park is forest-clad. The timber is 688611

daily coniferous, with here and there a few small growths of aspen.

Two thirds of the trees belong to the black pine, 1'inns murrayana. and

on many of the gravelly, rhyolite ridges no other species is seen. It

rarely attains any great size, but for the purpose of water protection,

one of the objects for which the reservation is maintained, it meets

every economic requirement.
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ITINERARY OF THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

By aknoi.d Hague.
Mil.-s.

Cinnabar to Mammoth Hot Springs 7

Mammoth Hot .Springs to Xorris Geyser Basin '2'2

N onis Gej 8er Basin to Lower Geyser Basin 20

Lower Geyser Basin to Upper Geyser Basin 8

Upper Geyser Basin to Yellowstone Lake 89

Yellow stone Lake to Yellowstone Falls IS

Yellowstone Falls to Mammoth Hot Springs H.'5

Mammoth Hot Springs to Cinnabar 7

At Cinnabar station the travelers leave the railway and continue

their journey for the next few days in Btages. The road follows the

Yellowstone river to Gardiner, thence np the Gardiner river to the

Mammoth Hot springs. The northern boundary of the Yellowstone

Park passes east and west through the junction of the Yellowstone and

Gardiner rivers. About one and one half miles beyond, the boundary
line between the States of Montana and Wyoming is crossed, latter

ing the Park the road follows the river, with the long spurs of Mount
Kvarts on the left and those of Sepulchre mountain on the right.

Mount EvartS, which rises 2,000 feet above the stream, affords an

excellent exposure of Middle Cretaceous sandstones and shales dipping
away from the river. Leaving the river the road crosses an ancient

travertine deposit, and ascending a steep hill reaches the Mammoth Hot
Springs hotel, situated on the finest of the travertine terraces. Travel-

ers generally reach the hotel about noon, and the remainder of the (Lu-

is spent in examining the hot springs and terraces, and the geological

features in the neighborhood. Several days might be spent here with

profit, visiting objects of interest within a radius of 10 miles of the

springs.

MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS.

The Mammoth Hot Springs deposits consist entirely of travertine,

derived from waters heavily charged with carbonate of lime. The
total area covered by travertine is about two square miles, occupying a
narrow valley lying between Terrace and Sepulchre mountains. A
continuous deposit extends from the Gardiner river to the top of

Terrace mountain, a vertical distance of nearly 1,400 i'eet, the width
and depth of travertine depending upon the form of the original

valley. The top of Terrace mountain lies about t wo miles back from the
river. On the north side of the valley. Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks
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may be seen rising abruptly from beneath the travertine which rests

affainsl them. A scries of terraces extends all the way from the river

to the top of the mountain, eight of which are well-defined benches

8caJ<-.lim-i, u miles. YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

with more or less level floors and steep slopes facing the open valley.

Seen from any commanding point of view, this series of terraces,

inclosed within a mountain gorge suggests the terminal front of a
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mountain glacier. The Hotel terrace is the broadest of all the terraces,

with an area over 83 acres in extent. It is situated 500 feet above the

river and from it most of the others are in full Bight. All active

springs are found either upon the Hotel terrace or upon those higher

up the valley. The number of active springs may vary from year to

year, some becoming extinct, while new vents are opened. The tem-

perature of the springs ranges from 80° to 165° P., in all of which

alga' have been found growing. This peculiar vegetation plays an

important part in the formation of travertine by the secretion of lime,

and much of the exquisite beauty of the springs and brilliancy of color-

ing is produced by these low forms of plant lite.'
3

The principal objects of interest are the extinct springs, Liberty Cap

and tin' Thumb, on the Hotel terrace, and such active springs as Pulpit

Basins, Marble Basins, and the Blue spring, on Main terrace, and still

higher Cleopatra's Bowl, Cupid's Cave, and the Orange spring. There

are also innumerable small caves and fissures, each having special lea

turesof interest; some of the caves contain carbon dioxide in sufiieient

quantity to be dangerous to animal life. The largest active springs are

centered on Main terrace, 8f acres in extent and 250 feet above Hotel ter-

race. Beautiful clear pools abound, the largestofwhichisnearly LOOfeet

in diameter, with a temperature of 136° P. Blue spring on this terrace

is perhaps the most interesting of all in its phenomena of travertine

deposition. The building up of travertine in a series of small basins,

one above the other, the delicacy of coloring from algous growth, and

the overtlow of hot water are admirably shown. The spring has a tem-

perature of 1G5° P.

Over the greater part of the travertine area hot springs have long

since ceased to tlow, although they may break out anew at any time.

Where they have long lain dormant, the spring deposits are now cov-

ered by a coniferous forest. In some instances the trees have been

killed by fresh outtlows of hot water, the dead and bleached trunks still

standing with their roots buried in travertine.

Sepulchre mountain, to the northwest of Mammoth Hot springs,

stands out boldly as a volcanic peak, on the northern boundary of the

Park. It consists of Hows of compact andesite and breccias stretching

in long gentle slopes toward the Yellowstone and Gardiner rivers.

These spurs exhibit a succession of ice-carved benches, the surface

being strewn with glacial debris from the Gallatin Mountains.

Mount Kvarts on the east and Terrace mountain on the west shut in

the Mammoth Hot springs on two sides, the former by a bold wall

rising abruptly above Gardiner river and the latter by long gentle

slopes inclined toward the river. Facing the basin on the south rises

a grand escarpment of volcanic rocks, the northern edge of the Bark

plateau, stretching from the head of Lava creek westward as far as
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Bnnsen peak. Terrace mountain is an outlying mass of the plateau,

formed ofrhyolite and capped at its northern end by travertine. The

diff oil the southern en 1 of the summit of Mount Evarts is a thin

extension of the great rhyolite lava sheet, separated from the main mass

by tin 1 erosion of Lava creek.

'Within a lew miles of the Mammoth Hot springs are several beauti-

ful waterfalls, formed by the waters of the plateau leaping over walls

of compact basalt in their descent to the lower country. Among them

may be mentioned Osprey falls on the Gardiner river, and Undine

falls on Lava creek, both of which are well worth a visit.

MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS TO NOR1US BASIN.

Leaving the Mammoth Hot springs (0,250 feet ), the road gradually

ascends over rliyolitic rocks more or less covered by alluvium and

glacial debris. On the west side of the road, just before reaching the

Golden Gate, immense blocks of travertine may be seen piled up one

upon the other in a confused mass in a manner at first difficult' to

understand. They are best explained by supposing them to have been

thrown forward from Terrace mountain by some sudden earthquake

shock which thrust the easily displaced rock from its original position

down the side of the mountain.

At Golden Gate the road enters the picturesque gorge of Glen creek,

which separates the plateau escarpment from Terrace mountain. At the

upper end of this gorge the road enters upon the open grassy plain of

Swan bake valley (7,200 feet), a northern extension of the plateau. A
narrow ridge of andesitic rocks—a spur of Sepulchre mountain—shuts

in the valley on the west. Opposite Swan lake andesite gives way to

rhyolite, which in turn is replaced by basalt, forming the extreme

southern end of the ridge and falling away gradually to the level of the

plain. This basalt, in thin flows, stretches across the valley, and its

southern limit is sharply defined by the course of Gardiner river. The

valley is strewn with glacial drift from the Gallatin mountains, and

evidence of ice movement is everywhere to be seen, especially in low

morainal ridges trending across the valley, which are shown in cross

section by the wagon road. From Swan Pake valley a tine view is

Obtained of the Gallatin range to the west, extending all the way from

Electric Peak (11.125 feet) to Mount Holmes (10,578 feet) a distance of

13 miles in an air line. Snow lies upon the higher summits well into

midsummer.
Crossing Gardiner river, the road passes up the valley of Obsidian

creek, the lower part of which is known as Willow park, a long strip

of meadow land the borders of which are in great part covered with

a luxuriant growth of willow, beyond which rise the stately pines of

the plateau. The scenery now assumes a monotonous appearance, due
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to the almost uniformly level character of the rhyolitc ridges, through
which the streams follow long straight valleys characteristic of this

part of the Park. The rock is everywhere rhyolite, which fortunately
exhibits a great variety of modifications. On the west side of the road,
as it approaches Obsidian Cliff', there is a small exposure of columnar
rhyolite.

Obsidian Cliff, on the east side of the stream, near the outlet of
Beaver lake, is of more than ordinary interest to all tourists, but
especially so to the geologist, on account of its peculiarities of struc
tore and the development of spherulites and lithophysa* found in it.

The cliff rises in nearly vertical walls from L50 to 200 feet above the
stream. It has been formed by a surface How breaking out and run-
ning over the rhyolite plateau, covering an area of about 10 square
miles. The obsidian is a natural glass, the result of rapid coolingfrom
a fused mass of highly acid lava, and has much tin; same chemical
composition as the plateau rhyolite. On the surface, at the northern
end of the cliff, it grades into pumice and lithoidal rhyolite. I am
indebted to Mr. Joseph P. lddings, who has made a careful study of
Obsidian Cliff', for the following note:

The columnar Structure at the southern end of the cliff is particularly well devel-
oped. The compact black obsidian passes into lithoidal rock northward along the
face of the cliff, where various phases of crystallization may be studied in situ?
On the top of the plateau, to the east, the dense ohsidian passes upward into

white pumice, which has been more or less removed by glacial action. The fresh,
unaltered condition of rock permits the mineralogioal character of the crystalliza-
tion to he observed in the utmost detail. The perfect ion of the lit hopliys;e and
spherulites, and the richness of the microscopic spherulitic growths constitute its
most important petrographies] feature.

The lamination of the lithoidal portion of the mass and the general lamellar dis-
trihution of different kinds of structure, as well asofthegas luil. hies in the vesicu-
lar and pumiceous parts of the sheet, furnish valuable evidence as to the agent most
active in promoting the various kinds of crystallization in this and similar rhyo-
litic lavas. Phis agent was undoubtedly water-vapor. 49

A short distance south of Obsidian Cliff lies Beaver lake, across
which are several dams kept in repair by beavers who inhabit its
waters. Since the rigid protection of game in the park the beaver are
rapidly increasing in number, and several of their houses may be seen
in the lake.

Shortly after passing Beaver lake the rhyolite begins to show the
effects of hydrothermal action, and numerous areas of rock decompo-
sition may be observed on both sides of the road.

Four miles south of Obsidian Cliff, Roaring mountain is passed.
Tins is a bluff rising 600 feet above the road and one of the highest
[joints on the lava ridge. It takes its name from t he shrill, penetrating
sound of the steam constantly escaping from one or more vents located
near the summit, and on a ealm day, or with a favorable wind, the
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rushing of the steam through the narrow orifices can be distinctly

heard bom the wag-on road. The mountain is one mass of altered

rhyolite, whitened by long action of steam and acid vapors. The

entire ridge, lying between the road and Solfatara creek to the east, is

largely formed of these highly altered rhyolites. It is evident that this

region was at one time a center of long continued and energetic ther-

mal activity.

Beyond Twin Lakes the water drains southward to Gibbon river, and

from here to Norris basin along the roadside at the base of the cliff

there is a succession of steam vents, hot springs, and mud pots.

NORRIS BASIN.

This geyser basin (7,350 feet) occupies a depressed area on the east

side of the Gibbon river, the waters of the basin draining toward the

stream. Rhyolite ridges surround the basin, gradually rising on all

sides toward the summit of the plateau. In many respects this basin

la the most instructive of all, as the varied phenomena of thermal

act ion in all its phases are more clearly shown here than elsewhere. All

stages of rock decomposition and of deposition of sediments from hot

waters may be seen and are easily accessible to the pedestrian within

a short walk of the hotel.

The basin contains 14 geysers, which, although neither so grand nor

impressive as those in the Lower and Upper Geyser basins, are, on

account of the varied phenomena exhibited, quite as interesting to the

geologist. Several of them are of quite recent origin, as is shown by

the freshness of the rocks through which the steam issues and by the

absence of sinter deposits. The Monarch is one of the most interesting

of the group. It breaks out through a narrow vertical fissure, 20 feet

long, in the rhyolite. Eruptions take place every four hours, the water

being thrown into the air for 50 feet. Other interesting geysers are the

Arsenic, Constant, Congress, Fearless, and Pearl. Owing to the great

number of steam vents and active orifices, each with some characteristic

feature of its own, the basin presents one of the most weird and desolate

regions in the Park.

NOWKIS HASIN TO LOWER GEYSER BASIN.

Shortly after leaving Norris basin the road crosses Gibbon meadows,

a broad open plain which in places is almost impassable owing to the

wet marshy nature of the bottom. The Gibbon river runs through

the Meadows. The ditches constructed for drainage purposes along

the roadside expose, underlying the meadow, a tine white earth several

feet in thickness, largely composed of diatoms developed in the sili-

ceous waters. Similar diatomaceous ooze is found in nearly all the
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geyser basins, although seldom on so extensive a scale. Encircling

the Meadows, at the base ol* the hills, are a number of local (tenters of

thermal activity from which large quantities of hot siliceous waters

drain into the basin.

A short distance off the road, on the east side of the Gibbon meadows,
and easily reached by wagon, lie the Artists' Paint Pots. They con-

sist of a number of small springs of hot water reaching the surface

through brilliantly colored clays. These excessively tine clays are tin;

products of rock decomposition by slow and long-continued processes,

and the mineral matter held in suspension is the cause of the varied

colors in the different pots. In the white pots the coloring matter has
been leached out, leaving a pure white kaolin impalpable to the touch.

The deep indian-red pots carry finely comminuted iron oxide, which,
under favorable conditions, collects in certain springs. The hillsides

are brilliant with decomposition products derived from rhyolite in vari-

ous stages of alteration.

From the Meadows the road follows the Gibbon river through Gib-
bon canyon, the imposing Avails of which rise in sheer cliffs 1,000 feet

above the stream. It is a grand exposure of rhyolite walls, exhibiting
remarkable forms of rock erosion. The river makes a rapid descent, and
at Gibbon falls, so i'wt high, flows over a line example of obsidian worn
smooth by the rushing waters. Along the, base of the canyon walls, in
close proximity to the river, steam vents and hot springs mark the
course of thermal action. Beryl spring, on the west bank near the
northern end of the canyon, is worthy of attention from the exquisite
coloring of the constantly agitated water which has built up a delicate
rim of sinter encircling the pool.

At Canyon creek the road leaves the Gibbon river and follows the
ridge of rhyolite on the east side. A short distance below here, the Gib-
bon and Firehole unite to form the .Madison, the latter stream beingone
of the main tributaries of the Missouri. From a commanding point on
the road a distant view may be had of the Madison canyon, extending
in an east and west line directly across the plateau. The precipitous
walls on the north side of the canyon rise for L,500 feet above the river.
Madison plateau stretches as tar as the eye can reach, without a break,
beyond which both rhyolite and basaltic lavas extend westward over
the great plains of Snake river.

From the same point of view, on a clear day, Mount Nayden, winch
is not only the culminating point in the Teton range, but the highest
peak in this part of the Rocky Mountains, may be distinctly seen (JO

miles to the south. Descending a steep ridge over rhyolitic gravels
the road comes out on the Firehole river, and after following the bank
for two or three miles enters the Lower Geyser basin,
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LOWER GEYSER HASIN.

The Lower Geyser basin is about three miles square and is the

largest of the geyser areas. It is roughly rectangular in shape and at

the junction of Firehole river with Xez Perce creek, the lowest

,, int in the basin, has an altitude of 7,100 feet. The Firehole river

coming in from the south runs in a northerly direction across the basin,

receiving all the waters brought to the surface by the geysers and hot

springs. Several tributaries of the river reach the basin from the

plateau, and along these streams are a number of active hot-spring

areas. Some of them situated along Sentinel creek and Xez Perce"

creek are among the most interesting in the basin. The Queeifs Laun-

dry an immense hot spring on Sentinel creek, is well worth a visit.

The Lower Geyser basin contains innumerable hot springs, steam

vents, paint pots, mud pots, and 17 geysers. The largest geyser in the

basin and one of the finest in the park is the Great Fountain, situated

in the extreme southern end of the basin, about one mile south of the

hotel. It is in every way a typical geyser. The brilliant, deep blue

pool of water measures over 100 feet in diameter, resting upon a broad

circular sinter mound, which stands about three feet above the rhyolite

base. The formation of siliceous sinter and the phenomena of geyser

action are clearly shown here, while the exquisite beauty of the basin

will ever place the geyser in the first rank. A large volume of water

is thrown violently into the air to a height of 7.") feet. The eruptive

action lasts about 20 minutes.

The Fountain geyser is situated only 200 or 300 yards from the hotel,

and plays fairly regularly three or four times a day. Instead of issuing

from a cone or mound, the water is thrown out from a funnel-shaped

basin.

A few steps from t he Fountain are the famous Mammoth Paint Pots,

similar to others seen throughout the Park, although on a much larger

scale. The clay has a delicate blue color and the consistency of dilute

porridge.

Other geysers of interest are the Surprise, Spray, and White Dome.

LOWEl! TO UPPER GEYSER 15ASIN.

The road, after leaving the hotel near the edge of the timber on the

east side of the Lower Geyser basin, crosses the broad sinter plain, and,

after reaching the Firehole, follows closely the bank of that stream to

the extreme eastern end of the I'pper (ieyser basin.

From the junction of the Firehole and Xez Perce creeks, active and

extinct hot springs may be seen all along the river bank or in close

proximity to it, steam from lissures frequently rising within a few

inches of running water and alongside of cold springs.

451 ge 23
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On the west Bide of the river, between the two large geyser basins,

lies a small but interesting geyser region known as Midway basin. It

is a dazzling white sinter plain, without tree or meadow, the only relief

to the eye being enormous volumes of steam rising from hot lakes and
cauldrons. This basin contains the Excelsior, the grandest and most
imposing geyser, and Prismatic lake, a singularly beautiful sheet of

water unsurpassed for brilliancy of color and exquisite beauty of its

rim. Excelsior geyser throws an enormous column of water, the more
powerful eruptions emitting a stream 260 feet into the air, measuring

20 feet in diameter at the base and breaking into a fan-shaped body
above. It rises from a circular cauldron of boiling, steaming water,

the level of which lies about 15 feet below the surface of the sinter

plain. The cauldron wall affords an excellent opportunity for a study

of sinter deposition. The amount of water thrown out during any vio-

lent explosion reaches many thousand barrels, which, pouring over the

edge ofthe cauldron, runs rapidly across the sloping plain and down
the banks of the river into the stream below. The level ofthe Firehole

river is frequently raised several inches, the water showing a marked
increase in temperature for a long distance below the geyser. Fre-

quently large blocks of sinter are hurled violently into the air by the
force of the explosion.

The bluff on the east side of the Firehole river, opposite Excelsior

geyser, is rhyolitic pearlite, and from the top ofthe cliff, on a clear day
and the wind westward, Prismatic lake may be seen to great advan-
tage.

From Midway basin the road passes a number of hot springs, but
none of special interest until reaching the Sapphire group, situated on
the west side of the Firehole. It contains a number of small geysers,

each exhibiting some novel feature of thermal action peculiar to itself.

Sapphire pool, a large circular basin raised slightly above the sinter

plain, has scarcely any rival among the marvelous springs along the
Firehole. It closely resembles the Great Fountain in the character of

its sinter deposits and overflow basin. The water is of the deepest
blue and the temperature always stands near the point of ebullition.

Near by are the .Jewel, Silver Globe, and Avoca.
For a mile along the river, before reaching the Upper Geyser basin

proper, there is a line of hot springs and geysers, indicating a great
amount of thermal action along the valley. Among the most important
may be mentioned the Cauliflower, (Jem, Artemisia, and Morning Glory.

A good illustration ofthe difficulty which may sometime arise in distin-

guishing a hot spring from a geyser is seen in the case of the Artemisia,
which for a long time was supposed to be a quiet pool, but in recent
years has exhibited all the phenomena of explosive geyser action.
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UPPER GEYSER BASIN.

At the Riverside geyser the road crosses the Firehole river by a

bridge, which is generally regarded as marking the entrance to the

Upper Geyser basin. The basin measures about two and one-halt* miles

in length and one and one-quarter miles in width, and contains the

greatest number and, with the exception of the Excelsior, the largest

geysers in the park. At the Grand geyser, a central point, the eleva-

tion is 7,200 feet above sea level. Like the Norris and Lower Geyser
basins it occupies a depressed area in the rhyolite lavas, with ridges

rising Tiiore or less abruptly on all sides, the .Madison plateau on the

west presenting a bold escarpment. The Firehole river extends the

entire length of the basin, and with its tributaries drains the region.

The basin lies within 5 miles of the continental water-shed which sep-

arates the Atlantic from the Pacific drainage. The lowest passes
between the two are not more than 800 feet above the basin, and the
line of the Continental Divide makes a sharp bend and loop to the
southeast in order to inclose the drainage area of the Firehole on the
Atlantic side.

There are between 46 and 50 geysers in the Upper basin, and nine
of them maybe regarded as gvysevs of the first order. The Giant,
Giantess, Grand, Splendid, Grotto, Castle, Beehive, Oblong, and Old
Faithful are found within a few hundred yards of the river and within
easy walking distance from the hotel, which is situated near Old Faith-
ful. While the geysers present much in common, each offers distinc-

tive features in the display of the water thrown out, the quantity dis-

charged, the duration of explosive energy, and in the intervals between
eruptions. The height of the column of water in these large geysers
varies from 00 to L'oO feet. Old Faithful is the most regular, with inter-

vals averaging sixty-five minutes, throwing a column of water vary-
ing from 00 to 150 feet. The Giantess issues from a deep, funnel-
shaped pool. The (Jiant has built up a sinter cone 10 feet in height.
The Castle breaks out from the top of a series of sinter terraces. The
Grand presents a quiet, shallow basin on the level with the sinter plain.
The Splendid issues from an unpretending pool not unlike hundreds
of hot springs in the park. Black Sand and Emerald springs afford
excellent Opportunities for a study of algous growths in hot waters.
There is a most interesting group of springs and geysers, seldom seen
by tourists but well worth a visit, on Iron creek, a tributary of the
Firehole.

Plate II represents Old Faithful in action. It is a tine exhibition
of the geyser, which is seen to the best advantage on a calm day, the
absence of all wind permitting the water to fall freely in a perpendicular
column broken up into graceful arrow-shaped bodies. The water column
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is surrounded on all sides by steam and dense vapor. The broad cir-

cular mound Burrounding the orifice of the geyser is built up by a series

of low sinter terraces, many of them holding pools into which the

descending water falls. The great regularity of Old Faithful makes it

an object of intense interest to tourists and one seen by all visitors to

the Park.

LOWER GEVSKK BASIN TO YELLOWSTONE LAKE.

Returning to the Lower Geyser basin the road turns off to the east

and follows Nez Perce valley for nearly 10 miles. On entering the valley

the Morning Mist group of springs is seen on the south side of the road,

skirting the base of the hills and extending up on to the ridge. The
hillsides are covered with small springs and steam vents, concealed by

timber during the greater part of the day. but in early morning pre-

senting a picturesque appearance by the numerous columnsof steam

which rise through the dark green forest. The Nez Perce" is character-

istic of the larger valleys of tin 1 region, and evidences of its former

occupation by ice may be seen on the long monotonous lava ridges.

A steep ascent of 900 feet leads up to the top of the central plateau,

and from an opening in the timber on the edge of a steep cliff a magnifi-

cent view may be had looking backward down the valley and out over

the geyser basins and Madison plateau beyond. The road then crosses

a treeless portion of the plateau over pearlite, obsidian, and various

modifications of glassy rhyolite.

The Highland Springs area lies just south of the road on the very top

of the plateau. It is a region desolate beyond description, but of great

interest in a study of the action of acid waters upon siliceous lavas.

The waters of Alum creek, which rise in the Highland springs, have a
very obnoxious and astringent taste.

Leaving the plateau, a descent of 200 or 300 feet brings us out into

Wayden valley, a broad, shallow depression in the rhyolite. The
underlying rocks are modifications of glassy rhyolite, over which occur

Tertiary lake beds and morainal material of the glacial period.

After skirting the southern end of the valley along the edge of the

timber, the road turns southward, following Yellowstone river for eight

miles to the Lake. Shortly after leaving the valley a hot spring area

several acres in extent is reached, extending from the banks of the river

up on to the slopes of the ridge. It is quite like other areas in most of

its thermal manifestations, but the Mud geyser and the Mud volcano

have attracted more than ordinary interest. The Mud geyser behaves
like an ordinary geyser, except that instead of ejecting clear water it

contains a mixture of clay and water, throwing the slimy material from

20 to 30 feet in the air. The Mud volcano is situated a short distance

from the geyser on the steep side of a hill. A caldron 20 feet in depth
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with steep slopes suggests a volcano, at the bottom of which are blaek-

ishgraa slimes, not unlike the mud thrown out from many volcanoes.

'Hie con. v all about is strewn with clay pellets, showing that occa-

sional ( iosivc action throws out the mad for considerable distances,

although in most instances the force is only sufficient to raise the clay

to the rim of the caldron. Six miles from the Mud Volcano the hotel

is reached, near the outlet of the lake.

YELLOWSTONE LAKE.

Yellowstone lake has an altitude of 7,741 feet above sea level, is

over 20 miles in length and of very irregular width, reaching 15 miles

across its broadest expansion. It embraces an area of about 140

square miles, and it requires a ride of LOO miles along its shore to

complete the circuit, Rhyolites encircle the shores of the lake on all

sides. On the opposite, or eastern side, the Absaroka range rises as a

rugged mass of mountains, mainly composed of andesitic and basaltic

rocks, the greater part of them being agglomerates and breccias.

Similar rocks form the Promontory mountains projecting into the lake

IV,, in the south. Plat Mountain to the south and west of the Promon-

tory is a broad inclined table of rhyolite. Mount Sheridan, which

stands out boldly to the southwest, is an extinct volcano from whose

summits and sides have poured forth vast accumulations of rhyolitie

lavas. Surrounding the lake on all sides and extending back from

the shore are broad benches of sand and gravel, the highest of which

is distinctly marked at 150 feet above the present Level of the lake.

This ancient lake bench may be traced along the dill's in llayden

valley. On the beach along the west shore may be seen andesitic

boulders from the Absaroka range that have been transported by ice

across the lake in large quantities. On the arrival of tourists a small

steamer makes a trip around the lake, giving an opportunity for

Obtaining line views of the Absaroka range. Mount Sheridan, the

islands, and the imposing valley of the Upper Vellowstone.

YELLOWSTONE LAKE TO YELLOWSTONE FALLS.

In order to visit the Canyon and Falls of the Yellowstone the route

follows down the river and across llayden Valley in a northwest

direction over an undulating grassy plain. The first object of special

interest to the visitor is ('rater hills, where there is a remarkable

grouping Of Steam vents and solfataras. These isolated hills, rising

above the valley for 150 to 200 feet, are covered from base to summit

with hundreds of steam vents, from which issue acid vapors depositing

the most delicate sulphur crystals in innumerable cavities and fissures.

Only a slight tlow of water is visible at the surface, but at the base
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Of the largest bill and close to the roadside lies Chrome spring, a

constantly boiling pool of the most delicate sulphur-yellow tint. Two

miles beyond Crater hills. Alum creek is again crossed just before it

empties into the Yellowstone, and a short distance northward the road

leaves Ilayden valley and follows the west bank of the Yellowstone

tor three miles along picturesque rapids inclosed between walls of

rhyolite.

YELLOWSTONE CANYON AND FALLS.

The Grand Canyon hotel, on the west side of the river, is situated on a

glacial bench about one-quarter of a mile back from the canyon and the

Lower falls of the Yellowstone. The Yellowstone canyon trends to the

north and northeast, curving around an east spur of Mount VVash-

burne, its length from the upper falls to Junction Butte being about 18

miles. At the Lower falls the walls of the canyon measure 700 feet,

and live miles beyond, 1,000 feet, the width of the canyon varying from

one-quarter to three-quarters of a mile. Rhyolite forms the canyon

walls which are more or less decomposed by hydrothermal action, their

color being due to various conditions of oxidation of the iron. Where
the greatest decomposition has taken place the iron has been leached

out, leaving a white kaolin-like material. A few hot springs may be

seen steaming in different parts of the canyon, showing that thermal

action is not yet extinct. The gaily colored walls extend about livenules

beyond the Lower falls, but below this the rock is dark colored, still

fresh and unaltered. The Lower falls are 310 feet in height, and may
be seen to the greatest advantage from inspiration Point, one of the

cliffs which overlook the canyon below the Falls. Lookout Point fur-

nishes another excellent point of view.

In following the bridle path along the brink of the canyon one should

see the massive glacial granite boulder (Fig. L5), near where the side

path leaves for Inspiration Point.

One-half mile above the Lower falls are the Upper falls, 110 feet in

height. Here the rhyolite is undecomposed, mostly glassy, and more

or less spherulitic, and is well exposed on Cascade creek.

From the hotel an expedition may be made to the summit of Mount

Washburne which on a clear day commands a view over the Park and

the Absaroka range.

YELLOWSTONE FALLS TO MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS.

Leaving the hotel at the Falls the road climbs up a steep ascent to

the top of Solfatara plateau, an extension northward of Central plateau,

which was crossed when going from the head of Xez Perce Creek to

Ilayden Valley. The thermal action seen on Solfatara plateau is in

every way similar to that observed at Highland springs, but is by no
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means displayed on so grand a scale. The summit here has an eleva-

tion of S,100 feet, and is for the most part formed of various modifica-

tions of glassy rhyolite. The road with a gradual descent follows

down the (ribbon River valley through a pine forest characteristic of

the Park. At the picturesque Virginia cascade, on the (ribbon, the

rock exhibits most interesting forms of erosion in the easily crumbling
rhyolite. Three miles beyond the Virginia cascade, Norris basin is

reached, andJfrom here to Mammoth Hot springs the route follows the

same road traversed upon entering the Park.

Plates III and IV are from sketches made during the excursion by
MM. Eysseric and Golliez of the visiting geologists.
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THE FORMATION OF HOT SPRING DEPOSITS.-'

By Walter 11. Wxbd.

Travertines-Tile travertine deposits of the Mammoth Hot springs
form one of the most interesting features of the region. Covering two
square miles and attaining a thickness in places of 250 feet, the deposits
have few equals in size, while the beauty Of the terraced basins, the
brightly tinted slopes covered by the steaming waters, and the varied
views presented can not fail to impress every observer.
With the except ion of the Hot River, all the active springs now issue

from the terraces above the hotel; elsewhere the older deposits are
quite generally covered by a forest growth of pines and spruces. In
wandering about the springs one is sure to notice the brightly tinted
basins surrounding the vents, with the red or orange colors of the
slopes overflowed by the hot waters. These colors are due, not to
mineral matter, but to the presence of algffl growing in the hot waters
and frequently so covered by carbonate of lime as to be scarcely recog-
nizable. These plants take a most important part in the formation of
the travertine deposits, and in fact it is their presence that has caused
the great beauty of the deposits. The varied tints are due to a differ-
ent eolor of the alga; at varying temperatures, examples of which are
seen in the beautiful mosaic of basins about the vents of the Bine
springs on the Main terrace.

The fact that these deposits of travertine are mainly due to plant
life has been fully proven by a careful study of the old deposits and of
those now forming. This action of alga- was first observed by Ferd.
Cohn at Carlsbad and other European localities, and the study of the
\ellowstone deposits simply extends and confirms his theory. The
proof is readily available at the Mammoth Hot Springs, and, though
other causes cooperate to produce a separation and deposition of the
carbonate of lime from the hot waters, the plant life is seen to be the
chief factor in the production of the many varieties of calc sinter found
about the springs. In the case of the fibrous tufa forming the fan-
shaped masses found about many of the vents, an examination with a
lens shows that the fibers are simply encrusted alg;e threads. The
rippled surface of the deposits covered by the overflow of the larger
springs shows a furry covering of orange-colored alga-, the upright
threads extending down into the mass. In both these cases the algffi
filaments serve as a nucleus for encrustation, besides absorbing carbon
dioxide and thus causing the separation of lime carbonate. The
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masses of gelatinous alga1
, often several inches thick and forming mat-

like coverings in the sluggish overflow channels, show the action of

plant life most clearly. The successive layers of membrane-like

material carry minute little crystals and stellate accretions scattered

about in the plant tissue. These grow into small pellets that uniting

together produce firm layers. Thin lamina- of carbonate of lime also

form between the membranes, and a compact deposit of travertine

resnlts from a combination of the two.

Siliceous sinter—The hot springs and geysers of the Yellowstone are

surrounded by large areas of siliceous sinter that often entirely cover

the floor of the geyser basins. About the spouting vents this material

has been built up into mounds and cones of unique forms ami great

beauty. The more quiet pools have built up more or less regular

mounds of white sinter which are in places as much as 20 feet in height

above the surrounding level. Besides these deposits, the alkaline

waters of the geyser regions have left deposits of silica wherever they

have flowed, and many square miles within the park are covered by

white and glistening deposit of this material.

rutil the Yellowstone deposits were studied it was the generally

accepted theory that the geyser waters reached the surface heavily

charged with silica, which by relief of pressure, by cooling, and by

evaporation was precipitated out and deposited by the waters. Obser-

vation of the natural conditions under which the Yellowstone deposits

are forming, together with experiments and a study of the chemical

analyses of the geyser waters, showed that the silica brought to the

surface by the geyser waters was not separated out and deposited

by the first two causes, but that deposits are formed about the geysers

and the margins of springs by evaporation, producing atrue geyserite.

A new mode of deposition was then recognized, namely, the separation

of silica by plant life, by the alga- that are abundant in the hot waters

of the region. It is by this agency that by far the largest part of the

sinter deposits of the region have been formed.

This algous vegetation is sure to be observed by every visitor to

the region. Its varied tints of pink, yellow, orange, red, brown, and

green adorn the slopes of geyser cones, flush the white silica of the

little basins with their tints, and mark the waterways with their bril-

liant colors. It is ever present where the temperature does not

exceed 186° F., often lining the great bowls of the cooler springs and

langa with leathery sheets of brown or green. Where a constant over-

flow prevails, the channel is often tilled by a vigorous growth in which

an alga' mat is formed having the consistency of a firm jelly, and most

beautifully colored. In whatever form it is found, and no matter how

brillantly tinted, this algous material if removed from the water and

dried in the hot sun of the region rapidly loses its color, shrinks in
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size and. becomes an Opaque white mass of silica, whose weight is not
one per cent of its former state. Chemical analysis shows this dried
material to be silica and water, viz:

si0
- 93. 87

«*° 1.17
Organic matter i. -,o

Experiments showed the writer thai (he growing algaa form a jelly
of hydrous silica; it is of this material that the alga aiaments are
formed, and the algse slime of other waters is here a hydrous silica

binding the threads together. The nature of this separation may
be seen under the microscope, thongh the fresh hydrous silica is diffi-

cult to study, and the dried material becomes opaqne. In most cases
the glassy rods can be readily distinguished and the inclosing paste
usually shows globules and pellets of the dehydrated silica.

The process of sinter formation is best illustrated, and its importance
most apt to be appreciated, by an examination of an area covered by a
large and constant overflow, such as that from the Black Sand whose
connected overflow pools are known as Specimen lake. Here the
alga> glowing in the wafers rapidly choke up the channel and cause
the main supply to be diverted. Basins are formed by the algous
growths, and in them pillars grow op from the bottom that are often a
foot in height. These increasing in number finally fill the pool, their
tops reaching the surface coalesce and roof over the basin until the
waters, becoming choked, Beekother outlets. The gradual lessening of
this supply of water causes the final death of the algae. In the cool
waters that till the space between the pillars the hydrous silica begins
to harden. Aided by the acids of the decomposing vegetable matter
this process is quite rapid, and more silica is separated from the cold
water to form a coral-like coating, and finally the former soft algous
jelly becomes a hard and firm rock. Eventually diversion of the hot
waters builds up another growth upon the old one and thus the chan-
nel, swinging around from side to side, successively forms new basins,
new growths, and new deposits of silica.

Every step of this process has been patiently studied for many years.
In the majority of cases it is less easy to recognize than at Specimen
lake. In the channels that carry off the water ejected from Old Eaith-
ful geyser, for instance, a different species of algffl from that building
up the deposits of Specimen lake forms a velvety furze upon the chan-
nel floor. Its color is a brilliant orange to a cedar-red or dark seal-
brown, depending upon the temperature. This species, identified as
Calothrix by Wollc, forms a delicately fibrous but close-grained sinter,
quite unlike the coralline masses of Specimen lake. The tangled silky
skeins seen floating in the overflow of the Giantess and other geysers,
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and abundant as a thin orange-colored mat about the great Prismatic

Spring, is a LeptotTmx and produces a thatch-like or straw-like form

of sinter. , .

A collection of these hot water algffi made by the writer is being

studied by Prof. W. G. Fallow, of Harvard University.

The importance of these plant growths in building ap sinter deposits

„iay be realized when it is stated that in the walls of the great Excelsior

geyser a section of 16 feet in thickness is exposed, of which over 12

feel is recognized as clearly and undoubtedly of algous formation, and

theremainder of cemented fragmentsof weathered sinter. Even where

the deposit does not reveal its origin by its structure, as is the case in

the glassy compact sinter whose thin layers compose the plat form about

the Giant geyser, it is probable, judging from present conditions, that

it is hut an algous sinter altered by the long continued action of steam

and percolating waters.

When the varied conditions of lite and of evaporation are observed,

it becomes at one apparent that any attempt to estimate the age of a

geyser by the thickness of its deposits is a most difficult problem and

a wholly unreliable foundation for other than comparative statements.

Sinter formed by evaporation is produced very slowly under the most

favorable conditions at the Firehole Geyser basins: one-twentieth of an

inch a year is the maximum. Sinter formed by plant life may attain a

thickness of eighl inches a year in limited areas.

In general the sinters produced in these two modes may be readily

distinguished by their physical structure. In chemical composition

they are so alike that they cannot be separated.

Of less importance, because of its greater rarity, is the production

of a siliceous deposit by a moss, Hypnum admeum, observed at the

Upper Geyser basin and at the Madison or Terrace springs. The moss

grows only in the cooled waters that have already had considerable

silica extracted while hot by the algous growths mentioned, but the

moss growing in the cold waters is rapidly incrusted. in fact appears

to build its structure largely of silica, and the resulting deposits cover

several acres at each locality.

Diatom beds are common throughout the Park, but the deposits now

forming are all in cool marshes supplied by hot spring waters. The

resulting diatom earth, beds of which are sometimes six feet thick,

generally contains more or less glassy silica separated from the waters

by decomposing vegetable matter.
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LIVINGSTON TO THE SNAKE PLAINS.

ITINERARY.
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Livingston ....
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1
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1.292
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Willow Creek ,
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Someslake
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Melrose
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Eagle Rook

Ross Fork
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68
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1119

140

151
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120

127
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1S9

L't;;.

832

371

383

193

•Jill

266

304

426

534

597

616

Elevation.

Feet. Meters,

4. 132

4. 178

4,313

4, 690

6, 310

1 . 259

1,273

1,324

1,429

1,923

6,880 1,945

0.435

5,570

5,314

6, 0!

4,468

1,961

1,098

1, 629

1,886

1,362

Population, 10,723.

[By Walter H. Weed.]

At Livingston the railroad leaves the valley of the Yellowstone and
passes due west up the valley ol Billman Creek over Livingston beds,
whose somber sandstones form the ridges on either side. At Coal Spur
a branch line runs up Coke creek to the mines and ovens of Cokedale,
where the Laramie eoal seams are extensively worked, 44 a plaee
where the relations of the Laramie and underlying Cretaeeous to the
Livingston beds are splendidly exposed. A dike of analcite basalt
may be seen cutting the Livingston beds in a hill north of the railroad,
a short distanee beyond Coal Spur. From this point westward the
ascent is very steep, 1,000 feet (305 m.) in L2 miles (18 km.), to the Muir
tunnel, by which the iailroad crosses the, divide between the waters of
the Yellowstone and the Missouri. Emerging from the tunnel, cut
through the Livingston rocks, the railroad enters a mountain valley,
passing the station of Timberline, where a narrow-gauge road runs to
eoal mines in Laramie rooks, two miles to the southward, that supply
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the railroad with fuel. The coal-bearing rocks are seen at- Mountain-

side, where the coals are also rained. West of here the road enters a

narrow gorge known as Rocky canyon, cut across a sharply folded

anticline pitching steeply to the north. The various formations of the

Cretaceous are seen passing up the hillside to the north and, together

with the Jurassic, curving around the massive limestones of the Car-

honit'erous. The latter rocks form the picturesque pinnacles and

towers of the central portion of the canyon. A little beyond, the Meso-

zoic strata are again seen, their sandstone beds curving about the

Carboniferous in sharp flexures. The ridge cut through by Rocky

canyon connects the Gallatin range to the south with the uplift of the

Bridger mountains to the north, and is really a low part of the Front

range of the Rocky Mountains, which is here broken down into a num-

ber of low uplifts arranged en echelon. The valleys are usually eroded

in the soft Cretaceous shales; the ridges show the resistant limestones

of the Carboniferous.

Leaving Rocky canyon the road enters the broad intermountain

basin known as the Gallatin valley. Immediately north of the railroad

the bluffs of the East Gallatin river show fine exposures of Neocene

lake beds, the deposits here being conglomerates and coarse sand-

stones dipping at an angle of 3° to the northward. Fort Ellis, an

abandoned military post, is built upon these lake beds that form the

gently sloping table land southward, beyond which the peak of Mount

Ellis, formed of Carboniferous limestones, is seeu.

[By Dr. A. C. Peale.]

Between Bozeman and Central Park the road passes over the alluvial

valley of the Gallatin river. On the east side of this valley is the

Bridger range, in which the nearest foothills are composed of gneisses.

The portion of the Bridger range in sight from the railroad is a mono-

cline, mainly of Paleozoic rocks, Carboniferous limestones forming the

crest line, with Archcan gneisses on the west. At the south end of

the range the beds are overturned, the Cambrian, Devonian, and Car

boniferous beds inclining to the westward, with the older beds on top

dipping under the gneisses.

Bridger peak is the prominent point at tins end of the range, while

farther north Ross peak, although not the highest, is the most rugged

prominent mountain seen from the railroad. South of the valley the

Gallatin mountains arc seen. They arc composed mainly of gneisses

and eruptive rocks. The most prominent peak, almost due south of

Bozeman, is Mount Blackmore. which is composed of andesite, while

farther to the west is the gneissie Gallatin peak.

The Gallatin valley is one of the old lake basins, of which a large
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number are found in Montana. Its deposits were largely derived from

showers of volcanic dust, which, falling into the quiet waters of the

lake, wore arranged in beds of very pure dust some 20 feet ((J m.) in

thickness. Above these is a very considerable thickness of beds,

evidently made up from the same material, which was washed into the

lake from the shores and surrounding country and rearranged in beds
of a rusty color.

At Central Park the railroad crosses the Gallatin river, whose head-
branches have their source in the northwestern corner of the Yellow-

stone National Park.

From Central Park to Logan alluvium and Quaternary gravels, rest-

ing on lake beds, are passed over. As Logan is approached very good
exposures of the Paleozoic and Algonkian beds are seen across the

Gallatin river on the right, and the road passes through a cut in the
former just before reaching Logan. Immediately opposite Logan, on

the north side of the (J alia tin river, there is a line exposure of Cambrian,
Devonian, and Carboniferous limestones in the binds that rise from
the water's edge.

A few outcrops of the Paleozoic are noted on the left side, but the

road soon comes out on the lake beds after leaving the Gallatin river

below Logan. These beds are also well shown bordering the east side

of Madison River valley just before Three Forks station is reached.

They also show, in the distance to the south, between Three Forks and
Willow creek. The .Madison river is crossed just before the Three
Forks station is reached. The Three Porks valley, at the lower end of

which the < iallatin. Madison, and Jefferson rivers unite to form the
.Missouri river, is one of the most interesting geographical points in

Montana. These streams were named by Lewis and Clarke, who lirst

saw this valley in July, 1805, on their way to the Columbia river and
the Pacific coast.

On the northwest or right side of the Jefferson river above Three
Forks the hills are mainly of Cambrian, Devonian, and Carboniferous,
the Algonkian beds forming the lower foothills farther up tin 1

, river.

A short distance above Willow creek the road passes through a
canyon, almost two miles in length, which the Jefferson river has cut
through Carboniferous limestones. At the entrance to this canyon, on
the north side of the river, stands a butte of basalt.

Prom the canyon the road comes out into the alluvial valley of the

Jefferson, in which lies Sappington station. On the left (south) the
hills or mountains are mainly of Carboniferous rocks. On the right
(north) the nearest small ridges are of dura, Trias, and Cretaceous.

Above Sappington the Jefferson river is crossed and the road enters a
second canyon cut in upper Carboniferous and Jura-Trias rocks, from
which it emerges into a narrow valley in which the rocks are of Creta-
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ceous age. These ( Irei aceous beds on the right (north) are faulted down

a-ainst very somber-colored beds of Algonkian age. Tlie hills on the

| n't (south) are of Carboniferous, Jnra, Trias, and Cretaceous. At the

Upper end of the valley the Cretaceous is faulted down against the

Carboniferous, and the fault line is crossed by the road as it enters a

third canyon, which is mainly in Carboniferous.

On the south side of this canyon placer-mining operations are carried

on- the Hume which conducts water for washing the gravels can be

traced on the side of the hills for many miles, cutting through the

rocks by tunnels in several places. A second fault line is crossed a

short time before the canyon is left, by which Carboniferous rocks are

brought down against the Algonkian. The somber greenish beds of

the latter are well shown on the right just before the Boulder river is

crossed. Beyond, the road is located on a broad island in the Jeffer-

son river, after leaving which tin 1 valley of Big Pipestone creek is fol-

lowed. I Cere Pliocene lake beds rest upon granitic and eruptive rocks.

As the road is followed a short distance above Pipestone springs it leaves

the lake beds and comes out on a body of eruptive rock (porphyrite?) in

which there arc several cuts. This rock is in contact with the granite

which occupies all the country in the vicinity of Homestake tunnel.

From the tunnel to Butte everything is granitic.

[By 8. i\ Emmons.]

'Hie granite hills form the divide or watershed between streams

flowing into the Atlantic Ocean on the one side and the Pacific Ocean on

tlic other. The age of these granites is not definitely known, but they

are of eruptive origin and probably pre Paleozoic. Having left behind

the various valleys tributary to the Missouri river, the railroad now

descends into the valley of Silverbow creek, which is one of the

southeastern sources of Clarkes Fork of the Columbia river.

The interior portion of Montana was early discovered to contain the

precious metals; rich placer gravels, from which great quantities of

gold have been washed out, abounding in its valleys. They are still

worked here and there, but their greatest production was in the decade

L860-1870. In the last two decades deep-mining has been steadily

increasing, and lias developed many famous mines, such as the Granite

Mountain, 1 >niinluimnond, and others, which have paid millions in divi-

dends to their fortunate owners.

Butte City,'"' the most important mining center of Montana, had a

population in L89Q of 10,723, an increase of 218 per cent over that of

1880. Actual mining upon the silver and copper lodes which constitute

its present wealth may be said to have commenced in 1875, though gold

had been extracted from the placer sands of the neighboring valleys
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since L864, when the town was first founded. The, earliest large min-

ing operations were in the silver mines; tlie Alice, Moulton, and Lex-

ington mines being tlie most prominent. The latter was purchased in

1SS1 by the "Societe Anonyme des mines de Lexington," of Paris,

France. During the last decade the copper mines have gradually

increased in importance, and within the past lew years the value of the

copper produced has far exceeded that of silver. The production for

the year 1890 was:

Kilograms. Value.

Gold, '-'.*). TO 1 ounces

Silver, 7,500,000 ounces i_*:ct. 264 B, 006, 750

Copper, 112,700,000 pounds 51,117,204 16, ()_':!, 2M

800 $518,816

The city is situated on the southern slope of rounded granite hills,

included within the angle of Silverbow creek as it Hows first south and
then west. It lies just east of a round conical hill, known as the

"Butte/' from which it. takes its name. The greater part of the silver

and copper mines lie in the hills back of and north of the city and to

the east of the Butte, but a few important silver mines, notably the

Bluebird and the Nettie, are situated a few miles to the westward,

beyond the Butte.

Of reduction works for extracting the metals from their ores, the

stamp mills are generally located on the hills near the mines, while tlie

several smelting works lie in the valley of Silverbow creek. The
Smelting works of the largest copper mine, the Anaconda, are situated

27 miles (43 km.) to the northwest, where a town of the same name, of

several thousand inhabitants, has been built around them, which is

connected with the mines by a railroad.

The geological formation of the district is almost entirely of granite

and rhyolite. There are two varieties of granite. The most wide-

spread variety, which forms the country rock of the mines around the

city and to the east of "the Butte,*' is an unusually basic rock, carry-

ing a relatively large proportion of plagioclase feldspar : its basic min-
erals are mica, hornblende, and augite, and much of the hornblende
appears to be only a paramorphic alteration of augite. The other
granite occurs to the west of "the Butte" ami forms the principal

country roek of the Bluebird, Nettie, and other mines. It is a light

colored rock and consists almost exclusively of quartz and orthoclase

feldspar, with a few minute grains of biotite. At its contact with the
Butte granite it is found to send veins into it and include fragments of
it, and is hence assumed to be of later age. The Butte itself consists

of rhyolite, a line-grained, granular rock consisting of quartz, samdine,
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and mica in a subordinate ground mass. This is evidently a later erup-

tion and sends out tongues or dike like masses into the surrounding

granite which are not always visible on the surface but are disclosed

hi the deep drifts of the mines. Bhyolite of the typical banded variety

also forms a series of low ridges about 5 miles (8 km.) west of Butte.

The ore deposits of the district oeeur in a series of veins in the gran-

ites, Standing nearly vertieal and having a general east and west trend.

flone so far as known have been found in the rhyolite. These veins

arc rock fractures produced by dynamic force and show evidence of a

faulting movement in striated surfaces and zones of broken or crushed

country rock, but have comparatively little selvage matter or clay

walls. Bach great mine consists as a rule of several parallel fractures

or fissures, with minor cross-courses or fractures nearly at right angles

with the main fissures ; these sometimes appear to fault them, but it is

by no means certain that they are later fractures. The ore is largely a

replacement of the country rock from the original fissures outwards, it

being often possible to trace a gradual transition from solid ore, through

partially altered, into entirely unaltered granite, with no defined plane

of demarcation or wall. In the silver mines the ore body or vein mat-

ter is often six to eight feet wide. In the copper mines much greater

thicknesses of solid copper glance (chalcocite), sometimes 20 to 30 feet

((> to m.) wide, are found.

The most common minerals in the silver mines are pyrito, sphalerite

or zincblende, galena, and sulphides of silver, with manganese in the

form of rhodocrosite or rhodonite, and little or no copper. Gold forms

an important value in some ores, but it is rarely visible.

In the copper mines chalcocite, chalcopyrite, bornite, and enargite

are the prevailing valuable minerals, but zincblende and the manganese

minerals are almost entirely absent. Quartz is the general gangue

material, and has apparently been derived by lateral secretion from the

adjoining granites. Iiarite and fluorspar are also found. The oxida

tion of the manganese minerals, which form a remarkably regular con-

stituent in the silver mines, produces very prominent outcrops or

gossans, stained by the black oxide of manganese.

The larger mines have been opened to a depth of over 1,000 feet

(300 m.) and are still productive, though the expense of mining and of

treatment has in some cases led to a suspension of exploitation. The

increasing proportion of zincblende is very disadvantageous in the

amalgamation processes by which these ores are reduced.

Distinct methods of treatment are pursued for the two different

classes of ore. The silver ores are pulverized in dry stamp-mills, sub-

jected to desulphurizing- roasting, chloridized by mixture with salt,

and amalgamated in revolving pans, after the Nevada system. For ores

that are extremely refractory, owing to a large proportion of ziuc-

461 ge 24
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blonde, the Russell process of liariviation, a modification of 6he hypo-

sulphite process, h;is recently been introduced. The amalgamation

mills, in whbh this process is curried on, are the most complicated and

expensive of their kind. The Quest here is that of the Bluebird mine,

about .'5 miles (5 kin.) west of Butte, which cost over 1300,000 and lias

70 stamps, two Stetefeldt shaft furnaces, each 60 feet (18 m.) high, for

the desulphurizing and chloridi/.ing of the pulverized ore, and a lixivia-

tion plant. The copper ores are subjected to preliminary concentration

more-dressing works, roasted, and smelted to a rich matte. This matte

is sometimes shipped Hast, sometimes reduced to metallic copper here.

One Smelter, the Colorado, smelts both copper and silver ores, pro-

ducing a matte which has absorbed all the silver. This silver-bearing

matte is sent to the great smelting words at Argo near Denver, to be

treated by the August ine-Xiervogel process. The salt used for chlo-

ridizing is brought by railroad from Great Sail lake.

From Butte the road runs westward 7 miles along the valley of Silver-

bow Creek, passing the Bluebird mill about midway in this distance,

and crossing low ridges of recent rhyolite just before reaching Silver-

bow station, which lies in a broad valley of Quaternary gravels. The

route now follows the line of the T Tab and Northern division of the

Union Pacific Railroad southward, traversing a series of low mountain

ridges mainly made up of Paleozoic rocks, which form the geological

connection between the north and south trending northern extension

of the Wasatch mountains, and the northwest trending Hitter Roof

mountains. These ranges not only form the continental divide between

east and west flowing waters, but represent in a general way the west

era limits of the mediterranean ocean of ftfesozoic times. No eeoloari-

cal examination has yet been made of the region, so that it is not pos-

sible to give exact indications of the age or character of all rock expo-

sures along the route. It may, however, be safely inferred that they

are mostly of Paleozoic strata and recent eruptive rocks, with a cover-

ing of Pleistocene gravels in the larger valleys.

Before reaching Melrose the road crosses a divide into the valley of

a tributary of Jefferson river.

From Dillon it ascends the valley of Beaver Head creek, one of the

main tributaries of this river, for a distance of over 50 miles; it then

crosses the continental divide, which is the boundary between Montana
and Idaho, on to the waters of the Snake river.

Beaver canyon, which is a gorge in basaltic lavas, is the point from

which a stage line about 100 miles long runs to the Lower Geyser basin

in Yellowstone National Park.46 The road now traverses the north-

eastern portion of the Snake Plains and crosses the Snake river at

Eagle Hock, from which it follows southward the eastern edge of the

Snake River desert.
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At Ross Fork is the agency of the Fort Hall Indian reservation, a

tract of land set aside by Government for portions of the Bannock and

Shoshone tribes. These Indians, who Dumber 3,000 to 4,000, are peace-

ful and largely devoted to agricnltnral pursuits, raising hay which they

sell to cattle owners whose herds graze on the neighboring hills.

Pocatello, near the southern edge of the Indian reservation, is at the

junction with the Oregon Short Line which runs westward through

Idaho to Portland, Oregon. It is on the Portneuf river, where it de-

bouches from a narrow valley between rounded hills of Paleozoic rocks,

partly tilled by very recent Hows of basalt, which are readily visible

from the train as it ascends to the more open valley of Marsh creek.

EXCURSION TO SHOSHONE FALLS.

THE SNAKE PLAINS.

By S. E. Emmons.

The valley of the Snake river presents a most interesting study to

the vulcanologist. From its source in the mountains around the Yel-

lowstone Park to its junction with Clarkes fork of the Columbia, a

distance of about 800 miles (1,287 km.), the rocks which environ it arc

mostly recent eruptive rocks or actual lavas. The Columbia river,

formed by the junction of these two great streams, flows westward

across the lava plains of eastern Oregon for about 120 miles (193 km.),

and then debouches on to the lowlands of the Pacific coast, through

the stately portal of the Cascade mountains, where, on either side,

walls of basalt rise to 3,000 feet (914 in.) almost vertically, and at a

little distance north or south the great extinct volcanoes of the Cas-

cade range raise their snow-capped summits to altitudes of 10,000 to

14,500 feet (3,000 to 4,420 m.) above sea level. This interesting region

has not yet been systematically surveyed and the little that is known

of its geology has been obtained by reconnoissances of individuals and

small exploring parties.

The Snake plains, properly speaking, occupy an area, whose dimen-

sions are not accurately known, extending from the sources of the

river some 250 miles (400 km.) slightly south of west, in its broader

portion nearly 100 miles (1(50 km.) wide. This area, for the most part

practically a plain of basaltic lava, is incidentcd here and there by low

hills, either some slight preexistingelevation of underlying older rocks,

or inequalities in the lava itself, but contains no high mountains. A
general depression, or area without high mountains, extends westward

beyond the valley of the Snake, and on the same general line, to 121°
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of west longitude, or 10° west of the Yellowstone Park. This area is

occupied by recent deposits of Pliocene or Pleistocene age and large

sheets of recent eruptive rocks. The present bed of the Snake river

leaves this depression at the eastern boundary of Oregon and flows

northward 200 miles (322 km.), cutting a deep gorge in the mountains
which lie across its path. There is some reason for assuming that this

sudden change of direction is of geologically recent date and that an
earlier valley existed further westward. The solution of this question
as to earlier draining and as to the age of the recent deposits in this

valley, is of ethnological 17 as well as geological interest.

It will be seen later that the interior basin now occupied by Great
Salt lake was once tilled by a much larger lake called Lake Bonneville.

At one period in its history Lake Bonneville overflowed and its super
lluous water drained out through the Snake River valley. Whether
the lavas, which now form the surface of the Snake Plains, were
poured out before or after the dessication of this lake has not yet been
detinitelv ascertained.

By

ITINKKARV.

S. F. Emmons .«

Distance. Elevation.

Station.

Miles.
Kilo-

metres.
Feet. Mil res.

25

.08

28

„

u
1GG

IL'

4,406

4,841

1 . .'J60

1,828

1,211

Those who take this excursion leave the Utah Northern train at
Pocatello and take the regular train on the Oregon Short Line to
Shoshone station, from which they reach the falls by stage.

At American falls the Snake river is reached. The falls can be
seen on the left or below the bridge. A short distance above the
bridge, wide, alluvial bottoms border the Snake River, which support
a luxuriant growth of grass and large cottonwood trees, where cattle,
which pasture on the hills further east, are taken during the winter.
From American falls downward, the river runs in an ever-deepen-

ing gorge in the basalt, whose walls at the bridge are about 70 feet
(21m.) high, and at Shoshone falls, about 150 miles (241 km.) lower
down the river, are 100 feet (122 m.) and 020 feet (11)0 m.) above and
below the falls, respectively. After crossing the river, the railroad
keeps a westerly course, slowly diverging from the course of the stream

From notes furnished by .1. I', [ddinga and J. S. Diller,
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which flows somewhal to the south of west The. country now

assumes the desert aspect characteristic of the lava plains, treeless and

waterless, the rocks bare or covered in the hollows with the common

fleserl shrub, the sage-brush (Artemisia). No rivers flow into the Snake

rivet from the north, although many bold mountain streams have

flowed out upon the borders of the lava plains from the mountains

which form its northern boundary. These are known as Lost rivers;

and. while much of their water lias undoubtedly been dissipated by

evaporation, no inconsiderable portion must have found its way down-

wards through the cracks and rifts in the lava to the rocky bed over

Which it was originally spread out. This water, gathered into subter-

ranean streams of considerable volume, pours out along the walls of

the Snake river canyon to the southwest, below Shoshone falls, where

the corrasion of the stream has cut down below the base of the basalt

into the underlying andesite or dacite.

From Shoshone station the stage route leads south over the same

monotonous barren plain, which has a scarcely perceptible inclination

toward the river. Long before the canyon in which it runs can be dis-

tinguished in the level monotony of the plain, the presence of the

stream is indicated by the thundering roar of waters as they fall.

Suddenly one comes upon the brink of the gorge. A steep descent of

400 feet (122 m.) leads down to the banks of the river above the Sho-

shone falls.
4 ' The travelers are ferried across the river to a com-

fortable little hotel near the brink of the falls, having a view down the

canyon below, which is 020 feet (190 m.) deep. These falls are more

broken and varied than Niagara; their height is greater, being 212 feet

(66 m.) instead of 166 feet (48 m.),but the volume of water is less,

though still very great, especially in the early summer, and the country

around has the desolate grandeur of the desert instead of the brilliant

verdure of the thickly-populated region in the vicinity of Niagara.

The canyon presents a striking contrast to that of the Yellowstone

river both in coloring and form. The Yellowstone canyon is brilliant

and light-colored, with innumerable vertical pinnacles and spires; the

Snake Piver canyon is somber and black, with predominantly horizon-

tal lines marking the successive sheets of basalt, which are, however,

vertically columnar. The first is cut in a rhyolite plateau, the second

in a basalt plain.

The basalt consists of three sheets, which form the upper 250 feet of

the canyon. The lower 260 feet, just below the falls, is massive ande-

site of an abnormal type, approaching dacite in chemical composition.

Its upper portion near the ferry is glassy and resembles certain modi-

fications of the rhyolite of the Yellowstone National Park. Where

the plateau of the Yellowstone Park descends into the plain of the val-

ley of the Palls river, a tributary of the Snake, the same geological
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structure exists. An acid lava (rhyolite) forms the bed of the stream

and is overlain by a sheet of basalt.

A short distance above Shoshone falls are the Upper or Twin falls,

about 180 feet high, which drop from a cliff formed by the two lower

sheets of basalt. Red tuff and volcanic agglomerates are found in

places between the successive sheets of lava.

A hundred miles or more further down the stream the basalts have

been observed to rest directly on sedimentary beds of recent age

probably deposited in some inclosed fresh- water lake. Other cascades

and falls are known to exist along the course of the Snake River, but

its canyon has never, so far as known, been followed continuously, and

their number and its extent is unknown. The stream is unusually

rapid for its size, in Spite of these many leaps in its course, and i.s eut-

ting down its bed very fast, though yet far from reaching a baselcvl

Of erosion. From longitude 112° W. to longitude 117° W. its total

descent has been about 2,500 leet (762 m.).

GllEAT SALT LAKE AND LAKE BONNEVILLE. 4950

By <L K. GlLBBRT.

A large district of interior drainage, lying to the west of the Wasatch
mountains and the Plateau region, is known as the Great basin.

It includes nearly the whole of the state of Nevada, the western half of

Utah, and smaller portions of Idaho, Oregon, ami California It is

naturally subdivided into a number of smaller basins, from each of

which the entire product of precipitation is evaporated, so that there

is no discharge to the ocean. In most of the basins there are no per-

manent lakes, but temporary lakes are produced by the waters of each

great storm. In a few basins there are permanent lakes with saline

waters. The largest of these is Groat Salt lake, which receives the

waters of the Bear, Weber, and Jordan rivers, ami has an area of about

1,800 square miles (4,500 sq. km). The extent and depth of the lake

are determined by the balance between inflow and evaporation. In

years of great rainfall the surface of the lake rises, and in dry years the

waters recede. During the past thirty-five years the water height has
several times oscillated through a, range of 11 feet (3*3 m.), and it is now
(1891) near its lowest observed stage. The salinity undergoes corres-

ponding changes, being greatest when the lake is low. The solid eon

tents now amount to about 20 per cent, of which four-fifths is sodium
chloride. Sodium sulphate is naturally precipitated by the cold of each

winter, and afterwards redissolved. The lake is very shallow, having a
mean depth of 13 feet (1 m.) and a maximum depth of less than 10 feet

(12 m.). It is inhabited by a brine shrimp and the larva of a fly.
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In Pleistocene time the lakes of the Great basin were larger, and

many perennial lakes were formed in valleys whose floors are now

saline and desert. Greal Salt lake was expanded so as to coalesce

With the lakes of contiguous basins, producing a body of water 10,750

square miles (51,000 sq. km.) in extent, which has been named Lake

Bonneville This lake was twice formed and twice dried away, each

time depositing over the plain a sheet of calcareous elay with fresh-

water fossils. The two sheets of elay are separated by an unconfor-

mity, the first having been eroded before the second was laid down.

In some places, moreover, a wedge of alluvial gravel intervenes be-

tween the two clays, showing that the lacustrine epochs were separa-

ted by an arid interval, during which alluvial deposition took place, as

at the present lame.

The highest water stage was attained during the second lacustrine

epoch, and is recorded in a conspicuous series of sea cliffs, terraces.

and beaches known as the Bonneville shore line. This shore line has

a general altitude of 1,000 feet (-S00 m.) above Great Salt lake, or

5,200 feet (1,580 m.) above the ocean, but its height varies from place

to place, ranging in the vicinity of Great Salt lake from 960 feet

(290 im) to 1,060 feet (320 m.) above the modern water surface. As

all parts of the shore line-were produced at the same time, their pres-

ent differences in altitude indicate a warping of the earth's crust since

the period of their formation.

At this stage the lake overflowed the northern rim of its basin, and

the channel of onttlow was eroded to a depth of nearly 400 feet (120

m.), when the cutting was arrested by a ledge of limestone and the

water was held for a long period at one level, giving the waves time to

sculpture a second series of terraces, etc.. constituting the PrOVO shore

line. At many heights between the Bonneville shore line and the Great

Salt Lake shore line, the waves of the oscillating water have left their

traces, so that the number of fossil shore lines is very great: but the

Provo shore line is distinguished from all of these by the magnitude

of its features. Its terraces are broader, its cliffs are higher, its spits

are greater, and with it are associated great delta terraces built by

tributary creeks and rivers during the Provo epoch.

During the Ion-- period for which the lake maintained an outlet its

water must have been completely freshened, so that the salt contained

in the modern lake has all been accumulated in recent times. A com-

parison of the high salinity of the modern lake With the approximate

purity of its tributaries enables one to realize the antiquity of the

PrOVO epoch, and yet in this arid climate the vestiges of wave action

have been preserved almost unscathed.
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FAULT SOARPS. 48

Bj G. K. QlLBBRT.

Tlie mountains of the Great basin arc. in large part, carved from

orogenic blocks uplifted along fault planes. The displacements, which
were probably initiated in Mesozoic time, wore continued during vari-

ous Oenozoic epochs, and arc now in progress. The steeper laces of

most of the mountain ranges are rugged escarpments primarily due
to faulting, and at their liases are frequently to be found Smaller

escarpments of so recent date that the traces of subsequent erosion are

scarcely perceptible. In 1872 the production of such a fault Scarp
along the base ofthe Sierra Nevada was accompanied by an earthquake.
In connection with the earthquake in Sonora, Mexico, in 1885, other
scarps were produced. In the Salt Lake basin there is no historical

record of their formation, but many of them intersect the beaches and
deltas of the Bonneville Shores, and some are so fresh that vegetation

docs not yet clothe them, and it is hard to believe their ant iquity is

measured by centuries rather than decades. They have been found
along the bases of a dozen ranges of the Salt Lake basin, but they are

most persistent and have greatest magnitude at the western base of
the main ridge of the Wasatch chain, where they have been traced
almost continuously for a hundred miles.

As a great orogenic block, separated from another by a fault plane,

rises, the debris resulting from its sculpture is thrown upon the block

beyond the fault, and rests as an alluvial bank against t lie cliff produced
by the faulting. When subsequent movements occur on the same fault

plane they are superficially manifested either in the alluvium, or at its

plane of junction with the rock. The forms of the alluvium, being
determined by the laws of fluvial deposition, are regular, and the cliffs

produced by the faulting are thus rendered conspicuous and unmistak-
able. Sometimes a single scarp is seen to cross an alluvial slope, rising
and falling as the slope rises and falls; sometimes two or more scarps
are seen to run parallel to each other, and in such ease the intervening
surfaces of alluvium hav. '>e\ attitudes. their tendency being to incline

toward the mountain face; sometimes a wedge of alluvium has fallen

into the fissure due to faulting, so as to produce a trench on the alluvial

surface.

All these special phenomena are illustrated in the localities to be
visited by the Excursion party, and the fault scarps of the Wasatch
can also he observed, at a distance, from the windows of the train.
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OUTLET OF LAKE BONNEVILLE AT RED ROCK PASS.



POCATELLO, IDAHO, TO SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

ITINERARY.

Bv a. K. Gilbert.

Station.

Pooatello

Portneuf 6

McCainmoii 23

Thatcher 34

Oxford 53

Battle Creek 04

Cache .1 unction 86

Cullinston 92

Dis-
tance.

10

37

66

85

102

137

148

Elevation.

Station.

4,400

4,495

4,753

4,818

4, 771

4,490

4,689

1,360

1,370

1,449

1,408

1, 455

1.30S

1,429

Dis-
tance.

Dewey 97

Brlgham 113

I'tal. Hot Springs.... 126

Ogdcn * 134

Kaysvillc 161

Lake Bbore L58

Salt Lake Citv i 170

166

182

202

216

248

254

•.'71

Elevation.

4,818

4, 313

4, 275

4,301

1,316

1,315

1,303

1,811

4,298
;

1,310

4,228 1,289

• Population, 14.899. I Population, 44,848.

From Pocatello the railroad Line runs a few miles eastward up the

narrow defile of the lower Portneuf valley, then bends southward, fol-

lowing for 35 miles (56 km.) the broad Pleistocene valley of Marsh

creek. In the middle of these valleys, and sometimes filling their bot-

toms so as to block up the mouths of the tributary ravines, are recent

Hows of basaltic lava.

.Marsh valley lies between parallel mountain ranges trending with the

meridian and consisting, so far as known, of Paleozoic rocks. They

may be considered as northern members of the Wasatch chain. They

belong to an ancient topography whose drainage system has been con-

siderably modified in geologically recent time. The Portneuf river

breaks into the valley from the east at 'ft point about midway, follows

it to its northern end, and escapee by the defile just mentioned. Late

in Tertiary or early in Pleistocene time a How of basaltic lava followed

the course of the river into the valley. Subsequent erosion, chiefly by

the outlet of Lake Bonneville, lowered the drainage system of the val-

ley so that the basaltic coulee stands at the top of a steep sided mesa.

The Bonneville channel follows the western margin of this mesa, and

the Portneuf river follows the eastern, breaking across it at the north-

ern end of the vallev. The train follows the river for several miles, then

377
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rises to the eastern alluvial slope of the valley, and Anally descends to

the Bonneville channel at a poinl beyond the lava tables.

Where the Portneuf skirts the lava bed its channel is obstructed by

a series of low dams of travertine, which seems to be rapidly deposited

by the water of the river.

At its southern end Marsh valley joins the northern end of Cache

valley, being separated by a low divide known as Red Rock pass.

Through this pass Lake Bonneville discharged its surplus water, and

it is here that the train passes from the basin of the Columbia river to

the basin of Great Salt lake. A halt will be made for the purpose of

examining the channel of outflow (Plate v).

At this point a low ridge of Carboniferous limestone lies athwart the

valley trough, its crest projecting above the alluvium in two buttes,

whose iron-stained dill's give name to tine pass. Near them are Plio-

cene lakeheds, upturned at a high angle, but these arc seen only where

the alluvium has been washed away. The alluvium derived from the

mountain ranges rests in great conical heaps against them, the cones

joining along the middle of the valley. At the pass is an except ionally

large alluvial cone, built by Marsh creek, which issues from a canyon

at the east (left). Before Lake Bonneville existed this formed the

summit of the pass, and when the lake broke over its edge the alluvium

was washed away with speed, letting the imprisoned waters escape to

Marsh valley in a debacle of tremendous power. Marsh creek then

cut a channel through the cone it had previously built, and in tliis

channel it still Hows. It has built a small cone in the abandoned river

channel, which it is feebly laboring to (ill. A little farther south other

creeks have built alluvial cones in the Bonneville channel, partitioning

it into little basins occupied by swamps and ponds. In time of Hood

Marsh creek turns northward and follows the old channel to the Port

neuf, hut it ordinarily sinks in its own alluvium near the pass.

The Mormon town of Oxford lies just beyond Bed Pock pass in the

northern end of Cache valley. Cache valley also lies between mountain

ranges of the Wasatch system, trending north and south. It is ha
versed by the Bear river, the largest tributary of Great Salt, lake,

which enters the valley through a canyon at the northeast and, after

traversing half its length, escapes to the west through a narrow gorge

in Paleozoic limestone known as "The Gates." It is joined by many
smaller streams issuing from the eastern range. The mountains on

either side are constituted chiefly of Paleozoic strata, but fresh-water

beds referred to the Pliocene (Humboldt beds) vest against their

flanks at several points and have shared in the later displacements.

Bonneville shore lines encircle the valley, and marl deposits of the

same date occupy its lower levels. Associated With these are great

delta deposits accumulated chiefly at the date of the Provo shore line.
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The largest ancient delta is that of the Bear river, bnt those formed

by some of the smaller streams are more symmetrical. That built by

Logan river has the form of a semicircular terrace projecting into the

valley its upper surface constituting an obtuse cone whose apex is at

the mouth of the mountain gorge whence issues the river. By subse-

quent action the river has divided the terrace into two parts, and there

are other delta terraces at lower levels. Upon these terraces stands

the city of Logan on the east side of the valley Near the base of the

mountain the Logan delta is traversed by a fault scarp, feet (2 m.)

high Cache valley lies chiefly in Utah and contains a large number

of thriving settlements founded by the Mormons. Their chief Indus! ry

i^ agriculture, and this is carried on by the aid of artificial irrigation,

the waters of the streams being diverted from their channels and carried

by ditches to the farming land. The principal town, Logan, has a pop

ulation of 4,665.

Northward from Red Rock pass the railroad traverses tor several

miles a plain little below the level of the pass ami then descends to the

jnunediat e valley of Bear river, which is followed to the " Gates*' and be-

yond (Plate VI). The passage opened by the river through the western

mountain ridge exhibits a nucleus of Paleozoic limestone, against which

on each side rest Humboldt beds. These last are upturned to 46° at

the east and to 15° at the west, and air in turn overlain by marls, sands

and tufas of Bonneville date. The erosion of the river gorge was pre-

Boiraeville, and its sides are sheeted by calcareous tufa to a depth of

several feet. In sections opened by the railway the tufa is seen to have

been deposited in two or more sheets separated by bodies of talus

believed to represent one or more inter-lacustrine epochs, llerea great

engineering work is in progress. By a dam near the head of the gorge

the water of the river is diverted into two canals, which have been car-

ried, partly through tunnels, along the walls of the gorge ami then led

out along the upper benches of the plain to the west. By their aid a

large tract of desert land will be reclaimed to agriculture.

After passing through "The Gates" the road runs southward,

between the steeper mountain slope on the left and the valley of Rear

river on the right. A tine view is obtained, across the valley, of the

Promontory range, which forms its western boundary. -N> miles (65

km.) away." This range is so called because it extends into Great Salt

lake, dividing its northern portion into two great bays.

The road passes the Mormon towns of Willard, Box Elder, and Brig-

ham, resting on the gentler slopes of the valley and surrounded by

fields Irrigated by waters from the mountain streams issuing from

ravines behind them. Beyond Brigham the road passes round a pro-

jecting point of the Wasatch mountains, opposite the north end of

Great Sail lake, to Utah (Bonneville) Hot springs, which issue from
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the great Wasatch fault. They have a maximum temperature of 1300

(58° 0.) and leave a ferruginous deposit.

At Ogden, an important Mormon town of .15,000 inhabitants, the road

crosses the Union Pacific railroad, the pioneer transcontinental line,

which reached here in I860, crossing the "Wasatch range through the

deep gorge of Weber river. In Bonneville time this river built an

immense delta of sand and gravel on the margin of the plain.

From Ogden the road makes a detour to the westward around this

delta and follows the lower level of the valley, near the lake, past the

Mormon towns of Kaysville, Farmington, and Centerville. Fault scarps

are continuously visible along the base of the mountains, being espe-

cially conspicuous near Farmington.

l''i(i. 17.—Shore lines and fault scarps near Farmington.

The load now passes around another low promontory of the Wasatch,
Opposite the southern end of the lake, to Salt Lake city, which lies to

the south of the promontory. Near Salt Lake city are both warm and
hot springs, also issuing from the great fault, with a maximum tem-

perature of 12:P V. (53° 0.).
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THE WASATCH MOUNTAINS.

i>v 8. P. Emmons.

The Wasatch Range, whose Imposing western front the party will

pass in review, is one of the most important single chains to the whole

Cordilleran system. Within its mass may be found representatives of

all the great geological formations recognized in the western United

States, and as a rule developed in greater thickness than the same hori-

zons show elsewhere in the system. Its topographical relations are also

somewhat interesting. All the waters drained from its slopes, whether

on the east or on the west, tiow finally into Great Salt Lake, which lies

at its western base, and these waters are practically the only feeders of

the lake. Thus the lake constitutes a great hydrometer, which meas-

ures the relation between the amount of water precipitated upon the

mountain range and that taken up by the dry desert winds which

sweep over its glassy surface. The general level of the lake surface is

about 4,200 feet, but the actual rocky bottom of the great valley in

Which it lies must be far deeper, for borings through the lake deposits,

which fill up the inequalities of its surface, have gone down 1,500 feet

in places without reaching the underlying rocks. The western or higher

crest of the range rises abruptly from 5,000 to nearly 8,000 feet (2130 m.)

above the present surface of the valley plains.

Its present form, geologically considered, may be said to represent

only the eastern portion of the original range, the western half having

been sheared off and sunk below the valley level by a great fault, which

followed closely the line of its present western base.

The internal geological structure of the Wasatch range is most compli-

cated, and the various dynamical movements by which it was produced,

if thoroughly and accurately worked out, would present an epitome of

the geological history of the greater part of the Cordilleran system.

The range was first systematically studied in 1809 by the geologists

of the exploration of the Fortieth parallel, and the preliminary deter-

mination of horizons thus made served as a basis for later determina-

tions throughout the whole breadth of the Cordilleran system. The

following table shows the general geological column of the Cordil-

leran system as a whole, as represented here.
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Croup.

Cenozoic

Mesozoic

System.

Pleistocene ..'.

Pliocene 5

Miocene 5

Eocene

( hretaceous.

.1 arassic

Triassio

Paleozoic.

Carboniferous

Devonian

Series. Where found.

Bonneville Lake beds Qreal basin.

Wyoming conglomerate Uinta mountains.

Humboldt Cache valley.

Traokee In Nevada-

White River K;ist of Rooky mountains.

Bridgor Wasatoh and eastn ard.

t; reen River Wanton and eastward.

Wasatch (Vermillion Creek) . Waaatob. and eastward.

Laramie Waaatob and *-;i si ward.

Montana (FOX Hills) Wasatch and i ast ward.

Colorado Wasatch and cast ward.

Dakota : Waaatob and eastward.

; Waaatob (tod eastward.

Red beds Waaatob and eastward.

l'cnno ( iarboniferous

Upper Carboniferous

Weber (grits and quartettes)

.

Lower Carboniferous

Sub-Carboniferous

Nevada (limestone)

I
J

Ogilen (quartzite)

Silurian ' Utel*oe;onil> (limestone)

( 'amlirian .

,. ,. , .i Huroiiian (Algonkiun).
Pre-Paleoxoio !

I Archean

Middle Cambrian.

Low it ( 'amhrian .

Wasatch

Wasatch

Wasatch

Waaatob

Wasatch

Waaatob

Wasatch

Waaatob

Wasatch

Waaatob

and e.ist ward.

east and west,

east and west,

east and west,

cast and west.

and westward.

and west w ard.

east and west.

and west w ard.

and w est w ard.

Wasatch east and west.

Wasatch east and w est

.

While in the more recent phase of its geological history the range is

a great faulted block, the internal structure of that block proves the
existence of a succession of more ancient mountain ranges of compli-

cated structure produced by a succession of orographic movements at

different periods in the earth's history, of which only the most brief

and scanty outline can here be given.

The following great transgressions or unconformities have been
observed, which mark critical epochs in its geological history

:

First. At the close of the Archean.

Second. During Algonkiau or Pro-Cambrian times.

Third. At the close of the Paleozoic.

Fourth. Toward the end of the Jurassic.

Fifth. At the close of the Mesozoic.

Sixth. The final uplift in Tertiary times, which is continuing to the
present day.

Of these movements the First, Third, and Fifth were the most wide-
spread, and have left, the most definite evidence of their existence, not
only here, but in other parts of the Oordilleran system.
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The post-Archean transgression is here, as elsewhere, most distinct

and easily recognizable, and the positions winch the succeeding sedi-

mentary beds bear to the niassives of ancient crystalline rocks, show

that they must have been deposited on the flanks of lofty and precipi-

tous mountain masses. Of the rocks which were first deposited against

these shores the ontcrops are very limited and have been but slightly

studied. The great thickness of Paleozoic beds, which form the prin-

cipal mass or main crest of the range, rest upon the projecting nias-

sives of Archean rocks; not in regular folds with parallel axes, as in the

Appalachian system, but wrapping around (hem, with curving strike

and ever-changing dip. in anticlines and synclines with axes of varying

trends, which, on the eastern thinks of the range, are still partly buried

beneath the beds of the Tertiary transgression.

The movement at the close of the Paleozoic is proved by no discern-

ible angular discrepancy in the position of beds deposited before and
alter it, but by the change in the character of sedimentation and by
the striking fact that the crest of the range marks the western limit of

deposition of Mesozoic beds in this latitude. From the meridian of

this range (112° W. long.) to long 117° 30' W. (from Greenwich), no

trace of .Mesozoic beds has been found, and those that exist west of

the latter are of entirely different character, both lithological and pal-

eontological, from those found east of the Wasatch range.

The transgression about the close of the Jurassic is shown by a dis-

crepancy of strike rather than of dip, and even this, in the Wasatch
mountains, is not very marked but is well developed further east, espe-

cially in the Rocky mountains of Colorado. M A considerable thick-

ness of bower Cretaceous beds is found to the north, in British Colum-
bia (Kootanie beds), and in Texas, east of the mountains and south of

the Great Plains (Comanche beds), which are wanting in the Wasatch
and in Colorado.

The transgression at the close of the Laramie (coal-bearing) Creta-

ceous is the most distinctly marked and most readily observed, next to

that at the close of the Archean. It is generally (though not always)

shown by a marked unconformity of angle between the Laramie and
succeeding deposits. The earlier deposits with unimportant exceptions

are marine, the Laramie brackish water, and all succeeding deposits in

the interior of the Cordilleran system of fresh water origin.

In the Wasatch region the succeeding Eocene Tertiary conglomerates

overlap the eroded edges of all the earlier series, and even rest upon
denuded Archean high up on the western slopes of the range. They
generally constitute the greater portion of the high table lands or mesas

which form the eastern and southern continuation of the Wasatch
uplift.

The Tertiary transgression, or transgressions (for there have been
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several), are less readily defined and are apparently rather local in their

nature. In places, especially on the immediate Hanks of the mountain

massives, the elsewhere horizontal Tertiary beds are (bund to he

upturned ar considerable angles, in the great Tertiary basin ofGreen

river, east of the Wasatch and north ot the Uinta mountains, there is

evidence of dynamic movement, and Ot a limited amount of erosion, at

the close of each of the three Focene epochs there represented.

The principal plication of the Wasatch range mast have taken place

at the close of the Cretaceous, and at this time also was Conned the

great east and west anticline' of the linta Mountains, which stretches

160 miles eastward from the eastern Hank of the Wasatch, opposite the

great granite mass of Little Cottonwood canyon. That the movement

of uplift of this range has been, in a measure, continued in Tertiary

times, is proved by the fact that the Tertiary beds resting upon its

thinks are also bent upwards; bat the angle at which they are upturned,

even in the lowest and most disturbed of these Eocene series, is much
lower than that of the Cretaceous beds, while those of the two upper
series often pass in a nearly horizontal position completely over the

eroded edges Of the upturned Oretaceous strata.

Erosion, since the deposition of the Eocene Tertiary beds, has carved
out many interior valleys to the east of, and generally parallel with, the

main crest of the Wasatch range, and this erosion has exposed por-

tions of the underlying upturned beds. Over the greater part of the

plateau region immediately west of the crest, however, the Tertiary

covering still remains and masks their structure.

The broad general features Of structure of the older part of the

range, as far as it has been made out, are as follows:

At the north is a great syneline trending to the west of north, in

whose eroded axis lies the great depression ofCache valley. The west-

ern Hank ofthis syneline forms the front of the range from "The dates"

south to Brigham city. Prom here south to beyond Farmington
stretches the Farmington Archean body, one covered by an arch of

sedimentary beds. The western portion has been cut Off by the great

Wasatch fault, and the remainder in great measure denuded of its cov-

ering of sedimentary beds. Southeast of Salt Lake city is the great

granite body of Little Cottonwood canyon, assumed tobe ofpost-Archean
age, though the crystalline rocks through which it was intruded are now
considered Algonkian. The position of the overlying sedimentary beds,

and the fact that their lowest members contain fragments of granite in

the immediate vicinity of that body, prove that it is certainly pre-

Oambrian. Included between the Farmington and the Cottonwood
masses is a syneline of beds ranging from Cambrian to Cretaeeous,

whose axis runs nearly east and west. These upturnedbeds wrap round
either of the older masses on the east; that is, the strikes of beds form-
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in"- either member of the synclinal fold diverge Can-like to the eastward

and curve respectively to the north and south around either body.

The western extension of the syncline, were it not for the fault, would

pass above Salt Lake city. It probably lies at some depth beneath it.

South of Lone Peak the granite sinks beneath the surface, and the

range opposite the valley of Utah Lake is formed of a tlat arch of*

Paleozoic beds, half of which has been cut oil' by the fault and depressed

beneath the valley level.

The accompanying map (Fig. 18) is a reduced copy of the geological

map of the range in the atlas of the Fortieth-parallel reports, of which

Dana M says: " It is the grandest exhibition of facts pertaining to an

individual case of mountain building in geological literature.''*

GEOLOGICAL PANORAMA OF THE WASATCH RANGE

as sken J kom THB i:aiu:oai>.

By S. V. Emmons.

From the northern point of the range to Brigham its east front shows

a series of northwesterly dipping beds, ranging from Lower Carbon-

iferous limestones, through Devonian and Silurian, to Cambrian at

Brigham.

From a distance one can distinguish the different series of beds by

their colors, the limestones being very dark, the quartzites light in

color. Thus in this part of the range the white Cambrian quartzites

at the base of the sedimentary series are sharply contrasted with the

dark band of Silurian limestone, and this again from the overlying

light Ogdeu quartzite at the base of the Devonian.

The depression in the range south of Brigham marks a line of strike-

fault, running southeast with downthrow to the southwest, by which

the Cambrian and Silurian beds are repeated on the mountain-mass

projecting westward from the main line of the range, round which the

railroad bends in going to Hot Springs.

At Hot Springs the waters issue from outcrops of Cambrian quartzite,

forming part of a mass of quartzite and limestone, broken down by the

great Wasatch fault from the beds which now cap the high peak to the

cast. On this peak the white line of Cambrian beds, with a thin cap of

' The small scale of this map necessitates the omission of many topographical and

some geological details. It serves, however, to illustrate the genera] outlines of

structure as above described, and shows the western end of the broad anticlinal

arch of the linta mountains.

On the western base of the range R. C. indicates the mouth of Big Cottonwood

canyon: 1.. e.. that of Little Cottonwood canyon. Figures denote elevation in feet

abOTC sea level.

461 0E 25
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daikcr limestone above, ean be readily distinguished at the very crest,

while the lower part of its steep western face is formed of darker struc-

tureless Archean rocks.

At a re-entering angle of the mountain front, just south of the Hot

Springs, known as Ogden's Hole, is a transverse fault at right angles

to the trend of the range, whose.movement has been a downthrow on

the south, by which movement the Cambrian and Silurian are brought

down to the foot of the steep western face of the mountains, while Lower

Carboniferous limestones form the crest of the ridge.

Directly east of Ogden city is Ogden canyon, a narrow gorge cutting

entirely across the range, and connecting with a small interior valley,

once a bay of Lake Bonneville, which affords an admirable exposure of

the whole series of rocks from the Archean up to and through the Lower

Carboniferous.

,7 ust south of Ogden canyon a smaller ravine marks the line of an-

other transverse fault, with upthrow to the south, by whose movement

the Archean rocks on the south are brought nearly to the crest of the

range, with a thin covering of Cambrian quartzite which disappears to

the south.

A few miles south of Ogden is the still deeper gorge cut by Weber

river which drains a large portion of the eastern slopes of the Wasatch.

The Rio Grande Western railroad passes round a delta of the Bonne-

ville Lake beds that in great measure hides this fine gorge. The gorge

affords an admirable section from Archean up to Cretaceous and un-

conformable Tertiary beds, which can be seen along the line of the

Union Pacific railway as it crosses the mountains.

Prom Weber canyon southward for nearly 20 miles (32 km.) the crest

and west front of the range is of Archean rocks; while coarse Tertiary

conglomerates rest high up on the eastern Hanks and conceal all the

lower beds. At the southern end of this Archean mass the older sedi-

mentary beds appear again, through denudation of the conglomerates,

striking nearly cast and west, and dipping southeast and south away

from the Archean. These upturned beds, broken through by erupt i\ e

locks and partly covered by Tertiary beds, jut out to the westward of

the main front of the range, forming a projecting promontory between

the Mormon town of Oenterville (east of Lake Shore station) and Salt

Lake city.

This promontory is formed of steeply upturned Paleozoic beds, partly

covered by a coarse conglomerate of supposed Tertiary age and an

eruptive body of trachyte or andesite. The Warm Springs at the

point of the promontory issue from the much broken Paleozoic lime-

stones. The canyon of City creek, directly north of Salt Lake city,

cuts through the conglomerate and eruptive body, and near its head,
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beyond the conglomerate, primordial trilobites have been found in the

shales at the base of the limestones.

To the north of ( lamp Douglas, the United States military post three

miles (4.8 km.) east of the city, are upper Carboniferous and Permian

beds, mostly limestones, carrying characteristic fossils. Bed Butte

canyon, northeast of ('amp Douglas, marks the dividing linebetween the

shaly limestones of the Permian and the pink red sandstones of the

Trias. The latter furnish much of the building stone for Salt Lake

city. Above these, dipping 40° to the southeast, are the drab lime-

Stones and argillaceous shales of the Jurassic. These beds strike

about N. 40° B., and thus cross the ravines whose direction is more

nearly east and west. Emigration canyon, directly back ofCamp Doug

las, lies nearly in the axis of the synclinal fold included between the

two great Archean masses to the north and south (3 and 4on the map).
doing south from Emigration canyon, along the foothills, one crosses

the ends of a series of beds dipping north and northwest, ranging in

geological horizon from the Jurassic down to the base of the Cam-

brian, a thickness in round numbers of 35,000 feet (10,750 in.).

Between Emigration and Parleys canyon a.secondary anticline brings

up the Permian beds from under the Trias. At Parleys canyon, up

which runs the narrow gauge railway to Park city, the Permian beds

are again exposed with the regular nort herly dip. They carry abundant

Permian forms, ArUulopcvivn. Jut microtis, Myalina, etc.

Mill Creek canyon, the next to the south, is in the Weber quartzites

of the Middle Carboniferous. South of this is a re-entering angle of

the foothills in which the outcrops are more covered by debris and

the succession less easy to trace. The high projecting spur beyond is

formed of the great mass of Cambrian :' :i quartzites and slates strik-

ing northwest and dipping 45° to the northeast.

An excellent section across these beds and up into the Carbonifer-

ous is obtained by following up the next canyon gorge, called Big Cot-

tonwood, as the beds curve in Strike more to the southward at the

upper part of the canyon, wrapping around the granite body of Little

Cottonwood canyon.

The section (Fig. 10), on a nearly east and west line through Twin

Peak, a little south of Pig Cottonwood canyon, shows the position these

beds occupy relatively to the granite. The lowest ( 'ambrian beds, near

the contact with the granite, contain fragments of the latter, showing

its eruption to have been at least Pre-Cambrian, and that all these

beds were deposited around it, and have been subsequently uplifted

into their present position.

The next canyon south, known as Little Cotton wood, is a deep glacier-

carved gorge cut almost its entire length in granite, but showing east-

erly dipping Paleozoic beds at its very head. The steep face of Twin
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Peak (11,560 feet or 3,:>:23 m.

elevation) forms its northern

wall, wliit-li is mostly granite,

butwith Cambrian qnartzites

forming the summit ridge as

shown in the section. The

foot hills between the mouths

bf Little andBig Cottonwood

canyons are formed of a series

of crystalline schists dipping

westward a way from the gran-

ite body, which are repre-

sented by the blank space at

left of section. At the con-

tact the granite sends veins

into these schists, and also

includes fragments of them

within its mass, which proves

its later age. This series of

beds was considered by the

geologists of the Fortieth par-

allel survey to probably rep-

resent the llnronian division

of the Archean; further

study may lead to their in-

clusion in the Algonkian.

South of this canyon the

second highest point of this

portion of the range, Lone

peak r>1 (11,2^5 feet (3415 m.)

elevation) is about the center

of the great granite mass

whose exposed area measures

s by 12 miles (13 by L9 km.).

An encircling series of lower

Paleozoic beds wraps around

its northern, eastern, and

southern sides, and a thin

shell of crystalline schists

rests upon its western Hanks

forming the extreme foothills

toward the Jordan Valley.

On the ridge forming the

southern wall of the entrance

to Little Cottonwood canyon
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is a fragment of qnartzites and limestones to the west of the outcrop of

crystalline schists, which represents »portion ofthe overlying Paleozoic

beds brought down by the great Wasatch fault . These lie somewhat

to the eastward of the line of faulting in the Pleistocene deposits of the

valley.

At the head of the two Cottonwood canyons is Claytons peak, a

boss of granite projecting through the Paleozoic beds, and to the east

of this, on the east slopes of the Wasatch range, are extensive areas of

eruptive rocks. It is in this portion of the range alone that important

mines have thus far been developed. The most prominent have been

the Lmina mine, in Paleozoic limestones at the head of Little Cotton-

wood canyon, and the Ontario mine, a strong fissure vein worked to

a depth of over 1,000 feet (305 m.) in Middle Carboniferous qnartzites,

with associated porphyries, which has produced over twenty millions

of silver and is still paying dividends.

From the southwestern extremity of the Lone peak granite mass a

low ridge of eruptive rocks, resting on altered sedimentaries of unknown
age, stretches across the valley from the Wasatch to the Oquirrh range.

This separates t lie valley of Salt Lake from that of the fresh water Utah
Lake. This lake is fed by four principal streams, which drain interior

valleys to the east of the main crest of the Wasatch, and cut deep trans-

verse gorges across it, which afford admirable sections of the range.

These are American Fork, Provo river, Hobble's creek, and Spanish
Fork. The former shows a broad anticlinal arch, and the great mass
of Timpanogos peak south of it, nearly 12,000 feet (.'>,<i<)7 m.) in height,

is formed of horizontal Paleozoic beds forming the crest of this arch.

The axis of this fold runs somewhat east of south and to the west of

the crest of this peak, following the line of a projecting shoulder; it is

somewhat broken, and in Provo canyon, next south, is only visible as a

fault line with the beds somewhat curved upward near to it.

South of Provo canyon a second line of folding and faulting, en echelon

and set off a little to tin 1 west of this, is developed back of the town of

Provo at thebaseof Provo peak. The section seen inBock canyon, back

of this town, shows lower Paleozoic beds sharply upturned in an S-fold,

which sometimes pass the vertical in dip, but a short distance east ward
shallow almost to the horizontal position. Qnartzites and schists

occur at the base of the series. While the lines of strike continue in a

direction east of south the range itself assumes topographically a
direction more and more to the west of south.

In Hobble's canyon, and in Spanish Fork canyon through which the

Rio Grande Western Railroad passes, only upper members of the Pale-

ozoic series are seen, dipping somewhat south of east at 25°. To the

south of this the range consists of mountain masses set off successively

more to the westward, which culminate in Mount Nebo, 12,000 feet
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(3 667 m.)>20 miles (32 km.) to the south and about 12 miles (19 km.) to

the west of the Timpanogos line of elevation. This peak is formed by a

sharp anticline of Paleozoic beds, the axis of which is near the summit.

The eastern member of the anticline stands almost perpendicularly and

soon disappears under unconformable Mesozoicand Tertiary beds, while

the western member dipping' 40° to 45° west forms a long and more

gentle slope. This is the geological termination of the Wasatch range,

as a complex mass of folded and faulted Paleozoic strata. Its topo-

graphical continuation to the south is found in a series of high table-

lands or mesas, formed of Mesozoic and Tertiary beds, known as the

High Plateaux. r' 4

GREAT SALT LAKE VALLEY.

By G. K. Gilbert.

Salt Lake city.—A body of Mormons, or members of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, founded this city in the midst of

a wilderness in 1848, more than twenty years before the construction of

the first railway. From that time it has received a eontinuous»growth

by Mormon immigration, and from it have been colonized nearly the

whole of Utah and portions of adjacent Territories. Agriculture and

grazing are the chief industries, and the development of mines has been

discouraged by the church. But mines were, nevertheless, developed,

and the mining industry drew into the Territory a considerable body

of Gentiles, by which title non-Mormons arc known. Municipal control

in Salt Lake city has recently passed for the first time from the hands

of the Mormons into the hands of the Gentiles.

The head of the Mormon church is called president, and the office is

now fdled by Wflford Woodruff. The members of a high council of

twelve are called apostles, and other officers are known as elders, hun-

dreds, and bishops. The bishops have important secular functions,

one being placed in charge of each settlement and of each ward of the

city. The church is sustained by tithes, a tax of 10 per cent on the

incomes of its members. Payment is made chiefly in produce, which is

gathered in tithing houses and placed on sale at fixed rates. The prin-

cipal meeting house of Salt Lake city is called the Tabernacle, and its

auditorium has a seating capacity of about 8,000. It is architecturally

unique, having the form of half an ^<i}X shell. A more imposing struc-

ture, known as the Temple, is used for secret ordinances of the church,

and visitors are not permitted to examine the interior. Other objects

of interest connected with the church are: the Lion house, where a

large part of the late Brigham Young'spolygamous family resided; the

Emma palace, built by him as a residence for his favorite wife, but
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never used for that purpose; and Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Insti-

tution, the headquarters of a commercial system organized and con-

ducted by the church.

Polygamy, which was formerly enjoined by the church upon its mem-
bers as a duty, has, after long and bitter conflict "with the United
States Government, been abandoned.

The system of irrigation can be conveniently examined in the sub-

urbs of the city.

Fault scarps near the Thermal springs.—Along the base of a great

range like the Wasatch a vast amount of alluvium is deposited. On
the steep slopes of the mountain gorges erosion is rapid, and the result-

ing detritus is rolled forward by the torrents and deposited on the plain

outside the line of mountain front. Between the canyon mouths the

waste from the mountain face produces talus, and this combines with

the alluvium in the formation of a sloping apron of debris. In the case

of the Wasatch range this tendency is part ially counteracted by progres-

sive movement along the great fault line which everywhere bounds the

range. From time to time the mountain block rises, and the adjacent

part of the valley block, with its load of detritus, sinks, and the height

of the alluvial slope is thus diminished.

Near the Warm springs there is a point where the vertical rock face

of the mountain is laid bare and the valley alluvium meets it as a hor-

izontal plain instead of a foot slope. A few feet up the rock cliff a line

of adhering cement marks former contact with the alluvium, the sepa-

ration being presumably due to a recent fault. Nearby, the alluvium
is locally disposed in a series of Steps marking details of displacement.

A little farther northward between the Warm springs and the Hot
springs, a symmetrical cone of alluvium is built upon the valley plain,

and recent faulting has dropped one portion of this cone below another
so that their relations can be clearly seen. The flood plain of the wet-

weather stream descending the alluvial cone shows a series of terraces

of different heights, illustrating the fact that the fault scarp was pro-

duced by a number of successive movements.

Garfield.—Garfield is a bathing resort on the shore of Great Salt lake,

and will be visited in order to give members of the party an opportu-
nity to bathe in the lake, and to examine the terraces and cliffs of

Lake Bonneville.

The brine of the lake lias a density at the present time of about
145, and its consequent buoyancy gives a new sensation to the bather.
He readily floats, with head, feet, and hands out of the water. In

swimming he is annoyed by the tendency of his feet to rise to the sur-

face, and if he brings them beneath him so as to assume an erect posi-

tion in the water, he finds not only his head but Ins shoulders above
the surface.
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TheOquirrh range is a mountain ridge rising several thousand feet

above the plain and composed of Paleozoic rocks. At the northern

end Hit's*' are of Carboniferous limestones and quartzites. Therange

,.iids abruptly at the southern margin of the lake and its strata dip

steeply toward the. water. At low stages of Lake Bonneville it pro-

jected as a bold promontory, and at, its northern face received the im-

pact of waves generated in a broad sheet of water 1 ,000 feet (300 m.)

in depth. As a result it is sculptured in the most elaborate and beau

tiful manner. Above the Bonneville level tower sea cliffs hundreds of

feel in height. At the Provo level terraces hundreds of feet in width

are carved from the limestone. At intermediate levels the face presents

a succession of minor cliffs and terraces, and at lower levels near the

shore of the modern lake are fossil beaches and spits of shingle. A
Climb of 600 feet (180 m.) to the Provo terrace will be repaid by a view

of the phenomena of fossil shores such as can have few equals. 4i '

Tooele rallci/.—T\\vn\y miles west of the Oquirrh range the plain is

interrupted by a similar ridge, the Aqui range, and this, too, ends

abruptly at the shore of the lake. The lowland between the two moun-

tain ridges is called Tooele valley at the north and Rush valley far-

ther south. The t wo valleys are separated by a small cross range except

at one point where a low pass connects them. Before the formation of

Lake Bonneville Push valley was drained northward to Tooele valley

and traces of the drainage channel are still to be seen at the pass, but

the waves and currents of Lake Bonneville transported an immense

quantity of detritus to the pass and built across it a spit so massive

that the waters of Push valley have never been able to reopen the way.

The Utah Western Railway will carry the party nearly to the northern

base of this spit 40 and an Opportunity will be afforded to walk or

drive to and along its crest.

Little Cottonwood canyon.—-The loftiest portion of the Wasatch range

is about 1*0 miles (32 km.) south of Salt Lake city, and includes peaks

rising 7.000 feet (2,100 m.) above the valley. Little Cottonwood is one

of a group of creeks which head in this lofty region, course through deep

gorges, and issue upon the plain below, Where they become tributary to

the Jordan river. In Pleistocene time the high mountain region gath-

ered snows to form a dozen glaciers, and one of these, following Little

Cottonwood canyon, protruded a short distance beyond its mouth,

depositing lateral and terminal moraines of Alpine type. The ice foot

was washed by the water of Pake Bonneville, and the terminal moraines

were partly buried by delta deposits. The southern lateral moraine

stands as a narrow embankment of typical form; the northern appears

to have been afterward overriden by t lie ice. so that its material is spread

into a low fiat hill. The walls of the canyon at its mouth are of dark

quartzite, but the moraines consist chietly of white granite derived from
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the upper portion of the canyon. Their boulders have furnished the

material for the Temple at Salt Lake City.

Just south of Little Cottonwood canyon a shallower valley called

Dry Cottonwood descends the mountain face, and this, too, carried a

Pleistocene glacier descending to the mountain base. The lateral mo-

raines in this case; coalesce with a massive terminal which the modern

creek has notched but not yet divided.

Across the two pairs of lateral moraines and across the Hood plains

of thecreeks rnns a line of faulting characterized by the settling of great

belts of earth. A portion of the north moraine of Little Cottonwood

creek has dropped between parallel fault planes as much as 60 feet

(15 m.), and this so recently that the escarpments are not yet covered

by vegetation (PI. VII). The longitudinal profiles of the other mo-

raines, originally simple curves, have been made serrate, and the inner

FlQ. 20. -Profile Of South Moraine at mouth of Little Cottonwood canyon.

laces of the moraines, originally smooth, have been furrowed and
ridged in sympathy with the serrations. One of the fault caused ter

races of the northern Hood plain has been utilized in the construction

of an ore-smelting establishment. It is an impressive fact that the

stream, a roaring torrent every spring, has not yet been able to recon-

struct its dislocated Hood plain.

We arc here brought face to face with a process of mountain-making
in actual progress. The Wasatch has grown perceptibly within a few

years, and the gathering orogenic strains may culminate any day in

another convulsive leap. It is a dictum of dynamic geology that great

mountains arc young mountains;
r
' :> and the greatest of the mountains

of the, Salt Lake basin has not yet ceased to grow.
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[By <;. K. Gilbert.]

Leaving Salt Lake city in the morning the party resumes its journey,

following the line of the Rio Grande Western Railroad through the

valley of the Jordan, Utah valley, the canyons of Spanish fork and

Soldiers fork, the valley of Price river, and the great nionoclinal val-

ley at the base of Book cliffs. For 75 miles southward (torn Salt Lake

City the bold facade of the Wasatch range faces westward.

Twenty miles west of it lie smaller ranges, the Oquirrh, the Cedar,

and the Tint ic, and at its foot lie Jordan and Utah valleys. The Jordan

valley is largely devoted to agriculture, but it contains also some of the

principal establishments for the smelting of the silver ores of Utah.

The Jordan and Utah valleys are separated from one another by

spurs of volcanic rock, stretching from the Wasatch and < >qnirrh ranges

until they nearly meet. The, narrow pass between their extremities is

occupied by the Jordan river, whose bank the railroad follows. In

395
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Bonneville times the eastern spur was exposed to an energetic attack

of waves from the north. A deep notch was cut in its side, producing

a cliff hundreds of feet in height, and the material excavated was piled

as a spit of shingle in thepass, partially closing it. As the train moves
up the Jordan valley the Shore terrace and the sea cliff can lie seen

from a distance, and, as it threads the pass, the gravels of the spit

appear near at hand. In the pass are the headworks lor the diversion

of the .Jordan water into canals Cor the irrigation of the valley.

The mountains towering above Utah valley are of wonderful bold-

ness and beauty, and their precipitous laces are such as result from no

orogenic process save that of faulting. Back of the visible mountain

crests are extensive uplands, serving as a gathering ground for the

streams which here and there break through the main ridge in defiles

and fertilize the valley. Theirwaters are finally gathered in Utah lake,

from which the Jordan river issues, flowing, likethat other Jordan after

which it is named, from a lake teeming with life to a sea of death.

The Bonneville and Provo shore lines are to be seen all about the

valley, and the Provo shore line is characterized by numerous delta

terraces. The delta of the Provo river has a radius of more than 4

miles (7 km.), and crowds the railroad close to the lake. Along the

mountain base and across the delta terraces run fault scarps, occa-

sionally giving one of the shore lines a sudden change of altitude.

The two sides of the valley are in striking contrast. The eastern,

receiving the drainage of tin 1 lofty Wasatch, enjoys the condition essen-

tial to fertility in an arid region, and is dotted with thriving villages:

Lehi, American Fork, Battle Creek, Provo, Springville, and Spanish Fork are

passed by the train. On the west, the low ridge called ( 'edar mountain
induces little precipitation and possesses no permanent stream. Kven
springs are lacking, and its slopes, clothed only by a scant growth of

low bushes, sustain no human home.

Due east of Provo the face of the Wasatch is unusually steep, rising

in a slope of nearly 35° to Provo peaks, and presenting a remarkable
section of Paleozoic rocks over 10,000 feet in thickness, from Cambrian
Up to Middle Carboniferous, resting on crystalline schists, of which a

small exposure is found at the very base of the slopes. These beds all

dip eastward, at first very steeply, but with decreasing angle to the

east.

Hobble creek, which waters the town of Springville, built a broad

delta at the level of the Provo shore line. The Spanish fork, as the

next stream is called, built a still broader delta at the same level,

and the two are continent. The Spanish fork built one also at the

Bonneville level with a radius of 1,000 feet (1.2 km.). This was widely

trenched during the building of the lower delta, so that the head of the

lower lies within a gorge excavated from the Upper. Both deltas are
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profoundly dislocated, the zone of faulting being a mile wide, but many

of the faults Ira verse the upper delta only, showing that the lake epoch,

like the recent epoch, witnessed mountain growth. The train, on its

wav from Springville to Spanish Fork canyon, climbs and crosses the

continent lower terrace and traverses the district of faults.

[By s. P. Emmons.
]

In Spanish Pork canyon the main Wasatch uplift is crossed in a

southeasterly direction at a point where it is much narrower than in

either of the transverse gorges further north. No systematic geologi-

cal examination of this portion of the range has yet been made, and

only the broader outlines of its structure can be given.

About 6,000 feet (1,829 m.) of Upper Paleozoic beds, mainly siliceous

members of the Upper Carboniferous, are first crossed, which dip 25°

to 30° to the southeast. These form the main front range through

which the Spanish Fork gorge is cut. Overlying these and generally

with somewhat steeper dip, are conglomerates, shales, and red sand-

stones, presumably of Triassic age. Two streams, running in monoclinal

valleys eroded out of these rocks, unite to form that of Spanish Fork.

Beyond the junction the road bends to the south up the valley of one

of the streams, known as Thistle Creek. On the east side of this valley

are fine cliff exposures of the characteristic red sandstones of the Trias,

overlain by massive yellowish white sandstones, remarkable for their

cross-bedding and the curious forms into which they weather in the

overhanging cliffs. The estimated thickness of these rocks above the

Carboniferous is 1,000 feet (1,219 m.).™ A branch line follows this

valley southward to the Mormon towns in the San Fete and Sevier

valleys.

The main line at Thistle bends eastward, across the strike of the beds,

up the valley of Soldiers' Pork. A short distance beyond this station

are seen the drab shales and thin-bedded limestones of the Jurassic,

resting in apparent conformity on the cross bedded sandstones, in

which, along the railroad cut, may be found Pectens and Pentacrinus

Asteriscus. Ascending the valley of Soldiers' Fork the upturned edges

of the Jurassic strata are covered by nearly horizontal beds of reddish

Conglomerates and coarse sandstones which, in geological position,

composition and manner of weathering, resemble those of the Wasatch

Eocene, as exposed in Echo canyon along the line of the Union Pacific

Railroad. After ascending for some miles past the castellated cliffs

formed by those conglomerates, an overlying series of light-colored cal-

careous marls and shales is reached, which are less massive, and proba-

bly represent the Creen Fiver Eocene of theWyoming Basin, since they

are said to rest unconformably on the conglomerates and to overlap on

to the upturned Jurassic and Triassic strata nearer the mountains.
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The road ascends rapidly through these Tertiary beds, the gradient,

in the last 7 miles (11 km.) before reaching Soldiers Summit, being

3| per cent, or 200 feet (01 in.) to the mile (1.01 km.).

Soldiers Summit is at the erest of the Tertiary watershed, which lies

from 20 to 40 miles (32 to (it km.) to the east of the erest of the Wasatch

range. The road now descends the valley of Price river nearly to the

Colorado river, through a region of almost horizontal Mesozoic and

Tertiary beds which are uninfluenced by the Wasatch upheaval. This

region is not only of modern geological formation, in that it is traversed

by no known lines of long continued dynamic movement, and hence

owes its topographical form entirely to erosion, but its erosion is of the

type peculiar to an arid or practically rainless region whose streams

are fed only by the precipitation on high areas outside of the region.

This erosion is produced primarily by the streams in their narrow beds,

whose winding course was first determined on a comparatively level

surface of unconsolidated and easily abraded beds. The first charac-

teristic of such a drainage system, as distinguished from one that is

built up on the drainage systems of earlier geological periods, is its

comparative independence of the obstacles opposed to its course by

the relative hardness, or the position of older strata, which it has

reached after cutting its bed down through the uniform and softer

overlying strata. This produces the effect designated "inconsequent

drainage."

From Pleasant Valley a branch runs southward up the main fork of

Price river to the coal mines in the Laramie Cretaceous at Scofield. In

the reddish beds about a mile (1.01 km.) north of Pleasant Valley st a

tion are found veins of ozocerite or mineral wax. This and allied

hydrocarbons are found abundantly in the beds of the Green River

Korene at various points in the basin region between the Wasatch and

the Rocky mountains. A gray limestone near the station contains

fresh water mollusks, which may prove to belong to this period.

The road descends rapidly in geological horizon, as well as topo-

graphically, and in a few miles enters the massive gray sandstones of

the Laramie Cretaceous, in which Price river has cut a narrow, wind-

ing, and ever-deepening gorge, whose walls show a great variety of cas-

tellated forms due to erosion. The finest of these is just above Castle-

gate, where a narrow column of sandstone, over 500 feet (152 m.) high,

stands at the end of a sharp, narrow ridge like the watch-tower of a

castle.

At Castlegate is a coal mine with coke ovens, which obtains coal from

a seam near the base of these massive sandstones.

As the road descends below the coal horizon of the Laramie, through

the more thinly bedded sandstones of the Fox Hills formation which

contain an ever-increasing proportion of clay shales, into the readily
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eroded clay beds below, the sandstones are left behind forming in

curving lines of precipitous cliffs on either side.

At Price the road emerges into the great open nionoclinal valley

in the clays of the Middle Cretaceous, which extends eastward

to and beyond Grand Junction, a distance of nearly 200 miles (322 km.).

The Laramie sandstones, dipping gently 7° to 10° north, retreat to the

northward, and gradually merge into the great mural escarpment of

the Roan or Book cliffs, which, with an average height of over 2,000

feet (010 in.), stretch entirely across the Colorado basin, in a curve con-

vex to the south, connecting the plateau system on the east Hank of

the Wasatch uplift with that on the west of the Rocky ."Mountain sys-

tem of Colorado. Through this whole distance the Laramie Cretaceous

forms a continuous outcrop. Above it, sometimes forming second lines

of cliffs at a little distance back, and sometimes capping the main

escarpment, rest successively the coarse reddish or roan-colored sand-

stones of the Wasatch Eocene, and the drab calcareous shales of the

Green Biver Eocene. The latter are characterized by the thinness of

their strata and the great definition of their bedding lines, so that their

cliffs resemble the leaves of a book, whence the name "Book Cliffs."'

Throughout the interior of the basin these Eocene beds rest in parallel

transgression upon the Laramie Cretaceous, but along its periphery,

especially on the flanks of the Uinta mountains, which form its north-

ern border, they overlap its upturned edges, high up on the Hanks of

the range, to a contact with Jurassic, Triassic, and even Carboniferous

rocks.

The erosion which has formed these cliffs is peculiar to a practically

rainless region surrounded, as is the Colorado basin, by high moun-

tain masses. It is produced by the undermining of rock faces in the

softer strata beneath by sudden floods, resulting from violent showers,

popularly known as cloud-bursts, starting at long intervals and under

favorable meteorological conditions from the surrounding elevated

regionsahd spreading out locally over different portions of the arid basin

region. These In a few moments change dry stream beds into boiling,

muddy torrents, which carry away an enormous amount of material that

dry disintegration, aided by great diurnal variations of temperature,

had already loosened. Thus the Book cliffs, which, owing to the

northerly dip of their component strata, are eroded almost entirely on

their southern face, have retreated most rapidly at either extremity,

owing to its proximity to the mountains, and now stand in a curve

convex to the south, which in the center of the basin is 40 miles (G4

km.) farther south than its western end.

The Cretaceous in this region consists of a series of peculiarly resist-

ing quartzitie sandstones (Dakota) at the base, succeeded by several

thousand feet of clay shales, with a few thin sandstones and limestones,
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ail of marine formation, and capped l>y the massive sandstones and
shales ofthe coal-bearing Laramie, The monoclinal valley followed by
the road shows well the peculiar topography which everywhere char-

acterizes wide exposures of these .Middle Cretaceous shales.

At Lower Crossing may be observed an interesting example of Incon-

sequent drainage; where the Price river leaves the wide, open valley

in the soft clays and boldly cuts its way in a deep gorge through the

Book ('litis, in an easterly direction, to the Green river, which it reaches

L(> miles (LMJ km.) above the railroad crossing.

The road now rises slightly beforedescending into the. valleyof Green
river, and from favorable points one can see. far to the south, remark-

able castellated forms of erosion in harder beds of the lower portion

of the Mesozoic, broaghl ap by the monoclinal uplift of the San Rafael
swell (Plate Vin). In clear weather a glimpse may also be had. on the

distant Southern horizon, ofthe sharp laccolitic peaks of the Henry
mountains.

Back of Green River station is a mound of dark shales, probably
belonging to the horizon known as Fori Benton Cretaceous, which
abounds in lish remains and inocerami.

Green river, which is crossed at a point where but little can be seen

of its characteristic canyon scenery, is the main tributary of the Col

orado river of the West It takes its rise nearly 300 miles (483 km.)
due north ofthe crossing, in the Wind River mountains, and flowing
south across the interior Tertiary basin ofWyoming, famous for its

vertebrate remains, it cuts through the heart of the, linta mountains
in a series of deep, winding gorges carved out of the very hardest
siliceous rocks. It then Hows south through the Colorado basin, and
about GO miles (97 km.) below the crossing is joined by the Grand
river, which drains the western slopes of the Rocky mountains. It is

onlyafter theconfluence ofthe latterstream that it is called the Colorado
river.

In the vicinity of Creen river, and especially on the east side, the
characteristic scenery of the Cretaceous shales is most marked, the
country being- absolutely bare of vegetation of any kind for long dis-

tances. The stations in this region are appropriately named Desert,

Sphinx, Solitude, etc. The accompanying sketch (Fig. 21) of the latter
was made from the train by Mr. Cadell.

The ValleyofDesolation intheseshales is followed forSO miles (80 km.)
east of Green river. The road gradually rises over low divides, being
at times more than a thousand feet (305 m.) above Creen ri\er, and then
descends into the valley of Grand River. In clear weather tine views
are had, from elevated points, of the laccolitic group of peaks lying 30
miles (48 km.) to the south and east, known as the Sierra la Sal, n

whose summitshave elevations of 12,000 to 13,000 feet (3,668 to 3,962 m.).
At Cisco an artesian well has a considerable ilow of water, the surplus
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of which, over and above that used by the railroad, lias has been utilized

for irrigation, but as yet without much beneficial effect upon the clayey

soil.

Between this station and Agate the northwesterly dipping sand-

stones of the Dakota Cretaceous are crossed, and the railroad then

descends through variegated clays and sandstones of the Jurassic into

the thin-bedded sandstones of the Trias, which it reaches at the Grand

river.

The road now runs for over 15 miles (24 km.) along the banks of the

river, following its winding canyon gorge, cut in the massive sandstones

of the Trias, which form the northern edge of the great Uncompahgre

plateau. This plateau is an area extending 80 to 100 miles (120 to 161

SO LIT UDE- 1

FlO. 'Jl.—Solitude Station.

km.) northwest from the base of the San Juan mountains, of nearly hori-

zontal or gently folded strata of Lower Meso/.oic and Upper Paleozoic

age resting uneonf'ormably upon Archean granites and gneisses. The

latter rocks arc only exposed in the bottom of some of the many canyon

gorges which intersect the plateau. The northern edge of the plateau

is formed by an abrupt monoclinal fold, along which the strata bend

down so abruptly that they seem to be faulted. The canyon is cut

mainly in the massive and nearly horizontal sandstones on the north

side of this fold, but at times in its meanderings discloses views of

the fold itself.

Going east, alter reaching the valley of the Grand, the more massive

beds of the Trias slowly rise from beneath the thinner beds at the top.

They present on the north of the road magniiicent walls formed by

vertical cleavage planes and which show tine examples of cross-bedding.

451 ge 26
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At Utah line the boundary between Utah and Colorado is marked

by a white line running- up the face of the cliif.

A few miles further east, after passing round a northward projecting

point of the cliffs, one can distinguish along the banks of the river and

projecting above its surface in midstream, rounded knobs of Archean

rocks, blackened, polished, and singularly channeled by the action of

the water. These rocks form apparently an east and west ridge in the

line of the monoclinal fold, which the road now follows for some dis-

tance on a tangent.

Just before reaching Ruby an excellent section of the monoclinal

fold maybe seen on the north side of the river, where a small tributary

ravine is cut along its axis.

The road now passes beyond the fold into the gray sandstones and

intercalated shales of the Jurassic and Dakota Cretaceous, in which

the effects of undermining by the action of the stream are well displayed.

It soon leaves the valley of the Grand river, passing up a tributary

ravine, through a tunnel in Dakota sandstone, and out on to the broad

valley of Cretaceous shales again. Twelve miles (19 km.) distant, form-

ing the southern boundary of this valley, are the Little Book cliffs,*8

the eastern continuation of the line of cliffs which has been followed

from Utah. It is formed here entirely of Cretaceous beds, the over-

lying Tertiary beds forming a second line of cliffs farther back, trend-

ing to the northeast, for all the beds are now commencing to rise to the

east on the west Hanks of the Rocky mountains.

The clay valley is followed to Grand Junction, a growing town that

is now becoming prominent for the excellent quality of its fruits which

have been raised by its citizens on the neighboring mesas under the

beneficent intluence of irrigation.
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By S. P. Emmons.

Upon leaving Grand Junction the route passes from the basin of

the Colorado river into the Rocky mountain region, or, according to

Powell's and Gilbert's nomenclature, from the Plateau region into the

Park province. The name u Rocky Mountains" has been retained for

this most eastern and most elevated group of mountain ranges of the

Cordilleran system, because it was the one which was first seen by early

explorers after their weary journeys across the Great Plains, and is

therefore the one to which the name was first applied. It was called

the Park province from its great interior valleys, entirely closed in by

mountain ridges, which constituted the natural game preserves of the

various Indian tribes that formerly inhabited the surrounding lowlands.

The route chosen for the party does not traverse any of the greater

of these parks or valleys, but follows the deeper and narrower drain-

age channels of more modern date, from whose fresher excavations and

cuts the geologists may more readily obtain by a passing glance an

insight into the internal structure of the region than he could from

the older, gentler, and more covered slopes of the parks. A description

of the region proceeds naturally from the east westward, rather than

in the direction by which it will be approached by the present party,

since on the eastern side its characteristic features are more strongly

and distinctly marked. While the general physiographical features

of the group as a whole arrange themselves along north and south

lines, the prevailing northwest and southeast trend of the Cordilleran

system is manifested in many details of the topography, as it is in

the internal geological structure.

The eastern front of the group, facing the Great Plains, is formed

by the Colorado or Front range from the northern boundary of Colo-

rado south to Pueblo, a distance of about 200 miles. Further south it

is formed by the Wet Mountain and the Sangre de Cristo ranges, set

off successively a little to the west of each other en echelon, and sepa-

rated by northwest-trending indentations or bays.

Pack or to the west of these come the Parks—the Xorth, Middle, and

South Parks, lying opposite the Colorado range; Wet Mountain valley,

on the thinks of the mountains of the same name, and San Luis park,

stretching along the western foot of the Sangre de Cristo range, whose

culminating point, Blanca Peak, is the highest mountain in Colorado.

The western wall of the Xorth and Middle parks is formed by a siu-
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gle Chain known as (he Park range; opposite the South Park this is

represented by the double elevation of the Mosquito and Bawatch
ranges, which in earlier geological time formed a single massive, but

are now separated by the great meridional valley of the Upper Arkan-

sas. To the south these two ranges coalesce in the single ridge of the

Sangre de OristO range, which trends tirst to the southeast, dividing

Wet .Mountain valley from San Luis park, then southward forming the
eastern front of the whole group, and finally disappears beneath the

desert plains of New Mexico.

The westernmost tier of mountain uplifts, which is still more broken

and irregular, is constituted by the White Mountain plateau, on the

north, opposite the Park range; the complicated and lofty group of the

Elk mountains, which adjoin the western Hanks of the Sawatch uplift;

and to the south, separated from the latter by the broad mesa slopes

of the (iunnison valley, are the San Juan mountains, stretching west-

ward from the San Luis park to the Uncoinpaghre plateau.

With the exception of Middle and San Luis parks, all the interior

valleys send their waters across or around the component parts of the

Front range into the Mississippi valley; the outlet of San Luis park

is southward through Xew Mexico into the Golf of Mexico; Middle

park is drained by the (hand river, which threads its way in deep
narrow gorges, between the White River plateau on the north and the

Sawatch and Elk mountains on the south, to the Colorado river.

The geological structure of these different mountain masses is, as a

rule, very complicated, but as the study of the region progresses it

becomes more and more evident that its broad general features must
have been outlined at very early dates in its geological history. In

each of the great mountain masses are found representatives of the

Archean, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic groups. In but few have Algonkian
beds yet been recognized. Eruptive rocks of different ages are found

in all, but the greater manifestations of eruptive activity, in Tertiary

times, have occurred mainly in the southern and western portions of

the region.

Five great transgressions, indicating as many orographic 5960 move-
ments, have thus far been recognized, and future study may disclose

others. These are: The post-Archean, the post-Algonkian, the late-

Paleozoic, the late-Jurassic, the post-Cretaceous. Minor movements
undoubtedly occurred in Tertiary times, as in theWasatch region, whose
general effect has been to raise the whole group, and to compensate
for the degradation produced by erosion.

In the middle belt, which is traversed by the party and may be taken

as a type of the structure of the whole group, the central uplift is

formed by the Sawatch massive, a great oval area of Archean rocks,

surrounded by an almost completely encircling fringe of Paleozoic and
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Mesozoic beds dipping away from it at various angles. These beds
give internal evidence of having been deposited around a land mass,
and from their present position it is evident that theeentral Archean
area was never completly covered by them. They also show little or
no discrepancy in their angle of dip.

The Elk mountain massive, which lies immediately to the west of the
Sawatch, is a region of intense disturbance. The sedimentary beds
arc profoundly plicated and faulted; and, fchongh the peaks areas high
as those of the Sawatch, and the intermediate valleys even more pro-
foundly eroded, only an extremely limited area of Archean is exposed.
Many of the higher peaks are immense masses of diorite, up to L5 miles
in diameter, which have been protruded through the sedimentary beds
daring the post-Cretaceous movement. The evidence of the various
transgressions, which is remarkably distinct in these mountains, is

found in discrepancies of strike rather than of dip. Thus, where the
upturned sedimentary series is crossed by the train, on the Grand river
above Newcastle, the strata seem perfectly conformable from Laramie
Cretaceous down to Cambrian. Yet the sandstone series of the Dakota
Cretaceous (which includes also some beds of probable late Jurassic
age, hence sometimes called Jura-Dakota sandstones), if followed south-
ward along their strike into the Elk mountains, would be found to rest
on successively lower beds from Paleozoic to Archean. Besides the
diorite masses in the more disturbed central region, numerous pictur-

esque mountain masses are formed by laccolites of quartz-porphyry in

the nearly horizontal Cretaceous strata of the southern and western
portion of this remarkable group of mountains. On the east, between
the Elk mountains and the Sawatch. is a zone of profound faulting,

following north and south lines.

To the east of the Sawatch mountains, and separated from them by
the great longitudinal valley of the UpperArkansas, lies the Mosquito
Or Park range, which once formed an integral pari of the Sawatch and
has been uplifted into its present position by plication and faulting,

which was initiated during the late Jurassic movement. The fault fol-

lows a north and south line just west of the main crest, and has been
traced for over 50 miles. The Upper Arkansas valley is thus a com-
paratively modern topographical feature.

The Wide valley Of South park, on the other hand, which lies between
the Mosquito range and the broad Archean mass of the Front or
Colorado range, is underlaid by the beds of the entire Mesozoic and
Paleozoic groups, which descend with decreasing angle of dip from the
crest of the former and disappear beneath the recent beds which form
its present floor. They are probably cut off by a fault on its eastern
edge, but this does not appear farther south, on the line traversed by
the train along the valley of the Lower Arkansas.
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On the eastern flanks of the Colorado or Front range the Paleozoic

and earlier Bfesozoio beds appear only in disconnected patches, being

covered in the intermediate portions by beds deposited during the late

Jurassic, post-Cretaceous, and Tertiary transgressions. A narrow-

zone of sharply-upturned beds, mostly of Mesozoie age, is generally

found at the immediate base of the mountains, the harder beds form-

ing-narrow monoelinal ridges called •• Hogbacks," which are separated

from the main mountain slopes by longitudinal valleys eroded out of

the softer beds of the series. These sharply-upturned beds, whose an-

gles of dip are as high as 00° or 70°, change sharply to an approxi-

mately horizontal position in very short distances east of the moun-

tain foot. In some cases the outer or upper beds of the upturned series

stand at a steeper angle than those below, or nearer the Archean base,

producing thus a partial fan structure. The overlying Tertiary beds

sometimes partake to a limited extent in the upward curve of the un-

derlying Mesozoic strata, thus evidencing a comparatively recent

movement of uplift of the mountain mass, or a sinking of the plain area.

The coal-bearing beds of the Laramie Cretaceous, which were

deposited as the ocean waters were finally leaving the western United

States, spread not only over all the Great Plain areas around the

mountain groupsbut also overmany of its interior valleys. These beds

beingthe first of the series to be acted on by the forces of erosion, have

been removed from considerable areas t hat they once covered, especially

along the eastern portion of the Great plains and the southern por-

tion of the Colorado basin. In other areas they have been deeply

buried beneath succeeding deposits of Tertiary age. In spite of these

facts, the available coal-bearing areas that still remain are of enormous

extent, and already play an important part in the industry of the

region. The Census reports for 1890 show that in that year the coal

mines of Colorado produced 2,300,000 tons of coal and gave employ-

ment to 4,04:5 persons. The coal varies in character from a rather

light, dry, porous coal, with high percentage of water and of volatile

matter, to fairly dense caking or coking coal. The latter coals are

generally found to the south and west, in regions where eruptive rocks

abound. In the southwestern Elk mountains, moreover, are beds of

excellent anthracite.

The aggregate thickness of the various geological series has, as a

rule, very materially decreased from that shown in the Wasatch region.

A greater mass of Archean is shown becanso it has been more deeply

eroded. The Ouray beds (assumed to be Algonkian) of the San Juan
mountains are over 10,000 feet thick. On the other hand, but a few

hundred feet of Paleozoic beds below the Carboniferous are found, the

lower members of the Cambrian and the entire Devonian being appar-

ently unrepresented. The Carboniferous series is the most generously

developed of any in the Paleozoic group, but this averages only about
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5,000 feet, as against 15,000 feet in the Wasatch. The various mem-

bers of the Mesozoic have a wide range of local variation in thickness,

but. it is always less than that of corresponding horizons in the Wasatch.

The marine Jurassic of the Wasatch is apparently wanting, as is the

Lower Cretaceous of Texas and British Columbia. The age of many of

the disconnected Tertiary deposits has not yet been determined, though

Eocene and Pliocene and probably Miocene are represented.

GRAND JUNCTION TO GLENWOOD SPRINGS.

By S. F. Emmons.

Station.

Grand .function .

l'aiisadcs

De Beqno

Parachute

Distance. Klcvation.

Miles.
Kilome-
ters.

Feet. Meters

12

88

4C

19

53

74

4,660 1,390
'

i

II

Station.

Rifle

Xe\\r;:stlc

Oliacra .

.

Glenwood

Distance

Miles.

68

77

81

89

Kilome-
ters

Elevation.

Feet.

101

124 5. 555

180

148 5,767

Meters.

1,693

1.758

From Grand Junction the road goes northward for 15 miles (24 km.)

across the clay plains to the mouth of Hogback canyon. On the east

may be seen the line of the Book cliffs continued in those of Grand

mesa, a high plateau formed of basalt, capping Wasatch and Green

River Eocene beds.

Hogback canyon, above Palisade station, is cut in the heavy gray

sandstones of the Laramie Cretaceous, which dip gently north and west,

so that higher horizons are constantly coming in view. The canyon

shows tine cliff sculpture and excellent instances of the erosion due to

undermining, which is peculiar to the Colorado basin or Plateau prov-

ince. In one case the rains of a spur of Laramie sandstone, which had

been undermined on either side, are piled up along the valley in huge

broken masses over a quarter of a mile in width and nearly a mile in

length.

Beyond the canyon a broad alluvial valley opens out, from which, just

before reaching Debeque station, can be seen, to the northwest, the main

Book cliffs, which rise 3,000 feet (914 m.) above the river, formed of the

massive roan-colored beds of the Wasatch Eocene, capped by the thinly

stratified, shaly beds of the Green River Eocene. The latter contain

abundant fish remains, and, in consequence, much bituminous matter,

some of the shales being so rich in hydrocarbons that they may be ignited

by a match. Deposits of an asphaltnm mineral, Uintaite or Crahamite,

are found in considerable quantities at various points. On the east may
be distinguished the Mam mountains (11,000 feet, 3,363 m.), twin peaks

of basalt capping Green River beds,
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Of the streams entering the Grand river from the north, Roan and

Parachute creeks drain the interior of the Book plateau, bul Rifle creek

drains the monoclinal valley within the Hogback ridge of Laramie Band-

stones which forms a semicircle around the west Hanks of the greal

White River plateau, breaking through this ridge in a narrow gorge six

White Rev.

Plateau.

Tertiary Cretaceous. Jura-Trias, Carbon- <kln. Granite.
i/hrous.

FIG. 22.—Section fron Book dill's to White River plateau. M

miles (10 km.) due north of Rifle station. This great Hogback ridge,

which here rises 2,000 feet (610 m.) above the valley level, can be traced,

almost continuously, northward along- the west flanks of the Elk moun-

tains, then bending in ;1 curve around the White River plateau to

White river, and then westward along the southern Hanks of the

Uinta mountain uplift to the Wasatch, a distance of about 250 miles

(402 km.). According to Mr. \\. O. Hills, who has made a special study

of the coal-bearing beds, the Wasatch Eocene is also upturned on the

thinks of this ridge, whence he reasons that the Eocene movement (post-

Bridger) played an important part in the Rocky mountain uplift.'GO

FIG. 28.—Section of coal scams at Newcastle. Colo.

At Newcastle*11 the Hogback ridge is seen in section to the west of

the town, where coal mines are opened on some of the numerous coal

veins, which contain an aggregate thickness of over 125 feet of coal.

These are shown in the cross section (Fig.2:>), furnished by the manager

of the mines, Mr. W. B. Devereux.

About 2 miles (.3 km.) south of the town, the great 45-foot vein has

been burning for ages deep down beneath the surface. At many other
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points, the baked and reddened rocks along the outcrops show that
coal seams have been similarly consumed near the surface. From
Coal Bridge station, a short distance beyond Newcastle, an inclined
tramway can he seen on the east side of the river, which brings coal
down from seams in the Laramie sandstones high up on the steep
northern face of the ridge.* These mines belong to the Elk .Mountain
Fuel Company.
The monoclinal valley of Elk creek, which enters the (hand river

from the northwest at Newcastle, is cut in the clayey beds between
the sandstones of the Laramie above, and the Dakota-Jura below.
Some of these are shown in section in a railroad cut on the west side

of the river above Newcastle. The valley of the Grand, winch is here
crossing the beds, bends to the southeast when if reaches the Triassic
sandstones, following them irregularly with and diagonally across the
strike for about five miles (8 km.), and then, at South Canyon station,

bending again across the Strike in a narrow gorge, comes out into a

more open valley eroded out of the shaly limestones and gypsiferons
beds of the Lpper Carboniferous, which it follows eastward to Glen-

wood Springs.

The sedimentary beds are here all upturned against the southwest-
ern flanks of the White Liver plateau, which is an elevated area of
Paleozoic rocks resting on Archean and capped by flows of basalt. It

is nearly circular in shape, :><) to 40 miles (IS to til km.) in extent and
10,000 to 13,000 feet (3,048 to :;,!)<;l> m.) above sea level. It is almost
completely surrounded by an encircling fringe of Rfesdzoic beds (for

the most part steeply upturned in monoclinal folds), some and probably
all of which once covered the plateau, but were eroded away before the

outpouring of the basalt.

The pretty town of Glenwood Springs is situated at the mouth of
the Roaring Fork, an important stream (lowing southwest from its

sources on the west slopes of the Sawatch range, and on the south
bank of the G rand river, which has a general southwest course from
its head in the Middle park. It is also at the junction of two impor-
tant lines of railway, the Colorado Midland, which after crossing the
summit of the Sawatch range descends the valley of the Roaring Fork,
and the Denver and Rio Grande, which comes down the valley of
Eagle and Grand livers. Its owes its importance in no less degree to

its thermal springs and fine bathing establishment.

'I'he springs issue from the Lower Garboniforous limestones which
here dip southward away from the flanks of the White River plateau,
while the open valley of the Roaring Fork above the town, and that

" On )],( mapa of 1 1 1
«

- Ha.vden Geological Atlas of Colorado, the color of the Fox
Hill Cretaceous is spread over many areas on the west Hanks of the mountains
which have since? been proved to he true coal-bearing Laramie.
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of Grand river for a few miles below, are eroded out of the overlying

softer, gypsiferous beds of the Carboniferous. The latter can be seen

in section by following up a steep narrow ravine, directly east of the

town, which is cut in the Hanks of a basalt-capped plateau of Triasgie

and Carboniferous rocks. The harder limestones and qnart/.ites of the

Lower Paleozoic may be well seen by following the Denver and Rio

Grande Railroad a mile or two above the town through the tirst tunnel,

beyond which the Cambrian quart zites rest on the Archean.

The bathing establishment is on an island in the river opposite the

town, and consists of handsomely appointed bath buildings, back of

which is an open-air bathing pool of masonry, nearly 700 feet (213m.)

long, at one end of which a stream of hot water from the springs* is

constantly pouring in, while at the other is a fountain of cold mountain

water, so that the bather can find any desired temperature. There is

also a natural steam bath, arranged in a cave in the limestone on the

south bank of the river just above the town.

From the hill slopes on the north side of the river, opposite the

town, a beautiful distant view may be had, up the Roaring Fork valley,

of the snowcapped Sopris Peak, 12,S23 feet (3,000 m), one of the great

diorite masses Wreaking up through much disturbed I'aleo/.oie strata.

which are a characteristic feature of the Elk mountains.

* Analyses of Olenwood Spring water in (/rains ]),r United states gallon.

[By C.F. Chandler, ph. d.J

Xampa
sluing.

1.0X9-8307

Unnamed
spring.

1, 086 •9440

Tampa
spring.

Unnamed
spring.

Chloride of sodium Bicarbonate of iron Trace. Trace.

Chloride ofmagnesium .

.

13 -0994 13-4011 Phosphate of soda Trace. Trace.

Bromide of sodium T»63r> -8L'()3 Blborate of soda Trace. Trace.

Iodide of sodium Trace. Trace. Trace. Trace.

Fluoride of calcium Trade. rr
i raoe. Silica 1 -9712 2 0119

Sulphate of potash M >0484

82 -3SG1

0*2309

13 -5532

24-5971
!

80 -2499

-2873

13 -7034

Organic matter Trace. Trace.

TotalSulphate ot lime
1,250-0411 1,243-4303

Bicarbonate ofHthia
Tempera! ore 124*2° 7. 124 *2° F.

Bicarbonate ol magnesia.

I tioarbonate of lime 24 -3727 21 -8546

.



GLENWOOD SPRINGS TO ASPEN.

ITINERARY.

By S. F. Emmons.

Slat ion.

Distance

Miles.
Kilome-
ters.

Glenwood 5, 743
,

1,750

l-:ic\ at ion.

I'.-.'t. Meters

Cardiff...

Sands . ..

Wheeler

.

Sherman

28

5,925 1,806

6,081
!

1,853

6,357 ! 1.937

Distance.

Station.
Miles. Kilome-

ters.

Aspen. I unction

Watson

Rathbone

Maroon

Aspen

24

82

3G

40

42

Elevation.

Feet. Meters.

6,685
,

2,007

7, 653 ! 2. 333

7. 935 ! 2, 419

The valley of Roaring Fork, for some distance south of Grlenwood, is

an anticlinal valley. That is, the bounding ridges on the west have

the western dip of the upturned fringe of beds along the western flank

of the Rocky Mountain uplift, while in the hills on the east the beds

have a Blight dip east toward (he triangular synclinal area included

between the Elk mountains, the Sawatch range, and the White River

plateau. For the first part of the way the valley bottom is in the softer

beds of probable Carboniferous age, immediately underlying the red

sandstones of the Trias, which are seen in the hills on either side. The

valley contains a great amount of glacial debris, often arranged in

flood-plain terraces, and increasing toward the upper part of the valley.

At Cardiff station are extensive coke ovens. Here a short branch

line comes in from the west which brings coal from large mines at Sun-

shine and Jerome Park, in a monoclinal valley in Cretaceous strata

beyond and parallel to the ridge bounding Roaring Fork valley on the

west.

About 12 miles (19 km.) from Glenwood the valley forks, Rock creek

coming in from the north to join Roaring Fork. From here one has an

uninterrupted view of Sopris Peak, which ties between these two

streams. The general structure of the peak,61 with the sedimentary

beds sharply Upturned around the dioritic core, can readily be distin-

guished in clear weather, and in the distance, up Rock Creek valley,

one can see the high summits of the Ragged Mountain group, composed

of laccolitic bodies ofporphyryintruded into Cretaceous strata.

All the way up the valley of Roaring Fork, above Rock Creek, occa-

sional glimpses are obtained, over the intervening ridges, of the grace-

411
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ful summit of Sopris. which is most beautiful in the spring and autumn
when it is freshly covered with snow.

For about 12 miles (1!) km.) above Rock Creek the valley bottom is

still in soft Upper Carboniferous beds, somewhat faulted and contorted
but in general occupying a gentle anticline between the synclinal fold

on the west, at the east base of Sopris, and the triangular syncline to
the eastward already mentioned. The latter has been considerably
eroded and subsequently covered with basalt flows, parts of which still

cover the higher flat-topped ridges, and their debris may be distin-

guished on the east side of the valley, mingled with that of the red
sandstones which form the bounding cliffs.

On the west side of the valley the lighter-colored Jurassic beds may
be distinguished above the red sandstones, which now come down to

the valley bottom with a westerly dip.

At Aspen Junction the main line of the Colorado Midland leaves
the Roaring Fork valley and follows up that of Frying Pan creek in

an easterly direction. For many miles above the junction this line

follows a winding gorge cut in red sandstones of Triassic and Upper
Carboniferous age, which present grand oliff exposures. Beyond these
itpasses along more open valleys cut in Lower Paleozoic limestones and
(piart/ites, and tinally reaches the Archean granite and gneiss which
forms the core of the Sawatch range. A long tunnel in these rocks,

under the crest of the range, is mainly in granite.

In the Roaring Pork valley, above Aspen Junction, the railroad

follows a ilood-plain bench through a widening of the valley, and then
passes through narrows formed by red sandstones, massive below,
thin bedded and lighter-colored above. The structure is here some-
what complicated, showing sharp folds and some faulting. In general
the route now lies along the eastern side of a synclinal in Cretaceous
and Jurassic beds, the northern continuation of the synclinal fold,

already mentioned as formed by t lie uplift around Sopris Peak. The
beds aremostly argillaceous shaleswith some impure limestones. On the
east side of a second widening of the valley, which shows consider-
able flood-plain terraces, is the mouth of Woody creek, another tribu-

tary draining the west slopes of the Sawatch.
The road now passes along the strike of the westerly dipping Cre-

taceous shales and limestones, the hills on the east being formed of
underlying red sandstones, while on the west the sharp Synclinal fold

can be distinguished in a harder limestone bed (probably Niobrara
Cretaceous).

Just before reaching Aspen a flood-plain terrace is crossed between
Maroon and Castle creeks, up whose valleys, to the west and north
respectively, distant glimpses may be had of the castellated forms
around Maroon and Pyramid peaks in the Elk Mountains.
The valley gorge of Maroon creek is cut, in an east and west direc-
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tion. across the strike of easterly dipping Carboniferous, Triassic, Juras-

sic, and Cretaceous beds. That of Castle creek lias a north and south

course, and follows closely the line of a great fault and reversed fold,

which brings Cambrian, Silurian, and Carboniferous beds up into juxta-

position with the red sandstones of the Trias. The reversed Ibid

structure is well seen in a little hill on the east side of the Roaring
Fork valley at the mouth of Castle creek, where the Jura-Trias beds
rest upon the Dakota Cretaceous, as shown in Fig. 24, copied from
Holmes. °

Immediately beyond Castle creek, in the angle between it and the

Roaring Fork, lies Aspen mountain, a steep sharp ridge rising 2,000

feet (010 in.) above the valley, made up of faulted Archean, Cambrian,
Silurian, and Carboniferous rocks.

The pretty mining town of Aspen, the second in importance in the

State, lies in the valley of Roaring Fork at the east base of Aspen
mountain. It is built upon a Hood plain of the valley where it emerges

from the Archean rocks of the Sawatch into the upturned Paleozoic

beds which rest upon their Hanks. These beds strike diagonally across

Fui. U,— Reversed fold and fault on Roaring Fork near Aspen. Oolo.

the valley in a northeast direction, dipping 46° to 50° to the north-

west. The narrowest portion of the valley is at the upper end of the

town, where the harder Cambrian (piartzites project on either side,

forming a sort of gateway into the Archean area beyond. Below this

gateway the valley widens rapidly, and moraine material covers the

lower slopes of the hills to an elevation of 1,000 feet, forming a broad

bench on the- east side of the valley.

The ores are sulphides, arsenides, and anfimonides of silver, and sul-

phides of lead and iron, with their decomposition products. Barite is

a common gangue material. They occur as a replacement of the Paleo-

zoic limestones, the greater pari being found in those of the Lower Car-

boniferous horizon, which are in great measure dolomiti/ed in the

\ icinity of the ore bodies. Immediately above this limestone occurs a

considerable thickness of black shales, in which is an intrusive sheet

of diorite, generally decomposed.

The complicated geological structure of the region is the result of

extremecompression ofsedimentarybeds against an unyielding Archean

mass, which has thrust the beds into nionoclinal and reversed folds,
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and broken them by thrust faults. Along the upper ridge of Aspen
mountain, to the southwest of the town, the rocks strike north and
south and arc broken into blocks by a series of north and south faults.

Along Spar gulch, in which rich ore was first discovered, the Strata

bend in Strike to the northeast, and continue in this direction across

the valley into and beyond Smuggler mountain, which is the spur
between the valley of Roaring Fork and that of Hunters creek. This

port ion is also broken by thrust faults, which run so nearly parallel

with the Stratification of the steeply dipping beds that they are diffi-

cult to trace.

The principal mines are in Aspen and Smuggler mountains, overlook-

ing the town on either side, but rich developments are found for many
miles along the horizon of the Lower Carboniferous, both north and
south, always within a few hundred feet of the underlying Archean.

The production of the region has been from $6,000,000 to $8,000,000 per

annum for some years, but is now (1891) increasing. The Mollie Gibson
mine on Smuggler Mountain has a most remarkable body of nearly pure
polybasite, from which dividends are beingpaid at the rate of $100,000

per month.

GLENWOOD SPRINGS TO LEADVILLE.

ITINERARY.

By 8. !•'. Emmons.

Station.

Distance. Elevation.

Station.

Distance. Elevation.

Miles Kil°-
BUie8,

meters.
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Kil...

meters. Feet. Meters.
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j
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|
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;i7
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'
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Root; Creek—
Bed Cliff
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25 41 c, :iiii

2, 527

2, 638
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:t 984

Sherwood

WolCOtt

32 52
;

4d 04

43 09

17 70
;

74 119

6,886 2,099
|

Tennessee Pass

.

Kii ldar

88 184 10,418

142 9,955

90 ur, in.IrsAllenton 7,129 _'. 17:; Lead villi'* 3 104
'

*Population 11,212.

From Glenwood for 12 miles the road follows a narrow canyon cut

by the Grand river in the Lower Paleozoic and Areliean rocks at the

southern base of the White River plateau. This canyon, which is

bounded by vertical cliffs weathered into picturesque castellated forms,

reaches a depth of 3,500 feet, the White River plateau immediately

north of it being 5,000 feet above the river bed.
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After leaving Glenwood the strata gradually rise, and beyond the

tunnels the Arehean rocks are suddenly brought up, apparently by a

fault. They consist of red and gray granites, inclosing masses of

gray gneiss and dark amphibolite, and traversed by irregular veins of

pegmatite. These rise, midway in the canyon, 500 to 1,000 feet above

the riverbed, and gradually descend to the eastward. Their uncon-

formable contact with the overlying Paleozoic rocks can be distinctly

traced for a long distance on cither side of the river. At the east end

of the canyon the harder Lower Paleozoic rocks (Cambrian, Silurian,

and Lower Carboniferous) gradually sink below the river level, and the

valley widens out in the overlying gypsiferous beds.

At Dotsero the road leaves the valley of the Grand, which bends to

the north, to follow that of its main tributary, Eagle river," 3 which

conies in from the east. Above the junction the hills on either side

are capped by Triassic beds, forming the southeast fringe of the White

River plateau. On the summit of those to the north is a basalt vent of

extremely recent age, whose lava has run down the southwest face of

the cliff and flowed for a considerable distance along the valley bottom,

crowding the stream to its southern edge. The track passes for a half

mile close to this remarkable coulee, and the singularly rough, ropy,

and scoriaceous nature of its surface can be readily seen from the train.

The absence of any evidence of erosion, and its relation to the river

(Travels unite to prove it the most recent known lava tlow in Colo-

rado.64

Before reaching Gypsum station the road enters the considerable

east and west valley of the same name, so called from the abundant

beds of gypsum in the soft shales and limestones of Carboniferous age,

out of which it has been eroded. It is about 15 miles (24 km.) in length

and occupies a gentle anticline in the contorted and folded gypsiferous

beds, which form part of a general synclinorium included between the

Park and Sawateh ranges on the east, and the White River plateau

and Elk mountains on the west. These beds are peculiar to this region,

the same horizon in other parts of Colorado being represented mainly

by coarse grits with a very subordinate development of shales and

limestones.

The valley has at one time been occupied by a fresh-water lake, pre-

sumably of Pliocene age. in Which were deposited a series of soft pink

marls, remnants of which can be seen on the north side of the river.

Still more recent deposits of waterworn gravels, probably brought

down by the tloods which occurred at the close of the Glacial period,

are exposed in the railroad cuts.

At the eastern end of the valley the gypsiferous beds sink down

below the valley level and give place to sharply upturned Bed Beds

(Trias). The valley now bends to the northeast, and then takes a sharp
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turn to the southeast in Elbow canyon, crossing the upturned Red Beds
and entering a narrow syncline in Cretaceous rocks. In this syncline
the Dakota sandstones are strongly developed and contain some coal
scams. They are overlaid by the black shales of fche Middle Oretace-
ous; the uppermost hard bed seen in the axis of the syncline is prob-
ably the Niobrara limestone, which is always a well marked horizon.63

The southeast course is maintained until the Bed Beds appear again
from under the syncline. when the road takes a more easterly course
for about 10 miles (16 km.) across an area of rounded hills formed of
Upper and Middle Carboniferous beds, already showing a larger pro-

portion of grits in the vicinity of the ancient shore line of the Sawatch
upheaval.

The road then enters Eagle River canyon, which it follows in ;i south-
east course for over l.") miles [24 km.). This picturesque gorge is cut
along the north and northeast Hanks of the Archean uplift of the
Sawatch. Its bottom, which is from 1.(100 to 1,500 feet (306 to 457m.)
below the level of the surrounding country, is generally in the under-
lying granite and gneiss, the summits of the cliffs being formed of
Cambrian quartziteSj and Silurian and Lower Carboniferous limestones,

winch dip 10° to 15° to the northeast, succeeded in the higher hills (,,

the north by several thousand feet of grits and sandstones of .Middle
and Upper Carboniferous age. The aggregate thickness of the Lower
Paleozoic series, up to and including the Lower Carboniferous, is only
about 600 feet (183 m.), of winch about 300 feet (ill m.) are quartzites.

Shortly after entering the canyon, shaft houses of various mines are
seen perched high Up on the cliffs to the north of the road, from which
long aerial wire tramways for the transportation of ore reach down to

the level of the railroad. These are a portion of the mines of Battle
mountain in the Led (Miff mining district, whose ores are shipped
from Rock Creak and Red Cliff' stations to various smelting works
throughout the country.

Bed Cliff Mining District.—The ores of this district are found at two
distinct horizons, without any visible connection between them.
The first are bodies of iron pyrite with argentiferous galena, in the

bower Carboniferous or Blue dolomitic limestone, beneath an intrusive
sheet of quartz-porphyry. They occur in immense bodies as a replace-
ment of the limestone, but are generally of rather low grade. The
manner of successive alteration of such ores by surface or oxidizing
waters through sulphates to oxides can be remarkably well seen iu
some of the mines/'5

The second horizon is l>0() to 1300 feet (01 to 91 m.) lower geologically,
at the top of the white Cambrian quartzite, The ores are in smaller
volume and more irregular in distribution, but very much richer. They
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are fine-grained ochreons material, consisting largely of basic sulphate

of iron, containing silver and gold, which is in general not visible to

the naked eye, though many fine nuggets of gold have been found.

There is good ground for assuming that these metals have, in part at

least, been leached from the ore bodies of the higher horizons in

solutions of persulphate of iron. 66

The mines are mostly situated near the mining town of Clinton or

Battle mountain, on a shoulder of the cliffs about two miles north of

Red Cliff station.

Near Red Cliff the Cambrian quartzites, which have come down to

the valley level, are stained by iron oxides to a pinkish color. The
narrow gorge continues for some miles beyond Red Cliff, and the valley

then widens. In the more open valley two curved ridges can be dis-

tinguished, which are terminal moraines marking halts in the retreat

of a glacier which once stretched down from the base of the Mosquito

range, 15 miles (24 km.) to the eastward.

The railroad ascends gradually along the southeast wall of this val-

ley, from which good exposures of the Paleozoic; series up to the Upper

Carboniferous, with sheets of intrusive porphyry, can be seen on the

opposite side.

It then bends southward up a side valley in Archean gneiss to Ten-

nessee pass (10,400 feet—3,170 m.) which forms part of the Continental

divide separating the waters of the Pacific Ocean from those flowing

into the Gulf of Mexico.

It passes the summit of the pass through a long tunnel, beneath a

thin sheet of Cambrian quartzite which forms the summit of the pass,

and descends on the other side, past exposures of Cambrian quartzite

and Silurian limestone on the east, into the broad Pleistocene valley,

known as Tennessee Park, at the head of the valley of the Arkansas.

At the lower end of this park it bends to the eastward across the East

fork of the Arkansas, up whose glacial-carved gorge may be distin-

guished some of the high peaks of the Mosquito range in which it

takes its rise. It then rises over a gently sloping mesa formed of

glacial lake beds to the city of Leadville, which is situated on the edge

of the mesa, at the base of the western spurs of the Mosquito range.

451 GK L>7
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LEADVILLE.«

By 8. P. Emmons.

This is the most important mining district in Colorado, and since the

falling-off in the production of the Oomstock, has been the greatest

silver producer in the whole West. Like so many other silver districts,

it owes its existence to the rest less wanderings of the early pioneers in

search of gold. Gold was discovered in the neighboring gulches in

I860; the richest portions of the placers were exhausted in a few years,

and the settlements that had sprang up around them were practically

abandoned. When, fifteen years later, it became generally known that

the heavy iron-stained stones, which had so much annoyed the gold

washers, were rich silver ores, a new excitement, or u boom," among

miners resulted; and, where in L878 a few scattered log houses were

all that were to be seen of human occupancy, in L880 already a city of

nearly L~>,000 inhabitants had sprung dp, with smelting works, banks,

theaters, and all the adjuncts of a prosperous mining center. The

town of to-day, though more substantially built, and with a population

which, though somewhat less numerous, has also a smaller proportion

of restless prospectors and adventurers and more substantial business

men, still shows many characteristics of that which lirst sprung into

existence with such marvellous rapidity.

The valueof Leadville's product, in the thirteen years since it became

a silver camp, has been between one hundred and fifty and one hun-

dred and sixty millions of dollars. The annual product now varies from

ten to fifteen million dollars, the principal value of the ores being in

silver and lead, with a small proportion of gold.

The city is situated at the western base of the Mosquito range, on

the upper edge of a gently-sloping mesa, about four miles east of and

(500 feet above the bottom of the Arkansas valley. This mesa is formed

of rudely-stratitied beds of coarse gravel and sand, washed down from

the adjoining mountains at the close of the first glacial period and

deposited in a lake which, at that time, filled the Upper Arkansas

valley above the present canyon at Granite. The moraines left by the

glaciers of the second glacial period extended out over these beds, and

their rearranged material, locally known as "wash," an unstratified

drift, covers the lower portions of the hills and the intermediate \ alley.

The depth of these successive gravel deposits immediately under Lead-

ville is 300 to 400 feet and upwards,
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From the city a fine view is had of the Arkansas valley and of the

Sawatch mountains beyond it. That of the Mosquito range is much less

satisfactory, owing to foreshortening. To the east of the city the ground

slopes upward in a succession of benches or gently-rounded hills, known

successively as Fryer Hill and Carbonate Hill, Yankee Hill and Iron

Hill, etc., in which, as will be readily perceived from the unsightly

dumps of waste that disfigure their surfaces, mining has been most

extensively carried on. Although the greatest amount of underground

work has been done within a mile or two of the town, within which

distance there is an almost continuous network of subterranean pas-

sages reaching down several hundred feet from the surface, rich mines

are by no means confined to this area, but are found up to the very

crest of the range, at altitudes of 12,000 to 13,000 feet, and also beyond

the crest on its eastern slopes.

The various smelting works, in which a portion of the ores produced

here are smelted, are situated along the streams issuing from the moun-

tains at either extremity of the city.

The greater part of the ores come from ore bodies in the Lower Car-

boniferous limestone, generally known as the Blue or ore-bearing lime-

stone. During the lirst few years the productive minerals were car-

bonates of lead, and chlorides and bromides of silver, in a gangue of

iron and manganese oxides mixed with clay and silica. These ochreous-

looking ores are generally known among miners as "Carbonates,'' irre-

spective of whether the lead occurs, as here, mainly in the form of

carbonate, or, as at Red Clitf in similar deposits, largely as sulphate.

All these ores, being the result of secondary alteration by surface waters

—a natural process of concentration that has removed a larger propor-

tion of worthless materials, such as sulphur and zinc, than of the

precious metals—were not only richer but better adapted for smelting

than those which are obtained at the present day from the unaltered

ore bodies below the zone of oxidation. While, therefore, theaggregate*

annual product of the district in tons of ore has regularly increased,

its intrinsic value has fallen somewhat below that of early days.

As at present mined, the ore bodies, which are of enormous size,

consist mainly of galena, iron pyrite. and zinc blende. Copper has, as

a rule, been conspicuously absent, but of late years a deep seated ore

body, at a lower geological horizon than those generally worked, has

been found to carry a considerable proportion of its value in this metal

in an admixture of copper pyrite. In some of the large pyrite bodies

small but appreciable quantities of tellurium occur. In others, bis-

muth has been found with the lead carbonates, and these also carry an

unusually large proportion of free gold. Gold is found generally in

deposits occurring exclusively in the porphyry bodies and quartzites;

in them it is not infrequently associated with galena. The limestone
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ores, except in certain limited areas, do not contain an appreciable

amount of this metal. .

The geological structure of this district is extremely complicated.

Its principal mines are situated on one of the western spurs of the

Mosquito range, which range, as has already been explained, is a por-

tion of the Sawatch massive, uplifted into its present position by fault-

ing. This faulting was not, however, a simple uplifting of the strata

wit hont plication or compression, as has been described as the charac-

teristic Structure of the Plateau region. It was, on the contrary, pri-

marily a plication produced by powerful compression against the

unyielding Archean massive (Horst, Butoir) of the Sawatch. Faulting

has been the final result, where the limit of plasticity of the involved

rock masses had been reached. The relative plasticity of different por-

tions of these rock masses appears to have borne an inverse relation to

the amount of intrusive beds and laccolith- masses, which already formed

an integral part of the sedimentary beds involved before the inception

of the plication. Where these were only in thin sheets, as on the east

em thinks of this range, sharp anticlinal folds, generally much Bteeper

on the western side, were formed before actual fracturing and displace-

ment took place. The faulting in such cases occurred on the steeper

side of the fold, where the tension was greatest. With a relatively

greater proportion of eruptive rocks to sedimentary strata, plication

was less marked and faulting more frequent. In the immediate vicinity

of Leadville, where the eruptive sheets greatly exceed in volume the

sedimentary beds above the Archean, with which they are practically

interstratitied, faulting lias been a much larger factor in the uplift than

plication, and the spur in which the principal ore deposits occur con-

sists of a number of blocks, each faulted up to the eastward above the

other, and traceable in the present topography as shoulders or hills.

These faulted blocks are not, however, as might appear at a first glance,

simple uplifted monoclinals, but form part of a system of synclines and

anticlines, whose axes bear a definite, though sometimes rather obscure,

relation to the planes of the various faults.

The prominent phases in the geological history of the region, as far

as they have yet been deciphered, are

—

1. Successive intrusions of porphyry, the earliest of which (White
porphyry) was generally parallel to the stratification, spreading out in

places into laccolitic bodies. The later intrusions (Gray porphyry)

were more frequently tranverse to the bedding, and formed thinner

and more dike like bodies, probably following to some extent planes of

fracture produced by the shattering attendant upon the earlier intru-

sions.

2. During the second phase occurred the orignal ore deposition,

which was a concentration of the metals disseminated through the rock
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masses along channels formed during- the preceding phase—contact

planes between eruptive and sedimentary rock masses, and planes of

fracture traversing either. The deposition of ore took place mainly in

the Blue or Carboniferous limestone, and was a process of replacement

of this rock by metallic minerals in the neighborhood of these channels,

the original rock structure being in many cases preserved in the ore

body.

3. The third phase was produced by the dynamic movements which

resulted in folding, faulting, and displacement both of the sedimentary

and eruptive rocks, and of their included ore bodies.

4. The final phase has been the gradual wearing away and degrada-

tion of the uplifted masses and the carving out of the present mountain

forms, so that the ore bodies, formerly deeply buried, have been brought

near the surface and exposed to the action of atmospheric waters.

These reached them readily along the great fault lines and down the

gently dipping stratification planes, and changed not only their mineral-

ogical and chemical composition, but to a certain extent their position.

The great accumulations of gravels, which cover all the lower portions

of the hills and valleys, have probably rendered especially active the

decomposing action of surface waters, as they contain a sufficient admix-

ture of clay to render them capable of holding within their mass a great

deal of water, after the manner of a sponge, and thus giving it time to

act more thoroughly and deeply than if it were rapidly and freely

drained away.
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LEADVILLE TO MANITOU.

ITINERARY.

Station.

LeadviDe*

Malta

Crystal Lake

Ilayilon

Twin Lakes

Granite

1'ine Creek

Riverside

Amcricns

liuena Vista

Midway

Natluop

lire la Junction...

Browns Canyon .

.

Salitla

Cleora

5wi88vale(Badger)

Howard

Distanoe.

Miles.

4

12

1G

18

22

27

31

35

38

43

51

53

60

62

68

Kilo-
meters.

Klo vat ion.

Feet. Meters.

(I 10.

6

11

19

26 9,

29 8,

35 8,

43 8.

50 8.

60 7.

61 7,

69 7,

82 7.

85 7.

97 7.

100 7,

109 ti.

116 6.

185

565

317

143

012

930

640

357

125

955

837

680

356

307

034

000

852

699

3, 104

2.!; 15

2,840

2.787

2. 747

2. 722

2. 688

2. 547

2, 176

2. l-_T.

2,388

2,841

2.212

2,227

2.114

2, 134

2,088

2.042

Station.

Miles.

Vallie
j

78

Cotopaxi >l

Texas Creek 91

Parkdale : 106

Canyon City
'

116

Florence 121

Bearer 184

Carina 137

Swallows 142

Meadows 147

1

;

Inight 153

Pueblo 157

F.tltii 165

Buttes 183

Fountain
]

188

Colorado Springs 202

Maniton 207

UU'r. Elevation.

Kilo-
meters.

IVt't. Meters.

126 6, 534 1.1192

184 6.371 1,942

146 6.211:: 1, 891

171 5. 722 1.741

187 5, B29 1 , 62

1

2i 111 5. 184 1,580

216 1 988 1,519

220 1,936 1,504

228 4,863 1,481

237 I. 7'J7 1.461

246 4.713 1,436

253 4,658 1,418

266

294 5, 355 1.632

303 1,692

325 5,978 1,822

333 6, 309 1 . 928

Population. 11.212.

[By S. F. Emmons.]

From Leadville the road descends over the gently sloping mesa of

Pleistocene lake beds to the Arkansas valley bottom at Malta. It then

follows the level river bottom southward for 12 miles and enters a nar .

row, winding gorge in Archean granite. The old outlet of the lake

that once filled the upper portion of the Arkansas valley lies to the

west of the present course of the stream, nearer the ba.se of the Sa watch
mountains. It is now filled with gravels and crossed by magnilicent

moraine ridges of the later glacial epoch. These gravels carry gold,

and it was this that attracted the first miners to this region in I860.

A flume carrying water for hydraulic washing crosses the railroad on
the right. As one descends the valley, many abandoned placer wash-

ings in the coarse glacial gravels can be seen.

Twin Lakes is the station from which the beautiful glacial lakes a

few miles to the westward are reached. These lakes lie at the opening

of a magnilicent gorge in the Sawatch range and are formed by terminal

moraines, a moraine ridge separating the one from the other.68
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Granite was the thst town founded in this region, in ISo'O, by the

gold-placer miners. Above it on the cast arc the abrupt granite slopes

of the Mosquito range, cut through by frequent dikes of porphyry.

The road follows a narrow gorge cut by the stream on the east side of

the valley and then enters a broad, open valley of gently sloping Pleis-

tocene gravels, which it follows for over 30 miles.

Prom Buena Vista line views are had of the high peaks of the

Sawateh range to the west. Mount Harvard (14,.'>7r> feet—1,381 m.),is

an enormous mass; next to it, Mount Vale (14,187 feet—4,321 m.)j to

the south of west rise Mount Princeton (14,240 feet—4,342 in.). Mount

Antero (14,24(5 feet) and Mount Shavano (14,239 feet—1,340 m.). Onthe
slopes of the Mosquito range, east of the town, can be distinguished

the line of the Colorado Midland road, which passes up the valley of

Trout creek and crosses the Mosquito range into the South Park.

Between Midway and Nathrop the road passes for a short distance

through a narrow gorge cut in the granite, on the east side of the

valley.

[By Whitman Cross.]

At Nathrop are several rhyolite masses forming oblong hills with

trend north-northwest to south-southeast. That these masses are

huge dikes is shown by steeply inclined contacts with gneiss, parallel

to which the eruptive rock is banded, the outer zone being glassy.

The rhyolite of Ruby hill, on the eastern bank of the Arkansas

directly opposite the station, is a lilac-colored banded rock with litho-

physal cavities arranged on certain planes, containing many beautiful

crystals of manganese garnet (spessartite) and topaz. 09 Good speci-

mens can easily be obtained, and many have been collected by mineral

dealers. On the west side of the river, near the railroad and north of

the station, a small ridge of rhyolite rises out of the valley bottom,

which is made of a rock containing phenocrysts of smoky quartz and

feldspar and small lithophysse containing minute topaz and garnet

crystals.

At Browns canyon the road traverses another gorge on the east of

the valley cut in Archean rocks, mainly coarse granite and amphibo-

lite.

At Salida a considerable stream, known as tin' South Arkansas, joins

the main river from the west. The original western line of the Den-

ver and Rio Grande railroad follows up the valley of the South Arkan-

sas, crossing the southern end of the Sawateh range at Marshall

pass (10,481 feet—3,304 m.), and descending along the valley of the

Gunnison to Grand Junction.

At Poncho, four miles west, are thermal springs. On the western side

of the valley, from here northward to Buena Vista, are gently sloping
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mesa-topped ridges, covered by Pleistocene beds and underlaid by
upturned beds of earlier Tertiary, whose age lias not yet been deter

mined. The view of the Sawateh Mountain peaks to the northwest

and Mount Ouray on the west is here very hue.

The hills on the eastern side of the Arkansas, for several miles above
and below Salida, are mainly composed of a series of crystalline schists

and some more massive bands, which have been referred to the Algon-
kian period.* The known exposures of this series of roeks extend

from a point about four miles ((> km.) north of Salida southward along
the eastern bank of the river to where it bends east into the sedimen-

taries, which cover them, and thence westward into the north end of

the Sangre de Cristo range. Immediately opposite Salida andesitic

breccia conceals the schists for nearly one mile (1.61 km.) back from the

river, and at six miles (10 km.) or more the sedimentary rocks in rem-

nants are found on the edges of the schists. Their outcrops to the

north are limited by andesitic breccia.

As nowr known, these schists are derived from eruptive rocks of at

least two kinds, one acidic and one basic, which originally succeeded

each other in a long series of alternating tlows, probably with toffs or

fragmental deposits of the same materials in certain places. The most
massive rocks now preserved are those occurring in the Arkansas val-

ley below Salida, and the most altered schistose forms are at the north-

ern extremity of the known section. Here are tine schistose rocks

variously characterized by mica, chlorite, garnet, staurolite, and various

amphiboles. One loose-libered actinolite schist is locally so impreg-

nated by copper ores that the material has been mined at a profit. The
principal mine, the "Sedalia," is situated on the hillside facing the

Arkansas valley, about three miles (5 km.) north of Salida. In a chlorite

schist adjoining the copper-bearing layer occur the huge dodecahedral

garnets which have been so widely distributed over the world through

mineral dealers.

[By S. F. Emmons.]

Below Salida the Arkansas valley changes from a southern to an
eastern course, across the southern extension of the Mosquito or Park
range to the Colorado or Front range.

At Cleora the valley narrows and the road passes over the more mas-
sive rocks of the schistose series into Lower Paleozoic beds, dipping to

"In the month following the evenrsion <>f the OongreM the -writer was alilo to

examine, in some detail, the schistose series in question, and the statements as to

its character here given are based on this recent study. The strata visited by
some of the geologists in the ravine cast of Salida belong to the most thoroughly
metamorphosed part of the series, and their origin is clear only through the inter-

mediate stages found in other parts of the section.
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the northeast. The Cambrian quartzite is not distinctly recognized.

The Silurian is represented by grayish limestones, the Lower Carbonif-

erous by dark blue or gray limestones. Above these come a series of

black shales and impure limestones, belonging to the Middle Carbonif-

erous, followed by a great thickness of purplish-red beds, sandstones,

conglomerates, and shales, which constitute the Middle and Upper Car-

boniferous, a horizon whose lithological constitution varies much in the

Pocky Mountain region. As yet only plant remains have been obtained

from these beds. Their apparent thickness is magnified by a secondary

roll, and probably by some faults. Still above them arc the liner-

grained, bright-red sandstones which here constitute the Red Beds of

probable Triassic age.

At Badger station the valley widens, and rocks in the immediate

vicinity of the road are obscured by Pleistocene gravels.

From Howard station a Hue view is obtained, through the hills to

the southwest, of the peaks of the Sangre de Cristo range, which

forms the southern continuation of the Sawatch and Mosquito uplifts,

though not in a direct line with either.

Beyond Vallie station the road leaves the open valley and passes

into a gorge of Archean, on the west flanks of which rest thin-bedded

limestones dipping westward. The Archean rocks consist mainly of

dark gneisses and amphibolites, with intrusive red granite, showing

considerable regularity of structure.

From Cotopaxi station a stage line runs south into the Wet Moun-

tain valley, a great interior depression to the southward between the

Sangre de Cristo range on the west and the Wet mountains (which

face the Great Plains) on the east, in which is the Silver Cliff mining

district.70

The road now passes for several miles through a peculiarly crumbling,

massive red granite, which is found in most of the deep cuts across the

Archean mass of the Rocky Mountains, and is apparently a lower por-

tion of the Archean series.

Texas Creek, the next station, is at the mouth of a stream of that

name which drains the northwestern portion of the Wet Mountain val-

ley. The Arkansas valley here opens out in the crumbling red granite,

but narrows again a few miles to the eastward, passing into granite-

gneiss, with an apparent bedded structure dipping to the eastward.

It contains large pegmatite veins and a considerable development of

amphibolite schists. The road then passes into another small open

valley above Echo station, from which, looking up the northern tribu-

tary valleys, can be distinguished hills capped by dark lavas.

Beyond Echo the road passes again into a winding gorge of granite-

gneiss, whose structure lines dip 50° to the east. Through this are

intrusive masses of coarse grey granite and pegmatite veins.
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At Parkdale is a considerable open valley, in which are nearly hori-

zontal Cretaceous beds lying- unconformably upon Silurian limestones.

These were deposited in an ancient bay, which connected with the

ocean to the eastward, both to the north and south of the Arehean mass
through which the railroad now passes.

For nearly 10 miles the road now follows a dec]) canyon, known as

the Royal Gorge, whose walls rise almost perpendicularly above the

track two or three thousand feet. This is probably the most imposing
canyon gorge that is traversed by railroads in Colorado. The rocks are

largely dark gneiss and amphibolite, cut by eruptive granite, pegma-
tite veins, and narrow diabase dikes, and show distinct structure lines

which stand almost perpendicular, dust as the river emerges from the

canyon it is joined by Grape creek, a rapid stream which comes down
another narrow, winding gorge from the northwest portion of Wet
Mountain valley. Just east of tho mouth of Grape creek, and on the

south side of the river, is a low ridge of Silurian sandstones and lime

stones resting directly upon the Arehean. At the northern end of this

ridge are hot Springs, where are bath houses and a hotel adjoining.

The thermal waters issue from the Silurian limestones.

From the Arehean gateway of the Royal (Jorge the road passes for a

mile across an interior monoclinal valley between the foothills and
a hogback ridge, formed by the hard sandstones of the Dakota
Cretaceous. This monoclinal valley stretches ten miles due north,

parallel to the eastern slope of the mountains. It is bounded on the

east by a very steep wall, formed by the edges of the Dakota sand-

stones, and slopes gently up to the west against the Hanks of the

Arehean. These slopes are made up of Silurian and Lower Carbon-
iferous sandstones and limestones resting unconiformably upon the

Arehean, and in turn uncomformably overlaid by limestone breccia and
soft arkose sandstones, whose age has not yet been definitely deter-

mined, but is either Carboniferous or Trias. Out of the softer rocks

the bottom of the valley has been eroded. Above them rest the Jura
Dakota sandstones, again unconformable, though where crossed by the

railroad there is no marked discrepancy in the angle of dip. Bast of

the Hogback ridge are quarries in Niobrara limestone, worked by con-

victs from the State penitentiary at Canyon City.
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SILURIAN VERTEBRATE LIFE AT CANYON CITY.

[By C. D. Wai.cott.]

Canyon City is situated near the southwestern shore of a great bay

of early Silurian (Ordovician) time, an arm of which reached inland as

far as Parkdale. Along the western shore of this bay sediments were

deposited that now form the sandstones and limestones of the mono-

clinal valley above mentioned.

The lower division of the Silurian consists of sandstones (SG feet).

J n these, 11 genera and 11) species of invertebrate fossils have been

found and an immense number of fragmentary remains of ganoid

fishes. The invertebrate fauna is of the t \] >eof the basal Trenton of the

New York section. The icthyic fauna includes fragments of a Placo-

derm closely allied to Astcrolcpis, numerous scales of the character of

those of Holoptychius, and what is considered to be the calcified chordal

sheath of a form allied to the recent Chinuvra monstrom. This fauna

was the subject of a paper read before the Geological Society of

America at its recent session. 71

The typical section is seen at Harding's quarry, which is about one

mile northwest of the State penitentiary at Canyon City.

The invertebrate fauna, occurring three feet above the uppermost fish-

bearing stratum, includes 31 genera and 66 species, of which 27

have been identified. At an horizon 180 feet higher in the section, 33

genera and 57 species occur, of which 33 species have been identified.

These faunas are respectively of the types of those of the Lower and

Upper Trenton faunas of the New York section, or the Lower and

Upper Bala of Wales.

The character of the fauna at the lower horizon is shown by Rcc<i>

faculties Oweni, Halysitcs catcnulatus (a Lower Bala and Llandeilo

species); Golumnaria ulreolata: Strophomena aUernata; titnj>t<>-

rhynchus Jilitextum; S. Sulcatum; Orthis biforata; O.JIabellum; 0. 8Ub-

quadrate; 0. tricenaria; Rhynehonella oapax var. inenbescens; li.

Aentata Hall; Ambonyckia heUaetriata, Hall: Modiolopsis plana, Hall;

Murchisonia tricarinata, Hallj CycUniema bilcx; BcUcrophon bilobatus,

Sow; Endoccras protciformc, Hall; Ormooeras tenuifihm; 0. crebriscp-

tum; Orthoccrasrertebralc, Hall; O.multicamcratum, Hall; Gomphoccras

powersi, James; Asaphus, like A. platyccphalus; Ilhcmis crassicauda;

I. milleri. Of these, 11 species pass up into the fauna 180 feet above.

Six miles north of Canyon City limestones are exposed beneath the
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Harding sandstone that in the section near Canyon City are concealed

by the overlap of the Harding sandstone. The section is as follows:

Feet

5. Fremont limestone (est im:ii «o 80

•l. Hah sites limestone (estimate) LOO

IJ. Barding sandstone 146

2. Galoiferoos reddish limestone I

1. Chert.v, reddish Camhrian limestone 28

Characteristic Cambrian fossils were found in No. 1. and in 'So. 2 the

genera OpMleta and Bathyurw occur.

The finest exposure of this series is found in Garden Park, north of

Canyon City, where a plateau formed by the Ilalysites limestone is

traversed by numerous canyons that cut down into the crystalline rocks

beneath the Cambrian.

[Hv S. F. F.MMONS.]

In the beds immediately underlying the Dakota sandstones about

10 miles north of Canyon City abundant Saurian remains of upper

Jurassic types [Atla/n&osaurus, Stegosaurm, etc.)
72 have been found.

Prom Canyon City the road passes out upon the Great Plains, whose

surface from here to Pueblo is formed of the nearly horizontal clays

and limestones of the Montana and Colorado Cretaceous. A short (lis

tance southeast of Canyon City, in comparatively close proximity to

the foothills, a small synclinal basin of coal bearing Laramie rocks has

escaped erosion, and coal is actively mined, dust before reaching Flor-

ence the northern end of this basin is crossed, and the Laramie sand-

stones can be distinguished capping some high bluffs to the north of

the river.

About Florence is an oil field whose product reaches 2,000 barrels

per day. The oil comes mainly from the Pierre shales of the Montana

Cretaceous, and is obtained from depths of 000 to 2.000 feet (27:»-(J10 m.).

The accompanying map (PL ix), from a paper on the Florence oil field,

by George II. Eldridge, 711 shows the geological structure of this region.

It is on a scale of 3 miles tcthe inch, or about ttoVtfg- The contours are

at vertical intervals of 25 feet. The letters indicating geological subdi-

visions are: A=Archean; 8= Silurian; 0= Carboniferous j T= Trias;

J = Jura; Kd = Dakota (Cretaceous); Kb = Benton; Kn = Niobrara;

M = Montana; Kl = Laramie Cretaceous; q=s Quaternary.

Beyond Florence the rocks rise slowly, and the road follows the river

bottom a hundred feet or more below the level of the surrounding

plains. In the bluffs which border this bottom can be distinguished

the harder beds of Niobrara limestone, which rise and fall in gentle

undulations along the route.
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The city of Pueblo is important as a railroad center, and contains
metallurgical works for reducing the various ores which arc brought
down grade from the mining districts of the mountains. On the mesa
to the south, at Bessemer, arc the iron and steel works of the Colorado
Coal and Iron Company, where there is an extensive Bessemer plant
for making rails. Nearer the town, on the mesa, are the lead-smelting
works of the Colorado Smelting Company, managed by Mr. Anton
Filers, and to the north of the town and adjoining the railroad are
the lead-smelting and refining works of the Pueblo Smelting and
Refining Company, Herman Geist. manager. A permanent exposition
building, known as the Colorado .Mineral Palace, has recently been
opened here for the purpose of exhibiting collections illustrative of
the mineral resources of the State.

The road now bends northward up the valley of Fountain creek
about 12 miles (10 km.) to the east of the mountains, still remaining
upon the clays of the Middle Cretaceous. As it gradually approaches
the mountains, good views of the Pikes Peak group are obtained.
The stream was originally named by Canadian trappers Fontaine (/id

bonillc, from the effervescent springs near its source.

Colorado Springs is a nourishing city of 7,000 inhabitants situated
upon the mesa, on the east bank of Monument creek, three miles from
the mountains, whose mild, yet invigorating climate has made it famous
as a health resort, especially for consumptives. The traveler has here
a magnificent panorama spread on* before him, the central feature of

which is Pikes Peak, 12 miles (10 km.) away, towering above the lesser

mountains and foothills. To the south is Cheyenne mountain (0,407

feet—2,807 m.), a precipitous peak rising abruptly from the plains, while
to the west of it is St. Peters dome, a celebrated mineral locality. Pe-

tween Cheyenne mountain and Pikes Peak is the picturesque gorge of

Cheyenne canyon. A beautiful casino near by is connected by tram-
way with the city of Colorado Springs.

From Colorado Springs the train follows a branch road up the valley

of the Fountain to Manitou, live miles to the westward, in a Sheltered

nook at the very base of the mountains.

dust beyond Colorado City, the first capital of Colorado, the upturned
Xiobrara Cretaceous limestone is seen, and from here the route crosses

in succession the Lower Cretaceous, Jura, Trias, and Carboniferous,

all Steeply upturned. To the south of the track, the jagged edges of

red Triassic sandstones are seen striking for the Archean foothills. A
northwest-southeast fault cuts them off, as indicated on the Ilayden

ma]). To the north, the towering masses of the "Garden of the Gods"
are seen from certain points.
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MANITOU.

By Whitman ClKttB.

Manitou is a watering place and Bummer resort, celebrated for its

springs of mineral water and the many objects of interest in its imme-

diate vicinity. It has five large hotels and many smaller ones. The

town lies in the valley of Fountain creek, in a little hay Indenting the

foothills of the Archean mountains. The sedimentary rocks occupying

this hay are of Silurian and Lower Carboniferous ages, and do not

appear elsewhere for many miles north or south. Although the details

of the local geology have not been accurately worked out, the general

Structure is shown by the Hayden ma]). 74 To the north the strata

are seen resting on Archean gneiss, with a southerly dip of 10° to 38

and running well up on the mountain slopes, but only small patches

appear to the north of the stream which issues from the foothills at

Glen Eyrie, three miles from Manitou. The disappearance of the forma-

tions in this direction seems to be caused by erosion preceding the

Trias, for the shore line of the latter formation shows a transgression

from the Archean obliquely across the Silurian and Carboniferous.

To the south of Fountain creek the Paleozoic, Triassic, Jurassic,

and Dakota Cretaceous beds are successively cut oil' by a fault line

with northwest southeast trend. This line crosses Ruxton creek west

of town near the Midland Railroad bridge. In the line of this fault

to the northwest is Manitou park, a long, isolated basin in the moun-

tains, occupied by the Paleozoic formations seen at Manitou, but with

a somewhat different development

The best opportunity to see the Silurian beds and the contact with

the underlying Archean is in Williams canyon, a narrow, picturesque

gorge, whose mouth is close by the Clitf House. The canyon extends

almost due north for about two miles, its nearly vertical walls, 'M)0 to

500 feet in height, being mainly made up of Silurian limestone.

Ascending the canyon from Manitou one descends geologically, owing

to the southeasterly dip of the strata, and at about one mile from the

town the contact of the thin quartzite under the limestone with the

gneiss is very plainly seen. In the cliffs on the western side are

extensive caves in the most massive stratum of limestone. The "Cave

of the Winds'' is open to visitors. There are several other caves at

the same horizon in the vicinity of Manitou.

By passing up Cte creek to Rainbow falls, one mile from the bath

house, another good view of the lower part of the Silurian section and
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the Archean contact is obtainable. The line of the fault mentioned

above is seen in going up Buxton ('reek to the I'te lion Springs and
to the depot of the Pikes Peak railroad.

The mineral springs, for which Maniton is famous, issue at several

horizons in the sedimentary rocks and from the Archean. They are all

carbonated and saline, while one of them is strongly chalybeate. The
temperature of the water varies from 4.V to 60° F. (6°to 15° (.'.). There
is a bath house in connection with the larger soda springs. The Ute
Iron Springs are ill Ruxton valley.*

The "Garden of the Gods" is situated about one mile north of Foun-

tain creek and three miles northeast of Maniton. In it rise towers and

pinnacles consisting of the vertical strata of the white Dakota sand-

stone, or of the red Triassic sandstones below. Some of these huge
masses rise vertically for 200 or 300 feet, and serve as fine examples of

the erosion of steeply-upturned strata of varying consistency. Lower
white ridges of Jurassic gypsum or of Cretaceous limestone afford

strong contrasts in eolor when compared with the red sandstones.

Pikes Peal:—Pikes Peak rises to an elevation of L4,147 feet (4,.'U2

m.)j or 7,838 feet (2,389 m.) above Maniton. It is seven miles distant in

air-line; is reached by cog-railroad, by horseback on path, or by car-

riage from Cascade station on the Colorado Midland railroad.

Pikes Peak is the center of a group of mountains which are mainly

made up of a coarse reddish biotite granite. In the granite are many
coarse pegmatite veins, and in some localities pockets lined by crystals

of smoky quartz, ania/.on stone, and a large number of less abundant
minerals. While these mineral occurrences have made the name of

•The following analyses of the waters of tin- principal springs arc taken from Dr.

A. C. l'eale's Mineral Springs of the United States: n

MAXITor SPRINGS.

[Parte in 100,000.)

Constituents.

Sodium carbonate

Calcium carbonate. . .

.

Magnesium carbonate.

Lithium carbonate—
Iron carbonate

Sodium sulphate

Potassium sulphate. . .

Sodium chloride

Silica

Total

Oscar I.oeu , analyst.

Imn I'te.
Little
Chief.

16-10

Maniton.

52 26

Navajo.

121 -CO

1

I te Soda. Shoshone.

69 -:!4 23 -82 88-80

.V.i -ot

11 -56

75-20

13-01

ill -oo

20-51

120-40

31 tit;

40 -(HI

6 10 1
108 -50

Trace. Trace. 0-21 o„ m
1 race. Trace.

:. 78 1 -80 Trace. 1-40

30 86 51-88 1971 18-42 12-24 37-08

7 -dl 6-24 1 B*S6 16-21 Trace. 5-12

:si -69 47-97 40-96 89 78 13-93 42 12

2 -69 o •_'_> 2-nl 1 47 Trace. Trace.

210-87 213-48 260 -00 361 87 97-49 281 -62
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Pikes Peak known the world over, the mountain proper has yielded but

few specimens of note. The chief interest in ascending Tikes Peak
centers in the magnificent view of mountain and of plain to be obtained

from its summit and from the cars in making the ascent. A beautiful

alpine tlora may be found below the debris of the summit, and espe-

cially on the southern slope.

Pig. 25.—Pikes Peak railway.

The above sketch by M. Eysseric, of the visiting geologists, was
taken on the southern slope above timberline.

The list of minerals found in the granite of the Pike's Peak region

embraces orthoclase, microcline, albite, biotite, muscovite, quartz (smoky
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and clear), topaz, plienacite, kaolinite, arfvedsonite, astrophyllite,

hematite, limonite (pscudomorph after siderite), goethite, turgite, cas-

siterite, rutile, zircon, rluorite, cryolite, paclmolite, thomsenolite, geark-
sutite, ralstonite, prosopite, elpasolite, tysonite, bastniisite, allanite,

xenotime, gadolinite, samarskite.76

A large number of minerals, including all the fluorides, zircon, astro-

phyllite, and arfvedsonite, occur near St. Peters dome, 10 miles (1G km.)
southeast of Pikes Peak. This locality is reached by carriage from Col-

orado Springs, a full day being necessary for the trip. The same road
leads to the Seven lakes at the south base of Pikes Peak, and along its

course line mountain views are obtained at many places.

Other points at which fine specimens have been found are scattered

all over the foothills of Pikes Peak, but only at St. Peters dome will

tin- casual visitor be likely to find valuable specimens himself. A fine

collection of minerals for sale can be found at the Iron Spring in Bux-
ton creek, below the depot of the Pikes Peak railroad.

The locality which has furnishd the finest aniazonstone crystals, and
also plienacite and topaz, is near Florissant, a station on the Colorado
Midland railroad, 30 miles (48 km.) from Manitou and 15 miles (2-1 km.)

northwest of Pikes Peak. Pine topaz crystals have also been obtained

at Devils Head (Platte mountain), 30 miles to the northwest.

In the vicinity of the village of Florissant is the small isolated lake

basin of Upper Eocene (Oligocene) beds, which have become celebrated

for their wonderful insect fauna and fossil Mora. Fishes and, more
rarely, birds have also been found here. The strata of this deposit are

composed of volcanic ashes, and they can not as yet be accurately cor-

related with any beds known elsewhere. The geology of the basin has

been described by S. H. Scudder. 77

•151 ge 28
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COLORADO SPRINGS TO DENVER.

ITINERARY.

By Whitman CR08S.

Station.

Colorado Springs

BSdgerton

Boated

MolIHllllllt

Palmer Lake

Greenland

Dist Euaoe. Elevi

M ile8.
Kill,

met res.
Feet.

5, 878

8 18 f., 402

18 21 <i. 582

19 31 6, 900

22 86 7. 222

28 •15 6,906

(Cetera

1,822

Stat ion.

Distance. Elevation.

Miles.

Larkspur

1,861 Castle Bock

2,006 Bedalia

2, 121 A.eeqtda —
2,201 Littleton....

2.105 Denver

Kilo- ,. , ., .

meters.
1'"' 1

' Meters.

50

64

79

90

Id

117

6, 050

6, 205

r.. 822

5,616

5,357

5. 182

2, 029

1,891

1,775

1,681

l
, 682

1,679

From Colorado Springs northward the route follows up the valley of

Monument creek. For several miles its course is in .Montana shales,

but below Edgerton it enters the Laramie formation, which presents a

line of bluffs facing to the southwest. AJong the hanks one sees from

the train a tendency to the production of curious forms by the unequal

erosion of the sandstone containing hard and usually ferruginous lay-

ers. In the district lying to the west of the railroad is the celebrated

Monument park, where the erosional forms are most abundant and

uoteworthy in shape and size.

The road gradually approaches the Archean foothills, and at the head

of Monument creek reaches the divide between the waters of the Ark-

ansas and Platte rivers. This divide extends for many miles eastward

with a general elevation of about 7,500 feet. It is timbered in certain

areas and is composed of Tertiary strata, most of which are assigned to

the Monument Creek formation of Hayden, though detailed studiesmay
very probably show that several distinct formations havebeen grouped

as one. Owing to a discovery of Miocene vertebrate remains some-

where in this series the whole lias been supposed to be of that age.

The railroad crosses the divide at Palmer Lake, within a hundred

yards of the Archean line, and just west of the station may be seen

strata of the Monument Greek formation resting on granite, with a gen-

tle easterly dip. East of the station is a small lake on the summit of

the divide. It has been artificially enlarged. East of the lake rises a

hill in which are good exposures of the coarse-grained grits and sand-

Stones of the Monument Creek. On either side of the divide the usual

zoiie of upturned sedimentary rocks, following the Archean contact, is
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concealed by the Tertiary strata which abut against the foothills. On
the northern side of the divide the road again diverges from the foothill

line and passes rapidly down into the valley of Plum creek, which it

follows to the Platte river. The. most striking feature of the landscape,

for a considerable distance, is the number of isolated flat-topped buttes,

which are made up of Monument Creek strata with, in many cases, a

capping of pinkish rhyolitio tuff, a rock much used as a building stone

in Denver. These buttes are specially well shown in the vicinity of

Larkspur, Douglas, and Castle Rock. The quarries from which the

tuff is obtained are near the last two stations. In Castle Eoek, a small

hill with abrupt cliffs at the top, is evidence of an erosion which fol-

lowed the tuff deposition, and indicates a division line in the Tertiary

series, the importance of which has not yet been demonstrated. Ter-

tiary beds extend somewhat farther north than is represented by the

Ilayden ma]), and it is not until within a short distance of the Platte

river that the underlying beds are exposed.

Below Sedalia the line of upturned strata following the mountain

base becomes again visible, and the Dakota hogback in particular can

be traced for miles. Shortly before reaching Acequia a huge irriga-

tion ditch is crossed, by which water from the Platte is conducted to

the dry plains immediately east of Denver. Opposite Acequia is seen

the gap through which the Platte river issues from the mountains.

From the mouth of Plum creek to Denver the route passes over the

two post-Laramie formations—the Arapahoe and the Denver—which

will be referred to in detail below.

DENVER.

By Whitman CBOSS.

In 1859 the first log house was built where Denver now stands. In

1870 the city had 4,730 inhabitants; in 1880,35,628; in 1800, about

1 40,000. In its business blocks, theaters, school buildings, and pri-

vate residences Denver stands on a par with many older Eastern cities

of a larger population.

The city is built on slightly terraced plains, along either bank of the

South Platte river, at about 10 miles from the mountains. From a

favorable point the observer commands a magnilicent view of the Front

range of the Rocky Mountains, extending from ,the northern line of

the State southward to Pikes Peak, a distance of 150 miles (240 km.).

The most prominent peaks visible from Denver are, commencing at the

north, Pongs Peak (14,271 feet—4,350 m.); Grays Peak (14,341 feet—

4,371 m.); Mount Evans (14,330 feet—4,308 m.), and Pikes Peak
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(14,147 feel—1,312 m.). A notable feature of the landscape is Table
mountain, a gently-sloping mesa at t lie base of the mountains, directly

west of Denver, "where a basalt sheet has protected the soft underlying

strata from erosion. Behind the mesa is the city of Golden.

Denver is the commercial center of a very Large territory. It is of

special importance through its relations to the mining industry of the

mountainous region to the westward, for it is the greatest ore market

of the Rocky Mountains. Prom mining camps, not only in Colorado.

but also in the surrounding States and Territories, ore is brought to

Denver, sampled, and sold in the public market.

There are in the city three very large smelting establishments. Of
these the Boston and Colorado Smelting Company, whose works are in

the suburbs at Argo, deals principally with the more refractory ores,

and pays especial attention to ores containing copper, silver, and gold.

The process is a modification of the Ziervogel process. The gold is

separated from the copper by an operation which is kepi secret. The
Omaha and Grant Smelting and Refining Company, whose refining

works are at Omaha, is said to be the largest establishment of its kind

in the world. Argentiferous lead ores, such as those of Leadville and
Aspen, are the ones most sought for here, as also at the Globe Smelt-

ing Works, near Argo, where some of the largest lead furnaces in the

world are in operation.

Among the public buildings worthy of note is the State capitol,

now being erected on a beautiful site on Capitol hill; the Arapahoe
County court house on Sixteenth street, built of a grayish sandstone

from the Laramie Cretaceous, and the High School building, one of the

largest school edifices in the United States. In the upper corridors of

the last-named building are temporarily displayed the collections

of the Colorado Scientific Society, which are well worthy of a visit,

especially for the mineralogists.

A mining-stock exchange, started a few years ago, is now erecting a
handsome building for its use.

The visitor will, undoubtedly, note the great variety of beautiful

building stones used in Denver. These are nearly all the product of

the State, and many of them come from quarries near the city. From
the Archean conies a coarse-grained red granite and a tine-grained gray
granite. The red sandstones of the Trias and Jura are much used.

White sandstones come from the Dakota Cretaceous, or much more
commonly from the Fox Hills or Laramie Cretaceous. The latter

rocks are very easily worked and have various soft tints of gray,

brown, or yellow. Beautiful marbles of white and variegated colors

occur in Colorado, but have not yet been used to any great extent.

One of the most popular building stones, especially adapted for resi-

dences, but also used in the Union Depot and in other large buildings
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is the light pinkish rhyolitie toff intercalated in the Tertiary strata

south of Denver. The fine flagstones used in the sidewalks of Denver
come from the red beds of the Trias or from the Dakota Cretaceous.
The geological formation immediately underlying and surrounding

the city is the Denver beds, 7:l
a fresh-water lake deposit whose sand-

stones and conglomerates are characteristically, and in the lower
portion almost exclusively, made up of volcanic rocks, representing
many varieties of andesite. The Monument Creek beds rest uncon-

formable upon the Denver strata in the highlands to the southeast.

Below the Denver beds occurs another freshwater lake deposit, the

Arapahoe beds, whose most prominent member is a conglomerate free

from volcanic materials, but containing pebbles of sedimentary rocks

recognized as belonging to various horizons from the Laramie down to

the red sandstones of the Trias. Below the Arapahoe beds come the

normal Laramie Cretaceous clays and coal-bearing sandstones. Uncon-
formities of deposition occur between the Laramie and Arapahoe, and
between the latter and the Denver beds. 81

Both the Arapahoe and the Denver beds contain numerous fragments

of I> inosaurian remains, the majority belonging to the recently dis-

covered family of the Ceratopsidce. The fossil flora of the Denver
beds is very rich, but paleobotanies have not as yet differentiated it

from that of the coal-bearing Laramie of this region. The molluscan

fauna is small, but also shows a close relationship between the Denver
and the Laramie. For these reasons paleontologists have held that

the two lake deposits in question belong to the Laramie Cretaceous,

but the stratigrapher finds, in the evidence of enormous erosion preced-

ing theArapahoe epoch and of a long period of eruptive activity before

the DenvCr epoch, grounds for holding that these formations should he

distinguished from the Laramie proper, and that they are either of

earliest Eocene age or of a Cretaceous period succeeding the Laramie.

The Denver strata are exposed in the hanks of the Platte river, ami
in many of its smaller tributaries; bat a good idea of the characteris

tics of the series can only be obtained by examining the sections shown
on the line of folding near the mountains. The rusty brown sand-

stones appearing on the plains are often indurated by a large amount
of zeolitic cement, and the soils resulting from the decomposition of

the eruptive materials are quite fertile.

A few years ago artesian water of remarkable purity was struck in

Denver while boring for coal. The water was found to come from sev-

eral horizons between 175 feet and 1,200 feet in depth, mainly in the

Arapahoe beds. As the supply basin was a small one the large num-
ber of wells which were sunk soon decreased the pressure, and to-day

Dearly all the wells in use are pumping wells.

The formations constituting the plains about Denver are chiefly a
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Loess-like Pleistocene deposit, which forms a very rich soil, though

from lack of moisture the plains appear to be arid, and until irrigated

produce little beside the prickly-pear cactus [Opuntia), the soap weed

( Yucca), the sagebrush
(
Artemisia), greasewood {Sarcobates), and scanty

grasses. This Loess deposit is widely distributed over eastern Colo-

rado, and seems to connect directly with that of the Missouri valley. 8"

From Denver a number of very interesting excursions can easily

be made to points illustrating clearly various features of the foothill

geology. At Platte canyon, Morrison, Golden, Ralston creek, Boulder,

and St. Vrain's creek, all reached by railroad, one can study beautiful

sections of the upturned sedimentary series from the Archean to the

Colorado Cretaceous, or, in some cases, to the post Laramie of the

Denver formation. The excursions to Morrison, Golden, and Ralston

creek are easily made from Denver in one day, returning to the city

at night. There are good hotels both at Morrison and Golden.

EXCURSION TO MORRISON.

By Whitman CROSS.

Morrison is a little village 12 miles (19 km.) southwest of Denver, at

the end of a branch of the Denver, Leadville and (lunnison railroad.

It is picturesquely situated on the banks of Hear creek, which here

issues from the mountains, crosses the monoclinal valley between the

Archean and the Dakota hogback, and cuts its way through tin 1 latter

to the plains, dust within this gap is the town, with line exposures of

the Mesozoic section below the Colorado Cretaceous (dose at hand.*

Dark red Triassic sandstones at the base of the sedimentary series

form the most prominent outcrops seen in the section on the north bank

of Bear creek. Above them comes a creamy white sandstone, and

above that, forming a low ridge at the base of the Dakota hogback, is

a limestone which is burnt for quicklime. This limestone occurs in the

midst of red clays and shales. Mr. Eldridge has included these beds

in the Triassic part of the section, differing in this from the division

adopted by the Hayden survey.

The smooth western slope of the great Dakota hogback exhibits very

beautifully the variegated marls, (days, and shales of the Jura. At a

# Eig. 2G, on page 139, is a reproduction on half scale of the drawing by W. II.

Holmes, published in the llayden report for 1871, p. 3-2. The section given is on the

north bank of Bear creek and shows the relationships of the various formations

which can be easily visited, from the Archean gneisses of Bear canyon or Mount
Morrison on the west, through the sedimentary section beginning with the red beds

of the Trias, and extending to the highest known Denver beds in the summit of

Green mountain on the east.
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horizon not far below the Dakota, and on the

slope facing thetownofMorrison, Prof. Arthur

Lakes found the first gigantic Dinosaur bones

upon which Prof. Marsh established the genus

Atlantosanrns. Other remains of the same

animal have been found at this horizon, both

to the north aid south of Morrison, and also

at a correspondingposition near Canyon City.

In the white Dakota sandstones and in a

lire clay bed in the middle of the sandstone

section there lias been found an extensive fos-

sil florawhich hasbeenmadethe subject-mat-

ter of a monograph by Prof. Lesqnereux, pub-

lished by the U. S. Geologieal Survey. The

section of Fort Benton shales immediately

overlying the Dakota is most clearly seen on

the south bank of Pear creek, along .the line

of an irrigating ditch.

The small ridge at the base of the Dakota

hogback iscausedbythe Niobrara limestones

and the entire section of the Niobrara is very

well shown in the part of the section illus-

trated.

Following the Niobrara comes a great thick-

ness of Fort Fierre shales, which, along Pear

creek, have a thickness of over 5,000 feet.

while in the section running from the sum-

mit of Green mountain, about three miles to

the northward of Pear creek, their thickness

is reduced to a few hundred feet. From the

observed variation in the thickness of these

beds, together with the visible divergence of

strike in this interval, Mr. Fldridgehas estab-

lished a considerable unconformity between

the Niobrara and Fort Pierre. 81

Above the Fort Pierre come the shales of

the Fox Hills in their normal development.

At the western ba8e of Green mountain is a

small but distinct ridge of the Laramie sand-

stones (<l, Fig. li<>) in vertical position, con-

taining coal beds, here of less than the nor-

mal thickness. T his line ofthe Laramie beds

is clearly traceable along the southern slopes

of Green mountain, running parallel to the

band representing the Fox 'Hills, and crosses

Bear creek at a hill called Mount Carbon
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throe miles east of Morrison. Here the coal banks have become thicker
and have been opened in several mines.

Green mountain will always remain a classic locality for the post-
Laramie lake beds which have been named the Arapahoe and Denver
formations. In a small ravine on the southwest slope of (Jreen moun-
tain, whose course is almost toward the point of view in the section
given, one may see an almost continuous exposure of the Laramie and
Arapahoe beds in vertical position. It was in this ravine that the iirst

pebbles of Dakota conglomerate, and other Meeozoic sandstones were
detected in the conglomerate, which is the most conspicuous feature of
the Arapahoe series. From this ravine the Arapahoe conglomerate
can be traced southward in practical continuity to a point several miles
south of the Platte canyon, and northward to Golden, although in the
latter direction it is less well marked, owing to the smaller size of the
pebbles.

The main mass ofGreen mountain is made up of Denver beds. Con-
tact with the Arapahoe beds is most clearly indicated in the ravine
first mentioned and in others on the western slope of the mountain-
the lower 200 or M){) feet of the formation are, however, not very con
tinuously exposed in any section. Hut a characteristic conglomerate
composed of dark andesitic pebbles is clearly shown at the western
base of the more abrupt slopes of the mountain, and from this horizon
to the summit there is an almost continuous section illustrating very
clearly the characteristics of the formation. The coarse Conglomerates
of the upper part of the Denver formation are here so loosely consoli-
dated that the mountain summit and upper slopes aie covered with
loose boulders, which were not originally identified as belonging to a
definite formation in place, but considered drift boulders. For details
concerning the exposures of the Denver and Arapahoe formations in

Green mountain the reader is referred to the original article 79 on the
Denver Tertiary formation and the accompanying ma]), in which the
location of the section ravine and the. best exposures are clearly indi-
cated. The outcrops of the Denver formation are shown at intervals
along the banks of Bear creek and its junction with Platte river.
Many Dinosaur bones, referred by Prof. Marsh to the Ceratopsi(he,
have been found in the Denver beds on the western slopes of Green
mountain and in the plains area between that and the Platte river.
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EXCURSION TO GOLDEN.

By Whitman CROSS.

Golden lies 10 miles (10 km.) west of Denver,

on Clear creek, at the point where it issues

from the mountains. The position of Golden

corresponds to that of Morrison, except that

the elevations separating it from the plains,

North and South Table mountains, have an

entirely different character from the Dakota

ridge of the other locality. The section of the

sedimentary rocks exposed at Golden is com-

paratively very narrow through the thinning

of several formations between the red beds of

the Trias and the Laramie. Some of the for-

mations, such as the Dakota, entirely disappear

from the section at the point where it is crossed

by Clear creek.'11

The first formation to preserve its normal

thickness and position in the section at Golden

is the Laramie Cretaceous, which here has a

thickness of about 800 feet (244 m.), standing

in vertical position. The coal measures are

well developed, and are explored by several

coal mines. An abundant fossil flora has been

found in the sandstones adjoining the coal.

To the east of Golden, not more than one

mile (1*61 km.) from the Archean foothills, are

the two Table mountains, separated by a gorge

made by Clear creek in cutting- its way to the

plains. The Table mountains have a basaltic

capping of varying thickness, up to a maxi-

mum Of 300 feet (91 in.). Basalt protects the

soft friable sandstones of the Denver beds,

which contain a very well preserved and abun-

dant fossil flora in many horizons. The Denver

stiata in Table mountain represent the charac-

teristic development of that formation in its

lower portion. There are exposures in South

Table mountain in the neighborhood of Castle

Rock and at the northeastern corner of the

mountain.* 5'

U/i
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Between the Laramie and the Denver beds is a narrow outcrop of

the Arapahoe formation, which is, however, exposed in very obscure
outcrops in this region. It occurs as a narrow band of steeply

upturned strata apparently conformable with the Laramie.

In a wide aniygdaloidal zone in North Table mountain there' is a

succession of zeolites, which have been described in detail." 6
Tin;

occurrence is interesting for the distinct succession of species and for

tin 1 unusual development of certain forms.

In the Dakota hogbacks north and south of Golden are also lire clay

beds. These are used in manufacturing a very tine quality of tire

brick, furnace muffles, crucibles, etc. There is also a large manufac-

tory of ornamental brick in Golden, the material used being largely

the plastic clays of the Laramie. The Colorado State School of Mines

is located at Golden. It has a fair museum, and is rapidly growing.

In Clear Creek canyon, above (iolden, are found exposures of the

Archean gneisses and schists. At about (> miles (10 km.) north of

(iolden, Ralston creek issues from the mountains, cutting across the

sedimentary beds and affording another excellent section which very

nearly resembles that at Morrison. Fig. 27, p. Ill (after Holmes,) rep-

resents the section displayed on the north bank of Van Bibber creek,

a small stream north of North Table mountain. This illustrates the

section exposed in better detail along the line of Kalston creek, which
crosses the held of view along the middle-ground. There is here a

great development of the Triassic red beds, the Jura, and the Dakota.

There are extensive quarries of the lower sandstones. On the right

hand of tin; figure are seen a number of conical hills of basalt, repre

senting necks or dikes, through which the lavas of Table mountain

ascended. The terrace formations of the plains are very (dearly repre-

sented.



THE GREAT PLAINS OF COLORADO AND KANSAS.

Ry S. F. Emmons.

From Denver to Kansas City the entire width of the Great Plains is

again crossed, which present the same, or even greater, monotony of

scenery than where they were crossed on the outward journey in

Dakota. Their surface descends in a gentle but imperceptible slope

about 10 feet in the mile, or 5,000 feet (1,250 m.) in the 500 miles (800

km.) that lie between these points. There is but little variety of ero-

sional forms. The modern rivers, which in the spring and early sum-

mer are rapid, muddy torrents, constantly changing their meandering

courses in their wide bottoms, gradually decrease in volume during

the summer and autumn, and through the greater part of the year are

shallow, inconsiderable streams. There is evidence that the larger of

these streams have followed the same general course in early Tertiary

times that they do now, for Tertiary deposits have idled them up in

some places, and later erosion has not entirely removed these deposits

from the sides of the later channels. There is little to be seen of the

characteristically glacial topography shown on the more northern route,

nor are any typical mau rinses terres to be seen along the route of travel.

The streams whose valleys are traversed during the night and succeed-

ing day do not have their sources in the Rocky Mountains, as do the

Platte and Arkansas rivers, but head in springs between these two

rivers and at some distance from the mountains.

The substructure of the Plains in this latitude is formed by strata of

Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Tertiary ages, which lie nearly in position of

original deposition, and show no preceptible discordance of stratifica-

tion between the beds of successive series. The surface is masked to

some extent, especially along the more important valleys, by a loess-like

deposit which gives great fertility when rainfall is sufficient for culti-

vation, orwhen, as near the mountains, a sufficient supply of water may

be obtained for irrigation. In general, lower beds in the geological

series are disclosed in going east; but as the region has not yet been

systematically surveyed, except in limited areas, only the broader gen-

eral features of its geology are known. The transgression which is so

marked in the Appalachians between Paleozoic and Mesozic is not dis-

tinguished here. On the contrary, there seems to be a gradual passage,

not only in the sedimentation but in the succession of life, from the

Carboniferous into the Red Beds of the Trias. Between the latter and
443
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the Dakota Cretaceous, however, the transgression is more distinct,

•i iid that between Laramie Cretaceous and Tertiary is very marked.

In the area passed over during the night, after leaving the Laramie

exposures which form the eastern boundary of the Denver basin, Ter-

tiary beds extend eastward to Phillipsbnrg which is reached in the

early morning. From there today Center, Cretaceous beds furnish

the only visible outcrops, the Bed Beds of the Trias which come to the

surface in southern Kansas not appearing along the line of travel. The
coal measures of the Missouri Iowa coal basin, which also extend

into and are of economic importance in Kansas, pass upward into a

series of shales and limestones, with a tew unimportant, sheets of

sandstones, the whole containing a fauna of newer facies than that

of the uppermost members of the Carboniferous remaining in the

Appalachians. These have been commonly referred by local geologists

to the Permian, or Permo-Carboniferous. The Tertiary beds which

once covered the eastern portion of the plains area have been almost

entirely removed by erosion. They are partly replaced by the drift

deposits of the ice sheet, whose western margin extended a short dis-

tance to the west of the present valley of the Missouri river, where it

forms the boundary between the States of Iowa and Missouri on the

east and Nebraska and Kansas on the west.

Mr. Robert Hay contributes the following on the surface geology of

the Plains in Kansas and Nebraska where traversed by the various

railroads:

The geology of the country is substantially the same along these various routes.

From the longitude of about 108 80 east ward there are two formations that are

conspicuous. The highest I call the Plains marl. Though it has variations it is

remarkable for its lithologio similarity over vast areas, and samples not to be dis-

tinguished from each other could he obtained from the northern plains of Nebraska,

the midplains (Platte-Arkansas) region and the Panhandle of Texas. It is argil-

laceous, arenaceous, and calcareous everywhere, and its varieties are due simply to

the predominance of one or the other of its principal ingredients. Where the lime

and clay have been weathered out, sand dunes are left. It has few fossils, hut horse

teeth have been found in it. In at least a part of the plains it is the Bquus beds of

Cope. Its origin probably began in the Pliocene era and stretched all through
Pleistocene time. It, forms the smooth floor of the unbroken high prairie of the

West. The short gramma and other grasses have given its surface a compact sod

that turns the water oft' it and in time of storm causes rapid Hooding of the sandy
arroyos and river valleys. On the one hundred and second meridian and from the

thirty-fifth to the fortieth parallel it is from BO to L'OO feet deep, increasing in thick-

ness north of the Republican and decreasing eastward. Broken by the plow it

makes a fertile soil, and taken from excavations it is of the same quality to the

bottom. Vegetation has not heen sufficient to more than slightly discolor its sur-

face. There is no black soil on tile prairie. Owing to erosion immediately preced-

ing its deposition, it is found in many valleys where, vegetation having since heen

ranker, the marl is more humus-like under the grass roots. Erosion of the modern
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age having made more impression as we proceed east, the narrowing area of the

uplands lias less of the Plains marl, and east of the ninety-eighth meridian it isonly

recognized in small isolated areas. (Joining east it becomes more and more loess-

like and in Nehraska and northern Kansas it merges into that formation, which is

typically developed in the bluffs of the Missouri River. In eastern Colorado and

western Nebraska and Kansas the Plains marl is usually underlaid by well-defined

Tertiary formations. About the one hundred and fourth meridian on both sides of

the Platte River these are the White River strata principally, which may be named,

from their lithologic character, the Mortar beds. Coming east and south these thin

out and give place to the Loup Fork, into which they merge. This last formation

has within it beds of conglomerate, 1 > 1 1 1 whether as fresh-water lime beds, mortar

beds, or conglomerates, the Loup Fork is everywhere a water holder; and this is

true also of the thicker White Rivet beds Stretching toward Wyoming and north-

west Nebraska. The more impervious Plains marl lets the meteoric water percolate

slowly through it, and the looser arenaceous or gravelly texture of the White Rivex

or the Loup Fork beds holds tlie water till it is reached by wells from above, or

escapes in springs in ravines where erosion has cut sutliciently deep. The ever-

present arenaceous character of these Tertiary beds, whether as mortar beds or con-

glomerates, and their consequent water-bearing capacity have suggested the term

Tertiary grit as a designation showing their relation to economic geology. These

two formations, the Plains marl and Tertiary grit, make the essential features of the

mid-plains geology. The mammalian and reptilian (turtle) fossils of the grit have

been described by Marsh and Cope. Some floral remains and fresh- water univalves

have also been found. Underneath the marl and grit in all the mid-plain region lie

Cretaceous formations. These are all more impervious than the Tertiary grit and

so help to make the water-bearing character of that formation more decided.
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DENVER TO KANSAS CITY

ITINERARY.

By S. P. Emmons."

Station.

Distance.

I >cii\ era

I.imon

Gioodland

Norton

Phillipsbnrg

.

(
'ii'fl na

Agra

Kensington .

.

Athol

Smith ( tenter

BeUaire

Lebanon

Ezbon

Ocego

Mankato
Montrose

Formosa

Court laml -..

Scandia

Belleville ....

Cuba

Agenda

Clyde

Clifton

90

198

804

388

344 !

848

858

359

367

873

879

386

391

399

406

411

416

422

436

441

147

4.
r.'>

46]

145

319

489

544

554

562

568

578

f)91

600

610

621

6'29

642

653

661

669

679

702

710

719

732

742

Elevation.

5, 182

6, 354

3,687

2,270

1,939

1,758

1.773

1,786

1,804

1,866

1,818

1,829

1 , 792

1,787

1,658

1,515

1,499

1,431

1.514

1,688

1.409

1,295

1,265

1.579

1,682

1. 124

692

591

Slal Ion.

535

540

544

550

569

554

557

546

544

505

462

457

486

461

476

429

395

386

Morganville

Claj Center

Brougbton

Bala

Riley

Keata

Manhattan

Zeandale

Wabaunsee

tfoFarland

Paxioo

Maple Hill

Willtard

Valencia

Topekao
I irant villo

Newman
Medina

Williainstown

Lawrence c

Linwood

Bonner Springs. . .

.

Armstrong

Kansas City d

Distance.

9

E
B
o
5
_c

M

469 755

476 766

482 776

188 7S5

495 797

504 811

518 826 !

520 887

525 845

534 859

538 867

546 879

551 887 '.

555 893 i

566 911

572 921

578 930

580 933

585 941

596 959

Elevation.

607

618

633

635

977

995

1,019

1,022

-

1,288

1,198

1.185

1 , 266

1,271

1. 121

1.014

1,007

1,044

1,020

991

957

912

904

877

812

796

7X9

789

763

733

739

690

750

i

376

365

361

386

389

848

309

307

318

311

302

292

278

276

267

247

243

240

240

233

223

225

210

229

aPopulation, 106,713. b Population, 81,007. S Population, 9.997. d Population, 132,716.

From Denver to Limon the train runs on the tracks of the Kansas

Pacific Railroad, first eastward, then bending to the south-southeast.

The main line of the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad starts from

Colorado Springs, and in its course to Limon runs a little north of east

.long the southern base of the mesa region which forms the divide

between the waters of the Platte and Arkansas rivers. These mesas

have not yet been systematically studied, but as far as known consist

"From notes furnished bv R. Hay and R. T. Hill.
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mainlyofbeds ofthe Tertiarysystem alreadydescribed as theMonument

Creek series, which may include several formations.

A few miles east of Denver the Denver beds are lost to view, and

the surface is formed by those of the Laramie Cretaceous, also occupy-

ing a practically horizontal position. The higher elevations to the

southward, especially as Limon is approached, areoccupiedbyremnants

of theTertiary formations, while the broader valleys often contain local

developments of more recent formations.

From Limon, which is on the Big Sandy creek, a tributary of the

Arkansas River, the road takes an easterly course passing on to the

head waters of the Republican river, one of the important streams

which takes its rise in springs on the plains at a considerable distance

from the mountains. Eighteen miles west of Goodland it passes into

the State of Kansas, and follows the northern ed^o of the divide

between the drainage of the Republican and Solomon rivers nearly to

Phillipsburg, which is within the drainage system of the latter stream.

The surface of the country between Limon and Phillipsburg is, pre-

sumably, mostly coveredby Tertiary formations of as yet undetermined

age, the earlier being a grit or series of sands and conglomerates (sup

posed to be Miocene), with a recent marl or loess deposited on its

eroded surface. The latter is well seen near Norton, Phillipsburg, and

Smith Center. Wherever older Meso/oic outcrops are exposed by

erosion of these overlying beds, they are found as a rule to be succes-

sively older as one goes farther east.

Phillipsburg is situated near the eastern edge of the great Tertiary

plains. The Tertiary beds which once stretched east of it have been in

great part removed by the drainage system of the Republican, Solomon,

and Smoky Hill rivers, dust before reaching it a prominent mound,

known as the (inverted) Bread Bowl, is formed by a protecting top of

The hard, conglomerate grit of the Miocene. Fifteen miles to the north,

at Long Island, in what are called the mortar beds of the .Miocene, is

the bone bed from which Prof. O. C. Marsh obtained many mammalian

remains.

Farther east, in Smith county (Smith Center, county seat), the beds

of Colorado Cretaceous are seen; first, the soft magnesian Niobrara

limestone, then occasionally a blue shale. At the crossing of the

Republican River, near Scandia, the bloffs are of Fort Benton age.

Near Belleville, and south from there, the sandstones and colored

shales of the Dakota are passed over, but the outcrops are few and

inconspicuous.

Although no outcrops of Mesozoic beds lower than the Dakota have

been recognized, red sandstones, which are presumably Triassic, have

been pierced in boring for salt along the line of the Kansas Pacific

Railway in Ellsworth County, still farther southward, in about the mid-
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die of the State. The salt measures are barren gray beds above the
highest Light-colored Permian, and contain beds of rock salt from 100

to 200 feet in thickness.

The route from Clay Center to Kansas City, and also that running
northeastward across Nebraska to Omaha, lies mainly upon limestones

and shales of Permian and Carboniferous age.

Between Clyde and Clay Center the road follows a valley which had
been enormously widened in Quaternary times and cut below the level

of the plains, as preserved ID the dividing ridges between the streams.

Leaving this valley at Clay Center the road ascends the divide between
the Republican and Blue rivers, and enters upon the Paleozoic area.

The underlying rock is now the horizontal yellow limestone of the Per-

mian, to whose existence the persistence of the divide is due.

The road enters the valley of the Kansas or Kaw River at Manhattan.

Twenty miles up this river, in a southwesterly direction, on a point

overlooking the junction of the Republican and Smoky Hill rivers and

within the Fort Riley military reservation, there is a stone monument
marking the geographic center of the United States as determined in

1880.

At Manhattan a good cross section of the Kansas Valley is obtained.

On the opposite side of the river are heavy beds of orange-colored

loess. Near this station, and again near McFarland, are outcrops of

the Hint beds, which are a conspicuous feature of the Permian through-

out several counties. The road now passes into the Coal Measures,

which constitute the prevailing formation of the uplands as far as

Kansas City. Drift boulders of red quartzite from Minnesota, sup-

posed to come from the drift in northern Kansas, are seen close to the

road before entering McFarland.

Between Topeka and Kansas City d rift is abundant, and its presence

is shown by the form of the low hills to the north of the road.

At Lawrence a considerable morainal deposit is seen on both sides

of the river, across which it once probably formed a dam.



THE PRAIRIES.

By W .1 McGf.k.

When first explored by white men the eastern United States was
wooded

j much of the interior was woodless—the "prairie" of the French

explorers, whose designation promises to outlive the condition described

by the term; still farther westward lay the Great Plains, with which

the prairies merged, and beyond lay the mountains. During this day's

journey the route traverses a representative prairie land—the iden-

tical tract to which the name was originally applied. Now it is diver-

sified, sometimes by natural groves or belts of woodland along the

rivers, sprang up since the day of aboriginal prairie fires ended; else-

where by artificial groves, hedges, and wind-breaks, such as abound

over most of the interior region.

The prairie soil is commonly the long-weathered surface of one of

the two great glacial drift sheets, antedating the terminal moraine.

Generally the drift grades upward into a loam, sometimes loess-like,

but more commonly displaying the characters of clay. Near the Mis-

sissippi, however, this loam deposit has developed into a fairly well-

defined loess, which is not, however, so distinctive or so abundantly

developed as on the Missouri. In the interior the loam is commonly
so thin that drift boulders may be seen approaching the soil in the

railway cuts, and not infrequently they lie scattered over the surface

in considerable numbers. All, or nearly all, of these boulders are far-

traveled erratics, carried down from near or beyond the northern bound-

ary of the United States.

The relief is low, the surface undulating gently; the configuration is

the product of faint hydrodynamic sculpture, for the most part directed

by the antecedent glacial configuration and by the temporary water-

ways born of the melting ice. It is noteworthy that this surface,

primarily ice fashioned, is now so far modified by waterwork that

practically the entire surface is well drained. Marshes occur only

rarely and lakes never. In this respect the extra-niorainal surface is

strongly distinguished from the intra-niorainal area, in which lakes

abound and marshes are innumerable.
449
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FROM KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

ITINKKAKY.

ByAV J MoGbb.

Station.

Kansas City

Cameron

(iallatin

Jamesporl

Belknap

Muscatine

Davenport

Book Island

Molino

Distance.

53

75

84

210

306

335

337

339

Elevation.

750

1,02284

121

136

888 887

4112 5G2

539 595

542 470

546 77;!

229

301

287

166

181

143

236

Popula-
tion.

132,716

Station.

Bureau 404

La Salle ....

Ottawa

Morris

Joliet

11,454

26, 872

13, 634

12, 000

Blue Island.Tune

Aulmrn June...

Bogleirood

Chicago

Distance Elevation.

m
V

s
-

5
o o

-r.

C
4>

3 a Ph 3

404 650 670 201

419 674 665 203

434 698 688 210

450 734 722 220

478 769 540 165

;.(ll 806 807 246

510 821 795 212

511 822 603 183

518 833 594 181

Popula-
tion.

0, 855

II. 9S5

1,099,850

At Kansas City arc drift and loess, both resting on Carboniferous

beds. The loess is here, as elsewhere, a clayey loam, distinguished by

its tendency to cleave vertically and to stand in perpendicular walls as

a result of erosion, thus producing characteristic topographical forms.

The road now takes a northwesterly direction through the State of

Missouri. After leaving Kansas City the loess continues as a conspic-

ous feature for miles, grading into loam and then into drift. The

substructure is formed by upper Carboniferous beds, which contain

coal seams of variable thickness and considerable extent, but which

have not been exploited on account of the proximity of the Iowa-

Missouri coal basin, in which the seams of the middle Coal Measures

are found at less depth. Midway between the Missouri and the Missis-

sippi the route crosses this basin, and gradually descends geologically

over the lower Coal Measures and the sub-Carboniferons formations,

the latter being well developed about the J)es Moines river.

At Muscatine the road reaches Mississippi river, whose valley it

follows to the crossing at Davenport.

The subterrane from the Mississippi to Lake Michigan is Paleozoic, in-

cluding Carboniferous, Devonian, and Silurian rocks. About Davenport

and Rock Island the Carboniferous rocks are brown sandstones, commonly

considered to have been deposited in outlying basins near the shore line
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of the middle Carboniferous sea j but within 25 miles east of Mississippi

river the rocks come to resemble more closely those characteristic of

the Coal Measures of the Illinois-Indiana basin. The sandstones near

the river, and the shales and limestones (with a few coal scams) of the

interior, rest unconformably on the older strata; for the calcareous series

of deposits, commonly referred to the sub-Carboniferous, is absent,

and the Devonian, broadly developed in Iowa, soon fails, leaving the

Carboniferous and Silurian strata nearly or quite contiguous.

On approaching Davenport the railroad passes through deep cuts

in Pleistocene deposits, which afford interesting sections. The upper-

most deposit is loess, somewhat more clayey than that of Missouri

river, yet abounding in similar fossils; its thickness ranging from 10

to 30 feet. At its base it commonly becomes gravelly or grades into an

attenuated drift sheet; and loess and drift alike rest on an ancient

soil, or "forest bed," which has yielded not only abundant remains

of coniferous woods, but also bones and tusks of the elephant. Below

lies a dense, tenacious drift sheet, representing the earliest well-defined

ice invasion of the Pleistocene.

Between Davenport and Rock Island the Mississippi flows in what

may be styled, for that stream, a contracted gorge, half a mile to a mile

in width. This gorge opens immediately below the cities; upstream

it extends for some 25 miles to the town of Le Claire. Throughout

this stretch of relatively narrow channel the current is exception-

ally strong, particularly at the upper and lower extremities. Thus

the terms " Pock Islands Papids" and "Le Claire Rapids" have long

been familiar to the pilots and captains of the packets plying between

St. Louis and St. Paul, and, indeed, to other rivcrmen. Formerly

the rocky islet, from which the Illinois city takes its name, was sepa-

rated from the mainland of Illinois by a navigable channel, and indeed

represented nothing more than the largest of a series of "reefs" rising

from the river bottom. Subsequently the Iowa channel was deepened

and the Illinois channel was finally dammed to afford waterpower for

the United States Arsenal located upoi the island.

The only rocks exposed in the immediate vicinity of Davenport and

Rock Island are Devonian; they are fossiliferons, and, for the most

part, have been correlated with the Hamilton of New York; but their

exact position in the geological scale can not be said to be finally deter-

mined. Exposures of brown Carboniferous sandstone occur within a

tew miles of both cities.

A few miles east of Rock Island the railroad approaches and finally

<-rosses Pock River, which, it may be observed, fiows in a dispropor-

tionately broad gorge. Moreover, it may be noted that this valley

bifurcates, sending its principal arm northward to be occupied only by a

t rifling stream, while the narrower is marked by the course ofPock river.
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Thisbroad valley represents one of a plexus of channels tunned by the

Hoods derived from the melting toe about the close of the Pliocene: it

is the Mur<iis WOgee of the French missionaries, which, traced against

the general direction of river How, extends northeastward and then

northward for 40 miles, where it divides once more, this time into three

branches. The Smallest of the branches coincides with the present

course of the Mississippi about Clinton; the next in size coincides

with the Wapsipinnicon River for 50 miles; and the principal branch

diverges from the Wapsipinnicon a few miles above its mouth and then

cuts directly across the interior of eastern Iowa to reunite with the

Mississippi at the mouth of the Maquoketa, 100 miles (by river) above
Rock Island.

Bast of the plexus of ancient channels the road traverses one of the

low divides characteristic of northern-central Illinois—a typical prairie

land. On approaching Illinois river the surface becomes more rugose,

and rock outcrops appear. About La Salle and Ottawa the river bluffs

are 100 to 200 feet high, and expose a variety of formations within a

limited area, ranging from the coal-bearing Carboniferous through the

Niagara (the characteristic Upper Silurian formation of the interior)

and down to the Oneota (or "Lower Magnesian)," or the St. Peter. In

this vicinity the structure is more complex than elsewhere in Illinois

save in two localities, i. e., at the mouth of Illinois river, and near the

continence of the Ohio; it is a region of decided deformation of uncon-

formable strata, afterward planed down to base level. Noteworthy

fossil localities occur in the vicinity. The rocks are mantled with

glacial drift so deeply that exposures are rare, except in the river bluffs.

Nearly all the way from Ottawa to Chicago the route traverses monot-

onous prairie land, faintly relieved here and there by moraines, incon-

spicuous in comparison with those of the northern route. There are

few rock exposures, the most notable being at Joliet, where there are

extensive quarries. The subterrane from Ottawa to Chicago is deeply
buried beneath the drift, but is probably almost wholly Upper Silurian,

and chietiy the interior represensative of the New York Niagara.



CHICAGO TO NIAGARA FALLS.

ITINERARY.

By G. K. Gilbert.

Distance. Elevation.

Popula-
tion.

Station.

Distance. Klevation.

Station.

a

1

V

|
3

9

BQ

g

t
3

1

.

T.

t-
V

s

3 £

go

3
o

?;

267

251

256

341

178

179

246

291

224

Popula-
tion.

Chicago

8

20

23

25

31

30

39

45

50

55

100

104

122

13

32

38

42

51

59

64

74

82

90

162

167

196

594 181 1, 099, 850
:

Schoolcraft

Battle Creek....

l4li 2SS S7H

Elsdon 175 282 823

220 354 836

262 400 7M

836 539 584

330 541 5S7

397 639 806

426 685 951

DluelHland June 13 197

llarvev 18, 102

Thornton June .. Port Huron

Sarnia

Woodstock

Harrisburg

Duinlas

Maynard 13 543

Griffith

Redeadale

Ainswurth 453 731 734

Sedley 604

806

713

721

880

212

245

217

220

268

Valparaiso Hamilton

Niagara Palls:

< lanadian side

American.side

472 760

616 830

51 K Kit

255

573

574

78

174

175

South Bend

M ishau aka

21,819

Cassapolis

Leaving Chicago at 3 o'clock p. in., we cross before night the corners

of Illinois and Indiana and a part of Michigan. In passing about the

head of Lake Michigan the underlying Silurian and Devonian rocks

are not seen, but only the Champlain sands accumulated by winds and

waves at the end of the lake when its water stood at higher levels.

The winds are still busy with them, piling them in traveling dunes

which block the drainage, converting much of the land into marsh.

Soon after entering the State of Michigan we pass from Devonian to

rarboniferous terranes, entering the Michigan coal basin. That por-

tion of the State lying between lakes Michigan and Huron, called the

Lower Peninsula, is characterized by a synclinal basin of gentle dips,

carrying the Silurian rocks below the level of the sea and bringing the
( 'arboniferous below the plane of denudation. In this structural basin

brines are preserved, on which an important salt industry is based.

It is of interest to note the relation of the Michigan syncline to the

general structure and to the basins of the Lament ian lakes. Through-

out a large region, including the lake district, the general strike of out-

crops Is east and west, the older rocks lying at the north and the

453
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newer at; the south, [n latitudes 85° to 87° a double interruption to

this arrangement occurs. The line of Devonian outcrop swings 250

miles (100 km.) southward in :i great loop about the Cincinnati upward
arch; the Silurian outcrop swings an equal distance northward about
the Michigan downward arch; and between the two arches there is a

belt in which the dips are northward. The most resistant members of

the Paleozoic are the Trenton limestone, at the base of the Silurian, and
the Niagara limestone, near the top of the same system. Between
these are Shales and Soft sands of the dtica, Hudson River, and Medina
series, and above the Niagara are equally soft shales of the Salina

Hamilton, and Chemung series. The basins of lakes Michigan and
Huron arc carved from the monocline of soft rocks above the Niagara,

where it sweeps around the .Michigan syncline, and are thus made to

embrace the coal basin. Lake Erie lies in a trough carved from the

same monocline where its trend is nearly normal. Lake Ontario lies

in the monocline below the Niagara limestone, where its course is nor-

mal, and the same monocline, where it curves about the Michigan coal

basin, holds Georgian and Manitoulin bays, dependencies of Lake
Huron, and Green bay, a dependency of Lake Michigan. It is believed

that the excavation of the basins was accomplished partly by rains

and rivers during pre- Pleistocene and interglacial times when the

district stood at a higher level than now, and partly by Pleistocene ice

currents. As to the relative importance of the two agencies geologists

are not agreed, and it may safely be said that the determination of the

question belongs to the future."'-
•"' ,

The surface features in Michigan depend largely on the drift, con-

sisting of ground moraine traversed by numerous marginal moraines.

Lakelets, ponds, and swamps are numerous. On both sides of the St.

Clair river, connecting Lake Huron with Lake St. Clair, the till is over-

lain by laminated Champlain clays, here called Brie clay, and the

surface of the country is smooth.

From Sarnia to Hamilton, in the Province of Ontario, Dominion of

Canada/4 the route continues on the eastern limb of the Michigan syn-

cline, gradually descending in the geologic scale through the Devonian
and Upper Silurian. The Hamilton shales are succeeded by the Corn-
iferous limestone near London; the Onondaga follows, and at St. George

the Guelph, an upper member of the Niagara limestone. The main
mass of the Niagara is met at Capetown, the underlying Clinton at

Dundas, and the Medina at Hamilton. Nearly the whole country is

heavily sheeted by drift deposits. The Erie clay, which occupies the

entire surface for the first hundred miles and appears at intervals

beyond, is a laminated calcareous clay, with erratic pebbles and boul-

ders, but no fossils, apparently the deposit of a great lake at the
margin of the ice. Smaller bodies are traversed of the Algoma sand
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and the Artemisia gravel, deposits likewise of great extent and con-

taining material of distant origin, but not yet satisfactorily interpreted.

From Hamilton, at the bead of Lake Ontario, the train runs eastward

over a broad escarpment of red Medina shales (Upper Silurian) super-

ficially sheeted with till and clay similar to the Champlain. At the

left lies Lake Ontario; at the right the plain rises to the foot of an

escarpment several hundred feet in height, which is capped by Niagara

limestone. The plain is contoured by an old shore line of Lake Ontario,

known as the Iroquois beach. In the city of Hamilton at the head

of the lake this beach takes the form of an immense free spit or

embankment more than 100 feet in height. At other points it appears

as a low barrier of sand and shingle, and yet at other points as a low

bluff undermined by the waves. Since the date of the Iroquois beach

the lake water has also stood at a level lower than the present, and

during the period of low water the small streams which traverse the

plain opened valleys in the lacustrine clay. These valleys are now

partly occupied by lake water, being marked by small bays, to each of

which a small stream is tributary.

Leaving the littoral plain, the train climbs the escarpment, SO as to

approach Niagara falls on the plain constituted by the upper surface

of Niagara limestone.

NIAGARA FALLS. ».«.

By (J. K. Gilbert.

The Niagara river flows northward from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario.

The region is floored by Paleozoic strata, which dip at a low angle

toward the south or upstream. Two limestones are of physiographic

importance, the ( 'orniferous and the Niagara. Beneath the Cdrniferous

and above the Niagara are several hundred feet of shaly beds (Onondaga

salt group), yielding readily to erosive agencies. Beneath the Niagara

limestone are feebly resistant beds, known as the Niagara shale, the

Clinton beds, and the .Medina shale. As a result of this alternation of

hard and soft strata the district consists topographically of two sloping

plateaus, each limited toward the north (downstream) by an escarp-

ment. The Coruiferous escarpment, lying near Lake Erie, is relatively

low; the Niagara escarpment is about 200 feet high and faces toward

Lake Ontario. Lake Erie rests on the Coruiferous plateau, and the

Corniferous limestone determines the height of its water surface.

Across this limestone the river Hows with a rapid current. In the

region of shales beyond it travels more slowly and spreads out broadly.

It traverses the plateau of Niagara limestone in a narrow canyon, at

theSiead of which is a cataract. The passage through the canyon is
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by a series of violent rapids, the water tumbling over a rough bottom

composed of limestone blocks fallen from the walls. Beyond the

Niagara escarpment the river traverses a low plain with deep and quiet

current.

In the walls of the canyon the strata are finely displayed. At thetop

the Niagara limestone has a thickness of about 80 feet (24 m.) near the

cataract, and this gradually diminishes to the edge of the plateau, the

difference being due to the general degradation of the surface. The

fall thickness of the limestone previous to erosion was about 1 10 feet

(42 m.). Beneath the limestone is the gray Niagara shale, about SO

feet (24 m.) in thickness; then come the Clinton beds, gray limestones

and shales, with a sandstone at base, and a total thickness of 36 feet

(10 m.), and finally the Medina shales and sandstones, here consisting

Chiefly Of red arenaceous shale rarely interrupted by ledges of sand

stone. At the foot of the cataract, the Clinton is near the water's edge;

northward it rises at the rate of 25 feet (7 m.) to the mile, and the

river falls at a much more rapid rate, so that a basal exposure of the

red Medina increases rapidly from the cataract to the escarpment All

these beds, except the Niagara limestone, are in places more or less

obscured by talus, but the complete section can be seen on the Ameri-

can side, just below the lower suspension bridge.

The basins occupied by Lake Brie and Lake Ontario had a different

system of drainage previous to Pleistocene time, and were remodeled by

the work of the ice sheet, which modified the geography of the Great

Lake region in important ways. Some regions of soft strata Buffered

notable erosion, and the old drainage lines were in many cases com-

pletely obliterated by deposits of the glacial drift. When the ice

melted the waters were compelled to find new ways, and the drainage

of the glaciated region was imperfect or immature, in that it included

an immense number of lakes, large and small. Lake Brie and Lake

Ontario came into existence at that time, and so did the Niagara river.

The erosion of the Niagara gorge from the escarpment back to the

cataract is therefore a post-glacial work, and as a measure of post

glacial time it has attracted great attention. The length of the gorge

eroded, about six miles, is readily measured. The present rate of ero-

sion by the cataract is susceptible of measurement, and observation

lias already given it a value with valid claims for consideration. From

a survey made in 1842, and subsequent surveys made in L875, 1886,

and 1890, it appears that the central portion of the main cataract, the

Horseshoe fall, is receding 4 or 5 feet per annum, and that the Ameri-

can fall, which carries much less water, is receding much less rapidly.

For those who are willing to postulate a uniform rate of recession

through the whole extent of the gorge, it is easy to estimate the age of

the river from these data, but there are important reasons for question-

ing the validity of the postulate.
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The continuity of the geologic section in the walls of the canyon is

interrupted at one point on the Canadian side. At the locality known
as the Whirlpool there is an embayment of the wall, and at the head
of that embayment a body of drift is exposed from top to bottom of
the bluff, replacing the Paleozoic strata. How much deeper it extends
is not known, but the river has here gouged out a deep pool, in which
the current is temporarily slackened, and it appears probable that this

excavation was in the soft drift. Associated with this feature is an
embayment of the Niagara escarpment, near the town of St, Davids.
not far away. For the space of a mile the limestone cliff disappears,
and is partially replaced by glacial drift. It is believed that this

embayment and the preglacial cavity at the Whirlpool constitute parts
of the same preglacial valley, a valley opening to the northward and
terminating southward within the present river canyon, between the

Whirlpool and the cataract. So far as this valley extended the river

had an easy task, for its canyon was already dug.

On the other hand, it is doubted that the river has at all points been
able to work as rapidly as now. The height of the Falls is about L60

feet (48 m.)j the pool below the cataract has a depth, at the nearest

point where sounding has been successful, of 185 feet (56 m.). This

great depth of pool appears to be essential to rapidity of recession, for

under the American fall there is no pool and there the recession is

slow. But the river has a depth comparable with that of the pool for

only a mile or two below the cataract, and at most other points the

present cross section renders it improbable that a deep pool was ever

formed. It is surmised that at such points the rate of recession may
have been slow.

Accordant with this view is the hypothesis, not yet fully tested, that

all of the upper lakes, except Lake Erie, once found discharge to the

St. Lawrence river by other routes, so that for an unknown traction of

postglacial time the Niagara river drained a district only one-eighth as

large as that which it now drains.

The train approaches the Niagara falls from the Canadian side across

the suspension bridge, and follows the American bank to the village

of Niagara Falls, where it halts for the day. One can conveniently

cross again to the Canadian side by the steamer Maid of the Mist, or

by the upper suspension bridge, and the geologist will wish to seethe

cataract from both sides and from the river brink below, (lout island,

which divides the American fall from Horseshoe fall is reached by a

bridge from the American shore, and a spiral stairway leads one thence

to the water's edge between the two falls. At the head of this stair-

way guides and waterproof suits can be secured for a visit to the Cave
of the Winds, in which one passes beneath a sheet of falling water con-

stituting a portion of the American fall. The path lies partly on talus,
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partly on limestone ledges of the OlintOll, and partly on fallen blocks

of Niagara limestone. From the Canadian side one can enter a tunnel

dug in the Niagara shale, and follow it to a point beneath the Horse-

shoe tall, whence Ik; can look out at the descending water. At numer-

ous points farther down stream stairways, elevators, and inclined rail-

ways are constructed to enable the visitor to reach the water's edge.

Those of most value to the geologist are on the American side at the

Whirlpool Rapids, and on the Canadian side at the Whirlpool. From

the latter a few minutes' walk takes one to the mass of drift oiling the

preglacial channel, and its contact with the older rocks can be seen.

The accompanying sketch (Pig. 28) was made by iM. Golliez, of the

visiting geologists.

Flu. 28.—The Whirlpool of the Niagara River.
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ITINERARY.

By Chas. D. Walcott.

Station.

Niagara Falls

Buffalo

Bergen

Genesee Junction

Rochester

Newark

Port Byron

Syracuse

Canaetota

I'tica

Frankfort

Little Falls

South Schenectady

Coeymana Junc-

tion

CatsUill

Distance.

i
V
<s

» Fi
- o

> M

Eleva-
tion .

= — -

o

22

74

87

91

121

147

172

193

219

229

241

298

322

340

35

119

140

146

195

236

277

311

352

369

389

480

518

547

674

624

575

524

494

436

403

400

434

523

31111

349

180

97

175

190

174

160

161

133

123

122

132

159

121

Popula-
tion.

266, 664

Station.

Distance.

x
u
-
~
=

-
9

1 £ ^

Eleva-
tion.

-

133, 896

Kingston 362

Milton 883

Xewburg 80 I

Cornwall
j
398

West Point ! 403

583 185

616 1"

034

640

649

88, 143

44,007

Ft. Montgomery, -ins 667

Stony Point 416 I 669

\V,st Xvack 426 I 686

106

55

30

Tappan 432

Bergenflelds 439

Huckcnsaok 443

Wcchawken 451

New Vork (,'it\

.

(loot of Jay

street)

(in;.

706

718

726

8
!

Popula-
tion.

21. 261

23. 0S7

1,616,801

This day's journey is over a region classical in the annals of the

development of North American geology. It was along this line that

Hall, Emmons, Vauuxen, Mather, and Conrad conducted their investi-

gations, the results of which are published in the first four volumes of

the geology of New York and in the annual reports which preceded

them. The nomenclature established by them, on the basis of stratig-

raphy and paleontology, became a part of American geologic science

that was extended from State to State by subsequent surveys.

From Niagara Falls to the valley of the Hudson at Schenectady

there are no marked topographic features; the country is undulating,

and the route crosses the slightly southward dipping rocks of Lower

Devonian, Silurian, and Lower Silurian (Ordovician) age. They are

for the most part subjacent to heavy deposits of drift, although numer-

ous fine sections are shown in the various streams that flow in the north

and south drainage lines across which the train passes.

459
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From Schenectady to Newburg the valley of the Hudson River is

open and broad, and its undulating surface constitutes part of an ancient

base level, originating in Tertiary time. Afterward continental eleva-

tion led the river to eorrade its channel deeply, so thai the immediate

valley of the river lies several hundred i'vot below the plain of the gen-

eral valley. The rocks in which this plain is carved are Lower Silurian

in age. including the Hudson River, Utiea, and Trenton series. They

are greatly disturbed, and beautiful sections are shown on the eliffs

and in the railroad cuts. Shaly portions have received a cleavage

Structure, and metamorphism has extended so far that through con-

siderable areas the several series have not yet been discriminated.

Uplands visible at the right are due to the superior resistance of the

horizontal Lower Belderberg limestone, and loftier uplands seen beyond

them are due to the endurance of the Catskill sandstones. The moun-

tain from which the name Oatskill (Kaaterskill) is derived is a con-

spicuous feature at the right (west). At Newburg the Trenton lime-

stone occurs with but little alteration, and just beyond it the train

enters the area of crystalline schists, to which the mountain range

known as the Highlands belongs.

The train then passes through the gorge of the Highlands, keeping

close to the water's edge. Above it the old base level plain holds place

as a terrace within the gorge.

Beyond the gorge glimpses are obtained of disturbed and altered

Paleozoic rocks, and then the train approaches the Palisades,*a ridge

of trap, originally a sheet or dike injected in the great New .Jersey

series of red shales and sandstones commonly referred to the Trias.

This ridge borders the lower portion of the Hudson on the west for

many miles, and at its northern end swings west ward. The railroad,

passing through the curved northern extremity by a tunnel, follows

the western base of the ridge for more than half its length, and then

by another tunnel reaches its eastern base and the bank of the river

opposite. Xew York.

In passing from Niagara Falls to Buffalo the train crosses the south-

ern outcrop of the Niagara limestone, the entire width of the Onondaga

Salt group, and enters upon the Corniferous limestone of the Lower

Devonian. Turning eastward it passes over the latter formation for

about 50 miles, when it recrosses the Onondaga Salt group and con-

tinues on the Niagara limestone to Rochester. From a little distance

cast of Rochester it follows the Onondaga Salt group Tor over 100

miles, when it crosses the thin eastern extension of the Niagara lime-

stone and the broad development of the Clinton formation before

entering upon the Utiea and Lorraine shales, upon which it follows for

105 miles except at Little Falls, between Utiea and Schenectady, where
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a spar of bedded Algonkian gneiss crosses tlielineof the railroad; a

tine geologic section is exposed along the cuts and the Mohawk
River.

The Onondaga, Niagara, and Clinton terranes have been fully-

described by the veteran geologist and paleontologist, James Hall,

and the two latter terranes are mentioned in this Guide as they are

seen in the canyon of the Niagara. The immediate subjacent forma-

tion, as itoccnrs in the vicinity of Utica, includes 800 feet of argilla-

ceous shales in which numerous sandy layers occur near the summit.

The lower 710 feet is the Utica formation, and the upper IK) feet the

equivalent of the Lorraine shales and sandstones. The Trenton lime-

stone has a thickness of about 150 feet at Little Falls, and the imme-

diately subjacent Calciferous sandrock, 190 feet. A thin bed of sand-

stone and shale,just above the Algonkian gneiss has been referred to

the Upper Cambrian (Potsdam sandstone) zone, but on evidence that

is not conclusive. A fine section of the bedded Algonkian gneisses is

shown in the cliffs below the sandstones, and in the river, at the upper

end of the narrows, a massive gneiss or granite is to be seen. The

almost horizontally bedded Algonkian strata, although crystalline,

have frequently been taken to be the downward extension of the super-

jacent Calciferous formation. Other exposures of the Algonkian,

Calciferous, and Trenton terranes occur in the cliffs of the northern

side of the valley, between Little Falls and South Schenectady, while

with slight exception the hills on the south side are formed of the

Utica shale, with the Trenton limestones at the base.

Turning southeast from South Schenectady the road enters the

valley of the Hudson and an area where I he geologic structure is

entirely unlike that passed over from Niagara Falls to South Schenectady.

The Silurian (Ordovician) rocks are upturned, compressed, and more

or less broken by the westward thrust of the masses of rock dis-

turbed by the crumpling and folding of the strata of New England.

Within the valley there remains to be solved one of the most compli-

cated local geologic problems in North America geology. The higher,

outer western sides of the valley are formed of the horizontal Lower

Helderberg limestones, with a thin band of the Niagara corralline

limestone, beneath which a great thickness of alternating sandstones

and shales extend down to a limestone, found in deep wells at ii,47o

feet beneath the upper limestone. It is this series of shales and sand-

stones that are so plicated and altered in the valley to the eastward.

As far as known there are no exposures of the undisturbed strata below

a point 000 feet beneath the Helderberg limestone. The Upper 000 feet

exposed has been correlated with the Lorraine, the limestones at the

bottom of the dee}) wells with the Trenton, and the strata between with
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the L'tica and Lorraine, or all above the supposed Utica, just above the,

limestone, with the" Hudson River group,'' of the New York Survey. As

the latter occurs out in the valley it contains a strongly marked grap-

toliiir fauna, usually called Normans Kill fauna. This fauna is con-

sidered by Prof. Lapworth to be of about Trenton age and pre-Utican—

a view sustained by Mr. Ami in his studies at Quebec and by Dr.

Gurley in his review of the graptolitic faunas. Certain it is that the

graptolitic fauna is not the same as that of the l'tica shale of the

Mohawk Valley, as has been advanced by Hall, Whitfield, and Walcott.

The term Hudson has been applied to these beds between the Lower

Heidelberg limestone and the supposed Trenton limestone beneath,

and the Lorraine and Cincinnati formations correlated as equivalent.

This can not be done logically to-day, for the series of shales and sand-

stones, with occasional interbedded lentiles of limestones, includes all

the formations from the Calciferous to Lorraine inclusive. Lt is, as

stated by Sir William Logan, practically the equivalent of the Quebec

group, although it includes more at its upper limit in taking in the

Lorraine strata beneath the Lower Helderberg limestone.

The sedimentation on the outer limits of the eastern side of the valley

includes the Berlin grits and great thicknesses of interbedded purple

shales, and again red and green slates with dark argillaceous shales,

carrying the Normans Kill graptolitic fauna. Lentiles of limestone

occur bedded in the shales, in which the Calciferous, Chazy, and Tren-

ton faunas are found—sometimes one or two in the same lentile, as in

Washington County, New York. On the east side of the Hudson

Valley 5,000 feet of shales, slates, sandstones and limestones, of very

irregular succession, may be referred to the Hudson terrane.

The evidence now at hand leads to the conclusion that in the valley

of the Hudson, or the northern portion of the Appalachian trough, the

sedimentation, from the Upper Cambrian to Lower Helderberg time,

was unlike that of the region to the westward. It was greater in

quantity and variety, and during Trenton time a graptolitic fauna was

buried in it, such as is unknown elsewhere in New York and the south-

ern Appalachians, although present in Arkansas and Nevada, All

attempts to correlate the Hudson series with sections elsewhere must

be more or less defective, except that the great mass is of Lower Silu-

rian (Ordovician) age. The best region to study the Hudson series is

from Fort Edward, above Albany, to the vicinity of Catskill.

In Dutchess County, opposite Kingston, the Lower Cambrian quartz-

ite rests on the Algonkian gneisses, and the stratigraphic section is

represented from this horizon to the Trenton and Lorraine. South of

Poughkeepsie, on the east side of the river, the sedimentary beds are

crowded out to the river by the pre-Cambriau rocks, and below Newburg
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the crystalline schists of the Highlands occupy the western shore until

the trap ridge of the Palisades is encountered. At Weehawken the

characters of the trap are finely shown in the quarries.

The drift features, from Niagara Falls to Schenectady, include at first

ground moraine with undulating surface, and afterward, between Roch-

ester and Syracuse, a tract of drumlins of the more elongated type.

At Little Falls the Mohawk River appears to have cut a postglacial

channel, and tine river terraces occur above the gorge through which

the river passes. Below the falls the river silt and gravels nearly till

the valley from side to side.

The most important Pleistocene deposit of the Hudson Valley is a

great bed of laminated clay referred to the Champlain epoch and

known locally as the Albany clay. It is the sedimentary record of a large

estuary occupying the Hudson Valley after its abandonment by the

ice, and it appears originally to have stretched from side to side of the

valley, filling the river channel and masking the rugosity of the base-

level plain. Xear Schenectady its upper surface bears a heavy layer

of sand. After its deposition the land rose temporarily to a height

greater than the present, permitting the river to carve its channel to

such depth that it has not since been refilled with alluvium. The

so-called river is still an estuary for 150 miles (2-40 km.) from its mouth,

transmitting ocean tides as far as Albany.

From the terminus of the West Shore Railway at Weehawken trav-

elers are transferred to New York City by terry.
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EXCURSION TO THE CANYON OF THE COLORADO.

DENVER, COLORADO, TO FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA.

ITINERARY.

Station.

Denver *

Colorado Springs I

Fountain

Unites

J'inon

Pueblo]

Baxter

Chico

Boone

>.'epesta

Kooky Ford

La Junta

Benton

Timpae

Iron Springs

Delhi

Thatcher

Tyrone

Earl

Hoehnes

Trinidad

Stark villo

Motley

Wooton

New Mexico lino.

.

Baton

Dillon

Maxwell City

Dover

Springer

Wagon Mound . ..

Tipton

Shoemaker

Watrous

Onava

Distance.

~

o

73

86

93

104

117

123

129

136

lit

169

180

189

198

208

•217

225

236

244

258

262

267

272

277

277

286

288

311

319

325

351

361

368

376

385

117

188

150

167

188

198

208

219

2:12

272

290

304

319

335

349

36::

378

393

407

422

430

438

446

446

459

463

500

513

524

505

581

592

605

620

Elevation.

5, 182

5. 978

5, 552

5,353

5,022

4, 653

4, 602

4. 632

4,460

4, 356

4,162

4,046

4, 263

4. 676

5,012

5,40]

5,520

5,673

5,706

5. 967

6,333

6. 748

6,622

6, 456

5. 819

5,768

6,178

6,365

6, 250

6,398

6. 730

1.579

1,822

1, 692

1,682

1,531

1.41ft

1,403

1,881

1,359

1,328

1,269

1,233

1, 299

1. 125

1,536

1. 646

1, 682

1.729

1,739

1,819

1,980

2, 057

2,018

1,968

Station.

1,774
:

'

1,758
I'j

1,883

1,940

1,907

1,950

2,051

Azul

l.as Vegas. ;

Romero

Snlzbaoher

Teoolote

Kernal

S;m Miguel

Sands

Fulton

Kowe

Pecos

Cilorieta

Canonoito

I.amy

Ortiz

Los Oerrillos

Wallace

Biota

Aigodones

Bernalillo

Alameda

Albuquerque

Lagona

Met ':irtys

Bluewator

Continental Divide

Coolidge

Wingato

Defiance

Manuelito

Carrizo

Holbrook

Winslow

Canyon Diablo

Flagstaff

Distance.

38!)

305

400

409

411

414

425

ISO

432

441

446

451

455

460

472

478

491

498

502

511

520

528

594

611

635

626

636

644

658

661

666

685

693

696

710

718

726

732

740

760

769

780

801

808

822

837

850

956

983

1,022

Elevation.

ft

6, 672

6. 3S3

0. 288

5, 975

5,846

6, 068

6,021

6,888

6, 527

6, 366

7,417

6, 855

6.460

5,821

5,248

5, 125

5,099

5, 099

4,981

4, 935

5,869

664

674

694

702

766

781

813

839

872

1.068

1,084

1,117

1,130

1,233

1,257

1,308

1,350

1,403

6,977

6,714

5, 199

5, 009

4,824

5,399

6.864

2
S

%

2, 034

1,945
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[By S. F. Emmons.]

The route" between Denver and Colorado Springs has already been de-

scribed (p. 434).

From Colorado Springs nearly to Trinidad the road crosses open,

unincidented plains of .Middle Cretaceous shales, in which the only

geological landmarks are occasional outcrops of the harder beds of the

Niobrara limestones carrying abundant casts of Inocerami.

The road first runs south along the alluvial bottom of Fountain

Creek to Pueblo, then bends eastward and follows the bottom lands

of the Arkansas river to La Junta, from which point it takes a south-

west course, leaving the river bottom and following the gently rolling

plains and the beds of various streams which rise in the Sangre dc

Cristo range to the southwest. Over all these barren-looking plains

large herds of cattle and sheep are grazed, and, wherever there is suf-

ficient water for irrigation, the various cereals and many varieties of

fruits are successfully cultivated.

Before reaching Trinidad the beautiful eruptive mountain group of

the Spanish Peaks can be seen about 35 miles to the westward.
"

They consist of two distinct peaks—an eastern (12,71*0 feet, 3,877 m.)

and western (13,620 feet, 4,151 m.)—which rise out of a platform of

Laramie Cretaceous and recently-discovered Eocene Tertiary beds

(known as the Huerfano beds), about 10 miles east of the Sangre de

Cristo mountains. They are of the laccolitic type, but not so regular or

symmetrical as the Henry mountains. The laccolite, which spreads

out in the softer shaly beds of the Colorado Cretaceous, is about 2,000

feet thick in its central portion, and sends out an intricate system of

dikes through the overlying beds, which are so thoroughly metamor-

phosed that they were assumed by the first observers in this region to

be of Carboniferous age.

The San Juan branch of the Denver and Rio Grande road crosses the

Sangre de Cristo range into the San Luis park at Veta Pass just to

the right of the Spanish Peaks.

At El Moro, to the right before reaching Trininad, are the coke ovens

of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Trinidad owes its importance to the vicinity of most valuable beds

of excellent coking coal, admirably situated for economical exploita-

tion.

The thickness of Laramie measures, reckoning from the top of the

sandstones to the Fort Pierre shales which outcrop at their base, is

estimated to be about 1,800 feet. They contain 32 coal seams, which

have an aggregate thickness of 105 feet, though the seams are by no

means continuous throughout the field. The areal extent of the coal

field is about a million acres."
8 The coal is either a slightly caking

451 GE 30
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or else a coking coal, differing thus from the coals of the Denver

basin at the same horizon, which are non-coking and quite porous and

hygroscopic. The Laramie sandstones lie in an approximately horizon-

tal position, and are capped, to the east of the road, by overflows of

basalt, the greater mass of which forms Fishers Peak (9,460 feet,

2,843 m.). which is about 3,300 feet above the town to the southwest.

This is the culminating point of the Raton hills, a broad, Hat topped

ridge which extends eastward fr..m the base of the mountains and

forms the divide between waters Mowing into the Arkansas on the

north, and those flowing southward through Xew Mexico and Texas

directly into the Gulf of Mexico.

The difference between slightly caking and coking coal in this field

bears an evident relation to the magnitude of the neighboring eruptive

masses, the coking coal occurring in the portion underlying the Fish

era Peak overflow. In many parts of the tield the injection of lava

along a coal seam has produced either a dense natural coke or an

impure powdery graphite. The outcrop of natural coke near Trinidad

is probablytWO miles long. In other parts of the field outcrops of coke

have been' traced -1 and 5 miles. In a few places limited quantities of

semi-anthracite have been produced. The neighboring sandstones are

altered to quartzites.

From Trinidad the road rises, in a valley bordered by bluffs of Lara-

mie sandstones and shales, to Starkville, at the west base of Fishers

Peak.

Between Morley and Lansing the boundary line between Colorado

and New Mexico is crossed. The edges of the coulees of basalt, cap-

ping the mesa, can be distinguished on the east.

The road now descends rapidly to Raton, and passes out into the

broad, open valley of the Canadian river, eroded out ot Middle Creta-

ceous shales.

At Maxwell the hills to the east are capped by basalt. This is on

the well-known Maxwell Grant, one of the grants of land made by the

Spanish authorities before New Mexico was ceded to the D nit ed States.

At the time these grants were made laud had little value, and the

boundaries of the grants were very loosely defined by natural features,

such as streams and watersheds, whose names have since been changed.

The treaty of cession provided that the U. S. Government should

confirm titles to lands thus granted. This particular grant, as sur-

veyed for the persons who purchased it from the original grantees,

covered in the neighborhood of a million acres. It was sold by them

to Dutch capitalists. Since the sale there has been long litigation,

based upon an asserted fraud in making the surveys of the boundaries.

As these surveys had been accepted by the U. S. Land Otlice, the title

of the present holders was finally continued.
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Cimarron Creek, a tributary of the Canadian, which drains an inte-

rior monoclinaJ valley of the southern portion of the Sangre de Cristo

range, is crossed at Springer station.

At Wagon Mound the road traverses a gap in basalt between Oeate

mesa on the west and the Canadian bills on the east, both of which are

capped by basalt. South of the Oeate mesa and west of the road are

the Turkey mountains, which are formed cf Carboniferous strata sur-

rounded by Dakota sandstones,which dip gently away in all directions.

At Tipton the road has passed on to the Dakota sandstones, which

underlie the shales. Directly west of this station, on the southern

point of the Turkey mountains, is an extinct basaltic volcano with

extremely perfect crater, whose rim is broken cnly by a narrow gap on

the south side. According to Prof J. J. Stevenson 88 a coulee from

this crater flowed south down Cherry Creek to the canyon of the Mora
river, and then east along the bottom of this canyon to its junction with

Canadian river, ."><) miles to the eastward. Tn the upper part of the can-

yon only fragments of the coulee remain, but below it is continuous for

nearly 20 miles. This (low occurred at a time when the Mora canyon,

at its lower end, had been eroded to a depth of 860 feet (202 m.) below

the top of its present walls. The basalt coulee then filled the bottom

of this chasm to a depth of 400 feet; since which time the stream has

eroded a new channel, partly in the basalt, and partly in the sandstone

on one side of it. This latter channel, at the mouth of the canyon, is

230 (70 m.) feet below the base of the lava and 1,090 feet (322 m.) below

the plain.

From Shoemaker to Watrous the road follows the valley of Mora

river in Dakota sandstones. It then bends southwestward across a

plain of .Middle Cretaceous shales to Las Vegas, whose fine thermal

springs lie a few miles west of the main line, at the foot of the.steeper

slope of the mountains. Here the railroad company has built a bathing

establishment and a handsome hotel, which lias several times been

burned down.

From. Las Vegas the road runs southward into Dakota sandstones,

resting against the upturned Carboniferous beds which form the south-

eastern extremity of the Sangre de Cristo range.

At Bernal it turns westward, along the northern base of a mesa of

Dakota Sandstones, and passes info the valle\ of the Pecos river. It

then bends northwestward and follows along the south side of the

valley of the Pecos to near its source at Glorieta. It then bemls

southwestward, cutting through a projecting tongue of the Dakota

mesa at Canoncito, and passes into the valley of Gallisteo creek.

At Manzanares it touches the southern point of the southwest

extremity of the Sangre de Cristo range, which is formed of Archean

with an encircling fringe of Carboniferous beds.
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From Lamy a branch runs north across Tertiary beds (Santa Fe

marls) 40 miles (65 km.), to Santa Fe, one of the oldest settlements in

the United States. Like many other Spanish towns of the Southwest,

it occupies the site of an Indian pueblo.

The road now passes into the Laramie coal bearing rocks, in which

some mines have been opened not tar from Ortiz. The beds are, how-

ever, much broken by eruptive rocks, and the coal in some eases has

been changed to anthracite. In the valley to the south, around the

Placer mountains, is a considerable accumulation of gold-bearing

gravels which might be profitably worked if it were not for the absence

Of water.

To the north of Los Cerrillos, in the hills of the same name, tur-

quoise is found in rhyolite. The mines from which this mineral is

obtained are supposed to have been worked by the Aztecs before the

advent of the Spaniards.

Beyond Wallace the road enters the valley of the Rio Grande del

Norte. This stream takes its rise in the various mountains which sur-

round the great interior valley of San Luis Park. After leaving this

well watered and fertile valley it passes through narrows formed by

coulees of basalt into the arid regions of New Mexico. To one coming

from the east the portion of the valley followed by the railroad has a

general aspect suggestive of that of the Nile. The river flows in a

broad alluvial bottom, bounded by low blulfs at considerable distances

back from the river. In the early summer, when the snows melt in the

mountains, its waters spread out over the bottoms and leave a thin

deposit of fine alluvial soil, which soon becomes brilliantly green with

growing crops and fruits. As the river falls, the heat of summer grad-

ually turns this veidure to a somber yellow or drab, except in a few

favored spots. The old-world aspect of the valley is heightened by

the quaint old Spanish towns, Largely built of adobe or sun-dried

bricks, and still more by the villages of the Pueblo Indians, built of

stone, but plastered over the surface with mud.

[By c. K. Gilbert.]

East of Albuquerque stand the Zandia mountains90 overlooking

the Eio Grande with a bold mural front, even and straight, and little

gashed by canyons. From the water to the crest the rise is 7,000 feet

(1^100 m.). Except the crest the whole front is Arehean, but from end

to end there is a cornice of Carboniferous limestone a few hundred feet

thick, that by its continuity shows the whole was raised in a single

unshattered mass. The eastern face is of easier slope, but is less regu-

lar. The limestone band, that forms the persistent and almost level line

of crest, is the edge of an east \\ aid-dipping bed that is succeeded in that
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direction by superior Carboniferous and Mesozoic strata, all dipping

from the mountain. But going westward from the Archean belt the

unaltered rocks are not found in the same order. The tough Carbonif-

erous limestone that holds its own so valiantly on the summit does not

appear at the west, as it should if the structure of the mountain were

anticlinal; but the first strata seen, after passing the valley gravels,

which bury the base of the Archean wall, are of Cretaceous age, and

they dip toward, rather than from, the ridge. The mountain is a great

but simple monoclinal mass, bounded on the west by a profound fault,

along the line of which is the river valley. The difference of level

between the Carboniferous strata on the crest of the mountain and the

dissevered fraction of the same strata, buried far below the Cretaceous

rocks in the valley, is not less than 11,000 feet (3,300 in.), and something

greater than this must have been the throw of the fault that separated

them.

Thence, westward to Flagstaff and northward to the Grand canyon

of the Colorado, the route lies exclusively within the Plateau region.

The rocks are Cretaceous, dura-Trias, Carboniferous, and volcanic. The

Cretaceous system includes alternations of yellow sandstones with gray

argillaceous shales, and there are occasional beds of coal. The maxi-

mum thickness is about -4,0(K) feet (1,200m). The Jura-Trias iscomposed

of sandstones with sandy shales and marls, and is everywhere character-

ized by brilliant colors. In the upper part ofthe system lenses of gyp-

sum occur, and further west beds of salt are associated with them. At

the west, calcareous beds have been found in the upper part, with marine

shells, called Jurassic. Farther east, beds near the summit of the

series have yielded plants referred to the Trias, and bones referred to

the dura. About the Zuni uplift91 the most conspicuous member of

the system is the Wingate sandstone, a massive bed nearly 500 feet

(160 in.) thick occurring near the middle of the system, which has here

a total depth of about 3,500 feet (1,000 m.). Farther west another

massive bed appears near the upper limit, ami acquires topographic

prominence. The Carboniferous system is characterized by two great

beds of limestone, which weather but slowly and are thus rendered

prominent in the topography. The lower appears in the Grand canyon

of the Colorado; the upper, known as the Aubrey limestone, is seen in

the Zuni mountains, and constitutes a large portion of the plateau

traversed between Flagstaff and the Grand canyon. Above this are a

few hundred feet of biight-colorcd shales and sandstones, resembling

the Jura-Trias rocks, but classed with the Paleozoic by reason of fossils

of Permian type discovered in southern Utah. The same Permian

fades characterizes fossils of the upper layer of the Aubrey limestone.

Associated with these are volcanic rocks with many modes of occur-

rence. Basic lavas, chiefly andesitic, rest upon the plateau in great
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cones built in Tertiary time an<l left by the progressive degradation of

the region upon pedestals of less resistant rock. Next in importance

are lava Hows. partly andesitic, but largely basaltic, and of such antiq-

uity that the country has been eroded about them, leaving them as

caps of small plateaus or mesas. In some cases, where the outpoured
lava has been removed by erosion, the congealed lava of the conduit

remains as a volcanic neck. Of more modern date, and often of extreme

recency, although not historical, are basaltic cinder cones and basaltic

couldes, which diversify the plateaus and course through the valleys.

Normally the strata are approximately level and interest centers in

the variations from this attitude. The Zuni mountains were; produced

by a moderate aparching, the axis of which trends northwest and south-

east. On the northeast side the dips are gentle
J
on the southwest

steep. From the northwestern end of the uplift, a inonoclinal fold

—

the Nutria fold 1"—continues for several miles, and then gradually fades

out. Where a monoclinal fold is normally developed it is the equiva-

lent of a fault, except that strata are Hexed instead of fractured; in

this case flexure and fracture are combined (Fig. 2!)). Farther westward
another monocline, the Defiance fold, is seen, as well as minor flexures.

and near the Grand canyon yet others.

The San Mateo Plateau is occupied by an immense composite sheet

of lava TOO square miles (1,800 Bq. km.) in area. By the degradation

of the surrounding Cretaceous rocks it has received a relative altitude

of more than 1,000 feet. Upon it stand numerous cinder cones and

the great andesitic mass of Mount Taylor, and around about it a multi-

tude of volcanic necks testify to its greater original extent. Mount
San Francisco, likewise a great cone of audesite, was built upon dura-

Trias rocks, but these have been worn from the surrounding plain,

together with all other strata down to the Aubrey limestone, and the

talus of audesite almost completely conceals the sedimentary pedestal,

so that the peak seems to spring 5,000 feet (1,500 m.) into the air from

a plain of Aubrey limestone. All about it are more recent basaltic

cinder cones and lavas.

Where the train enters the Plateau region, soon after crossing the

Bio Grande, it follows a valley cut through the Cretaceous and into the

Jura-Trias. Near Laguna it rises to the Cretaceous, but before that

point is reached a fresh black lava stream appears in the valley, and this

is kept in sight for many miles. Thence to McCartys the visible sediment

aryrock is all Cretaceous. Northward at a short distance appears the

San Mateo plateau, with Mount Taylor on its back, and in the face of the

plateau are to be seen folds of Cretaceous strata formed previous to rlie

volcanic eruption. Nearer by are several buttes, constituted by volcanic

necks, and just beyond Cubero station is a dome-like lava cone. At
McCartys another fresh lava stream is encountered in the valley, and this

remains in sight until Bluewater is passed. A few miles beyond McCartys

the train passes from Cretaceous to dura-Trias rocks, but the character-
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istic features of the system d<> not appear until the lava is left behind.

From near Bluewater to Mineral spring the train follows a mono-

elinal valley belonging to the northeastern Hank of the Zufii uplift.

Beneath the track is the lower division of the Jura-Trias. At the right

are a series of picturesque vermilion and orange bluffs and towers mark-

ing the outcrop of the Wingate sandstone farther back a second

cliff line marks the outcrop of the basal sandstone of the Cretaceous.

On the left rises the Zufii range, exhibiting over huge areas the upper

surface of the Aubrey limestone, denuded of all superior strata and

embodying on its surface the details of mountain structure. With

favorable light, a system of minor faults and monoclinal flexures can

be confidently traced from a distance.

The slopes of the valley are gentle, but its drainage is curiously

divided, a part going to the Atlantic and another pari to the Pacific.

Quite unconscious that his train is surmounting a summit, the traveler

here crosses the Continental divide.

i''Ki. 29.—The -Nutria fold.

At Mineral spring the Nutria fold is crossed. To the northward the

strata can be seen to arch over and then suddenly descend. To the

southward the fold is marked by a line of rocky crags. Thence to

Manuelito the way lies among mesas of Cretaceous rock. A little west

of Manuelito the Defiance fold is encountered—a monoclinal similar to

that of Mineral spring, but of opposite throw. The J ura Trias is again

brought to the surface, and upon it the train continues to the crossing

of the bit tie Colorado at Winslow. 'flic beds here seen belong chiefly

to the lower portion of the system, including perhaps also the upper of

the strata referred to the Permian. Their varied hues in this desolate

region have given name to the Painted desert, but near the Little

Colorado they are partly concealed by alluvium.

From Winslow to Flagstaff the prevailing rock is Aubrey limestone,

which rises westward from beneath the Jura Trias. Its surface is dis-

turbed by minor faults and folds, and diversified by basaltic mesa and

cinder cones; and about San Francisco Mountain it is clothed by a

noble forest of yellow pine (Pinw ponderosa).

Where the drainage lines cross low anticlines of the limestone they

are sharply incised, and two such trenches are crossed by the railway.
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The greater of these, Oanyon Diablo, has a depth of 250 feet (7.") m.)

and has given name to the railway station just cast of it.

At Flagstaff the mode of travel changes; the, party is conveyed by
wagons and saddle horses, takes its meals out of doors, and sleeps in

tents.*

FLAGSTAFF TO THE GRAND CANYON."-'

By Q. K. Gilbert.

Flagstaff Stands at the southern base of San Francisco Mountain.
The road to the brink of the Grand canyon curves eastward about the

mountain and then takes a northerly course. In the vicinity of the

mountain are a great number of basaltic cinder cones from 500 to 1,500

feet (150 to 450m.) in height, and most of these are so newly formed

that their craters are well preserved. A few are not yet clothed with

vegetation, and one, Sunset peak, is associated with a black lava field

equally barren. The sides of this cone are of black lapilli, but its

crest is tipped with red in a way to suggest that it catches the last

rays of the setting sun. In the crest of another com; are artificial

caves dug by Indians to serve as dwellings, but long abandoned.

The general altitude of the plateau is 7,000 feet (2,100 m.), and it is

beautified by forests of pine, which give peculiar delight to eyes wearied

with treeless plains and mesas, but water is nevertheless scanty. There

are no streams, and springs are rare. Hull spring, the first one seen

by the party, is a day's journey from Flagstaff and determines a point

of encampment. The degradation of the country has here progressed

several hundred feet since the spreading of a great field of basaltic

lava, and the beds of resistant basalt cap a mesa, facing toward the

north. Beneath are soft shales of Permian age, and the water stored

in the crevices of the basalt escapes slowly at the plane of contact.

The sloping Permian outcrop is sheathed by fragments of the basalt,

which breaks away in huge blocks as it is sapped. One of these blocks,

separated from the main cliff by a chasm a hundred yards across, was

chosen as the site of an Indian village and covered with stone houses.

The ruined walls remain, with fragments of pottery, and chips of flint

and obsidian.

From Hull spring northward the road descends below the /.one of

trees and for 20 miles (30km.) traverses a prairie floored by Aubrey
limestone. Continuing on the same terrane, it then rises again into

the zone of pine forest, and there remains till the brink of the canyon

is reached. This timbered upland is the Oosnino plateau, the compan-

ion and counterpart of the Kaibab plateau north of the river. Indeed

the two are parts of one uplift divided by the corrading river.

"The prophecy of "tents" was not verified; the party bivouacked, and was so

unfortunate as to encounter storms of rain, snow, and wind.
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The Aubrey limestone withstands erosion so much better than the

Shinarump (Permian) shales and sands above it, that its surface has

been denuded over a vast area and constitutes the floor of the country.

Each great otogenic block stands as a plateau, each fault is marked

by a cliff, each rock flexure is revealed in a topographic profile. Throngh

this grand tectonic model runs the river's trench, revealing its anatomy

in either wall.

The brink of the chasm is reached at a point nearly opposite Point

Sublime, and the view does not differ in character from that sketched by

Holmes.'91 '- 94 The canyon is here broad and its walls are elaborately

sculptured in sinuate terraces and cliffs, with buttresses, alcoves, pyra-

mids, and spires innumerable. The Aubrey limestone and a linn sand-

stone beneath it, both pale in tint, constitute the first cliff, and a broad

sloping terrace below it reveals a series of bright red shales and sand-

stones likewise of the Aubrey group. The foundation of this ter-

race and the material of the next cliff is a massive gray limestone,

named the Red Wall because generally stained by pigment washed

from above. The cliff is 1,000 feet (300 m.) high, and can be scaled only

here and there in a deep recess. The next terrace is due to sandy shales

of dingy hues, green, gray, and brown—the Touto shales; and the Tonto

sandstone forms a chocolate-colored cliff beneath.

The Aubrey beds and the Red Wall limestone carry Carboniferous

fossils; there are Cambrian fossils in the Tonto shales and Tonto sand

stones. Devonian and Silurian claim a narrow zone at the base of

the Red Wall. Beneath the Tonto sandstone is a profound unconfor-

mity; it rests partly on Archean schists and granite, partly on basset

edges of two great systems of Algonkian strata, comprising all ordinary

types of clastic rocks, but yielding only tantalizing traces of contem-

porary organisms. These systems are themselves separated by an

unconformity, and a still greater break divides the lower from the

Archean.
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PUEBLOS.

To the ethnologist this whole region is of special interest by reason
of the opportunities afforded to study the institutions, arts, and archi-
tecture of Pueblo Indians. From the train may be seen the villages of
Isleta and Laguna, besides a number of outlying farms and hamlets
belonging to Laguna, and the whole region abounds with ruins and other
vestiges of more extended occupation. Through an immense area, com-
prising the half of Colorado and Utah and the greater part of Arizona
and New Mexico, there is scarcely an acre on which shards of Pueblo
pottery may not be found. Though the houses an 1 of stone, the mortar
employed has no lithifying principle and yields to the storms, so that
the walls of abandoned houses are apt, to fall, but a multitude of
structures built in shallow caves on the faces of cliffs have been pre-
served, enabling the student to assure himself of the identity of the
culture represented by the ruins with that of the modern villages. A
group of cliff dwellings is readily accessible from Flagstaff.



NOTES AND SKETCHES BY VISITING GEOLOGISTS.

NOTE ON WALNUT CANYON AND ITS CLIFF DWELLINGS.

By Prof. T. McK. HUGHBS.

Fio. 30.— Clifl" dwellings in Walnut canyon.

Walnut canyon, 8 miles (12 km.) southeast from Flagstaff, Ariz.,

is a dry canyon in summer, but after the rains the channel is a roaring
torrent. It is cut to a depth of 250 feet (85 m.) in the Aubrey or Upper
Carboniferous rocks, which yielded to our party two species of Produo-
tus and some mytiloid lamellibranchs. The lower half (Fig. 31-2) con-

sists of false-bedded sandstones of very uniform character, the breadth
of the bands picked out by the principal divisional planes, whether of

bedding or cross-bedding, being approximately the same from top to

bottom, and the Hat clean-cut wall showing no evidence of alternations

ofharder and softer beds. Not so the upper halfof the side ofthe gorge,
which consists of irregular beds of limestone, some of which protrude in

ledges of varying thickness, while others have flaked off under the

influence of the weather and receded into continuous rock-shelters,

like those in the mountain limestone along the vale of Clwyd in North
475
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Wales or the dbris along t lit- V"6zere in Mesozoic rocks. As in the
cliff of Dordogne, so in the Walnut canyon, these shelters have been

occupied by people whom (lie necessities of

primeval life or the exigencies of war drove

to easily defended fastnesses in the rocks.

They do not imply that the races who
availed themselves of these strongholds
were in a more rude stage than those who
lived in hutB upon the plateau. In the Mid-

dle A.gesrthe bock of Tayac was long held

by the English, and so the remains left by
the Indian tribe which occupied these cliff

dwellings in the Walnut canyon did not

lead us to infer that it was in an early stage
of civilization. The fragments of pottery

FIG. 80.—Section in Walnut canyon. '

showed much artistic taste and skill. The
stone arrowheads were highly finished and of the same type as those

used by the Indians of historic time. The walls of the dwellings were
of stone cemented by mortar, in which were pieces of pottery, Showing
that the building was still going on after the tribes had lived there

for some time and scattered household rubbish about. Cobs of In

dian corn told of cultivation, while their state of preservation con-

firmed the impression, derived from the mortar and other remains,

thatrthere was no ground for assigning the occupation of the cliff to any
remote antiquity.

SECTION IN CONGRESS CANYON OPPOSITE POINT SUBLIME.

By Dr. PbITZ Fkkcii.

The succession of strata exposed in the (hand Canyon of the Colo-

rado has already been several times described («aB.«).

But all the sections hitherto published differ somewhat in regard to

the petrographical character, the relative thickness and the disturb-

ances of the strata, and as the section shown in Congress canyon has
not been investigated before by any geologist, it may well be described
at some length. The section is interesting not alone for the opportu-
nity it affords to make a diagnosis of the petrographical character of
the strata. There are probably few places on theearth where the geo-

logical phenomena of folding, faulting, uplifting, as well as numerous
transgressions, may be so easily taken in at a single glance.

As the geologist passes upward from the bottom of the canyon to

liance's cabin he crosses the terraues of the following principal geolog-
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ical divisions: Archean, Algonkian, Cambrian, and Carboniferous. The

more important divisions of these groups are marked by the Roman
numerals 1 to VII, ^

ih s- —

—

if.-.

ifr.

y~

iS

K—

in ascending or-

der, in Fig. 32.

I

.

Archean.
Gneiss with intra

sive dikes of gran-

ite, pegmatite, and

later diabase.

II. A Igow, k'mn.

Grand Canyon se-

ries,* lying uncoii-

formably on the

gneiss. Coarse
red sandstones,
shales, and con-

glomerates, with a

sheet of diabase in

the lower part (in-

trusive or surfaee

flowt). Its total

thickness, as ob-

served at other

points, is over 13,-

000 feet (4,000 in.);

in this section only

300 to 400 metres

are exposed.

1 Hand IV. Cam-

brian, (about 1,000

feet (305 m.) thick

lying uneonform-

ably on the up-

turned edges ofthe

Algonkian beds.

The faults which

traverse the latter F'«- 32.-s,.<-tin„ la Oangwea canyon.

beds terminate at the base of the Cambrian.

/

U:'

*The Grand Canyon series is fully developed only in flic main canyon and thins out

Ib the smaller valley through which the trail from Hanee's oabin descends. The

Cambrian sandstone rests directly on the gneiss in the picturesque niche or panel 'M

called St. Gahriel's Cathedral (26 in. high), where the geologists camped the first

night.
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The Cambrian is subdivided into

—

III. Loircr Tonto, (about 300 feet) massive red sandstones with Scoli-

tlius at the top.

IV. Upper Tonto, (about 475 feet) greenish shales and shaly sand

stones with impure limestones in the upper part.

The Devonian, which has been observed by Walcott 95 on the

other side of the Grand canyon, between Marble canyon and Kaibab
plateau, is altogether wanting at this point. The unconformity of

erosion at the base of the Red Wall limestone, observed by the same

geologist, is also yery obscure here. There seems to he a gradual pas-

sage from the arenaceous sediments of the Tonto to the Carboniferous

limestones above, but the fact that a sandstone bed is intercalated at

the base of the Carboniferous limestones is consistent with Walcott's

observations.

V. Lower Carboniferous, aa,. 1,000 feet. Red Wall limestone.

(a) At the base: alternating- sandstone and limestone.

(b) Red and white stratified (thin-bedded I) limestone, in part eri-

noidal limestone with easts of Splri/crstriatus.

(c) J>ed of bluish breeciated limestone.

Above these comes the cliff of the l\vd Wall; it consists of a massive

or obscurely bedded pure white limestone, which is superficially colored

by waters seeping through the red beds of the Aubrey group.

VI and VII. Upper Carboniferous or Aubrey group.

VI (a). Lower Aubrey sandstone and shale, ca. 1,000 feet. The upper
and lower parts are formed by thin-bedded sandstones and shales; in

the middle there is a well defined cliff of massive sandstones.

VI (/>). White Aubrey sandstone, ca. 100 feet, cross-bedded and
forming a steep cliff distinctly visible from a long distance as a white
band in the midst of the red rocks.

VII. Aubrey limestone and dolomite, ca. 500 feet (800 feet on
the other side of the canyon). In the lower part is found a pure lime-

stone which rests directly on the sandstone without any transition.

The upper part consists of cherty limestones which contain a large
Allorisma and some ill-preserved gasteropoda {EuomphaluB and Pleuro-

tomariu). [n Coconino or Walnut canyon, near Flagstaff, the follow-

ing Brachiopoda were found in the faint pink-colored dolomite in which
are thefamous cliff dwellings. (See p. 475.)

Productus Tvesii, Newberry, very common.
Productus all'., scdbriculus, rare.

fipirifer (Martinia) lineata, Marsh, rare.

Thespeeimens of P. Ivesii are very clearly related to the Upper Car-
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boniferous form of P. semiretieulatus, which Dr. E. SeheHwien* 1ms
named var. bathyoolpo8; but in P. Ivetit the ribs of the shell and the
spines are more strongly developed and the medial septum in the
smaller valve is divided. P. Ivesii should be considered a variety of J\
semircticulatus and not a distinct species.

The principal terraces are developed at the horizons of the Upper
Tonto (IV), and at the base and top of the Lower Aubrey sandstone
(Via). They are indicated by the reduced slope of tin; cliff in the
accompanying- section ( Fig.32). The actual slope of these terraces could
not be given for want of space.

The principal cliffs are formed by the Archean, the (hand Canyon
and Lower Tonto series and the Red Wall. The picturesque carved (or

incised) forms of the latter have a remarkable resemblance to the
Dolomite cliffs of the Upper Trias in southern Tyrol.

The following table gives the results of a more detailed examination
of the Tonto series (III and I V)

:

III. 1. Coarse, red, cross-bedded sandstones, with pebbles of quartzat the base
and Seolithus at the* top ca . 200

2. White sandstone, spotted black 30
IV. 'A. Thin-bedded, brown, qnartzitic sandstones and shales M

1. Yellow and chocolate-colored, sandy shales, alternating with cross-

bedded sandstones and conglomerates J5

5. Well-defined bedof in-own sandstone with glanoonite(t), containing
Obollchi

mm
,

(i. Greenish or snuff-colored, shaly sandstone with worm tracks (Crugi-
ana), ripple-marks and glauconite ( f) (OboUelapoltiaH&H 1 Lingvla
montuula Walcott I ) 65

7. Same rocks as in r> and <>. Large ripple-marks in the lower part, and
in 6he upperpart a glauconite layer 5 to IB cm. thick. ObollelaBj>.1.. 32

8. Snuff-colored sandstone, forming a well-defined cliff 8 feet high. In

the upper part some calcareous shale 85
D. Greenish or snuff-colored shales with small ripple-marks, forming a

gentle slope 85
10. Same beds as in H. In the upper, a bed of limestone forming a small

cliff 44

it. Greenish shales, with small cliff in the midst formed by a greenish
sandstone 85

The section shown in Congress canyon is in many respects incom-

plete. The following table, made by 0. I). Walcott 96 at the Kaibab
Plateau on the north side of the Grand canyon, gives the complete
section (Roman numerals denote corresponding beds observed in Con-
gress canyon):

Veot.

Tertiary 815
Cretaceous 3

(
095

•To whom I am indebted for the determination of the two Prodnctus. Compare
the figures of /'. eemiretioulatm While, (J. and (i. Surveys \V. of 100th meridian, Vol.
iv. p. Ill, PI. vim, flg. 1, and Pro&tctua Sp. '. Meek. I'. S. (i. Explor. 40th Par. Vol.

iv p. 67, PL vii, tig. 6,
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Carboniferous

.Jurassic (identified) DiiO

. I nra -Trias 3,430

Permian X5 1

VII. Upper Aubrey limestone 805

VI. Lower Aubrey limestone 1, 185

[ V. Red Wall limestone 962

Devonian Temple Butte limestone

,..-,,, ( IV. Tonto (oaloareous and arenaceous shale) )
\ i I I 1 1 I ' I laill . -

•i. io<;

AJgonkiaa . -

f 111. Tonto (sandstone) S

( dinar (shales and limestones) 5. 120
)

II. Grand Canyon (sandstones with lava Hows in

ill

1,060

upper part) (i. x:»o
; 12,950

Vishnu (bedded qnartzites and schists) l, OOOj

26, 500

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

The interest afforded by the Grand canyon section is not restricted to

the mere petrographies! and stratigraphical diagnosis of its beds. It

would be (lilUciilt to find another locality where the geological changes

induced by faulting, folding, and volcanic eruptions can be so easily

observed at a single glance. As Capt. Dntton remarks: w ''Probably

there is no instance to be found in theworld where an unconformity is re-

vealed upon such a magnificent scale, and certainly not amid such im-

pressive surroundings." If we attempt to read the pages of the gigantic

manual of geology, which is revealed to as from the brink of the great

chasm, we may decipher the following episodes in its ancient history:

L. Energetic folding of the gneiss, and simultaneous or subsequent

intrusion of pegmatite dikes, which have also been folded.

2. Complete erosion and planing down of the pre-Algonkian moun-
tains; deposition of 13,000 feet (-1,000 m.) of Algonkian sandstones and
shales.

3. Eruption of diabases [the diabase dikes which cross thepegmatites
lie conformably between the Algonkian sandstones (whether surface

flows or intrusive sheets .') but do not penetrate the younger rocksj.

•1. Upheaval and faulting of the Algonkian sediments and inclosed

eruptive beds.

5. Transgression of the Upper Cambrian (Tonto) sandstones; incom-

plete erosion and planing off of the Algonkian land surface. [The
Algonkian beds are partially or totally wanting between the gneiss and
the Tonto series; in other words, the sediments thin out over the
ancient reefs of (he Cambrian sea.|

0. The Silurian is wanting, and at the top of the irregularly dis-

tributed Devonian there is an unconformity by erosion (without dis-

cordance of stratification). These facts may be explained in either of
three ways: (I) The Canyon area became dryland before and after

Devonian time; (2) or, after deposition of the Silurian strata, they
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were subsequently removed by erosion; (3) or, no sedimentation what-

ever took place in the Silurian sea. In either ease the changes observed

were effected without any dynamic movement in the earth's crust. On
the other hand, the unconformity between the Devonian and the Car-

boniferous is evidently due to some change in the sea level.

7. With the earlier Carboniferous begins a period of regular marine

sedimentation, which went on uninterruptedly until the close of Per-

mian time. Between Permian and Trias (in the Triassie, Shinarnmp,

conglomerate), and again in Trias and Jura "we lind instances of these

peculiar unconformities by erosion without any unconformity of dip

in the beds." 94

In early Tertiary time a period of disturbance (folding and faulting)

again set in in the Grand Canyon region, where no such changes had

taken place since the Algonkian epoch. A typical instance of a

flexure in the massive Red Wall limestone was observed in descending

through the upper part of Congress canyon. The same phenomenon has

been observed by Walcott, who pointed out the interesting fact that

the pre-Cambrian and Tertiary movements took place on the same line

of displacements. The upturning of the strata on the western side of

the fault was effected during pre-Cambrian time; that on the eastern

side during Tertiary time.97

It was at this time, probably, that the period of volcanic activity

commenced, during which the San Francisco mountains were formed.

After the formation of these andesitic mountains, basaltic eruptions

took place, in which Dutton distinguishes an earlier and a later period.

During the earlier, the plateau surface, now formed by the Aubrey

limestone, was covered with Permian shales and clays. The basaltic

flows of this time protected these Permian beds from snbaerial erosion.

Bed Butte, which was passed during the second day's journey to the

canyon, and consists of Permian capped by basalt, is a characteristic

instance of such protection.

The cinder cones, lava flows, and ash beds near Flagstaff, passed

during the first day's journey, belong to the very latest eruption and

may be of very recent origin.

451 ge 31
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